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advice. 
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unnecessary. 
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CHAPTER I 

INDUSTRIAL AND FINANCIAL SETTING OF THE 

COMBINE MOVEMENT 

BRITISH and German industry are not in general comparable. 
In the first place. discussion of British industrial affairs 
usually begins and ends with the relations of capital and 
labour. and in Germany that has never been a primary 
problem; labour costs have never been so important as costs 
of capital and transport; and in the second, British industry 
in general, and the staple tTades. in particular rely more on 
the export markets than does the German; the German 
branches which have to face the same catastrophic loss of 
markets as the British staple tTades are the manufacturers 
of small finished goods, musical instruments, pottery, glass, 
not the heavy industries. Tbesepermanentandfundamental 
contrasts, explained by the obvious differences in the 
historical and geographical conditions of each country's 
economic deVelopment, were apparent long before the war, 
and have peen greatly intensified by the events of the post
war period. 

One likeness can however Pe observed in both countries
a rough line can be drawn between the prosperous and 
depressed industries, though the same industries do not lie 
on the same side of the line. In Britain depression prevails 
in the staple industries, while active progress is made by the 
new branches. In Germany the basic industries have 
displayed almost sensational resiliency, while the older 
fmishing branches sufier from depression. The depression in 
both cases is likely to be permanent, or at least of long 
duration, as it is due to permanent changes, loss of markets. 
financial conditions, coupled with structural hindrances to 
recovery in the form of relative backwardness of producers' 
combinations in Great Britain and the special financial 
weakness of the German finishing branches. Beyond this 
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very broad generalisation comparison cannot go. Con
sequently, each group of industries. each industry. has its 
own problems of organisation and its own possibilities of 
solution. which rarely resemble those of the corresponding 
British industry or group. 

Tumingto the present organisation of individual branches. 
the most marked contrast is observable in the older industries. 
The undertakings of the German heavy industry are in 
general much larger· than the British. for purely tpchnical 
reasons. apart altogether from the combination movement, 
and the German marketing syndicates, highly organised and 
including all producers in their areas, are much older than 
the British; the coal syndicate goes back to r893, the steel 
cartels to the beginning of the century, while the British 
marketing schemes and the larger ama1gamations date from 
:1:926. In Great Britain independent mines and steel works 
still persist; in Germany: the integrated concern had already 
become the rule before the war, and the independent mines 
finally disappeared in the infiation period. As a result of 
the joint pressure of technical requirements and financial 
exigencies the German heavy industry is concentrated in the 
hands of a few 1arge firms, one of them a trust controlling 
40 per cent. of the Ruhr's output. This contrast in structure 
and organisation is accompanied by--QIld is no doubt partly 
responsible for-an equally striking contrast in prosperity. 

The contrast in prosperity does not extend to the textile 
branches; both the British and the German industries are 
suffering from depression to about the same extent, though 
for different causes. The German textile industries are less 
fortunately placed as regards their supply of raw material. 
and rely chiefly on the home market. Most branches are 
less technically efficient than the British, less highly 
specialised; establishments are smaller and less locally 
concentrated. Even under these discouraging conditions, 
cartel formation has gone further, except among the finishing 
branches, though without marked success. 

In the newer branches, on the other hand, organisation 
and structure of the British and German industries are fairly 

• of. Appendix 1 (i). 
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similar. In chemicals, the two great trusts are identical in 
outward form, though their achievements are on very different 
levels. In engin,eering, several very large undertakings exist 
side by side with a number of smaller businesses.; the 
German industry can however exhihit several triumphs of 
organisation canied out under the guidance of a magnificently 
organised trade association to which the British industry can 
offer no parallel. In both countries the electrical manu
facturing and artificial silk branches are dominated by a 
few large concerns. In Germany these have expanded by 
absorption of smaller concerns, less than by addition to their 
own works, while in Great Britain smaller independent works 
have developed rapidly sinCe J:926. In both countries the 
electrical industry is free of connection with other branches, 
since Siemens and the A.E.G. severed their connection with. 
the heavy industry made in the infiationperiod. The 
British artificial silk industry is also for the most part free 
from such connections but in Germany important artificial 
silk undertakings have been financed I;>y the chemical and 
coal concerns, though the dominant Glanzstoff Bemberg 
combine has developed by expansion and self-finance on the 
same lines as Courtaulds. 

Long before the war, the services which the combines 
rendered were evident enough to raise the question why 
British industry did not avail itself more readily of the same 
instrument. In the effort to give due weight to the 
significance, magnitude and rapidity of the movement, 
explanations of its origin tend to become too fundamental, 
emphasising the influence of theory and national psychology 
rather than the industrial setting. Popular economic theory 
has been responsible for no material manifestation in this 
field, and national psychology, after all, explains only inertia 
and not activity. Two obvious causes, peculiar to Germany, 
lay at the root of the movement, the later development of 
German industry, and the technical conditions of production. 
Of the two perhaps the second is the more important; late 
development alone would not have forced the industry to 
combine if the proportion of fixed costs had been lower; it 
is the technical conditions of production which account for 
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the principle and structure of the heavy industry's organ
isation. if not for the structure's perfection and extreme 
developments. 

Hence the movement in its early stages chiefly afiected 
the heavy industries. whose peculiar position in the German 
industrial system requires special emphasis. The terms 
.. heavy .. and .. finishing" as applied to groups of industries 
in.Germany not only describe but also classify; the classifica
tion is so obvious and so often made in Germany that it is 
not often observed that industry elsewhere is not so easily 
carved at the joints-in France or Great Britain the 
distinction would throw no certain light on any aspect of the 
national economy; but in Germany the distinction is not 
futile, for it recognises djssimilarities in historical develop
ment and present economic interest. dissimilarities sometimes 
so great that they become contrasts. The terms correspond 
only very roughly to the division of products into means of 
production and consumers' goods, or into producers' and 
consumers' goods. but the fact that they do not quite exclude 
-the greater part of the chemical industry's output is 
.. finished .. for instance-and hardly define, is no reason for 
rejectiog their use. They do indicate the salient features of 
the groups. Fixed costs are low in the finishing branches 
which employ skilled labour and buy their raw material; 
their critical cost is usually the short term credit rate. To 
the heavy industry which extracts, prepares, or makes its 
raw material and requires enormous capital investment, 
variable costs-with the exception of transport charges
are relatively unimportant. These characteristics are 
universally exhibited in any industrialised country, but the 
contrast is marked more clearly in Germany by reason of 
the geographical distribution of industry. 

The peculiar transport situation arises because the 
industrialisation of Germany not only came later than that of 
Great Britain, but also came more disjointedly. Discoveries 
of the coking process, textile machinery. the steam engine. 
were indispensable, but not decisive. Even the railway was 
for a long time a. political rather than an economic asset. 
Expansion did not ~ till. the Gilchrist-Thomas and 
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Siemens Martin processes were discovered,. and these dis
coveries did not merely introduce new processes,but produced 
new industries; for until the middle of the century only the 
small iron ore deposits of the Erzgebirge and Harz were 
mined and nearly three-quarters of the iron output was 
smelted with charcoal. Yet Germany had been engaged for 
centuries in industries, skilled, various and renowned, as, for 
instance, high quality steel, linen and porcelain. So late as 
:1:860 these were still.her principal industrial products. The 
development of the coal, iron and steel industries in Rhein
land-Westphalia forced the old industries to produce on a 
gradually increasing scale and steadily increasing rate, but 
not on such a scale or at such a rate as to necessitate funda
mental changes which, so far as technique improvements 
were concerned, had already taken place in textiles and paper. 
At present the technical methods of the older group are not 
in general behind the best modern practice, but it bears two 
marks of its earlier origin, the survival of hand-work in certain 
branches, and its location. In England the complex of 
events known as the industrial revolution brought with it 
complete changes of location; the scattered sites were 
abandoned for regions with certain necessary and obvious 
qualifications. In Germany the old industries did not move, 
for they had what coal they needed, distance from their 
market did not trouble them. and skilled labour kept them 
where they were-in very few cases did they disappear, nor did 
old industrial centres near the Rhenish-Westphalian area 
(cutlery, silk and linen, for instance) appear to gain much from 
their proximity. Thus the difference in dates of origin 
accounts for the wide dispersion of industry as a whole in a 
nation with mineral deposits concentrated in small areas.* 

Hence the transport situation is at once the strength and 
the weakness of the German heavy industry; the strength, 
because from it grew the three-fold unity, Ruhr coal, 

• Ouly in Germany could Weber's industrial location theory justify 
its existence: elsewhere the sum would be worked with the answer on the 
same ~ for aD industry can usually only be where it is. but when 
heterogeneous factoro-historical and economio-o< tTaditioual and 
rational--influence location on such a scale it is natural to try and estimate 
their _tive oUeqth. 
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Lorraine ore, Rhine chemicals; the weakness, because the 
coal and iron industry's capacity is always greater than its 
market; for this reason coal sold in the .. non-contested 
area .. must pay for coal sent to the contested areas, and steel 
sold in the inland market must bear the cost of exCHAing 
quotas in the international cartel. To do the industries 
justice, they perpetually attempt to find other ways of 
escape-to secure concessions from the railways, or canal 
construction from the state, to keep their own shipping on 
the Rhine, to solve the problem once for all by a long
distance gas transmission scheme. The two greatest Ruhr 
firms have found an even better way of reducing transport 
costs-removal to the Rhine: the Steel Union has concen
trated production in its Hambom works and Krupp proposes 
to abandon the world-famous Essen works for a site on the 
Rhine. Since the war, the transport situation has been 
much affected by the emergence of Central Germany as an 
economic unit, based on development of the lignite seams 
and the electrical power system. The transport problem 
will no doubt disappear when the great activity in coal 
distillation and fuel economy experiment comes to fruition; 
but, until the day comes when solid fuel is unknown, it will 
continue to be responsible for the standing phenomena of 
the German heavy industry-modernisation of plant verging 
on over-investment-a state of internal tension in the 
syndicates due to dumping prices in the competitive areas. 

From the relative importance of overhead and transport 
costs arises the fundamental contrast in organisation between 
the heavy and finishing groups. only recognised in recent 
years. In the early years of this century it seemed quite 
likely that all industries would in time follow the example 
of those which had taken to the cartel in the go's, just as 
there seemed no reason in the inflation period, when Stinnes 
and the A.E.G. were extending in all directions, why they 
should stop short of the finishing industries. Since stabilisa
tion put an end to investment of that kind on that scale, it 
has been recognised that combined production of mass goods 
and quality goods contains something .. spmnghaft, liicken
haft, ungleichmiissig," and that this disparity which prevents 
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connections between industries of certain kinds extends to 
the form organisation has taken in the two main branches. 
Both the highly developed heavy industry syndicate regulat
ing output and sales, and the loose agreement of a textile 
branch to make common terms with dealers, are market
controlling organisations, but for the one control is a 
necessity, for the other a convenience, because the heavy 
industry must secure regular employment of plant as the 
finishing branch need not. In addition, the markets are of 
difierent character. The heavy industry's markets are 
interconnected and interdependent, depending on genaal 
industrial conditions: those of the finishing industry are 
usually limited to a special, fairly constant demand. The 
difierence is well illustrated by the obstacles encountered by 
international cartels in the finishing branches; agreements 
to divide up markets are not easily made because they do not 
work to order, and, further, the allotment of a. market to a 
rival is a lost opportunity to the other parties to the agree
ment, as it is not, necessarily, under an agreement between 
national heavy industries. 

But the post-war . combination movement difiered 
essentia1ly from the pre-war movement in that it afIected 
every industry. Its rapidity and universality were due to 
one cause and one cause only, the financial situatiOn. The 
contrast in organisation extends only to marketing opera
tions; financially both are similarly afIected. Of course, in 
appearance, the heavy industry integrated concern with 
central management, and a nebulous financial complex in 
the textile branches, difier as much from each other as 
a coal syndicate and a nobon makers' cartel, but in 
the case of the financial combine the purpose is the same. 
The cartels of the heavy and finishing industries resemble 
each other in function only; both undertake marketing 
operations, but in the heavy industry the cartel is a first 
necessity as it is not in the finishing branches. The combine 
in the heavy industry may perform a difierent function; 
it may use the financial amalgamation as a means for 
re-organising its works. Such re-organisation has usually 
accompanied amalgamation in the heavy industries-and 
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may accompany, but in fact rarely does amalgamation in 
the finishing branches: But re-organisation is not, as it is 
often said to be, the !Dotive for financial amalgamation; 
it is an accompaniment depending on the industry's structure. 
Fundamentally, financial conditions were the motive power 
of all combine formation in the post-war period. 

If trustification has not progressed so rapidly in the 
finishing branches as in the heavy industry. it is because 
the financial 'structure of these branches does not often 
permit it, not because they offer smaller possibilities of 
rationalisation. A number of factOrs combine to render 
them financially more helpless. It is obvious that the firm 
in the manufacturing branches is fiD.anclally weaker because 
as a financial Unit the average firm is smaller* (although of 
course as an " establishment " it is in certain branches larger 
than the heavy industry firm in that it employs a greater 
number of workers in relation to the total number of works 
engaged in the industry), and therefore in some branches the 
private undertaking is typical and prevalent as it is not in 
any branch of the heavy industry. But the need for financial 
amalgamation is even greater in the finishing branches 
because the German credit system and financial conditions of 
recent years has put them in a specially disadvantageous 
position. The finishing industry firm is bound to be more 

• Pettentage of Share Capital in Large UndertakiDgs. 

Reichsmark. 

Underi i Mill. to S-SO Over so 
Millie". 5 Million. Million. Million. 

Raw Material Group: 2 12 .8 sS 
Coal •• •• .. I 2 I' 85 
Coal and Iron .. .. 0·5 I II 87·5 
Iron and Metal .. 2., 20 55·5 2' 

Finishing Group: 6 33 33 28 
Machines .. 1 +1 4' 4 
Eleetro·teclutical .. '·5 10·S 29 .8 
Chemicals . . .. '·5 I2 11 68.5 
Textiles .. .. .. 6 51 27 10 

. 
(See Wimdstlft """ Sltllislik. NO.1. 1925.) 
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sensitive to changes in the short term credit rate because it 
employs. a proportionally large amount of working capital. 
The inability of the manufacturing firm to accumulate large 
reserves and the necessity of paying high dividends renders it 
still more sensitive. Under normal conditions sensitiveness 
is not necessarily a drawback, but in the past few years the 
rate has fluctuated within narrow limits only and has 
remained higher than in .Great Britain and the U.S.A. 
Abnormal financial conditions have affected the supply of 
long term credit equally seriously. During the inflation 
period all branches were obliged to obtain working capital 
by issuing share capital. These new issues were not 
accompanied in the finishing branches by investment in new 
plant, as in the heavy industries they usually were. The 
writing down of capital in the gold mark conversion balance 
sheets had to be considerably greater* and therefore these 

Mining companies 
Chemical companies 
Textile companies .. 

Nominal Capital~ 
1923. 

in % of 1913. 

Gold Mark Capital. 
1924-25. 

in % of 1913. 

branches began the stabilisation period with their credit 
position impaired. No improvement took place until the 
beginning of I927. From April, I924. until the end of I925 
the Reichsbank. as an alternative to raising the discount 
rate. pursued a policy of credit rationing, limiting its volume 
of discounts to the amount outstanding on the 7th April, 
and though it is believed to have re-distributed amounts 
among the different classes and groups, no information is 
given as to the principle on which the re-distributions were 
made. It is generally asserted that the amounts allotted to 
the finishing branches were unduly smaIl, as might be 
expected in view of the inevitable approaching crisis. The 

• Cj. official summary of share companies~ balance sheets for the gold 
mark conversion balance sheets. 
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Reichsbank's credits at the 10 percent. rate gave an enormous 
advantage to those who received them, at a time when 
market rates might be two or three times as high. At the 
same time, the finishing branches had no access to the foreign 
capital market as the heavy industry had; the Blumenstein 
textile concern's London loan is the only exception. By the 
end of 1925, stagnation had turned to depression anddemand 
for credit was sufficiently reduced to permit return to control 
by the discount rate. The date of the beginning of revival 
cannot be exactly determined because the English coal strike 
intervened; by the spring of 1927 revival was turning into 
a boom, which continued until the discount rate was raised 
in the autumn. During this last period the position of the 
finishing industries improved, special factors besides the 
lower rate lightening the burden. Banks and credit institutes 
began to make special arrangements for medium-slzed 
establishments· and the instalment purchase system 
spread·t 

The root of the financial wealmess of the smaDer fums 
lies not only in these transitory conditions but in the German 
credit system itself. Since the banks undertake issue 
business and are the chief agencies for the supply of long 
period capital, they naturally favour older and larger firms. 
The problem has existed since German industrial expansion 
began (see ViigeIstein, Die fin_nrielle Organisatinn der 
kapitalistischen Industrie und die Monopoibildungen, in 
Grvndriss J;;' SozialOkOflOfnik, 1914. p. 398) and many 
projects have been made for its solution. Twenty years ago 
the creation of a special credit institution by the state was 
proposed by Dr. Tschierschky, but nothing materialised 
until 1928, when the CentraIbank der deutschen Industrie 

• Such as the '10 Milli0l16 percent. loaD of the Deutoche Laodeo_ 
ZeatraIe. the _ of state bankiDg iDStitutioDs, thlough Lee HiggimoD. 
Hanim .... aDd the New York Tmst Co.; the s.-a State IDStitution·. 
1_ the English textile machiJle loan: the Common WId __ '. 
loaD thlougb the Cbaoe NatioDal BIU1k. The Deutocbe Bank' ...... jor 
•• omaIl aDd medium-lli&ed iDdustry., ...,. DOt used for tbio_ 

t NotoDlyoftbecomm01l typeformotDr-can. _aDdmllCblDery 
mole widely iDtroduced, hot also in .... uZlOrtho<lo>t maDD.... by cnodit 
<hequ .. issued by special fiDan<e oompani .. at <ertain speciliecl Ihopo. 
Cf. MidIaDd Bank report. _-April. 1928. 
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was founded-only, however, as a purely private under
taking-by the Great Banks for the purpose of supplying 

. long-term credit to medium and small-sized industry against 
real property; it should fulfil a useful function, though its 
sphere of activity is restricted. 

In the financial situation, then, lie the causes of the 
formation of the typical finishjng industry organisations. 
the loose groups of interests described as concerns, and the 
condition cartel, shortening the terms of trade credit. 
The financial crisis in the heavy industry in 1925 only 
appeared more acute on account of the magnitude of the 
interests involved. It is true that there was in the finishing 
industry no development parallel to the dissolution of 
vertical combines and the re-grouping for horizontal re
organisation in the following year, but that was because 
the sensational change of organisation was only apparent; 
actually the vertical combines were not truly vertically 
integrated concerns,at all, and dissolved simply as a result 
of the Stinnes policy in the inflation period, while the 
formation of the Steel Trust resulted simply from the 
financial difficulties in which all the Ruhr concerns were 
more or less involved. Actually the same kind of re
grouping took place in both types of industry. 

When contrasting the organisation of the two groups it 
must be remembered that they do not form two consolidated 
blocks of interest~the coal, iron and steel firms do form· 
such a block, whose connections with chemicals are becoming 
closer. but lignite and potash mining are financially and 
technically independent; the e1ectro-technical and artificial 
silk industry stand apart from the finishing group, resembling' 
the heavy industry in their financial structure. In general 
the products of these branches are not necessary to each other 
(except in the case of machine construction, not a unifying 
factor because specialisation has gone so far); nor are the 
finishing branches financially interconnected, for .. minor 
undertakings have more distinct groupings among themselves 
according to their several interests than larger business men. 
For having a smaller control of resources they are more 
likely to be specialised to one sphere and consequently to 
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be dependent on an advantage possessed in one sphere 
a1one/~· 

The distinction between" heavy U and " finisbing U has 
been made merely in order to indicate difference in market 
organisation and the resemblances in financial organisation, 
not to contrast sbarply the economic position of the two 
groups. In this respect it is only permissible to speak of 
a very rough line of cleavage between them .. Textiles, 
leather, certain branches of machine construction are 
certainly depressed, but engineering as a whole, paper and 
some of the small speciality industries are doing fairly well, 
while artificial silk and e1ectro-te<;hnica1 products have 
enjoyed sustained prosperity. If output is to be the test of 
prosperity, then the heavy industry is prosperous, but if 
financial resnlts are to be the test, the coal and iron concerns 
do not make such a brilliant impression. The use made by 
Messrs. Quigley & Clark (Republican Gennany, p. 165) of the 
Institut fUr Konjunkturforschung's index of production, to 
illustrate the difference in economic position of the two groups 
is not permissible, for although the classification of products
does correspond to the distinction here made, t the curves 
are comparable only in direction and not in absolute height; 
the index with the 1913 base, as used by Messrs. Quigley & 
Clark, was abandoned by the Institut as misleading, and an 
index with the base I924-26 adopted in its place which 
exhibits clearly the greater sensitiveness of the finishing 
branches·t 

• Dobb, C~.:'" E~. 
t The raw materials output iDd"",!ncludes coal. lignite, pig.iron, iDgot 

etee1, :rolling mill products. p~ chalk and cement; the n finishi:a
industries" output index, cotton. linen and hemp yam. semi-finish 
paper goods, paper and pasteboard. The data...., aupplied by industrial 
associations and are not published. 

t The iDdex with the correct base is only ava.i1able in the third volume~ 
1921. of the Vierielsjahnhefte zur Konjunkturforschung. the classification 
.. raw materiaJs/'" finished industry," having been abandoned foranother, 
more lChematic. but less useful. .. produetion o. -and H consumption· 
~~~umablY as a prelimiDaty to theoriaiDg on tbelines of Cassel and 
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CHAPTER II 

EXTENT OF MARKET CONTROL 

IN spite of the immense volume of discussion of the signifi
cance and tendencies of combination, the extent of its power 
is a matter for dispute, because of course it is not a measurable 
phenomenon. Even if there were a cartel census no 
conclusion could be drawn from it~in one branch a weak 
price cartel temporarily includes all producers-in another 
a syndicate is struggling with outsiders-in another a trust 
controls 50 per cent. of total output-in another two large 
concerns are believed to work in agreement--how can the 
extent of combination be computed from such data? 
Commonly computation relapses into genera1isation-" trusts 
and cartels in all 'the important branches, • concerns' and 
cartels in most of the others." Still it ought to be possible 
to be a little more exact, if SO!l1e single aspect is selected. 
The only unofficial investigation- of this kind selected the 
aspect of 'COncern formation, meaning by concern any 
financially interconnected gro1ip of finns. Hence the 
conclusion that of the 20 Milliard Mark capital of all German 
share companies, 3:31 milliard is invested in concerns, only 
throws light on the extent of financial inter<annections 
whiCh does not, of course, coincide with the extent of 
producers' controL 

To estimate the extent of such control would be 
possible if there were adequate production statistics, for 
within each group it is possible to estimate the proportion 
of output disposed of under non<ampetitive conditions, and 
the total net output so controlled could be compared with 
the net output of industry. By" control" is not meant 
.. monopoly"; that is, if 3:00 per cent. of the product of a 
group is descnlled as .. controlled .. it does not fonow that 

• KotU"".. Im.usltlptNeinse1Jajlm tmd /JAmieM Z"' ..... .,.sdtJ1isu 
.. ~ Rfic1a$ E"" .19;6. Berlin* Reimar Hobbing. 1937 . 

•• 
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that group is able to fix prices at will, but only that prices 
are regulated by agreements between producers and/or by 
a trust which dominates the branch. The output of the 
branch is described as controlled if a. cartel regulates prices 
or output, not if it merely fixes terms of delivery. This 
method is, however, hardly possible because there has never 
been a general census of production: the industrial census of 
l:925 deals only with numbers of establishments, persons 
employed, and power installed. The annual or biennial 
P,oduktiomuhe&Ungm* are censuses of the physical volume 
(with valuations in some cases) of the gross output of certain 
important industries or branches of industry. accounting for 
about xz Milliard RM. in total value. But they provide M 
output figures only for the textile branches, not for iron and 
steel, and in the case of textiles are so incomplete as to 
provide very little basis for calculation. Nor are private 
estimates very reliable for this purpose. The only two 
available vary considerably; that of Prof. Julius Hirsch 
which puts the net value of German industrial output for 
:1:926 at 30 Milliard RH. is probably the more acceptable; 
but the subdivisions are too large to be used for this purpose. 
The Institut ffir Konjunkturforschung, on the basis of a 
national income of 50-55 Milliard RM. for the same year; 
puts total production at 54 Milliard RM. of which agriculture 
accounts for xo Milliard, industry 26, trade and commerce 1:2, 
.. services" 6. The gross output of industry is put at 
30 Milliard RM., a figure which seems extremely low com
pared with the net output (as estimated by the British census 
of production). The Institut does not publish the basis of its 
calculations, but only uses them to weight its own production 
index number, and its grouping is so arbitnuy as to be 
useless from the standpoint of organisation. It seems 
impossible. on the basis of more recent calculations made by 
the Institutt of the proportion of export to production. to put 
the gross output of Germanindustry in l:926 at anything lower 
than 35 Milliard RM. In the following table the re1a~ve 

• Last pre-war yea.n 1907 and 1909: since war 1925 and 192.6.. m 
_. branches also 19a7 and 1928-

t (1)lg.8. Heft. 3. 
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share of this gross output contributed by each group is 
estimated on the basis of the official ProduktionsuhebulIgus 
or valuations supplied by the industry itself or by private 
persons, and, failing these, a valuation calculated on the basis 
of export values, in cases when the proportion of output 
exported is known. The grouping corresponds to the 
organisation of the branches, not to the census classification 
exactly. In cases when the competition of outsiders is so 

Census Industry. 
group. 

(I) 

III Coal and by-products 
III Lignite .. .. 
III Potash -.. .. 

VVA lronandsteel,iron orE 
VI Iron and steel goods 
V Non-ferrous metals .. 

VII ·Engineering · . 
VIII ·Electro-technical · . 

IX fChemicals . .. .. 
X tTextiles .. .. 

XI Paper and paper 
manufacturing .. 

XIII Rubber, celluloid, 
etc. . . · . 

XII Leather .. .. 
IV,XV Export group .. 

IV Building material .. 
XVI Food .. .. 
XIV Timber .. .. 

XVIII Building . . .. 
XIX Public utilities .. 

Total .. · . 
• Including autos=o.S. 
l Including rutrates=o.1. 

Gross 
outpUt 
1926, 

Milliard 
RM. 

(2) 

3·0 
0·4 
0.2 
4.6 

. 1.2 
I.3 

3·0 
2.0 
2.6 
5·0 

1.7 

0·5 
1·5 
I.I 
0·9 
2·7 
0.2 

%·3 
L8 

35·0 

I Including art. silk aDd lloo1 .... m. 

Output 
controlled 
by cartel Solm:e. 
aDd/ox 
trust. 

(3) (2) 

3'
0
} Official output 

0.2 
0.2 figures, export 

.statistics . 
4.6 
0.6 !.f.K. estimat e. 
I·3 Official output 

and export. 
I.5} . C.E.I. I.6 estimate. 2.6 
2.0 Official and 

Kertesz est. 

1.0 Assocn. Stats. 

? I.f. K. est. 
0.0 Official output. 
0.6 Assocu. est. 
0·5 } U.K. and 
1·3 Hirsch. 
0.0 U.K. and 

Hirsch. 
- .. 
- .. 

aLO 
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severe as to negate cartel infiuence. output is considered to be 
uncontrolled. i.e. the position is identical with a competitive 
state. (" Output controlled': does not mean the amount 
of output actually regulated. but the proportion of total 
output disposed of under non-competitive conditions. *) 

How much advance in market control has there been 
since the pre-war period? Of the groups in this classifica
tion. some achieved their present degree of control early in 
the century. though in these industries the existing organ
isations are on a much firmer footing than they were at any 
time in that period. The coal and steel syndicates in the 
post stabilisation period were obliged to re-fight old battles. 
Long before the war the coal trade had entirely, lost its 
independence and acted merely as the subsidiary of the 
syndicate; but during the infiation period the more power
ful concerns. Thyssen. Rheinstahl. Stumm, Arenberg 
and Kleckner. had used their own trading firms and 
ceased to sell through the syndicate organisation and 
therefore at syndicate terms. This arrangement naturally 
caused dissension within the syndicate and prolonged 
the negotiations for removal of the contract for eighteen 
months·t 

A similar struggle in the steel markets is carried on 
between the independent trade and the concerns trading 
organisations which grew uP' in the infiation period. The 
independent trade is considered more efficient than the 
concerns organisations. which tend to appoint old employees 
with no experience of wholesale trade to their suhsidiary 
companies, but is less capable of standing a long competitive 
struggle as its financial resources are weak compared with 
those of the concerns. The dispute reached its climax in 

• See Appondix II. 
t The U inland bloc, U the mines which still sold through the syndicate 

organisation. wished the syndicate to control wholesale trade entirely. 
and to leave to the concerns trading companies the conduct of local trade at 
ayndicate prices without syndicate rebates, while the powerful concerns 
favoured either Thyssen·s proposal that the syndicate should sell to Jarge 
eoD.SUmers and the concerns trading companies to smaller. or a proposal 
that the syndicate alone should &ell ill the Dutch market. The arrange
ment finally made-ths.t in the UIlCODtested area the syndicate only sholild 

. sen. but that both """<ems trading compani .. and the ayndi<a.te should 
sell in the contested a.rea-satisied DO ono. 
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December. X927. with the breakdown of the negotiations for 
the renewal of the previous contract·; after a competitive 
struggle which in some districts lasted four months, an 
agreement with the trade was reached in April, x928, on the 
basis of the old contract with very slight modifications, 
leaving the trade much weaker than before. Apart from such 
set-backs, the situation in the great industries, so far as 
extent of control is concerned, is essentially the same. Coal, 
Rhenish lignite and potash, most of the steel branches, the 
electro-technical and chemical industries bad secured control 
of their markets before the war, though their associations 
were then more frequently threatened by the fear of dis
solution. Other industries have made considerable progress. 
Either owing to the removal of special hindrance to combina
tion, or under pressure of a contracting market, cartels have 
been formed in many branches hitherto unorganised. 

Most striking of all has been the progress in certain iron 
and steel branches. In the pig iron and semi-finished steel 
the situation remains unchanged, in that the organisations 
still control the sale of all the product that comes on the 
market, but neither the Pig Iron Association nor the 
. Rohstahlgemeinschaft retain their former importance, since 
the pure works have now almost all disappeared and the 
cartels act simply as accessory organisations. In appearance 
the Pig Iron Association is stronger, since it now includes 

• The essence of the contract signed in 1926 and expiring in J anuary~ 
1928~ was the exclusive trading clause which bound the traders to purchase 
only from the Stahlw<!rlawerband. The clause wu coD<lemDed by the 
cartel court in a judgment given under §4 of the eartel decree in Man:h.. 
7921. without eftect,. since at that time there was no possibility of foreign 
import, and was abandoned in August. 1921. when the free trade had aD 
alternative in Belgian iron as a result of the high inland price of steel. 
(Belgium is not a member of the international cartel.) They therefore gave 
notice of rescissioD from the contract ccmstituting the Verband Rheiniach 
WestfAlische EisengrosshAndler. G.m.b.H. The indepeadent ttadon 
(only two in the Rhenish. Westp-halian area itaeli but more Dum~QS in 
North and Central Germ.auy) f-armed au association to protect theirinteresta 
and in the couue of the negotiations in December demanded the eame 
two per cent. rebate and the same guarantee of direct trade with the 
syndicate! as the worka traders had; the request was refused but the 
independent trade. secure in its belief in the efficacy of the import of Belgian 
iron. would make DO other terms. At tbesametime~ the Stablwerksverband. 
played into their banda by.raising priceo. The ttade ronnd that the 
aIDOWlt of Belgian iron at ita dispooal was smaller than it had anticipated, 
and had to live ill. 
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the" coast works" (now the property of the Steel Union and 
other Western concerns) which caused its dissolution in z908. 
From the beginning of the warit continued a formal existence, 
unlike the other steel cartels, which dissolved altogether and 
did not re-form until after stabilisation of the currency and 
re-introduction of the iron duty in January, 1925- Though 
the z923 contract was the first to regulate self-consumption, 
the new clause did not represent a real advance: most of the 
large consumers had by that time acquired blast furnaces. 
At present. only 20 per cent. of the industry's total output 
comes on the market. The Rohstahlgemeinschaft is an even 
more formal organisation. which fixes quotas for ingot steel 
production, but leaves the regulation of prices, terms and 
sales to the branch associations: the real successor of the 
pre-war Stahlwerksverband is the A Products Association 
which controls prices and sales of semi-finished steel, railway 
structural material and form iron. 

The one wholly new development appears in the 
regulation of raw material supply, a problem raised 
by the loss of the Lorraine orefield. In 19I7, for the first 
time, the output of steel produced on the Siemens Martin 
process exceeded the Thomas steel output and has steadily 
increased since.· This has permitted greater reliance 
on scrap: at present, half the total iron content of the 
raw material required by the iron and steel industry (for 
an annual output of I2 million tons of ingot steel) takes the 
form of scrap, one-third of foreign ore and one-sixth of 
German ore. For the time there is no real shortage of scrap 
on account of the export prohibition, and the fact that the 
steel industry is not working to capacity, but if the export 
prohibition were removed. and the industry occupied to, 
say, 90 per cent. of its capacity. a scrap shortage might easily 
ensue. The possibility of shortage is regarded so seriously 
by the industry that it has been trying in the past few years 
to get the scrap market under its control by ousting the scrap 
trade and setting up its own purchasing organisation, with 
the object not only of guarding against a possible shortage 
but also of stabilising· the market. Since the war, scrap 

• See Appendiz I (il). 
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prices have been subject to violent fluctuations," nowhere 
more violent than in Germany. 

The market can only be stabilised by forecast of demand 
by the steel works themselves ; central purchase is a useful 
accompaniment, but for such an organisation to be efiective 
it is necessary that it should include all purchasers and deal 
direct with the scrap depOts. Two organisations exist which 
are attempting to do this. one for the West, one for the East, 
Before the war there had been no Western organisation 
because the Thomas works refused to take any step which 
would injure their own position as sellers of scrap or benefit 
their competitors, the Siemens Martin works, by causing them 
a cheaper supply; now that the mixed works prevail, 
opposition has ceased and by 1925 five great firms in Rhine
land-Westphalia had their own purchase organisations, three 
of which united when the steel trust was formed and paved 
the way for the inclusive association, the Dortmund 
Schrotteinkaufsgesellschaft, formed in mid 1926, controlling 
about 70 percent. of the Western demand. This association 
did not itself purchase scrap, but estimated beforehand its 
members' demand, which· it covers from the works firms 
(i.e., the concerns' subsidiaries) and the free traders. In this 
way it stimulated competition between the two sets of 
traders to secure its orders, since it did not fix prices; 
during 1927 the struggle was carried on with such violence 
that its stabilising influence was completely counteracted . 

• This 1IODsitiv ...... is ~y 4u. to the fact that maay smell. __ 
deal in scrap in tim .. of industrial revival ODIy, but principally to the 
adjustm_ of proc ..... in a _y integrated CODCOnl. The peculiarity 
of tho demand for scrap was expWned by Direktor Wenzel to the Enqu6to 
Aussehuas as follows (though the relations &Ie actually more compJex : 
_ Vanderblue aDd Crum, I .... I.ulumy ... ~ """ Dep. ......... 
~t ... XIII): the United Steal Works produce about 600,000 to"" of 

per month~ of which 500.000 are produced on the Thomas process. 
3OO~OOO CD tho Siemens Martin. which requires 200,000 tons of 1Cl'&p. The 
_' rclIing mills in produciDg this 600,000 toIlS of steel produce about 
120.000 ton. of scrap. so 8o~ooo must be purchased in the market. If steel 
output ia reduced to~ ... y~ 450,000 tons pel' moJJt.h. the amount of ateel 
produced on the Thomaa process is not reduced at an because the fumac:ee 
mud be kept in blast 80 that the Siemens M.artin must bear the whole 
reduction: Joo.ooo toa of scrap are then needed. 90,000 can be 
supplied by the rclIing mlIIo: thus, if steel output io reduced by one 
quarter, the demand lor ocmp in the market ia reduced by I. See 
Appendix I (ii). 
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After a vain threat on the part of the trade to' institute 
proceedings before the cartel court, which the works finns 
ignored, an agreement was reached in April, 1928, setting up 
a purchasing organisation to allot orders to the trade, leaving 
the works finns with a quota of 56-4 per cent., so that the 
trade is considerably weakened. With the eastern associa
tion· (also controlled by the Steel Union) it has arranged a 
boundaIy line; together with a Dortmund cast iron scrap 
organisation and a smaller purchasing association in Berlin, 
the two control 90 per cent. of the total scrap supply. Thus 
the conditions for stabilising demand are now in existence. 
The degree of stability so far achieved does not perhaps 
compensate for the injury to the free trade arismg, not from 
the organisation of purchase-in itself excellent-but from 
the favoured position of the works trade finns. 

The disappearance of the conflict of interests between the 
pure and the mixed works has also permitted advance in the 
organisation of the finishing branches. At present all 
roI1ing mills products are syndicated with the exception of 
fine and medium plate, a branch in which large producers 
refused to combine for fear of protecting the numerous small 
finns that persist in the Siegerland. In the years 1904-1913 
between 37 per cent. and 34 per cent. of the total rolling 
mill products output was subject to the control of syndicates; 
in April, 1925, only 7 per cent.; in July, 1926, B9 per cent.t 

• The -= orgauisatioD (DeutllChe SchrottvereiDiguDg) dates back 
to 1903. for Thomas steel was never produced :in Central Gennauy or 
Silesia: it diiIers essentially from the western organisation in that the 
works themselveo fix prie .. through the;,. tradiJlg linDa. The;,. attempt to 
atenniDate the trade baa aucceeded to such aD _ that they CaD 

""""'" priceo to any level they desire, abort of checkillg the supply. 
t The great _ of syndicate control is due principally to the 

existeace of the bar iron aDd tube associ.atioDs. In the case of bar :imn 
oyndicatioll baa been IliIldered by & technical &.:tor comp!i<:ating the usual 
pure _. mi><ed works struggle. The line steel producers uaecI chie1Iy the 
Siemens Martin pI'OCf:SI!II and usually owned. steel works aDd I'Olling 
mill., bet not b1ast fumaces, because the;,. consumption of pig _ 
..... DOt large ..... ugh to juotify producing it 10< themselves. They bad to 
buT their pig iroD in the open market from the Thomas works whoee 
liaished._ competed with theirs, uiDg their 0 .... pig _; there10re 
they could IUrVive the competitio .. of the Thomas works only if they CODCeD_ OIl production of line steel. But they were not able to 
COJlCeDtrate eo1ely OIl the produetiOD of fiIle ateeI. aDd cout:il1ued to make 
- iron which ahould have _ iIlcIuded ill the heavy cia-, deocDbed 
by the StahlwerksverhaDd .. A-ProductL 
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No such degree of control had been achieved since the end 
of the 80'S when the strong and tyrannous Gennan rolling 
mill association had flourished; its existence ceased to be 
possible when pure works ceased to be the rule and it broke 
up in 1893. When the pure works had become the exception, 
its existence was possible in another form. 

The paper industry also exhibits considerable advance, 
in controlling the marketing both of its raw material and of 
the finished product. In the raw material branches organ
isation has only recently made much progress. Up to 1928 
the rag trade was unorganised; at the beginning of the year 
three local purchasing organisations were formed, including 
all the larger purchasing firms, which will probably amalga
mate in the course of time, since the immediate effect of their 
formation was to intensify competition-two of them baving 
been formed as a defence against the first. In the wood 
pnlp branch, only the South German producers had formed a 
selling association i,n the years before the war; now all 
German producers are members of a price and terms fixing 
association which will probably develop in time into an 
output regulating cartel like the Scandinavian syndicate. 
The cellulose branch succeeded early in 1928 in setting up 
a central sales organisation regulating outpuf and prices, 
having been previously hindered from taking this step by 
the prevalence of the connection between cellulose and paper 
manufacture; with the development of an independent 

In this braneh it was impo8SibJe to achieve a division o1labour between 
pure works and Dtixed works (that io. roughly spealWlg, Siemens M-.. 
and Thomas worb). The Siem .... Martin bar iron producers formed 
o:gaDiatioDS among themselves iD J90J, 1909 and in 1913 which DeVer 
lasted long, 80 severe was competition with the Thomaa works. The 
dect of the absenee of syudieaticm be10Nthe war is shown by a comparison 
with English prices: from 190')01913 the price of Gennan bar iron nm>aiDed 
CODSiderably below that of English eteel ban, wblle German founclly pig 
iron III remained CODSiderably above the price of Cleveland IlL 

In the tubes Immch a c:arte1 was formed in December, J924; its 
p.~pal membets~ with the ezceptiOZl of MaunesmaDll. of whose capital 
Thyssen 0WD8 teD per cent., are amalgamated in the UDited Steel: Works, 
and it io permiaoible to speak of a _et monopoly in thio bnmch. In 1927 
the RohIeDverba:D.d bought up the Stahlwerke Nieden'beiD. a Dew UDder
takiDg which wu to begin preducing tubes OOJIy in 1928 on a patent 
proc:8SI. expressly with the intention 01 upsetting the ca.rtel-a aeuaatioual 
tranJac:tioD, aiDce it __ that the cartelfeued ita c:ompelitioll. 
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market, the artificial silk industry, the four large firms which 
control three-quarters of the industry's output were driven 
to take measures against the competition of the Scandinavian 
aad Czech industries .. 

For its finished produc;t the industry has two markets, 
industry in general, and the consumer of fine paper and wall
paper. Of its total output, half is coarse printing paper, 
one-quarter packing paper and the rest paper of special 
qualities; that is, about three-quarters is sensitive to 
industrial fiuctuations, about one-quarter to more lasting 
changes in consumers' income. The industrial market was 
controlled before the war by the newspaper syndicate, a 
powerful inclusive organisation on the same lines as the 
heavy industry cartels, relying on a high protective duty, 
allotting quotas, selling through a central office, and main
taining a lower level of prices for export. The cardboard 
branch, on the contrary, has not succeeded in achieving any 
degree of control; in spite of the formal existence of price 
associations, the branch works under genuinely competitive 
conditions. 

Before the war the fine paper market was sufficiently 
steady to dispense with organisation, but in recent years 
fiuctuatioDS in consumers' purchasing power have necessi
tated price controL Conventions now exist in every branch, 
in number about forty. Some progress is also noticeable in 
the wall-paper branch. Pre-war associations never lasted 
long, because as soon as the manufacturers of the higher 
grades had succeeded in fixing prices the manufacturers of 
lower grades began to make higher quality papers. The 
Verband deutscher Tapetenfabrikanten, formed in :19:1:2, 
with thirty-one members against twenty-four outsiders, still 
continues, carrying on an intermittent struggle with the 
outsiders who have now· formed a rival association. 

In the textile industries organisation remains weak. 
The industry has never been a strong suit, for in the days 
of Germany's industrial expansion there were no docile 
tropical markets of any size, aad demand in the home market 
increased only slowly; owing to the low purchasing power of 
the working-classes and the absence of taste aad fashion in 
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the middle-class. Since the war, only those misfortunes 
common to all German industries have overtaken it, though 
certain branches-most of all linen-have had to contend 
with special difficulties. The industry as a whole has not 
been so hard hit by the loss of Asiatic markets as the British 
has, since it exports less than 80 per cent. of its total output. 
But its inherent weakness gave it less power of resistance 
than other German industries; in the years following 
stabilisation, when it was crippled by shortage of working 
capital, other European countries poured their products into 
the German market as a substitute for the loss of Russian and 
other markets outside Europe; th.e passivity of the textile 
trade balance was three times as great in I925 and I927 as 
in I9I3. Organisation could not have prevented this 
altogether; . but common purchasing arrangements, shorter 
credits to the trade, and price control could have given the 
industry a surer footing in the home market. 

No progress can be detected in the speciality branches 
which rely chiefly on the export market. Velvet and 
plush, weaving, Oberlausitz cotton waste, hosiery, gloves, 
" Barmen" goods, Vogtland embroidery, in spite of a high 
degree of local concentration, have not, with the exception 
of the prosperous velvet branch, controlled by an amalgama
tion of the larger firms, been able to use any form of the 
combine as a remedy for their lost markets. 

The branches relying on the protected home market 
should find combination relatively easy, were they not 
hindered by their wide local dispersion. This, with the 
additional complication that the connection of spinning 
and weaving is usual in some districts and not in others, 
renders national control almost an impossibility when 
raw material prices are fluctuating severely, except 
for the smaller branches manufacturing standardised 

oods. 
Cotton has never succeeded in forming a national price 
el. The only general advance of the post-war period 
been the establishment of a standard sales contract for 
by the spinners' natiJ)nal association. In character the 
main areas differ considerably from each other. In 
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the Lower Rhine and Dutch frontier area, spinning and weav
ing are usually carried on in separate establishments: 
before the war spinners did succeed from' time to time in 
fixing yarn prices, but so far as can be ascertained, they have 
not done so since. In Central Germany, the connection of 
weaving and spinning varies from town to town: no' price 
associations exist. But in the third main area, Southern 
Germany, weavers succeeded in forming an effective price 
association in J:926. 

The woollen and worsted industries are more widely 
distributed even than cotton, spreading all over Central 
Germany, appearing in the Rhineland and the Palatinate, 
occurring in isolated centres in Brandenbnrg, Lusatia and 
Silesia. Neither industry appears to be achieving a higher 
degree of local concentration. The worsted branch, more 
specialised than in other European countries,· is well 
organised, though the worsted spinners' and combers' 
association, a strong inclusive organisation, fixes terms but 
not prices. The eight large commission combers have 
maintained a price convention since the So's, but are not in 
a position to dictate their prices. because at least half the 
total annual output of yarn is combed by the spinners. The 
independent spinners in the woollen industry (though not 
important. since roughly three-quarters of the industry's 
total output is woven and spun by the same establishment). 
have succeeded in forming price associations because they 
are locally concentrated. t No weavers' association has 
much influence in either branch, with the exception of 
the Cloth-Makers' Convention: its terms have been the 
cause of long and bitter controversy with the trade, which 
has tried in vain to institute proceedings before the cartel 
court. 

The principal advance in cartel organisation appears in 
linen spinning. Only 20 per cent. of the industry's output is 
woven and spun in the same establishment. The industry 
has suffered more severely than any other textile branch from 

• According to. the 1925 production census. only aeveD per cent. of the 
total annual production of wonted yam is woven by the same fum.. 

t- ODe in Forst, one in. Cottbus, one in Reichenbach. 
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shortage of raw material and contraction of the market .• 
Like most industries facing catastrophic losses, it postponed 
all attempts at combination in the hope of an improvement 
of its position. . By :1926 the permanence of the depression 
became evident and a syndicate was formed, covering about 
90 per cent. of the industry's production capacity. The 
weavers responded by setting up a committee to safeguard 
their interests; otherwise, apart from one or two condition 
cartels, they are unorganised. 

The silk branch has not made any noticeable advances. 
The weavers' branch (there are no independent spinners) was 
already well organised before the war in four .. condition .. 
cartels; one which fixed prices has now ceased to do so. 

The German textile industries, as already suggested, do 
not usually encounter the problem of high conversion costs 
due to combination of the subsidiary processes, although 

. . cartels of dyers and finishers. exist. Condition and price 
cartels in these branches, although in appearance similar, 
fulfil a diJIerent function and have 'a diJIerent origin from 
those of the manufacturing branches. Costs are more 
easily calculable, and less variable, since wages are their 
chief constituent; regularity of employment is the chief 
problem, since they cannot work for stock; thus cartel 
organisation is both easier and more necessary. Local 

.cartels among firms working on commission or on own 
account are numerous, t frequently long established and 
strong enough to enforce a price scale (in one case, the silk 
dyers,: strong enough to make an international agreement) 
though they have not attained anything like the strength of 

• Output of Linen Yam' 

Yam Thread Yam aDd "l"hreII4 
Mill. Kg. Mill. Kg. Mill. RM. 

1925 .. 20·4 S.I 92 
192:6 .. 12.68 I·S 54 

The last: Pl'&-WV census waa taken ill 1909: compared with the 
result. 01 'that year the :rg:S figure ahowa • decliAo of 36 per eeut.. the 
1926 figure of 01 per cent. • 

t Between thirty and forty .... known. 
, At the begiDDiDg of 1928 thia ___ had eoventy-two memben. 
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the English associations owing to their local dispersion and 
the smaller size of the average firm. Most of these cartel 

. contracts contain a clause granting a rebate-usually as 
much as xo per cent. for exclusive dealing, a practice which 
gives rise to much public discussion and protest from their 
consumers, but which the cartel court has declared justifiable 
economically in order to secure continuity of employment.· 
The branches which manufacture a uniform product for the 
industrial market-jute, hemp and linoleum-present' a 
strong contrast to the weak organisation of the other textile 
branches. In 'each of these industries price cartels existed 
before the war, and have now become selling syndicates 
regulating output. Financial amalgamations now control a 
large share of the total output of each branch. The 
Blumenst~in concern controls half the quotas of the jute 
syndicate, an exceptionally powerful cartcl, which succeeded 
in enforcing a 50 per cent. restriction of output throughout 
x926 and the first half of x927. Similarly the two principal 
hemp manufacturers, commonly called after the towns in 
which they are situated, Fiissen and Immenstadt (in the 
neighbourhood of Lake Constance) are now connected and 
control three-quarters of the hemp syndicate's output, while 
the remainiDg quarter is controlled by Blumenstein. In 
linoleum, trustification has gone far enough to supersede the 
cartel (though it continues a formal existence). The 
Deutsche Linoleumwerke, formed by the amalgamation in 
1926 of seven large firms, some of which were already 
connected, is the only trust in the finishing industry which 
possesses monopolistic power, based on its inclusiveness and 
secured by international agreement and financial inter
connection. It has undoubtedly rationalised its works, and 
its financial position results have been exceptionally good; 
it is, however, not altogether free from the suspicion of 
having exploited its position, and in consequence public 
authorities import their linoleum, in order to avoid the 
appearance of favouring monopoly . 

• A memorandum for the Enqutte committee investigating this ques
tion c.oncluded that though extortionate policies might be pursued. the 
ease with which outsiden can arise ill what must seplain a small unit 
ind\lltty is & auflic:imt deterrent. 
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To review the whole field of cartel activity in order to 
estimate the degree of control which each branch has 
succeeded in attaining would be a fruitless task, even if 
adequate infonnation existed for an accurate survey, since 
the minor cartels are perpetually dissolving and re-fonning. 
Within the two groups described as heavy and finishing it is 
possible to estimate the extent of control in the larger 
branches, as it is not in the group of industries excluded from 
that classification, that is, those in which wages are the 
principal cost-food. clothing, building and contracting, 
timber. These unwieldy trades would deserve far more 
consideration in a survey of German industry as a whole 
than they can be given in a discussion of the problem of 
industrial organisation, since they employ about 51 million 
of the :£21 million operatives and salaried staff employed in 
German industry. But with one or two exceptions the power 
of combines in these branches is probably negligible. The 
facts on which the estimates for these and other industries 
are based are summarised in Appendix II. 



CHAPTER III 

THE EXTENT OF RATIONALISATION 

(i) ITs MEANING 
The organisation of British industry has in the past 

few years come to resemble the German more closely than 
it did before the war, as a result of developments natural 
to their structure, so far as the new industries are concerned, 
in the older industries, through the more self-conscious 
process, rationalisation. The term, used loosely to describe 
any sort of concerted industrial policy, attained tlie same 
kind of popularity in the German press of 1:926 and the 
British press a year or two later, as .. reconstruction" and 
.. Planwirtschaft .. did in the years after the war, and served 
conveniently to revive discussion of industrial adjustment 
which had died down when the earlier catchwords expired. 
The word, in spite of its popularity, is capable of being 
used with an exact meaning. It conn~ts the processes of 
works re-organisation and scientific management usually 
associated with the name of Taylor, the processes of 
standardisation and specialisation associated with the name 
of Ford, with the industrial combination movement in both 
its aspects of financial amalgamation and price control. 
The novelty consists in the combination of the two ideas
re-grouping as a preliminary to re-organisation; that is, it 
excludes on the one hand specialisation or standardisation 
carried out by the individual firm, and cartel and trust 
formation alone on the other. It combines the ideas of 
.. Planwirtschaft "-organisation of industry as a type of 
government-and of .. re-construction "-re-adjustment to 
new conditions, with certain differences. .. Planwirtschaft .. 
conceived of industry as governed by 4d /we machinery set 
up on <I priori principles, while .. rationalisation" implies 

•• 
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that the method is chos,en by the industry itseH; .. re-con
struction" contempl.a'fed re-equipment rather than re
adjustment, but rai?.6naIisation involves a change down, an 
attempt to deal with worsened general conditions. Owing 
to this idea'of the change down, it is not, as is sometimes 
supposed,' an ideal of the most economic working; the 
adjustment contemplated is not merely the normal perpetual 
adjustment of cost reduction in response to falling prices and 
~creasing output-that is, the economic activity itseH, but 

I the adjustment to a fundamental change, a " Strukturwand-
lung." Hence the policy is usually advocated only as 
applying to the older industries;- the most enthusiastic 
advocates of trustification as a universal remedy are prepared 
to allow a few wild oats in the way of competition to the new 
industries, expecting rationalised conduct only of the elderly 
and depressed. Illogical as this restriction of meaning seems, 
it is entirely sound, for it recognises the vital question implied 
in this use of the word: the question whether large scale 
capitalist industry has the power of getting out from under 
the blow of permanent depression due to a contracting market 
or whether it must undergo the same operation as agriculture 
and domestic industry did, with no 'I!leans of escape. If 
industry has already proved itseH capable of such heroic 
re-adjustment in the past, rationalisation as a future policy 
for industry would carry much conviction. But if rational
isation means, as it must mean, planned re-organisation of 
an entire industry, no European industry, with perhaps one 
exception, has rationalised, The facts that the years 
'924-28 showed record numbers of cartel formations and 
fusions, and that many concerns were standardising and 
specialising, do not prove that rationallsation was in progress. 
The suggestion of superhuman foresight and collective daring 
underlying assertions such as the following ,is misleading: 
" In Germany, rationalisation is not a subject to be argued 
about as a subject for economic dialectics. Under the stress 
of almost catastrophic crisis it was planned as a practical 
policy to be applied with immense energy. . . . This 
full programme of re-construction was first carried out in 
the heavy industries of Germany, but has been adapted to 
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the varying conditions of man/,h OF' :fustries. .. • Actually 
all kinds of schemes for fin, ''''UDation. central 
selling, output regulation, market eontrot'were taken up as 
the exigencies of the moment seemed to require-for the 
character of the crisis changed at least three time&-and 
not as steps in a comprehensive plan for re-adjustment. To 
regard the condition of German industry in 1927-28 as proof 
of the value of the policy is equally false. The re-equipment 
of the heavy industry, which undo,ubtedly placed it in a 
favourable position when revival came, was carried out in 
the inflation period. and revival came simply and solely as 
a result of the British strike, followed by the inliux of foreign 
capital after the Dawes agreement. 

The contrast is not between the unenlightened drifting 
of British industry and rationalisation. in Germany but 
rather between haphazard and piecemeal re-adjustments 
repeatedly postponed, and finally forced by unforeseen 
sustained depression, and a well-advertised speeding up of 
tendencies working from the first days of German industrial 
expansion. These various tendencies. investment in the 
concern, market control. financial amalgamation., were each 
in tum intensified by financial conditions. First inflation 
gave the impetus to invest in industrial plant, and from this 
"FIucht in der Sachwerte" rose the excrescences called 
concerns, ramifying at first in the heavy industry, then 
rapidly in every branch. These concerns had no central 
management. and no common interest, were merely collections 
of holdings made by the financially stronger firms. At the 
same time inflation both stimulated re-equipment of the 
heavy industry as an investment in real values and provided 
the means of carrying it out. In consequence stabilisation 
revealed great excess of productive capacity, urgently 
necessitating concerted market policy as insurance of the 
productive apparatus; the pre-war cartels were re-formed 
during I924 and I925. but were not subjected to the strain 

• Meakin. TIw N.., 1114 ... ,.;ctl RnoltoIi .... 1928. Alao Balfour C0m
mittee Final Report. MiDority Memo.. p. 3"9: .. AI. worked out in 
relatioa to the coal, :ireD. and steel. chemical and power industries of 
Germany, this implies the ftOrp.uiaatiOll of industries. as industries, OIl a 
ooh<nl1t and co-opemtive pi ...... 
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anticipated till the ~,d.lfe~ by the Reichsbank's credit 
policy; ciiJne in June, l:9z5. he crisis when it came wiped 
out, broke up, and re-shuffied e inflation concerns, but the 
concern type remained th;prevalent type of industrial 
organisation, by reason of . utility as an economiser of 
working capital, until the ring of l:9z6. As soon as the 
discount rate was 10were9' and issues could be made in the 
home market, the genuine post-war combination movement 
hegan-horizontal amiUgamation as a means of long-term 
borrowing. The composite organisation of German industry 
is wholly due to this series of re-actions to abnormal circum
stances. Finance is the one unifying and underlying factor 
of the whole post-war movement, in which no unity of 
direction, only unity of origin, is discernible. It is not 
denied that the combinations of l:gz6 carried out measures 
of re-organisation, only that these were not planned primarily 
in response to industrial conditions, as they should have 
been to deserve the name rationalisation. 

Whether rationalisation as a future policy for industry 
carries any conviction must therefore depend, not on its 
achievement in the past, but on the extent to which trust and 
cartel formation has been accompanied by cost-reducing 
re-adjustment to industrial conditions, as distinct from 
financial, omitting altogether the question as to how far this 
was the motive. Generalisation as to the extent of this 
rationalisation de facto is difficult, but it can be asserted that 
of seventy to eighty amalgamations made in the years 
7924-28 (excluding banks and insurance companies) involving 
over one million R.M. capital, at least half were accompanied 
bysome re-organisation, usually not amounting to much more 
than re-organisation of clerical staff and sales departments, 
but in some, and these chiefly the largest, by comprehensive 
schemes for closing down, specialisation and concentration 
of the works. The real nature of these achievements only 
appears in the particular industrial setting. 

(ii) ,RESULTS UP TO :£928 
Contrary to general belief. it is in the sphere of the heavy 

industry that rationalisation in the proper sense has made 
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least progress~ J. to be no reason before the 
war why the combina ......... ~ vement in the German heavy 
industries should not pro to the farthest limit, nothing 
to prevent the whole great RtiIu- and Lorraine complex from 
merging itself under a central control, possessing" monarchic 
authority almost as unchallenged as that of a sole railway 
system in an inland district of a great continent. "* Actually 
it has stopped short of complete concentration; the com
bination movement is, for the present, at a standstill. This 
cessation precludes any far-reaching schemes for rationalIsa
tion. 

How far the coal industry is unrationalised remains a 
matter for dispute. So far as the Ruhr coalfield is concerned, 
the Schmalenbach report, taken at its face value, sug
gested that the industry has been working on a non-economic 
basis. According to the majority report, the Ruhr mines 
in 1927 were working at a loss of 27 pfg. per ton of marketable 
,output (i.e. coal and coke) a total loss equivalent to one-fifth 
the British loss (as estimated by the Coal Commission 
report) on half the British output. There has been no 
general or comprehensive clQsing down scheme; mines 
closed down in the post-war period, up to 1925, were all 
exhausted mines on the southern border of the coal field. 
Since then, concerns have closed down mines on the pretext 
of rationalisation, but it seems clear that in some cases the 
process has been uneconomic; the PhOnix concern, for 
instance, has closed down three quite modern installations. t 

So long as the industry does not face the necessity of 
a general closing down scheme, it has to relieve existing 
pressure on the market by maintaining a lower price level 
in the contested area and carrying the losses on prices in 
the monopolised area, a system which causes much dissension 
among the syndicates' members. Though the system is 
recognised as undesirable in the interests of the industry 
itself, there is no alternative. The differential level could 
be abandoned, if the resulting increase in consumption in 
the uncontested area were great enough to compensate for 
the decline in the contested area, an unlikely consequence 

oM&nhaII, I ....... lfytl ... T,""-. t See Appendix fir (i). 

• 
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in the present state of t. . nternational market. If it 
maintains the differential Ie' 11.,as it must until international 
agreements are reached, rationalisation would involve re
arranging the system, abolishing the tonnage levy, and 
compensating the mines which by reaso,n of their favonrable 
transport position and greater efficiency are best fitted to 
deliver in the contested areaforIosses there incurred, by giving 
them higher quotas in the uncontested area, at the expense of 
the less efficient mines. Even if that were possible, the policy 
would be much too strenuous for the industry itself to carry 
out, as internal friction would be immediately intensified by 
demand for compensation from the inefficient mines. In some 
cases in which thesameconcem owns both superior and inferior 
mines, an addition to the quota of the efficient mines might 
be regarded as sufficient compensation for the reduction from 
the inferior mines quota, but such cases would be rare; the 
real root of the market problem, the existence of inefficient 
mines and excessive output, could only be dealt with if all 
the mines were brought under the same financial control .. 
Complete trustification, in other words, is the industry's 
only way of escape, but is not possible, since the mines are 
the property of the iron and steel concerns, which for many 
years to come will oppose further financial combination. 
No remedy can be found by the industry itself: all that' 
remains is interference by the state, either through existing 
machinery or by means of special legislation. 

'Lignite mining, an industry which first became important 
in the post-war period (also syndicated under the coal 
industry law) offers a further proof of the absence of 
rationalisation. The Rhineland syndicate can certainly 
offer a brilliant' proof of the valne of organisation, but 
nothing could be more misleading than to regard it as a 
typical cartel. Though it has undoubtedly contributed to 
the healthy development of the industry, securing steady 
expansion, it has never encountered the real test-contrac
tion of the market. In the East Elbe and Central German 
districts, cartel organisation plays a subordinate part, but 
is responsible for a pernicious and cumbrous marketing 
system. The compulsory syndicate law is responsible for 
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the existence of two selling organisations where one would 
do, the dominance of wholesale trade interests for an arrange
ment by which coal sold in the market must pass through the 
hands of two sets of traders instead of one. * 

The cement industry, whose problem is described in 
Chapter V, is far from rationalised; it maintains an enormous 
excess of productive capacity, with the aid of price-cutting 
in competitive areas and discriminating rebates. . 

As in coal, so in iron and steel. the mere size of concerns 
and the array of syndicates tend to conceal the existence 
of problems which organisation has not succeeded in solving. 
for which it is even partially responsible. But here the 
central problem arises, not from the difficulty of marketing 
a product with a contracting market, but from pressure on 
the market from excessive productive capacity due to the 
stimulus given by the·security of the market to investment 
in the industry. The post-war re-adjustment-a much more 
simple aiIair than is commouly supposed-reduces itself to 
two processes of adjustment, one to the loss of raw material 
basis, the other to the results of currency inflation; processes 
which must be shortly described, since they were indispensable 
preliminaries to the formation of the Steel Union. often 
regarded as the culmination of rationalisation. 

Before the war, Lorraine and Luxemburg supplied the 
Ruhr blast furnaces with ore and in their own blast furnaces 
made pig iron for the Ruhr rolling mills; in return, the 
Ruhr sent coal and coke to Lorraine and Luxemburg. The 
exchange of products was not for the most part an exchange 
between independent firms; the larger Ruhr mines owned 
Lorraine ore mines and blast furnaces. which used their coal 
and sent them ore or pig iron for finishing. Each area was 
SO necessary to the other that both should be considered 
parts of one economic district-the heavy industry of the 
continent. 

This integration 4i tiwna was destroyed by the 
treaty; firms which had property in the lost territories 
received compensation from the Reich which they utilised in 
different ways. The Gelsenkirchen A.G. (Kirdorf) lost its 

• See Appondlz m (iiI. 
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ore mines and blast furnaces: its Aachen .. Rote Erde .. and 
Schalker Gruben und Hutten Verein were sold to the 
Schneider-de-Wendel group, leaving only its coal mines in 
the Ruhr. The Deutsch-Luxemburg A.G. (Stinnes) lost its 
iron works at Differdingen, leaving it-in addition to its coal 
miner-its large iron and steel works in the Ruhr ; but its 
mines could not supply all the coal which the steel works 
consumed. The two great concerns, finding their needs 
complementary, founded a holding company, the Rhein
Elbe-Union, in July, :l:9I9, and the Gelsenkirchen firm agreed 
to supply the.Deutsch-Luxemburg works with coal. In the 
following year Stinnes purchased the shares of the Bochum 
Verein (an old excellent coal and iron ore mining under
taking) which had become an opportunity for speculation 
owing to the machinations of Hugo Herzfeld's bank. In 
December. :1:920. the holding company made an agreement 
with the electrical concern Siemens-Schuckert. and raised its 
capital. The nature of this .. Interessengemeinschaft .. was 
never explained; the ease with which it was abandoned in 
x926 suggests that the Siemens Schuckert connection never 
played an integral pact in the concern. The aiIair. however. 
made a grandiose and dominant impression by its claim to 
control every stage of production from coal and ore to the 
finished product. There is no evidence that it ever achieved 
any sort of vertical integration other than provision of coal 
for all its members by the Gelsenkirchen. Stinnes and 
Bochum mines. It appears to have had no unitary manage
ment; its members remained financially independent but 
were connected by the holding company, by interchange of 
shares and directors. by delivery contracts and profit-sharing 
agreements. From it Stinnes acquired the power and control 
of capital to erect the Stinnes private concern. whose awe
inspiring ramifications turned out to be so transitory. 

The other great firm which lost Lorraine works, Thyssen. 
used the compensation received to expand. and brought the 
Hamborn works to their present state of perfection. Unlike 
the Lorraine works of Stinnes and Kirdod. the works at 
Hagendingen formed a separate entity (their fuel came from 
the North French coal field) and their loss did not disturb 

\ 
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the organisation of the works in the Rubr. Thyssen prided 
himself on understanding the concept of a balanced plant 
and may have thought that integration II distance was 
incompatible with it: or the construction of the Hagendingen 
works may have been a lapse from his usua1 policy, since he 
undertook it in :1910 when he was convinced that his plans 
for a great German trust based on co-operation between 
himself, Kirdorf and Stinnes would come to nothing; what
ever the motive may have been, the consequence of the 
Lorraine works' isolation was most fortunate. 

Other works which received compensation for their losses 
had no previous interests in the Rhenish-Westphalian area. 
The Stumm concern's works were all situated in the Saar, 
Lorraine and Luxemburg, with the exception of the Minister 
Achenbach mine; and in their place it acquired in a haphazard 
manner a number of large and small works, among them the 
" coast works" the Norddeutschen Hiitte in Bremen, and the 
Eisenwerk Kraft inBerlin, theGelsenkirchenerGussstahl-und
Eisenwerke. Like the other Saar works, ROehling, Rombach 
and the Dillinger Hiittenweik. which acquired Rhenish 
Westphalian interests, Stumm suffered in the 1925 crisis. 
The Lorraine firm. Kl!ickner, acquired the Georg Marien 
Bergwerksverein and the Hasper iron works and formed a 
sound concern . 

. For the formation of the major and permanent con': 
nections loss of territory was responsible; the coal shortage 
of :1:9:1:9-23 was responsible for others. some of them only 
temporary. Almost all large coal consumers, in the electrical 
and chemical industries as wellas iron and steel, were anxious 
to purchase mines. without regard to cost of working or 
quality of coal; in these combinations, therefore. the 
initiative was taken by the iron and steel (or chemical or 
electrical) works. Few of these combinations were accom
panied by any internal re-adjustments. * 

These combinations were made for industrial purposes ; 

• The more important CODJlecti011S were made in 1920 and 1921; fOT 
instance. the Hoesch Steel worD and. the K<U.n Neu-ES&el1er BeTgwerJu.. 
_. RheiDst:ahl and the Arenberg Mines, Krupp and the mines H.I ..... 
and Amalie and ConstantiD der Groase, the MannesmanD Tube works and 
the Beqwerka Consolidation. 
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but by far the greater number of Interessengemeinschaften 
(for fusions were rare) were caused by currency depreciation, 
which stimulated inter-connection of firms in two ways. 
Banks had lost control; concerns were obliged to double 
and re-double their capital, and smaller firms could not keep 
pace. A:firm in the finishing branches could escape financial 
risk and difficulty by financial agreement with a large heavy 
industry concern, and at the same time could conclude an 
agreement for the supply of raw material and thus free itself 
from the risks of the market." Combination for financial 
reasons of course also took place between firms engaged in the 
same branch of production (for instance, between tbe Kom 
Neu-Essener Bergwerksverein and the Gewerkschaft Trier 
I-III), but it was the connections between finishing and 
heavy industry which gave rise to irrelevant belief in the 
merits of vertical integration. 

Inflation stimulated concern formation in a more general . 
way; excessive investment of profits in industry was one 
aspect of a phenomenon universally observable-the" /light 
to real values." Some concerns invested their profits in their 
own works, to expand rather than to improve, since prices 
bore no relation to costs, others used their profits to acquire 
controlling interests in other businesses, not necessarily akin 

• to their own. By r9zz it was possible for an English writer 
to speak of the four principal industries as dominated by four 
great " Roof-trusts," Stinnes, the 'A.E.G., the D'yes Group, 
and (presumably) the Blumenstein textile concern. The 
statement was even at that time inaccurate, but excusable 
so far as Stinnes and the A.E.G. were concemed.f 

• ComtectionsofthiskindweremadebytheMaochineD1abrikAugshurg
NUmber!! with the Hamel iron and steel works, by the locomotive works 
Henschel' with the Essener Steinkohlen B ..... erksvereil1 and Bergbau 
LothriDgeD. Only in one case, the connection of the A.E.G. with Linke
Hofm8JlD. Laucbbammer. was the :finishing branch conspicuously the 
otroDger. 

t Stinnea had acquired a vast number of diverse eompanies. either by 
direct purcbase or by various kinds of Interessengemeinscba.ft# in shipping. 
iDSUr8llCe. hotels, paper, oil, had made' ammgemeats for reperetiou 
payments on his own power. had interests in Styria (with CastigliODi). 
liungary. Jugo-Slavia. in fact in almost everything but cbemicala. textiles. 
(at the time in the depth of depression) and other Ruhr heevy industry 
concerns. His prestige was enormous.. yet groundless. for he contributed 
nothing puine 01' luting to the industrial reconstruction of GenHIly .. 
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The" Konzernierung .. movement therefore had no single 
incentive; contracts similar in fonn often had dissimilar 
motives. Of the eight or nine important Ruhr heavy 
industry concems as they existed at the end of :£923, some had 
been fonned to replace the connections broken by the treaty, 
others to secure raw material or working capital, others to 
invest inllation profits---50me for two or three of these 
purposes. In spite of the great number of these agreements 
and changes of ownerships. and the rapidity' with which 
they multiplied, they had little significance for the study of 
organisation, because they were unaccompanied by changes 
in management. Their principal incentive was the necessity 
of being independent of the market, not of adjusting output 
to the market's capacity, or of regulating market prices, 
and therefore not of rationalising (the word was unknown at 
the time). That is not to say that progress in iron and steel 
technology, fuel economy and chemical research, ceased 
during the four years of uncertainty---on the contrary; but 
the great advances were made by the Dyes Trust and the 
Thyssen concern and were not related to the" Konzernier
ung" movement. 

The first real efforts at re-organisation began in the autumn 
of :£925, with the negotiations for the formation of the steel 
trust. Since the post-war development was to some extent 
a temporary excrescence, the industry's pre-war state must 
also be explained in order to understand the circumstances 
in which the plans for the steel trust were made. As is well 
known. the Rhenish-Westpha:lian iron and steel producers 
before the war found the method of production necessitated 
by modem practice incompatible with market organisation. 
Contrary to the general belief that the cartel was the typical 
German organisation, while the United States steel industry 
was remarkable for the extent to which it had carried out the 
principle of integration, the vertically integrated concern was 

Rathenau. Thyssen and Duisberg did. The A.E.G ..... much 1 ... of an 
agglomeration; its I'UDificat:i.OIlS 'Outside the electrical and allied trades 
were few~ with the exceptiOD of the connection with Otto Wol1f. a Jewish 
fiDaacier of Cologne who had acquired COBtn» of the Ph6nix mines and 
works.. the Vereinigte Stahlwerke van der Zypen and the Wissener Eisen· 
hiltten A.G., DOW amaIpm&tecl in the Steel Union. 
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less typical in the United States than in Germany, since a 
large proportion of steel was produced by the open hearth 
process. . In Germany in 1913 Siemens Martin steel accounted 
for less than half the total output and the connection of blast 
furnaces and steel works was therefore more common than in 
j:he United States of America. The cartel in its highly 
orgarlised form was a German peculiarity; but the conilict 
between pure and mixed works was due. to the advanced 
state of both forms of organisation. The three great concerns 
which amalgamated in 1926 date their vertical form to the 
early years of the century; sOl?n after the formation of the 
connections which gave them their vertical form, in the years 
1906-8, the great powers, Kirdorf, Thyssen and Stinnes were 
considering amalgamation. Though. they never got beyond 
arguments as to their respective quotas, the fact that they 
negotiated -at all proves that the present trust is not a new 
constellation of interests or a startling vindication of the 
benefits of horizontal organisation, but a natural develop
ment from the pre-war conditions. the inevitability of which 
was simply retarded by currency inflation. . 

Two problems faced the iridustry in 1925. of which the 
first. productive capacity about twice as great as that of the 
market, was the more serious. Even after the financially 
weak concerns had been wiped out by stabilisation. much 
wasteful organisation was left behind; the exchange between 
the associated works of the concerns. often situated at 
comparatiVely long distances from each other. of raw and 
semi-finished materials, the export of materials from works, 
ill-adapted by reason of their geographical position. the 
multitude of merchanting organisations, all contributed to 
increase costs. But it was the second problem which 
exercised more pressure on the combining firms: all were 
acutely embarrassed by shortage of working capital. and 
only able to secure the assistance of the bank by announcing 
their intention of complete re-organisation. 

How far was the financial amalgamation accompanied by 
industrial re-organisation? The position of the trust is 
imposing enough. It alone of the Ruhr heavy industry 
concerns is independent of the market. It supervises the 
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import of its ore, owns seams in the Sieger land and Spain, 
controls the purchase of its own scrap. Its quotas are high 
enough to secure it a dominant influence in all the syndicates ; 
the highest, 60 per cent., in the Pig Iron Association. Through 
its subsidiary trading companies, it exercises a still stronger 
control over the iron and steel markets. Controllingabout 
half the German iron and steel output, it is relatively more 
powerful than the United States Steel Corporation, which 
includes one-fourth of the American; its coal basis is much 
wider than that of the American trust.· But however 
imposing its position, it has no significance except in so far 
as it has enabled it to re-organise. 

J mmediately after its formation it re-arranged the 
management of its works. The mines were divided into four 
groups, according to their geographical position; only the 
Thyssen works needed no re-arrangement. The blast 
furnaces output has been specialised. The mixed works 
output steel production was concentrated in two large 
groups, the Western (chiefiyThyssen) and the Eastern (chiefiy 
Deutsch-Luxemburg and Phorux) each with roughly the same 
annual output, 1.8 million tons. Expert orders are allotted 
so far as possible to the Western group works on the Rhine. 
The sales organisation has been centralised, only four of the 
large number in existence being continued. 

But however thorough these measures of internal re
organisation, they will be entirely negated if the tendency to 
overftow and disperse, the weakness of all powerful trusts, is 
not checked; if it is to fulfil its purpose of re-organising 
a large part of the European heavy industry. the centripetal 

• The United Steel Worksc:ompanod with U.S. Steel CorporatioD. 1906. 

U.s. United U.s. United 
Corp. Steel Corp. Steel 
St<:eI. Works. Steel. Works. 

millt. mutt. Blast Fumaces 12 3 87 
Coa1 . . .. '7 30 SteelWorks 25 •• Pig Iron .. '3 •. 8 Locomotives 1.83 411 
Steel .. '7 5 Employees a41°OO '46000 

CapitalRM. 36i8 mill. 925 mill. 
BondsRM. 1474 mill. 424·9mill. 
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forces must not be neutralised by the centrifugal; the trust, 
that is, must not acquire works which will not fit in with the 
concentration scheme, either in kindred branches in other 
districts or in the finishing branches. At first the trust 
announced a policy of limitation of sphere of production, 
illustrated by its wi1lingness to agree with the condition of 
the A.V.I. (the representative association of the finishing 
branches) that the Steel Union should not extend to the 
finishing branches, if the A. V.I. consented to the international 
steel pact (of course there would be no means of enforcing 
the agreement on either side); and by its transference of all 
its finished steel production to an independent company, 
the 'Deutsche Maschinenfabrik A.G. (a new company to 
control the old Demag works at Benrath-Duisburg and the 
Thyssen machine works). But the policy has not been 
maintained; not only did the trust secure control of the 
new Demag by various financial devices, but planned further 
extension into the finishing branches, which would have 
given it complete control of the tube-malring branch 

,(dominated by Thyssen and Mannesmann). Nor has it 
confined itself to the Ruhr district, having acquired an 
interest in the Mitteldeutsche Stahlwerke A.G.· 

It is therefore djf!icult to assess the trust's value as a 
rationalising agent. There is no standard by which its 
success can be judged, since the financial position is not 
satisfactory and output figures are of course inconclusive, 
since the period 1927-2B was one of general revival. There 
is no positive evidence that rationalisation has benefited the 

• A";' amalgamation of three firma which controls two steel works at 
Hennigsdorf andLaUeb:~otmerJyeontrol1ed bythe~Hofm~ 
Lau<:bhamm ... -A,E.G, and the Weber works (produciD8 120.000 

toDa, thick and middle plate ..... u~;;t in Brandenbwg; it controlo 
26 millioD lU(. of the coacem~s SO .• on .Rl4. capital. while the l..iDke
Hofmlml coucem controls 23 million RH. This interest briDga it into 
relation with the Upper Silesian trust. of whose shares the Central Germaa. 
Compaay holds fifty percent. It ianota particularly good investment since 
the character of the Central Gumau works. prohibits n:t:ioualisation Oil .. 
Jarge aca1e: the worb ve DOt near together and own no eoaJ. or Ol'e :miDeI~ 
the La.uchhammer works useJignite generators and electrical power supplied 
by the Saxon state; the BraDdenbwg and Hennigsdorf works have the 
advantage of a cheap supply of scrap :iroD. from BerliD. The locomotive 
and waggon worb belonging ta LiDke-Hofmann have not been taken oVC' 
by the trust: their outlook is not favourable owiDc to the r.beeace of 
demand for railway rolliD8 stock. 
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combined firms, and no reason to believe that the results of 
re-organisation have not been counteracted by the tendency 
to dispersion. Nor has it acted as a rationalising agent 
from the standpoint of the industry as a whole. For 
thorough rationalisation, unitary financial control of the 
greater part of the industry is necessary and this the trust 
does not possess, nor is it capable of acquiring it. There is 
no likelihood of further concentration so long as the trust's 
financial position remains weaker than that of the other heavy 
industry concerns. These all carried out large extensions 
of their works in :1:927, financed by foreign loans issued in :1:925 
and :1:926, and converted to share issues in :1:927. Rational
isation has in every case simply meant expansion.· The 
Krupp concern is the one exception; with the object of 
reducing transport costs it has carried out a re-adjustment 
as sensational as that of the Steel Union, amounting to a 
complete removal from the famous works at Essen to site 
more convenient for water transport, by extending the 
works at Rheinhausen and shifting the furnaces northwards 
to the Rhein.Heme canal by concentrating on the works at 
Essen-Borbeck. None of the larger concerns, Krupp least 
of all, are likely to find any advantage in financial connection 
with the trust in its present state, since they refused to do 
so in :1:926, when all were in serious financial difficulties 
(Krupp even demanding a state subsidy). . 

Nor is there on the industrial side any prospect of closer 
co-operation; in fact the formation of the trust has definitely 
broken certain integrating links. The Krupp concern has 
been driven to construct its own tube works since the Thyssen 
and Mannesmann tube works ceased to take it,s semi-finished 
steel; Thyssen is now taking its raw material from thetrU5t's 
works, and Mannesmann is constructing ·its own blast 
furnaces to avoid purchasing raw material at cartel prices. 
and to escape from the possibility of the trust exerting 
pressure (after it had learnt the danger in a struggle with the 
trust from which it emerged only by creating plural voting 
shares). These new constructions, unaccompanied by re
organisation in the present state of market, are directly 

• See Appendix III (v). 
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·contrary to the principles of rationalisation, and would not 
have been undertaken, but for the trust's influence. Even 
if the trust had brought its own organisation to the highest 
level of efficiency, it has evidently had some retrograde 
influence on the industry as a whole. . 

Turning to the finishjng industries, striking results have 
been achieved by those branches whose product permits of 
standardisation and specialisation, for rationalisation in 
industries with low overhead costs reduces itself to the 
economies which can be introduced by re-grouping of works 
for these objects, rather than for the purpose of concentrating 
production in the more efficient to reduce excess of productive 
capacity. Engineering, above all, has shown itself capable of 
responding to a "class A economicstimulus,"* i.e., a reduction 
of costs through re-organisation. The Verein deutscher 
Maschinenbauanstalten, a trade association including 80 per 
cent. of the firms engaged in the industry, has given strength 
and direction to the progress of organisation in every branch 
by insisting on the possibility of using the cartel as an. instni
ment for rationalisation of this kind But the movement 
has not made anything like the progress suggested by the 
Verein's publications. t Attempts to act on its advice have 
in many cases failed. The branches which have succeeded 
in using the cartel to introduce specialisation can rely on an 
expanding market and have not therefore encountered the 
rationalisation problem. Branches where the real problem 
does arise, for instance, locomotives, railway waggons and 
ore dressing machinery, have simply been driven to financial 
fusion after struggles to postpone re-organisation of any kind: 

Other finishing industries whose product would permit 
economies of this kind-leather and technical porcelain, to 
take extreme instances of diso~ industries--have 
made no attempt at improving their methods of production, 
in the case of leather because the necessary preliminary, 
combination, is impracticable on account of the geographical 
distribution of the industry. The linoleum trust, the 

• Stamp~ Ott Sti",wlu.s ifl E~ic Li/,. 
t See Appendix III (iv). Rationalisation Cartel .. 
t Sao Appendix III (ill). 
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product does not ~.wc@.~:.mproved methods and whic.. 
cannot command the capital resources necessary to intro
duce re-equipment of the industry altogether, can undertake 
no rationalisation of any kind; textiles have in consequence 
made little or no advance. 

The outstanding and only example of genuine rationalisa
tion is of course the scheme carried out by the chemical 
trust. The United Steel Works and the Dyes Interessen
gemeinschaft together control one-fifth of the total value of 
Germany's industrial production; the magnitude of the two 
companies measured in terms of capital and the output is 
roughly the same. In every other respect the Dyes group 
is incomparably the more powerful. It controls 90 per cent. 
of the industry's total output, and though it must not be 
identified with the entire chemical industry (the works which 
it directly controls employ only one-third of all the workers 
engaged in the industry) it does in fact include all the 
prosperous and promising branches. Monopoly it was meant 
to be and monopoly in one branch it is. It was planned in 
all its completeness by Geheimrat Duisberg in 1904; in his 
famous memorandum of that year he put forward, with 
concise conviction, the now familiar argument for concentra
tion-higher return on capital--and suggested the now 
familiar objection-bureaucratisation of management. But 
at the tinle the plan was rejected in favour of a less compete 
concentration, the Interessengemeinschaft, and from the five 
large firms arose two large groups, which never competed 
seriously, since both were members of cartels and in addition 
concluded special agreements among themselves for the sale 
of certain products. In 19I6 their relationship became 
closer, the two groups making a general agreement and 
drawing in the two remaining firms. Thus the fusion of 
1925 only brought about a closer co-operation between 
concerns which had CQ-operated for years, and would have 
been unnecessary, if all that had been intended had been a 
further exploitation of the market, 
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ary to the prjmlties in this one case alone cannot 
been un<'anything but a secondary part. Its -power 
,tmt on its inclusiveness. nor on the great variety of 
products, but on the policy permitted by co-oper-

ation. securing financial independence by years of in
vestment of profits in the concern. Unlike the steel 
union, it has concenttated its management in the hands 
of a small board, to which the directorate has delegated 
complete control, and which holds the controlling interest in 
the company. To this concenttation of interest must be 
attributed the drive. methoq and success of its rationalisation 
plans. and the extreme reticence which has surrounded them. 
Apart from the fact that the trust has re-organised its works 
into four main areas under central management, it offers 
little information to the public as to the details and -results 
of the scheme. It is clear that its power and prosperity rest 
on the high rate of return to scientific ability when con
centtated. and the peculiar ability of the heavy industry to 
combine the manufacture of heavy cheap chemicals with that 
of light chemicals of high value; yet how far- the further 
concenttation has exploited these advantages. what new 
economies have been introduced. whether there is any 
ground for the accusation of bureaucratisation. remains 
matter for surmise. 

From survey of the whole field of the trust's activities 
two principles emerge: limitation of its own sphere and 
maintenance of market control through the carteL In the 
newer branches, fertilisers and artificial silk. it has preferred 
to construct new works rather than to acquire existing ones. 
In 1925 there was no branch of the chemical industry which 
the LG. could not have bought up; extension into the heart 
of the heavy industry itself would have been fatally easy. 
Yet it has consistently refrained from acquiring any interest 
in a financially weak firm or in a firm which would not fit in 
with its general scheme. unlike the British trust. 

The trust is not open to either of the accusations 
commonly made against the industrial combine: it has not 
striven to maintain the technical sI4hIS fJfMJ by monopolistic 
control; on the contrary. its power rests on a series of 
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innovations and discoveries. Nor has it used its bargaining 
power alone to crush other producers out of existence; where 
it has done so, its technical superiority has been the sole 
cause. The few branches where the small producer still has an 
economic 1'4ison d' ewe have been, as a rule, left undisturbed. 
If the soundness of its expansion, coupled with its scientific 
achievements, has had to. be purchased at the price of 
concentration of stock ownership and complete absence of 
publicity, thereean be no doubt that the trust has contributed 
more to Gennany's industrial re-construction, from the 
.. gesamtwirtschaftlich .. standpoint, than the Steel Union, 
with its wider distribution of stock ownership, its slightly 
more lavish output statistics and more intelligible balance 
sheets, which has carried on destructive struggles with the 
iron and scrap trades and other heavy industry firms iii which 
it has exploited its bargaining power to the full, which has not 
expanded on its avowed principles and has as yet given no 
proof of the value of rationalisation. But the price which 
has been paid in this case suggests that rationaHsationis not 
a policy which is likely to work out in accordance with social 
ideals. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE TRUST AND THE STATE AS RATIONALISING 

AGENT 

(i) THE TRUST , 

From the experience of these' industries, two principles 
emerge. All the most sensational results have been achieved 
by trusts, though the great number of fusions only control 
a part of the total capital engaged in the industry and can 
only introduce schemes for partial re-organisation benefiting 
groups of firms, not the entire industry. This has been the 
case in the engineering, clock~making and pottery branches ; 
their experience proves that plans for co~peration amounting 
to rationalisation of the entire industry can be evolved with 
far more likelihood of success on the basis of agreement 
between large firms already internally r~rganised than if 
the preliminary is complete fusion of a great number of' 
dissimilar firms of varying levels of efficiency. 

The cartel is not as a rule a suitable instrument for 
reorganisation, except as a preliminary, a guarantee that the 
work done will not be wasted. The experiences of certain 
engineering branches, acquired largely through the pioneer 
work of a brilliantly organised trade association, proves that 
the cartel can be used as a rationalising agent in various 
ingenious adaptations of the usual cartel system, but only 
in exceptional circumstances, and even then with great 
difficulty. The cartel is far more likely, if successful in its 
capacity of guardian of the outer defences, to postpone 
internal re-adjustment. 

This superiority of the trust as a rationalising agent is 
now generally recognised, as it was not before the war. 
Twenty-five years ago, Social considerations gave a certain 
value to the cartel as a final form of organisation, as opposed .. 
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to the trust. By maintaining as' many independent pro
ducers as possible, it preserved the middle class, and was 
besides celebrated as a peculiarly German institution. These 
considerations carried great weight against those who 
stressed the purely economic aspect, to whom Dr. Schacht 
at that time belonged. His opinions were, for that time, 
expressed with unusual vehemence: "I see no social danger 
in the development of the great undertaking." Trusts 
economise and improve "not so the cartel I The cartel's 
object is to judge the actual market more accurately, its 
conditions, its capacities and movements. . . . The 
cartel means stagnation and falling off in production, weak
ness in international competition, increased injustice in 
distribution. The trust means progress in production, power 
in international competition, and a wider distribution of 
income. The cartel is morphia, the trust the elixir of life I ... 
In :r927 the same argument could be presented as an incon
testable fact: "I estimate the present industrial capacity 
of the world as about 50 per cent. greater than before the 
war, with pUrchasing power considerably reduced. The 
result is an enormous over-production. Everyone competes 
with everyone eise and no one makes a normal profit. I 
think the chief question is : how can low and reasonable costs 
be combined with a respectable return? And I see the only 
solution in a really powerful horizontal concentration. I do 
not believe that cartels are very important in this respect. 
They depend on the course of the business cycle, are easy to 
get out of; and also frequently serve to keep prices up. 
I object also to Interessengemeinschaften. because in their 
case interests are not ultimately identical; they are usualiy 
pooling arrangements. and it seems to me a purely ethical 
question, as I understand it, if a director says, • I ought to 
show that I can do something special, though I know I get 
no more out of the pool for it: There were Interessenge-
meinschaften in the chemical industry, and of course it was 
not possible to manufacture as cheaply as was necessary. 
Therefore. in my opinion, there is only one basis, that is a 
genuine fusion. one company, one management, one interest . 

• Articl .. in the Pn>ussiS!;h .. Jahr~ 1_-03 ...... 
.. - • 
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I am convinced that this concentration is an absolute necessity 
to Europe's permanent existence."* 

But though the trust movement can be credited with a 
positive achievement, even if not so considerable as is 
generally believed, the reverse side of the combine move
ment is not thereby obliterated. The fear that the combine 
movement may have some undesirable effects is not 
necessarily an antiquated prejudice. Power to re-organise 
implies power to hinder re-organisation as much as it ever 
did; howeveressentiaI concentration may be in the post-war 
world, there has been no change in that world so fundamental 
as to remove the possibilities of injurious trust policy which 
loomed so large in the pre-war world. A so-called 
rationalisation scheme may work out a!; an uneconomic 
re-adjustment; no economic development is ever wholly 
salutary. 

German conditions have, however, produced a composite 
typical organisation-the cartel, whose members are a few 

- large concerns, differing in size, but not differing so much as 
to compel absorption of the smaller members. The complex 
interactions of this type avoid many of the strains and abuses 
of the pre-war organisation. It would be false to conclude 
from the conspicuous and popuIarcbaracter of the fusion that 
the cartel has been superseded in the past few years. On 
the contrary, its existence has never been more vital. The 
cartel and trust act as adjuncts to each others' beneficial 
tendencies, deterrents to each other's possible deleterious 
effects. Before the war the besetting evil of cartel organisa
tion was the stimulus it gave to over-investment in any 
branch whose market had been genuinely controlled. Cartel 
after cartel in the heavy industry broke up under pressure of 
their members' demand for higher quotas. Other branches, 
above all, cement and lignite (in the Central German area), 
passed through the same vicious circle of price fixing. 
expansion of old works and foundation of new, over-prcr 
duction and resultant collapse of the cartel. This danger 
has been partially djminjshed by trust formation; the fewer . 

• Evidence of Gehelmrat Deutsch (diIOCtor of the A.E.G.) before the 
EDqu6te A_uss, 19°7. 
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the members of a cartel, the less likely they are to expand 
their productive capacity beyond the capacity of the market, 
the more likely to forecast the expansion of demand. The 
existence of the cartel gives the trust or concern an incentive 
in the form of a guaranteed market to rationalise its pr0-

duction, and the concern, by doing so, ensures the existence 
of the cartel by permitting price reductions which would 
otherwise wreck the cartel. Conversely the special danger 
of the financial combination, over-<:apitalisation, is counter
acted by several factors, of which the maintenance of other 
producers by the cartel is only one; unsound financial policy 
is checked if the concerns must compete in the capital market. 
But the traditional tendency of the German industrialist to 
investment in the concern and the high rates ruling in the 
home market have undoubtedly acted as more adequate 
preventives of over-capitalisation in recent years. 

Thus the peculiar soundness of the combination movement 
in Germany and its suitability as a rationalising agent lies 
on a roughly worked out balance of the two forms, possibly 
temporary in character. In this arrangement the trade 
association has a special function, which has in recent years 
become increasingly important, and which neither the cartel 
or the trust can exercise. Stabilisation of business conditions 
-not by control of prices or output, but by observation of 
the course in the cycle and adjustment to it, is now regarded 
in Germany, as it has been for so long in the States, as the 
inseparable accompaniment of rationalisation and a task 
which the industry can itself perform. German industry is 
of course not so advanced in this respect as American, but 
certain trade associations-the Verein deutscher Maschinen
bauanstalten above all-have achievements to their credit 
which disprove the assertion that .. the successful prediction 
of the course of particular industries is not yet established as 
a practical business proposition.... The work of these 
associations is the more necessary as the confused character 
of the money market, the apparent absence of any relation 
between the movements of the three markets, has in the 
past fewyearsmade general prognosticationaimost impossible 

• Balfour Committee. Fiul R.ptwt. 
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and rendered the official publications of the Institut fUr 
Konjunkturforschung wholly futile as far as forecasting is 
concerned. 

The common arrangement, the cartel whose members are 
a few large concerns, is of course not rigidly systematised. 
The balance is not always maintained, and in the'coal and 
iron industries its existence is very precarious. The tension 
between trust and cartel has often resulted in the latter'!t 
dissolution; nor is the movement altogether free from the 
suspicion of over-capitalisation or exploitation of the market. 
But, when all the weak points have been considered, it cannot 
be denied that certain German industries have evolved a 
type of organisation capable of dealing effectively with their 
own problems as for instance. the concerted efforts of the 
steel industry to control its own purchase of scrap iron, the 
coal industry's great gas transmission scheme. Those 
branches have achieved a final form-final in that it repre
sents in effect as high degree of concentration as if the 
industries were merged under one financial controL It is 
extremely probable that in these branches trustification will 
go further, though there is no reason why it should in the 
near future become complete, even under the pressure of 
severe economic crisis. 

So far as market control is concerned, the arrangement 
is final in form only, not inscope; the German industrialist, 
since l:9Z5, has regarded syndication of the internal market as 
a step towards control of the international markets, by means 
of international alliances, which alone would enable the export 
subsidising syndicates to rationalise their systems of quota 
allotment. 

(ill THE STATE 

But certain industries have not succeeded in working out 
even a temporary balance of this kind. Their inability to 
achieve any kind of concerted direction, let alone any kind of 
re-organisation, throws the success of the heavy industry 
into more striking relief. Compared with the scale of the 
British industries which ·are suffering in the same way from . 
impotence to deal with their own problems, these industries 
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are insignificant, but yet are quite important enough to raise 
the question of the part the state should play in promoting 
re-organisation, when an industry has reached such a degree 
of inertia that it cannot take even the first step in a rational
isation programme. In Germany the enforced cartel appears 
an obvious means of dealing with an uncommon industrial 
situation: the situation in which the industry is suffering 
from production in excess of market capacity, and in which 
re-organisation would certainly place the industry on a 
profit-earning basis. The cartel under such circumstances 
is not regarded as a step towards .. cold socialisation .. (which 
has only been carried through in aluminium, where there is 
no prospect of profit-earning). Once the power of re-organ-

. isation to increase profits and the industries' genuine 
impotence are admitted, the case for state interference seems 
perfectly clear: the German industrialist is not only 
accustomed to a much wider field of state enterprise, but 
also to emergency interference of the most varied character, 
state subsidies and management of industrial concerns, 
government campaigns to reduce or raise prices, 
compulsory arbitration, and therefore, although his 
influence on government policy has declined since the pre
war period. he regards state intervention without either 
doctrinaire aversion or favouritism, so long as it aims at 
putting the industry on a profit-earning basis. This 
attitude, the purely "privatwirtschaftlich," must be 
sharply distinguished from that which inspired the post
war "Planwirtschaft" cartels, self-governing constitutions 
for the great industries, the outcome of ideas current 
in most European countries after the war, representing a 
genuine comproiuise with "cold socialisation" and not a 
substitute for it. The situation in which they originated 
was in fact the reverse of the case here considered-urgent 
necessity of increased output. 

The question of state interference must first be limited 
to this standpoint: how far can a compulsory cartel put an 
industry on a profit-earning basis? For that is the only 
standpoint from which a compulsory cartel is desirable: if 
social or national considerations come first, nationalisation is 
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the proper means of dealing with the situation. and if the 
cartel is created on such grounds it can only be as a recognised 
transition stage. Assuming then, that the industrialists' 
belief in a normal rate of profit is legitimate*-,-as it of course 
is not-and that the state can properly intervene to maintain 
the rate of profit-as it of course can not, the compulsory 
cartei appears a genuine remedy for over-production as such. 
Its effects resemble those of the cartel in other branches, 
except that the danger of under-selling is removed. Under
selling in these industries does not indicate an excessively 
high level of cartel prices and profits, as in other branches it 
may do, but represents forced selling on the part of the 
weakest. producers. A state scheme can and must make 
provision for closing down works, as the voluntary cartel, 
at its best, can rarely dei, and on the effectiveness of this 
provision the success of the scheme depends. For if success
ful the cartel price must carry the cost of closing down the 
less efficient works, and this is probably in the long run more 
likely to increase the profits of the larger firms than if it 
continues to carry the cost of running the inefficient works, 
for under the first system cost reductions by concentration 
are possible. The industries to which this policy has refer
ence fall into three classes : 

(x) The industry whose voluntary organisation is partly 
responsible for the congestion Of the market, and which can
not, on its own power, improve the situation by altering the 
organisation. Of this class, potash and cement are prominent 
examples to which British industry can offer no parallel. 

(2) The industry in. which over-production is directly 
due to absence of organisation; the case is common enough 
for short periods, but lasting in few. The cigarette manu
facturers are the extreme example. 

(3) The industry which must face catastrophic loss of 
markets, which includes some members of the export indus
tries, the railway rolling stock manufacturers, and the 
Sieger land ore industry. 

The typical British case, the combination of (2) and (J) 
does not arise in Germany. 

• See Chap. VII. 
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(x) The only genuine extant German specimen of a 
compulsory cartel, the potash syndicate; has been used 
a4 nauseam as a basis for discussion of the value of com
pulsory syndication, rather unfortunately, as it presents 
many peculiar features. Before x9xo the industry failed to 
achieve any organisation capable of closing down mines 
working with excessive costs, and the compulsory syndicate 
intensified the situation rather than improved it. It did not, 
however, fail simply because it was compulsory, as Mr. A. P. L 
Gordon (The Problem of Tn;st and Monopoly Cont"ol, I928) 
suggests. Mr. Gordon states that the cartel has .. served as 
a severe warning against the formation of compulsory 
syndicates" and failed, because alI compulsory cartels must 
fail .. until industry at large has had time to determine what 
proportion of its aggregate effort shall be devoted to any 
particular branch of production," meaning no doubt that a 
cartel cannot prevent a branch of industry increasing its 
output as long as it is profitable to the members of the cartel 
to do so. In the case of potash, restriction of output was 
really desirable in the members' own interest, as Mr. Gordon 
recognises. The :l:9l:O syndicate failed because its provisions 
concexning the sinking of new shafts and opening of new, 
works were not stringent enough. It gave an impetus to 
concentration by permitting the transfer of quotas (not 
permitted under the previous voluntary contract) a necessary 
clause, throwing the cost of closing down mines onto prices. 
The :1:9:1:9 law improved considerably on that of x9IO; 
in addition to the clause permitting transfer of quotas, it 
gave the Reichs-Kalirat powexto prohibit the sinking of shafts 
and to close down mines giving compensation. A special 
measure, the Closing-down Regulations, came into force in 
I92X, making further arrangements for the re-assessment of 
quotas. Under the joint influence of the new law and the 
impetus to concern formation given by inflation, amalgama
tion proceeded so rapidly that by I926 two groups, Winters
hall and Salzdetfurth, controlled practically all mines between 
them: against thirt~ groups of works in December, I92O, 
there were only nine in December, I928. When the closing 
down action terminated at the end of :1:925 out of 224 shafts 
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in existence IIS had been closed till :1:935. these uS owning 
over 45 per cent. of the total syndicate quotas,· 

In spite of this drastic reduction, the industIy was only 
employed to one-third of its capacity in :1:926. Since the 
pre-war period the industry has lost its monopolistic position, 
not, as was feared, by the cession of the Alsace deposits, which 
has been overcome by international agreements, but by the 
I.G. Dyes introduction of mixed fertilisers. So serious was 
the outlook that the Minister for Economic Affairs considered 
a plan for compnlsory fusion. In ;[927 the market revived •. 
works were employed to 70-80 per cent. of capacity and plans 
for ama1gamation faded temporuily into the background. 
The industry cannot continue in its present state without 
either complete amalgamation under state control or else 
alliance with its competitors in the fertiliser field. I.G. Dyes or 
the Ruhr coal industry. The Wintershall concern has in fact 
already taken the first step of an agreement with KlOClmer. 

The I9I9 cartel, therefore. did not put the industry on 
a prosperous footing. but it undoubtedly checked further 
expansion and was for that reason successful in its main 
object. Though it was not a remedy for the industry's 
depression, by stimulating fusion and preparing the way for 
its own extinction, it did exactly what was needed. 

The situation in the cement branches. closely resembling 
that of the potash industry, except that the existing cartels 
have local, not national, monopolies, urgently calls for state
intervention for the same reasons; further. the state, as the 
principal consumer. has a special interest in the industries' 
sound development and a means of compelling co-operation 
in projects for market control Nor would state control 
come as a novelty in this branch; a compulsory cartel could 
easily haVE: followed on after the war organisation which 
prohibited erection of new works. The present excess of 
productive capacity is due to the existing syndicates, which 
have stimulated investment instead of retarding it; in order 
to stand the strain of maintaining prices high enough to 
cover costs with plant working at half its capacity. they have 

• Ausschuss aur UntenJu~UDB' • • : III Unterauaachuu. Die 
deutache Kallinduatrie, 1929. 
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been compelled to use discriminating rebates, dumping prices, 
and all the pernicious practices at their disposal. A state 
scheme would probably reduce prices, since the cost of 
closing down works could not exceed that of running existing 
works at half their capacity, and in addition, the abolition of 
dumping prices in the .. zone ,. areas would probably permit 
a reduction in the monopolised areas. 

In both these branches the compulsory cartel bas been. 
ot would be, the source of much difficulty and. friction. But 
it cannot be denied that, if the compulsory closing down was 
accompanied by cost reduction arising ·from concentration 
in the larger works, the maintenance of an artificial price level 
would improve the profit-eaming capacity of the industry, 
and would not be any more injurious to the consumer 
than the present state of affairs, because increase in 
profits would result from re-orgariisation; not from 
the arti.ficial price level alone. The greater the success 
from the. profit standpoint,. the more fundamental the 
re-organisation involved, and the closer grows the state's 
relationship. As a .. privatwirtschaftllch" remedy the 
compulsory cartel is justi.fied. If the state is not prepared to 
maintain an artificial price level, its only course is to throw 
the cost of closing down frQm prices on to profits. under a 
nationalisation scheme. 

Thecoalsyndicates system of regulation hardly enters into 
the question of the state's ability to act as a rational ising agent, 
since it intervened in the peculiar circumstances of the post
war fuel crisis, on account of the industry's basic character 
rather than its depressed state. The present mechanism. 
an executive council, the Reichskohlenrat, including one 
representative of labour interests, and the deliherate assembly 
(Reichskohlenverband), representing the interests of mine 
owners, workers, consumers and traders, was the outcome of 
.. Planwirtschaft" theories current in 19I9 and embodied 
in the coal industry law of that year. At its origin, it was 
regarded as a prelude to complete socialisation, though that 
was never attempted. Under the same law, syndicate 
membership became compulsory for all producers of coal and 
lignite. The syndicate's function should be to make proposa1s 
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for the Coal Council and Assembly to sanction or reject; 
prices and output were to be regulated by the statutory 
authorities. But the system was not wholly self-governing : 
the Minister for Economic Affairs could annul any decision 
of the Council or Assembly. Until 1924 the mechanism was 
not really called upon to act: expansion, not restriction of 
output, was the urgent necessity while regulation of price 
was impossible, and in November, I923, the Council and 
Assembly delegated the power of price fixing to the Ruhr 
syndicate, to give it greater flexibility in chaotic conditions. 
This power was not withdrawn until three years later, when 
the syndicate attracted the minister's attention in I926 by 
raising prices on its own authority, from which time on state 
price control for 'the first time became a reality. Under 
pressure of intensifying competition from British coal in the 
contested area,the mines syndicate repeatedly requested the 
minister to sanction a rise in prices in the uncontested area 
in order to subsidise the competing mines, and the request 
was repeatedly refused. The refusal had no obvious grounds, 
for the general price level was rising, industrial revival had 
markedly set in several months before, a wage increase had 
recently been eriforced, and a committee appointed by_ the 
Coal Council had found that the rate of -profit on certain 
qualities of coal was not excessive and justified a rise in price. 
T1)e motive for the minister's refusal may have been dis
approval of the system of subsidising the contested market 
at the expense of the uncontested, a system which, as we saw, 
only complete rationalisation could dis~ with. But so 
far no attempt has been made to use the systepl of regulation 
to introduce a closing down scheme. 

(2) In the other branches which have asked for com- ' 
pulsory cartellisation, the state has restricted its interference 
to temporary alleviations and facilitating devices in the 
British manner, without any eifect other than postponing 
the industries' own re-organisation. The industries in 
consequence have sunk .deeper into depression: as their 
recuperative power declines, the capital resources at their 
disposal decline also, and as under-selIing continues the 
number of those compelled to lInder-sell multiplies. 
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But the industries concerned. in spite of the severity of 
their sufferings. are not of sufficient national or social 
importance to merit compulsory syndication. The cigarette 
manufacturers. basing their claim for special treatment on 
their importance to the state as a source of revenue, demanded 
compulsory syndication in 1:926 and 1:927. This the Finance 
Minister rejected. introducing instead a feeble meaS'lre 
intending to deaden the fOKe of competition by permitting 
manufacturers who complied with certain principles in their 
rebates with the trade to re-claim part of the tax paid. The 
measure had an effect exactly the opposite to what was 
intended. The chaotic state of the market was due to under
cutting on the part of the smaller producers which. owing to 
the ease with which a new fum can enter the market, and the 
difficulty which it subsequently encounters in competition 
with the financially powerful firms, rose and fell rapidly; 
the new firms, under the tax re-claim system. outbid the IargeI" 
firms in their offers of rebates. Thus the struggle was simply 
intensified. After four years of destructive competition, the 
small firms. weakened by the bad harvest of 1:928 which left 
the big firms with their own purchasing organisations 
untouched, at last agreed to join a price supervision 
scheme set up by Reemtsma, one of the two chief concerns 
of the industry, which at the same time amalgamated 
with a number of medium-sized firms, and introduced a 
re-organisation scheme. In spite of its severity, the struggle 
did not represent serious destruction of capital, as it would 
have done in potash and cement. and the consumer was 
benefited by the rapidity with which numbers of excellent 
new brands appeared at low prices, even if the quality 
declined with equal rapidity. As the industry was finally 
able to find its own solution, the state's refusal to intervene 
further was fully justilied. 

(3) The two branches suffering from excess of productive 
capacity through loss of markets, the locomotive and rolling 
stock manufacturers, asked in vain for government assistance. 
In. both branches the contraction of the market was sudden 
and severe.· Even before the war the railway waggon 

• See AppeDdix m (ill). 
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branch was only occupied to 80 per cent. of its capacity and 
in the post-war period as a result of the new construction 
undertaken by the Reichsbahn it doubled its capacity; by 
1:923 there were seventy works against forty before the war. 
When its request for compulsory syndication was refused it 
produced a unique type of combination as a preliminary to 
re-organisation: a contract under which the Reichsbahn 
agreed to allot quotas to the thirty members of the associa
tion, on the condition that they should re-organise their 
production. Rationalisation was simply postponed as each 
member was guaranteed a market, though the device might 
have succeeded had the Reichsbahn promised higher quotas 
to firms which could offer evidence of re-organisation. 
Eventually the industry began to take the inevitable course 
of trustification, amalgamating into two groups, though, as 
yet, these do not include the greater number of firms in the 
industry. 

The contraction of the locomotive branches' market 
was even more acute: the number of locomotives con
structed for home and foreign markets declined from 
4,052 in 191:3 to 615 in 1926, having reached 5,370 in I921:. 
But in this case the government rightly rei ected the industry's 
demand for a subsidy, as the works affected by the depression 
are departments of large firms, with sufficient capital 
resources to re-organise themselves, which, towards the end 
of 1928 began to conclude specialisation agreements. 

The only instance of a subsidy to an industry of this kind 
is that given to the dying Sieger land ore industry, of which 
the object was purely social. The industry is faced less by 
loss of markets than by rising costs, which no organisation or 
rationalisation scheme can avoid; it can only escape by 
closing down the mines, which the state desires to avoid for 
the sake of the industrial population. 

The experience of these various branches suggests that 
though state policy has been anything but " swift, effective 
and sweeping,"· in these cases, it would have been prepared, 
had it been encountered by a situation like that of the 

• Ct. Michel.: C •• lm, Combi .... and T",sts i" Posf.W ... c........." 
(19.8). P. 177-
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British heavy industries. to apply any of these methods
the enforced carteJ. aCCXl1Ilpanied by closing down regulations, 
the market guaranteed on condition of rationalisation. com
puIsoty amalgamation, the subsidy to the districts without 
hope of economic working in the interests of the population. 
Wages and hollIS are already fixed by compulsoty awards 
throughout the heavy industry, prices are subject to dose 
supervision, so that a far-reaching scheme for amalgamation 
and closing down would come as a matter of course. The 
state cannot interfere in an cases of weak and inefficient 
organisation to raise the rate of profit-otherwise pIO';perOIlS 

new branches would be drawn into its sphere, but it has shown 
itself prepared to take the .. privatwirtschaftlich" standpoint 
as an instrument of national or social policy, an attitude 
which seems inevitable. if it is considered advisable for the 
state to intervene at any date in an industry's history before 
it is working without profits. and it must be admitted that 
such intervention is advisable. not only from the standpoint 
of the industrialist. but also from the standpoint of national 
or social policy. For if nationalisation is considered in itself 
desirable. then it is easier for the state to take over an industry 
in a state of artificial prosperity than of bankruptcy. If 
nationalisation has to be postponed. the compulsory cartel 
is a better interim measure than abandonment to further 
depths of depression. for the rate of profit will only be raised 
if production is rationalised. ie., if the state's intervention 
goes very deep: the greater the .. privatwirtschaftlich ., 
advantages, the closer the state of affairs comes to state 
management. the more impossible it is for the industry to 
dispense with the state mechanism. 

There are not, as a rule, wide opportunities for state 
intervention without enforced cartel membership. The state 
can. of course, through research agencies or special export 
departments, assist and co-operate with individual industries 
in their efforts to fix standards or terms of delivery. In 
Germany the Reichskuratorium fUr Wn-tschaftlichkeit has 
undertaken this work for four years with marked success ; 
it has carried out twenty-seven agreements for codification 
of terms and standardisation. Intervention of this kind 
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deserves the name rationalisation. since it improves the 
industry's profit-eaming capacity (though only if the state's 
action involves some re-grouping of interests-that is. if the 
industry's own trade associations cannot carry the codifica
tion through themselves.) hi one case at least. the official 
committee can be credited with a striking success in codifying 
and standardising terms of deliVery. The market for leather 
belting. a small scale scattered industry. could not itself 
escape from chaotic conditions: consumers. through 
ignorance of the economic and technical conditions of pr0-
duction, gave orders containing requirements which were 
technically and economically impossible to fulfil, but with 
which the manufactu:rers-ruso through ignorant-. 
attempted to comply, with the result that they were burdened 
by excessive stocks and competition from inferior products, 
wastage through use of high quality material for inferior 
purposes. and continual disputes. In this particular case. 
the state alone could have taken action; large sections of 
the industry, penetrated by the lingering traditions of hand
work, regarded all co-operative efforts with distrust; only 
the assurance of complete impartiality could gain their 
support. But few industries offer so wide a scope for 
intervention and are at the same time unable to remedy 
their position; usually the depressed industry requires 
valorisation of the product and compulsory closing down. 

The compulsory cartel then can be approved either by 
the capitalist entrepreneur, by the type of socialism which 
regards state managements as in itself desirable, and by 
those who desire to maintain an industry to avoid great 
dislocations of the country's economic life. Current German • economic theory is equivocaL Orthodox theory which 
interprets the economic system, in terms of costs and 
utilities working through the mechanism of prices, has of 
course no contribution to make: it cannot take account of 
dynamic factors. except as friction. and therefore cannot 
treat industries as young or old; it must let the industries 
die. The most influential single theory. that of Schumpeter 
would presumably advocate the compulsory cartel. For 
Schumpeter regards the state of working without profits 
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as the normal state of the established industrial firm 
and therefore presumably of the established industry. 
Profits are due to the exercise of entrepreneur activity (or 
innovation) and if there are no possibilities of re-organisation, 
there are no possibilities of innovation. If the state alone at 
any given stage can re-organise, the state takes upon .itself 
the entrepreneur function, and is entitled to the profits 
derived from the exercise of it. In Schumpeter's theory 
there is no criterion of utility and therefore no question of 
obligation on the part of the state to exercise this function, 
only the assertion that the state's activity, if it enforces 
cartel membership, is entrepreneur activity and its policy 
squares with the capitalist system, not with orthodox 
socialism. If, on the other hand, the state does not inter
vene till the product is produced, "kreisIaufmiissig," i.e., 
without profit, its intervention is a necessity in a world which 
relies on the working of the entrepreneur motive, if the 
industry is to continue. This inability of the two current 
types to contn"bute to the analysis of the cOmbination 
problem arises at every point, prohibiting any coherent 
analysis on such matters as price policy, the transmutation 
of the risk function, and the stabilising tendency of the 
combination movement. 



CHAPTER V 

THE ACHIEVEMENT OF THE COMBINES 

IF the-spread of producers' combination has only rarely been 
associated with complete re-organisation of production, the 
cartel and trust can none the less be credited with definite 
success in attaining two objec1s-{:ost reduction and extension 
of the inarket, though since the cost reductions and market 
extensions are affected by the weapon of combination, not 
by greater productive efficiency, the method of attaining 
them does not merit the term rationalisation. Clearly 
enough activities of this kind may.give an industry assistance 
which is in the general interest undesirable (as its opponents 
believe the Ruhr gas scheme will do), though on the other 
hand, there can be DO Il priuri objection to an industry 
utilising its organisation to attain the purposes common to 
all industrial undertakings, whether operating oollectively or 
individually. Each industry has adapted the cartel or trust 
to its own needs. in accordance with the relative importance 
of the elements of cost and the character of the market. and 
their success and failure can only be appreciated in the 
particular industrial setting. 

A. IN THE HEAVY AND FINISHING INDUSTRIES 

I. COST REDUCTION 

(i) Ovef'head Cosls.-At the inquest on competitive 
capitalism. Professor Schmalenbach* has brought in a 
vsdict of death owing to rising overhead costs. But 
in the industries where the proportion is highest. cartel 
organisation alone did not succeed in killing competition. 
Regular employment of plant in the heavy industry is 
necessitated by the technical conditions of production. 
Ruhr coal. like German. scholarship, goes down deep and 

• Ct. Weber, D .. Ende d .. Kapitaliomu .. 19'9-.. 
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comes up dirty; its quality is good, but it must be subjected 
to a. cleansing process of some sort before sale. Seams a.re 
irregular, lie at considerable distance below the surface, a.re 
very much faulted, highly inclined, and are on an average 
thinner than in the most economical sections. Conditions, 
that is. are exceptionally difficult and fairly unifonn. Since 
costs do not vary much from mine to mine, combination was 
facilitated, and at the same time necessitated, by concentra
tion of producers in a small area in which, under competitive 
conditions, prices would have fallen below the level of 
average costs. High overhead charges necessitated from the 
first a. large unit of production. a necessity which grows 
yearly greater as the industry shifts further to the northen1 
side of the seam. In this predominance of overhead charges 
-wages accounted for 50 per cent. of the total costs of three 
representative Ruhr mines in J:927-lies the root of the 
contrast with British conditions." In steel the same contrast 
appears, though it is not so marked; in the German industry 
the large unit prevailed from the first, owing to the use of 
the Thomas process; but regularity of employment is not 
quite such a pressing necessity as it was in the pre-war period, 
owing to the increase in productive capacity and the increased 
use of the Siemens Martin process. t 

The early history of cartels in these branches is too well 
• A contrast which appears most strikingly in the reports of the two 

coal commissions: the Germa.n report devotes twenty pages to discussion 
of the proper amount to be allowed for depreciation. one page to wages. 

t Increase of productive capacity~ 80 far as blast furnaces are eoll
eemed. has been immensely greater in Germany thaD in Great Britain. 
Of 316 fumaces. 160 were lost as a result of the treaty* and the remaining 
216. in 1925, when only forty pet' cent. were in blast. produced. the same 
volume of output as before the war when all were in blast. Capacity of the 
furnaces of the large Rhenish-Westphalian works is said to have increased 
from about 500 metric tons daily to 1.000 tons. In other districts t00-3°O 
tol1ll daily remains the rule. No infonnatiOl1 exists as to the average 
capacity of the steel works. Beforethe war the usual capacity of the Them ... 
furnaces was Io-IS tons per heat, of the Siemens Martin 20-30; at present 
the largv Thomas fumaces produce a5 tons and over and the Siemens 
furnace producing 80-ISo tons is not uncommon, Compared with the 
figures in Part IV of the Balfour Committee's report these estimates suggest 
that the German iDctease ill _ worlaI' capacity has also been gnoat .. 
than the British increase. though the difference is not 10 great as in tho 
cue o-f blast furna.ce capacity. 

The proportion of steel produced by tho two processes hu been 
reverwod sinc. 1913. chiefly ..... result of 10M of territory. See Appendix 
I (ii). 

6 
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known to need repetition here. Yet though frequent dis
solution prevented the heavy industry cartels from securing 
more regular employment of plant, they were not responsible 
for their own failure. Given stable financial conditions, the 
iron and steel cartels could probably have solved the problem. 
The cement industry, on the other hand, could not; its own 
organisation was partly responsible for its difficulties. It 
presents the classical example of the limitations of the cartel 
in dealing with this problem, for fixed costs represent a higher 
proportion of total costs than they do in any other industry ; 
labour costs at present account for not more than 15-17 per 
cent. of the total The necessity for regulating output is 
greater than it is for iron and steel, since over-production 
always threatens an industry with a single and locally 
limited market. Further, regular employment of plant in 
this branch safeguards, even stimulates, technical efficiency,· 
as it does not. necessarily, in iron and steel; unlike the 
wester'll. mines and steel works, which differ very little 
from each other in technical efficiimcy, the cement works, 
less locally concentrated, have not all reached the same 
level. Since overhead costs are proportionately higher for 
the technically more efficient firms, restriction of output is 
more objectionable to them than to the technically back
ward, which can reduce their wages bill with more efiect on 
total costs. 

Cartels formed in any industry with high overhead costs 
inevitably 4lcur the danger of stimulating over-investment. 
A cement combine, once formed, has a natural monopoly in 
its district, since new works cannot easily be established. 
In other countries, combines have exploited the natural 
monopoly by using the trust form of organisation, but in 
Germany the choice of the cartel method has diminished the 
effectiveness of combination. No pre-war cartel could 
effectively check over-investment. . Although the cement 
market expanded since the So's, it expanded irregularly, and 
every slight increase in demand stimulated erections of new 
plant which were not actually nece-sary. Associations, from 
the 90'S onward, composed but to re-compose, arising in an 

• G. KUhn, Dw Z_lOd...m.. 19S1. 
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over-st ~ 0 "'ilI"i ~.(!lt!1"):: .h... -;, <,!,.l<Alon penon. 
stimu1aPJw~~ae% to mcrease'ttieii-;!a.pu*, and under-sell. 
then cllio anlg under the resulting over-prj .uction. Since , 
industritS of this type cannot reduce outt~ut when prices 
fall. but ,must continue to produce the same volume even if 
prices fal; below the cost level. competition when it broke 
out went 10 violent lengths, until depression drove producers 
to negotiace for a new cartel. The industry tried again and 
again to wulve a type of organisation from which the 
weaknesses of the previous type would be absent; com
bination px:lgressed spasmodically !rom the loose prici: 
convention .!O the highly organised syndicate. by well 
marked stages, separated from each other by competitive 
interludes becoming ever more serious as the level of 
fixed costs rose and prices hecame more sensitive. 

In the post-war period the growth of trusts has 
strengthened the three existing syndicates.· But though 
the industry now ranks as one of the most highly organised, 
trust formation has not gone far enough to stabilise the 
market. Two trusts, the Westphalian Wicking concern and 
the South German Heidelberg concern, now control between 
them rather more than one-quarter of the total German 
output; the Silesian trust. covering one-tenth of the 
German output, controls the whole output of its district. 
Though the western syndicate succeeded in maintaining the 
same price level for four years from :[924. it did so only by 
pennitting price cutting in the .. zone" areas, i.e. where 
outsiders compete, and by using discriminating rebates. t 
The industry is again threatened by excess of productive 
capacity. not due. as formerly. to over-investment on the 

• At lint aight it appears as if the formation of trusts weakened rather 
th ... atreDgtheaed the syndicates, since the Westphalian cartel dissolved 
ill 1935 under .. decision of the cartel court that the growth of a trust 
alteredcilcumstaDcessullicientlytojustifywithdrawalfromtheagn>em __ 
At that time the Wicking COD£erll CODtrolIed fifty-two per cent. of the 
syndicate's output; the syndicate was reformed soon afterwards and 
owing to the illClusion of outsiders, the concern's quota was nduced to 
forty-two per cent. Thus the disooIution signilied oDJy a re-adjustmout; 
DOt a RaJ ~~ The trust'. iDfiuence secures the maintenance of the 
.yudicaw bec&usei'tsOWllinterestaarc bound upwithitacoutinuecltmistence. 
DOt with its control 

t The practice ..... probihiteliin the ..... Gf the steel cartelaillApriI, 
'928, but DOt ill oem_ uati1 Man:!>. ,_. 
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part of the industry l'.itjon here. erecttltough freq\t works 
by the Ruhr steel concerill> (which doubl~ fromutput in 
:1926). During :1927-28, a period of revival:-<lt ~ greater 
number of works were occupied to only 60 per Jcent. of 
capacity-the Wicking concern to only 40 per cen:. 

The industry cannot continue in its present s.tate. No 
cartel can carry excess of capacity on this scale u .less it has 
legislative support-as potash-or unless overhea-d costs are 
low in proportion-as in jute and porcelain. Nor would 
trustification be a complete remedy-as in coal and steel it 
1las almost been---5ince the works of the steel C< 'D.cems could 
not be included; its future progress should be accompanied 
by compulsory carte1lisation and price control. As the 
industry was subjected to a rigid system of control during 
the war period, .. cold socialisation" would not come as a 
new development. 

(ti) Transprm.-The problem of reducing transport costs 
also chiefly concerns the heavy industry. and is really acute 
in the mining industries only. 

If the coal syndicate has failed to rationalise production 
and marketing in the Ruhr, it must not be condemned as if 
it had failed in its essential purpose of market control. In 
addition, it can be credited with an inestimable achievement : 
it has enabled the mines to deal as a single unit with the 
problems arising from the geographical limitations of the 
market, in the pre-war period by direct action, in the post
war period, with its influence on the Reichsbahn declining 
and its area of supply narrowing, by ambitious attempts at 
cutting out. transport costs altogether. 

The syndicate's problem is, and always has been. the 
difficulty of finding markets--aproblem due to the Ruhr 
valley's geographical position. * It is important to realize 
how peculiar this is. The coal Qel.t which begins on the 
Atlantic margins of Great Britain stretches across northern 
France by way of the Limburg and Aachen seams to the Ruhr 
valley. then disappears under the North European plain. to 

• P. de Rousien. in L. RIgimI LlCIll tIu E_. '938. is the first 
writer to recop;ae that the geognl{'hy of tho Reicb was zesponsible lor tho 
diftieulti .. of .to pre-ww cngaaisatiolL 
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reappear in the valley of the Upper Oder; Germany, from 
the mountains in the south to the northern seas, from the 
Rhine to an indefinite boundary somewhere eas:'. of the 
Vistula, must take its coal from these two seams, one in 
the extreme north-west, the other in the extreme south-east 
-" fern von gebildeten Menschen, am Ende des Reiches." 
(The coal depoSits of the Saar are not part of the main 
European seam, nor are the small seams in Saxonyand Lower 
Silesia, and in an outline of the situation they may be 
ignored.) Of the two large seams, the Ruhr· is by far the 
more important; the Silesian seam contains about half as 
much coal as the Rhenish-Westphalian (though half as much 
again at moderate depths). Neither of the' two coal fields 
can easily supply Central Germany or the northern ports, 
not only on account of their distance from them, but because 
there are no natural lines of communication· between east 
and west. The industrially eventful areas lie in the hilly 
country between the chain of the central mountains 
(Riesengebirge, Franconian forest and the Rhine massif) 
and the northern plain. To north and south the Ruhr has 
good waterways, the best in Europe, but not to the east and 
west, for the Moselle is not navigable and the Mittelland 
canal not completed. Silesia must rely altogether on 
railway transport, as the Oder is not navigable above Cose!. 
Central Germany and the northern ports have alternative 
sources of supply, the former from the lignite deposits of its 
own area and Bohemia, the latter from the British coal fields. 
The course of the Elbe roughly defines the four areas of supply, 
though in Berlin all four sources compete; otherwise not 
much Ruhr or Silesian coal crosses it; British coal supplies 
the area round its mouth; on either side of the Upper Elbe 
lignite deposits are being rapidly consumed. 

In consequence of the position of the western seam, its 
coal found no shipping or domestic market, and a large 
proportion of. its total outp~t had to be coked. High cost 
of working rendered the sale of coal alone unremunerative, 
and forced the mines to find a market for their by-products. 
From these necessities arose the Lorraine iron industry and 
the great dye works at Ludwigshafen and Manuheim, 
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indispensable to Ruhr coal as it was indispensable to them ; 
each member of t11.e powerful group-often identified with 
the heavy industry of the continent-directly relied upon and 
caused the development of the other two. 

The product of the eastern seam had no such reception. 
Had Silesian coal and ore been mutually adaptable, the 
difficulties of Silesia's isolation might have been over
come. But Silesian coal, in spite of a high gas content, 
is rendered unsuitable for coking by high acid content and 
low calorific power, while Silesian ore requires excessive 
quantities of coke.· Further, the ore deposits ~ deficient 
in quantity as well as quality; in spite of increasing import 
of ore and increasing demand from the iron and tin mines, 
more coal was produced than tlie local market could take. 
These incompatibilities, combined with Silesia's distance. 
from the ports and the old centres of industrial life, con
~tuted the problem of Upper Silesia before the allied powers 
had reversed the decision of the present population of the 
province. 

Though the two main seams have to face the main 
problem-high transport costs owing to their position-the 
setting in other respects is so dissimilar that the seams have 
little in commont; there are no other conditions affecting 
the German coal industry as a whole. Since the partition, 
Silesian coal has had little importance for the German 
industry in general, and as the organisation of the Silesian 
works which has been exhaustively treated,t only the 
attempts of the Ruhr mines to deal with the problem are 
considered here. 

The Ruhr area, in consequence of its position, has always 
been threatened by chronic over-production; although 

• Because. although its iron content is DO lower than that of Lorn.iD:e 
minette, the gangue~ unlike that oj minette, does DOt CODSist oili.mestoDe 
and must be removed before it eDten the fumaee. Imported ore (from 
Russia and other parts of Germaay) accounted for eighteen per cent. 01 
Silesia's total consumption in 1891~ aeveDty~five per ceut, ill 1913_ 

t It i. Doteworthy that though the steel trust has certain indirect 
eonnectiou with Silesian Hun works, then wu never. eYCD iD the bUlatioa 
period, any connection between Buhr and Silesian coal concerns. 

~ By Storm, Godi,lIIa dU K"-,1I4fl D--'. 1913 .. 6 
(1926). 
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Germany was an expanding market for industrial products 
for forty years before the war, the mines' productive capacity 
was always in excess of that of the market. The essential 
problem was obscured before the war by the pure and mixed 
works conftict, which has now disappeared.· But the 
transport situation lay behind all the syndicate's activities 
from the first. Though the cost of rail transport was outside 
its control, the united Rhenish-Westphalian industry could 
before the war exert great influence, since one-third of the 
total volume and goods traffic on the German railways is 
coal. To secure preferential riilway rates was in fact the 
syndicate'stirst eHort and achievement; the x8]7 association 
did little else. Still, since the eHect of influence of this kind 
is necessarily small, the industry also aimed at controlling 
its means of transport by water; these it was able to bring 
under its control as soon as it had subordinated the coal 
trade. During the go's the Kohlenkontor (the subsidiary 
organisation for South Germany and Switzerland) attained 
such complete control o~ Rhineland shipping that the 
Rhineland states, Prussia, Bavaria and Wurtemburg,acquired 
shares in other undertakings, fearing that the syndicate 
would achieve a Rhine shipping monopoly. At the same 
time the coal interests were financing the Dortmund
Ems canal and beginning to agitate for the Mittelland 
canal. . 

So far as the railways are concerned, there is no longer 
any possibility of action of this kind, now that the 
Reichsbahn, responsible to international authority, must 
secure a return on its capital. A clause in the Versailles 

• By 1926 the oaIy indepeDdmt min .. remaining ....... the Harpen 
Bergbau A.G. (a ....,.IOWId UIldertakiDgfin •• cially and teclmically) with a 
ayudicate quota of 7 per «Ilt. the _or S_enbugwakeA.G., 
(3t percent.). the Mathias StiJmes G.m. b. H .• and several smallormines 
which 0 ... their iIldepeI>d-. to tho opecial quallty of their c:oal or a 
fa_ble tIaDsport position. The coalIict was fiDally settled by the 
I92S __ WIder which for the first time the ayudicate regulated 
output for oeIf-<:oDBUmptioD, makiDg a distinctiou between .. COIlCem •• 
mines and .. mixed .. WOIko; the right of seIf-<oDSUlDption is only gnonted 
to the latter. which must have an interest in an iron and steel works of at 
least SI per C<mt. Thus of the total qoota of 151 Mill. toDs 22.4 per cent. 
was FveI1 to the pure mines. 21 per ceDt. to .. COIlCenl .. mines. 56.6 per 
eeat.. to the U mixed eo works: the 1904 c:ontract gave pure mines 8La 
per cent. and mixed _ 11.8 per cent. 
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treaty required that freights for delivery of reparation coal 
must not exceed the lowest tariffs.of the same nature imposed ' 
in Germany; this, in addition to the persuasions of the' 
.. consumer states," East Prussia and Bavaria, led to th~ 
introduction of the graded tariff (accompanied by the first 
unitary tariff for coal) contemplated before the war but 
never introduced. Its effect has been to raise the average 
length of rail transport* by reducing charges for distances 
over 350 km. This has injured the Ruhr, which sends three
quarters of its coal for distances under 350 km., reducing' its 
area of supply by about 65 km. t The syndicate has c0n

tinually agitated for re-adjustment without success; it 
hoped to benetitby the re-introduction of the special export 
tariffs in 1925 (amounting to about 25 per cent. reductions 
for 350 km., i.e. the distance from Dortmund to Hamburg), 
but could not guarantee a certain volume of traffic-which 
the Reichsbahn made a condition of the re-introduction-
as its Hamburg consumers had in the interval arranged to 
receive their coal by water. Finally the syndicate was forced 
to realise the change in its position, when its persistent 
demands for a reduction of lading charges were rejected on 
the introduction of the new tariff in August, 1927. while the 
wishes of the finishing industry were granted. 

Consequently it turned its attention to water transport. 
With the support of other indusfrial-interests, it has forced 
upon the government canal constructions of doubtful value. 
Belief in the possibilities of canal transport dates from the 
enthusiasm- of the 80's, which culminated in 1899 with the 
openiog of the Dortmund-Ems canal, a project intended to 
give the Ruhr direct communication with the sea and make 
Emden the German Rotterdam. t It is claimed that the 
failure 9f this undertaking is no objection to the projects on 
which the industry now concentrates-the Hansa canal. 
which will connect the Ruhr with the northern ports. 

" From. 123 km. in 1'913 to 146 in 1925. 
t \1116 1:914 area of supply* toughly a radius of sa5 km. round 

Gelsenlijrchen,. would be reduced by the price increase alone to 365 km.. 
Wh ...... !;t actually was red.uced to 300 km. 

. % T canal now carries only ODe million tollS of coal per annum. Its 
disadva.n 81 are the alowuess· of the route and number of locka; it 
pasoe. thro~gh a laud without induotry. , 
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Hamburg. Bremen and. peIhaps. LUbeck. nor to the com
pletion of the MitteDand canal whose object it is to connect 
the Ruhr with the Elbe and Berlin and so unite the Reich 
as an economic area, agrarian east with industrial west. 
Although the new canaJs constructed since x9:£3 have not 
brought any great increase in traffic. it is believed that the 
results will not be apparent until the new lines of communica
tion are complete. 

Yet the industry realises that the construction of new 
canaJs is really an antiquated method of dealing with the 
transport problem. It is true that Ruhr coal relies on 
water transport to a greater extent than it did before the 
war; in x9x3 30 per cent. of the total volume of traffic was 
carried by water. in x927 41 per cent. But though the 
amount carried by canaJs has increased from x million tons 
in x9:£3 to x3 million in x921. it remains very small in 
proportion to the total traffic.. Canal transport is only 
rarely an alternative to the rail transport; conditions are so 
unsatisfactory that it is not used unless it involves a saving 
of at least xs per cent. in freight cbaIges. and then only for 
distances over z80 kIn.; combined rail and water transport 
has become wholly unprofitable since the war. No existing 
canal earns a return on its capital. Nor can new construc
tion be supported in the interests of industry as a whole. 
So far as the Mittelland canal is concerned, it has less 
justification than ever now that Westpbalian coal has dis
placed British coal in Berlin. The Rekhsbabn is fully 
capable, owing to technical improvements. of dealing with 
the increase in goods traffic in the next few years; coal 
traffic, it is estimated. will be reduced by one-third by the 
development of coal treatment p1(- E s. the electrical power 
and gas transmission systems. t 

Existing pressure on the market, therefore. cannot be 
relieved by any adjustment of the ordinaIy means of trans
port.- The new canaJs, even if they do cany a greater 
volume of coal to the ports, will only intensify the struggle 

• Teubert {ItUIiIvI/., Koa; il fa • 1Ig. r,z8. SMttIerleft 51 holds 
that this caDDOt eD:eed I per cent.. pet aDD.1Im-

t Pimath. v_ Wache" 19>7. 
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with English and Polish coal, new markets will not be. 
created. The true solution lies, as is universally recognised. 
in further concentration on the by-products of coal, for the 
production of either synthetic fertilisers or synthetic fuel, 
both of which bring the coal. iron and steel concerns into 
competiti~d later no doubt co-operation-with the I.G. 
Farben Industrie. In the hands of these two groups lies 
the future of the fuel economy of Europe; within a few years 
time no coal will be sold in the raw state. Fot that advance 
the monopolised coal market and the financial policy of the 
I.G. Farben Industrie will alone be responsible; but invest
ment in these processes remains a matter for the individual 
concern or group of concerns, and has no significance except 
from the standpoint of present market policy. The Ruhr 
mines, when stabilisation showed them the limits of their 
market, tried to find some means of widening it which would 
be quickly effective and not dependent on the uncertainties 
of technical progress, since they could not attempt an 
adequate general reduction of output through a closing down 
scheme. 

This means they found in a scheme for long distance 
transmission of gas from the Ruhr collieries, at first 
to Rheinland-Westphalia, and later to the whole Empire. 
The scheme is not to be classed with the other fuel economy 
activities. since it marks no technical advance (except in so 
far as it depended on the discovery of a process of rolling 
tubes in such a way that they bear high pressure) and no 
revolution in power supply. By the Ruhr coal interests it 
is regarded as a proof of the value of organisation which 
enables an industry to deal with its problems as a whole. and 
by its opponents-the municipal and private gas works
as the final effort of a distracted monopoly to deal with the 
excessive investment it has itself created; it is, at any rate. 
a radical attempt to deal with what has always been-and 
would have been, even without the monopolistic organisation 
-the Ruhr's central problem. for it amounts to the mines' 
creation of their own means of transport. The magnitude 
of the scheme, which will involve enormous capital outlay 
and considerable disturbances of economic interests, is a 
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striking proof of the industry's power to deal ambitiously 
with the problem-and its inability to face the ~ necessity 
-a comprehensive closing down scheme. * 

• The gas transmission scheme has roused much opposition. The 
commonly made objection that it is an enterprise of a private character 
in & field generally reserved for public authorities is not necessarily valid 
aiace it does not mean that it will be unable to earn a profit OD. its capital 
since the municipal authorities do so and the difference in overhead costs 
i. not so great: OD the other hand.. there is no :reasoJl to suppose that the 
:rate o.f return will be much higher~ for large-scale production is notaccom
panied by the same economies as it is in an electrical power supply system. 
'l'he Ruhr coneems have only taken the initiative: the undertalrlng baa 

. been financed by an American loan of '12 Mill. For the completion of the 
_me a capital of 30<>-400 Mill. RM. will be required. By April. 1928, 
the company had acquired the tube transmission system of the Rheinisch
WestfAliaches Elektri&ita.tswerke and under-contracts with South Westphalia 
and Hanover had a guaranteed demand of J million cb.m. gas. 

The scheme 88 presented by its supporters seems too good to be true.. 
Ita success depends entirely on the possibility of a great i.Ilcrease in the 
couumption of gal. They argue that the present low ICODSUmptioD of gaa 
(iD J92:S the consumption of gas per head in Germany only amounted to 
0 ..... _ 01 the English consumption) is due to the difficulty of disposing 
of coke, felt most acutely by the works situated at a d:istaDce from the 
iron and steel districts; large-sca1e output ~ rather than dimiuiahea 
the H Koksgasschere It lince more coal is purchased at iixed prices and 
coke prices become more uncertain. Gas output must be iDereased without 
at the same time increasing coke output. This is possible if the present 
process of replacing the old type of furnace by the compound furnace is 
continued., for while the former <:oDaumes all its own gas 01' the greater 
part of it, the new type (at present responsible for about %3 per cent. of the 
Ruhr <:eke output) can be heated either by their own gas or by gas generated 
in special producers from inferior coal. This substitution will. at the same 
time, dispose of the difficulty of tho marketing of inferior sorts of coal __ 
market is guaranteed by the syndicate. Thus the gas is alrea.d.y available; 
in 1925 the total gas output from gas works amounted to 3.2 milliard eb.m. 
with whkb. is produced 4 million tons of coke: in the coke fumaces a 
quarter of the total German coal output produced 26.8 million tons of 
coke (23 m.i1lioD in Rheinland-Westphalia). and with it 10-11 milliard cb.m. 
gas (9 million in Rhein1and-Westphalia); of the nine million about OJl~half 
is used. to heat the coke fumaces# about half for the mines' other usea ; 
only three hundred thousand of the nine million being used by the 
municipalities for long-distance tra"smiwon.. That is to say. about al-4 
milliard cb.m. is at present available for tra.nsm.issioD if the furnaces used. 
ps generated from inferior coal now unsold. Thus a great advance in fuel 
economy of advantage to all COllSUlD.etS would be accompanied by solutiou 
of tho ayudic"te'l marketing problem. The cost of producing cokezy gas 
II lower than that of gas produced in the works and the company claims 
that it can aeD gas at a price of 3.S pigs. per cb.m. including transmission 
costa. while the gas works' price is Dot usu.ally lower than .,.a pig. 

The tlCheme'. opponents, like ita 8UpporteI8~ produce tendencioUI 
calculatiou and prove too much. Two of their arguments. however, are 
eonvincing. Pint, 80 far u costa can be calculated. it appears that the 
difference between the calculated cost of transmitted cokery gas and the 
coat 01 gaa works~ gas is accounted for by the lower price which coke 
fU11laCeO !'ay for their coal and that otherwise the price of coke'Y gao would 
be very little lower than prevailing gas prices,. in which cue increase of 
eonsumptioll would Dot be enough to justify the construction of the 
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Other indu..tries. of course. do not possess the same 
degree of power. The lignite industry, whose significance 
first become apparent in the war and post-war period, 
encounters a similar problem, with the difference that its 
cost of working is extremely low. Its transport costs are 
higher than those of Ruhr coal, since lignite and lignite 
briketts pay the same freight rates as coal for a lower 
calorific value; the consumer pays three and a half times 
as much for rough lignite, one and a half times as much for 
lignite briketts, as for hard coal of equivalent calorific power 
carried for the same distance. Thus the extent of its market 
-'-at present never more than roo km. by rail-depends on 
the extent to which low costs of working compensate for low 

tran.missionlineo. Second. the <cal quality problem would not be wholly 
solved~ since the gas generators can use slack, but not the close burning 
coal which represents 10 per cent. of Ruhr coal output, 

Railways~ monicipalities, gas works. will all be affected by the scheme. 
U successful. it would reduce the volume of ~al carried by the railways 
by about 5 million tons. possibly more. The memorandum's cakulatiou 
of the possibility 01 saving of transport costs are necessarily vague siDce it 
depends on the volume of gas transmitted over certain distances. The 
transport of .I kg. of coal for 400 kIn. (Ruhr to Berlin) costs 1.22 p£g .• the 
transmission of .I cb.m. of ~roughly equivalent-(assuming a. volume of 
gas transmitted of 75.000 cb.m.; actually in a modem gas works 2.3 to 
2.,5 kg. of coal go to produce I cb,m. gas). Although no calculations for 
the -entire scheme can be made 011 that basis. it is evident that the saving 
of transport charges will be considerable. The Reichsbalm instantly 
realised this and announced that it would charge an exorbitant fee. 
sufficient to ruin the scheme, for each crossing of the line by the tra,ns.. 
mission pipes~ with an additional fee varying according to volume 
transmitted. Later they were persuaded to reduce the charge to one
quarter of its original sum and to ftmit the variable charge. 

Gas works and municipalities assert in the same breath that the IUcceu 
of the scheme will entail their ruin and the establishment of a monopoly. 
The promoters have no object in refusing to co-operate with the existing 
works, and if they do co-operate. the gas supply will be as much as. and DO 
more monopolised than. it is at present. If, on the other hand. they do not 
negotiate, but compete. they will only substitute a central :for a loeaJ 
monopoly. The fear of monopoly is widespread aDd genuine: the Dessau 
gas works in 1921 went so far as to acquire a coal mille in order to be 
independent of the Ruhr company. and the municipalities of Frankfurt 
and Mannheim have actively opposed the projects of the South German 
gas transmisaiOll founded in imitation of the Ruhr company's example. 
It is quite unfounded, seeing that low prices are necessary to stimulate 
consumption and will be fixed under long-period contract. and that in any 
cue the powers possessed by the state under the coal indu.ltry law are 
suffi.cient to guard against abuses of this kind. The danger is rather that 
the company will abuse its poaition by favouring the works in which the 
Rhenisb~Westphalian concerns have interests. that municipalities will 
reduce rates to compete, and that: the amaU domestic COIlSumer will bear 
the cost. 
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calorific power and high transport costs. The weakness of 
the syndicates put collective action out of the question from 
the first; consumers were obliged to move to their fuel, 
and the transport problem therefore partly solved itself. 
At present a large part of the output of the three main 
areas, the uniform and concentrated Cologne seam, and the 
numerous scattered seams of Central Germany and the 
East Elbe district, is controlled by electrical power and 
chemical works and does not come on the market.· 
Exploitation of the seams has been responsible for the 
principal change in industrial location since the war 
-the emergence of Central Germany as an economic unity, 
comparatively seIf-<ontained and independent of the rest of 
the Reich to a greater extent than any other area, including 
everY type of industrY from the old skilled specialities like 
Apolda embroiderr to the most modem fuel research 
experimental plant. Consequently proposals for reduction 
of lignite rates are frequently made, but receive little 
attention. They can be legitimately rejected on grounds of 
fuel economy, in view of the suitability of lignite as a raw 
materis.l. for the new chemical processes and its excessively 
rapid rate of exploitation. 

Generally speaking, apart from exceptional cases like 
Ruhr coal, no combine can effect transport cost reductions, 
unless it is a trust with financial resources great enough to 
enable it to move its works. The steel trust's concentration 
of the export trade in the Thyssen works, and Krupp's 
removal to Essen, have already been mentioned as approaches 
. to rationalisation. In paper a similar movement is noticeable, 

• Ownonbip of Lignite Min .. in % Output. '928. 

Central Germany. EastElbe. RheiDlaDd. 

Briketts. Coal. Brike_ Coal. Briketts. Coal. 

Trado · . .. 47·S 11 84 46 So 3' 
CIlemicala .. 33 •• - - .10 -
Eloctrieal · . 9·1 i 3C 1.8 '3·5 25 6c 
lroa and Ore · . 2.8 1·5 2·7 s·8 13 2 
GI .... · . .. - I - 4 2 - -
Potash · . · . 0.' 5.0 - - - -
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designed in this case to reduce transport C!OSts of the 
raw material, not of the finished product. The industry 
has to weigh the advantages of cheap power against high cost 
of raw material. The greater number of works still remain 
in the areas with plentiful water supply, the mountain 
valleys of Upper Bavaria, the .. Saxon Switzerland," and the' 
Silesian Riesengebirge; though Saxony, which employs 
about one-quarter of the workers employed in the industry, 
produces only half its output with water power, on which the 
industry was absolutely dependent before the discovery of 
the cellulose process and the use of steam. ' Water power is 
still cheaper if a.vailable in sufficient quantities; in the 
Rhein-Main-Neckar area (after Saxony the largest producer) 
where the large scale modem undertakings are found, 
Mannheim's four great works use steam, but other works 
rely on the Main and Neckar tributaries. In this area timber 
shortage is acute*; the adjacent forests supply only ;[0 per 
cent. of its total requirements. In consequence, the larger 
firms which were affected most seriously began about twenty
five years ago to construct works on the Baltic coast, using 
English or Silesian coal and Scandinavian pyrites. t In the 
post-war period the movement gained in momentum, though 
its actual extent is difficult to estimate in the absence of 
sta.tistical information. It has not proceeded on a large 
enough scale to merit the term rationalisation; it has been 
carried through by the larger firms as individual under
takings. It is, however, the spread of combination which 
has provided the necessary financial resources. Even with 
the assistance of financial amalgamation, the industry has 
been driven to rely on foreign capital to some extent; 
German financial conditions have prevented the industry 
from moving to its raw material as rapidly as it has done in 
North America.. 

• Black forest timber is of !Ugh quality and goes down the Rhine to 
the Dutch shipyards. 

t The increasing p""""'" of trampoJt costs i. weIJ Wustrated by the 
hehavioor of the Feldm6hle A.G., the lugest German c:oncem, _ 
OdennWHIe _rial are reputed to be the best equipped in Europe: it "-" 
ill 1885 in Liebau in Sil~ in 18g3 moved to Coaels in 1899 to Bre&la.u. 
in .1920 to SchoJwiD Deal' Stottin. 

_DOte.p.9l!. 
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(iii) W",king Capital.-The greater number of concerns 
formed in the past few years owe their continued existen~ 
to the stringency of German financial conditions. Concerns 
arose in the inflation period for a different purpose, and after 
stabilisation either dissolved or amalgamated in those 
branches where the cost of working capital is relatively 
unimportant. In the branches where shortage of working 
capital remains a serious difficulty, the concerns remained. 

The shortage has afiected textiles most acutely. Capital 
costs in relation to seIling prices are estimated to have been 
three times as high in :1:925 as they were in 1913.*' Great 
sections of the industry work entirely with borrowed capital. 
Of the fifteen to twenty leading concerns, none, with the 
exception of the linoleum, jute and hemp trusts, have any 
raison d'me other than the financial. Some, for instance, 
Hammersen, Blumenstein, and Stohr of Leipzig, arose in 
the inflation period and have expanded since; others like 
Norddeutsche Kammgam, and itolbermoor, the South 
German textile concem, did not appear till the stabilisation 
period. In no case have these combinations been accom
panied by vertical integration, control of raw material supply 
or expansion in the scale of production. Under the influence 
of the popular belief in the virtues of vertical integration 
which prevailed in the inflation period, one or two concerns 
attempted to make vertical connections, without any genuine 
motive and without success. t The purely financial signifi
cance of the movement is illustrated by the management of 
the Blumenstein concern, the largest group in the industry. 
which grew up from a small jute trading firm which made 

• von Beckerathz Die HandeJspolitische Lage der Textilindustrie. in 
SeAn",.,. u, Y"'.'AS ftlr SoziAlpoliliA, 1925. 

t St6hr of Leipzig, for instance. a large worsted spinning undertaking 
(go.ooo opindI .. ), which had acquind "number of spinning establiahments 
since 1920, concluded au.. agreement in 1922 with a weaving concern. the 
E1berfeld..- Textilwerke A.G. (EUg) and announced a policy of vertical 
integration towards the end of the infla:tion period. founding two companies. 
the Textil Vertikal A.G. and the Vertika! Streichgarn A.G., which were 
intended to begin with raw material and .finish with retail trade. At the 
end of 1924 the attempt was abandODed~ with the statement that the 
aving in turuover taz: did not compensate for the increased working capital 
required, that 4~ the private initiative of the metehu1t is lost in the vertical 
CODCel'U/' and that consequently the companies would in futunl confine 
__ eo to the menuf~ and e><port of ready-made cIol:biDjJ. 
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profits in the war from the manufacture of jute substitutes, 
and now controls the greater part of the jute industry and 
between forty and fifty firms in other branches. The 
holding company, the Bank fUr Textilindustrie, .does not 
manage any firm, nor are there any inter-connections between 
the firms, so that the bank can buy and sell controlling 
interests without disturbing the concern; it is an industrial 
administrative bank (for in IgW it raised a loan in England 
for eleven of its companies) which like the Bank fUr 
Brauindustrie is limited to one sphere and has a closer control 
over its clients than an ordinary bank has. 

That the concern has not spread very widely in the 
textile branches suggests that ·its effectiveness as an 
economiser of working capital is limited. According to a 
calculation of the Statistisches Reichsamt (WirlscAajt Un4 
Statistik. 3, I928) 27.5 per cent. of the total nominal capital 
of textile companies'is invested in concerns. But the share 
company is rare in many branches of the industry; at least 
one-third of its total capital is invested in limited liability 
partnerships (the G.m.b.H.) or private companies. Further, 
the official calculation includes artificial silk-Ioo per cent. 
.. concerned." The percentage of the total capital invested 
in concerns in the textile industry proper cannot exceed 20 

per cent. 
The industry has, however. found another method of 

economising the use of working capital, the terms association 
or condition cartel, which in its negotiations with the trade 
usually succeeds in shortening the term of trade credit. 
This type of cartel. owing to its simplicity. has spread into 
every branch of the industry, even into those which remain 
otherwise unorganised. In its limited sphere it fulfils the 
industrYs fundamental need, though what its real achieve
ment has been in the past few years remains a matter. for 
surmise. An interesting variation of this type of cartel, 
economising credit by decreasing the demand for it, the 
agreement not to make for stock, appeared in I92B 
among the ready made clothing makers and the ladies' 
clothing manufacturers. 

The cartel can also, Of course only if it represents a large 
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industry, undertake negotiations in the capital market. The 
silk associations, in :1927, after fruitless attempts in the home 
market, succeeded in arranging a textile machine cIedit with 
an English group. The trade association of the engineering 
industry has given great impetus to the introduction of 
instalment purchase by obtaining special terms from cIedit 
institutions for its members. 

The cartel can even, in eXceptional circumstances, under
take the direct provision of capital, as it has done with great 
effect . in the brick making industry. The industry is 
perpetually threatened by over-production, because new 
works can be easily opened, and the market is limited to a 
radius of 20-30 km. The processes at present in use subject 
the brickyard's output to seasonal variation, while their small 
size and financial weakness render them unable to carry 
stocks; financial weakness prevents further technical 
advance, that is, the introduction of artificial drying 
machines, which would rid the industry of its present 
seasonal character. The scale of production cannot grow 
larger, for increased output increases stock. The cartels, 
therefore, aim not merely at reducing the violent price 
fluctuations which result from these characteristics, but at 
relieving the credit shortage. In 1927 there were :IoS selling 
agencies, of which a large but unknown number acted as 
price associations. Of the four selling agencies examined in 
I928 by the Enquete Committee, three considered such 
banking activity to be their principal function, and were 
convinced that without it their members would have been 
ruined. To enable them to perform these functions the 
selling agencies take various legal forms unlike those of the 
ordinary local cartel; of the four examined, one is a con
sumers' co-operative society (Genossenschaft), two limited 
liability companies, and one a share company. Two were 
financially independent and did not rely on bank loans: 
one, the Chemnitz company, is managed by a Dresden 
building society, the subsidiary of a central credit institution. 
At first sight it may appear that by giving security to hundreds 
of small brickyards on the verge of bankruptcy the cartel 
hinders the progress of rationalisation, since if the smaller 

• 
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works are wiped out, larger and more efficient works will 
take their place. The associations argue that in the special 
circumstances their function is economically justifiable, since 
the small extent of the market limits the unit of output; 
by providing the smaller firms with credit they enable them 
to introduce such technical improvements as are feasible for 
that scale of output. One manufacturer, an outsider of the 
Chemnitz association, using the most modem methods and 
working throughout the year, stated that if the cartel broke 
up, his methods could not be universally introduced, as once 
the smaller firms had gone bankrupt, no further investment 
in the industry could take place, so low is the average rate of 
return. 

This cost element, unlike transport and overhead costs, 
can obviously be reduced by various forms of cartel activity. 
though here again the trust exhibits its superiority, by the 
mere fact of its size and capacity for reducing risk and costs 
all round. . 

II. EXTENSION AND REGULATION OF THE MARKET 

(i) The Home Mal'ka.-The cartel's essential function is 
of course stabilisation, rather than extension, of the home 
market, but many producers' associations attempt to widen 
the market by facilitating marketing operations for their 
members at the same time as they regulate it. Even the 
preliminary operations which establish an output quota for 
each firm must be accompanied by some sort of estimate 
of the factors influencing its future expansion. Nothing 
could be more untrue than the accusation that the cartel 
tends to take demand for granted and adjust supply to it; 
its own' existence depends on the success of its efforts to 
dispose of expanding output. 

The producers' association can regulate and expand its 
market in several ways, short of suppressing the trade 
completely. In the case of the most obvious method. 
collective propaganda, the trust's activities do not cllifer 
from those of the ordinary concern, except iii so far as its 
resource& are larger and it can use them as the ordinary 
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concern rarely can. as a substitute for jill agreement on each 
pressure of foreign competition.· The \P. of ferr<H:Oncrete, 
hand, is hampered in its use of ordinary me numerous, and 
cannot advertise all its members' brands uner cent. The 
altogether uniform or else do not compete. If lU a uniform 
may find itself driven to indefensible practices; t.... but the 
syndicate, for instance, contracts to deliver special < strong 
when ordered up to the limit of the firms' quota, bill! to 
amounts in excess of the quota are ordered, raises the prioce' 
it lowers the prices of brands insufficiently ordered and is 
obliged to advertise them. For this reason the cartel does 
not usua1ly undertake collective propaganda, unless as an 
accessory to a sales organisation which acts as a substitute 
for the firms' own selling departments rather than as a means 
of market control,. The central sales organisation of the 
finishing branches are in general of this type; their primary 
function is not, as it is in the heavy industry, to act as a 
mechanism for the maintenance of the syndicate contract. 
In the branches which work to order, this type of oiganisa
tion has made most progress. The engineering branches, 
which are best able to conduct the marketing of their own 
product, encounter a special difficulty; if the firms associated 
for the purpose are manufacturers of different types of 
machinery, as they frequently are, the difficulty is to find a 
staff which combines adequate technical knowledge with 
ability to sell and organise a difficulty which three 
associations at least have found insuperable. t The cartel 

• The I.G. Farben Industrie secured the home market forits Indanthren 
.dyes by collviDcing public opi1UoD ~t they were the only iadeloss dy .. 
on the mad<et. 

t Instances of successful central selling : 
(1) Deutsche Molk~ ... G.m.b.H. in Berlin, a company set up in 

October~ 1927. by seven dairy machine firms for export to Russia. 

!2! Vereinigte Armatul'Oll G.m.b.H. (Fivelirms.) 
3 Beu-Daimler. (The linn. are linancially connected .. weD.) 
• Agricultural machinery association to protectexpert interests. (Formed 

1926.) 
(5) Paper working machinery. Twelve linn. use the same export 

organisation. 
(6) The Tiefdruck syndi.C&te~ directed by a representative of the industry'. 

largest consumer, regulates prices and sol ... 
The greater number of sales ceatra1 organisations exist in COIlJlectiou with 
specialisation apeemeDta. 
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works are wiped out manufactures for stock, and at the 
take their place. ..es a standardised product, like brick 
circumstances t!.es combines credit functions with marketing 
the small ext 
by providms which work to contract have evolved a 
to intrad' of the central sales agency in the form of the 
that !if agreement. The two central associations· of the 
ChI'.lIIlg branches which work entirely to contract, the iron 
1lI!d ferro-eoncrete construction engineers, have developed 

systems in essence identical, with the object of correcting 
two defects in the preparation of contracts; one, the loss 
involved in preparation of rejected tenders (only 04 per cent. 
of the tenders prepared by the ferro-concrete builders are 
successful), the other, frequent insertions in invitation for 
tenders of conditions which would seriously affect the quality 
of the construction. The associations, therefore have to 
attempt to reduce the numbers of contracts prepared and 
improve the method of drawing up contracts. This is 
accomplished by an agreement on the part of all the members 
to inform the central office of all the invitations to make 
tenders which they receive, and to state whether they are 
prepared to come to an agreement with other firms; if all 
consent, the central office invites them to meet and discuss 
the tender, in order to reach an agreement to leave the order 
to one fum.. If an agreement is reached, the other firms 
receive a share of the profits on the order amounting to the 
cost of preparing contracts. But an agreement is seldom 
reached, since if one firm declares itself unwilling to come to 
an agreement, no conference is called and no pressure 
exercised. The iron builders succeed in reaching an agree
ment on only Z0-25 per cent. of the number of orders 
discussed, the ferro-eoncrete in only 7 per cent. of the value 
of orders, though the percentage rises to 9 in times of 
industrial revival. Both have attempted to widen this 
very limited sphere of activity by introducing a system of 
distributing orders according to quota allotment, but at 

• Deutsche Eisenbau Verband: IO~ firma of 125-1"30. and the 
Nacl>rIchtenstelle tnr Hoch. WId Tief·EiseDbetoDbaa: ,I memben 
in 1926 and numerous outsiden. 
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present it is difficult enough to reach an agreement on each 
individual order, particularly in the case of ferro-concrete, 
when the order is usually large, outsiders numerous, and 
where estimates may differ by as much as xo per cent. The 
iron builders are now strong enough to insist on a uniform 
type of contract and methods of cost calculation, but the 
ferro-concrete association, on the other hand, is not strong 
enough to refuse contracts containing. clauses prejudicial to 
the quality of the building; they state in their evidence 
before the Enqu~te Ausschuss that public authorities always 
choose the cheapest tender even if it contains such clauses, 
while private undertakings do not. It is regrettable that 
neither association hopes for much advance in the future, 
since the principle and its execution are sound and approved 
by individual and municipal authorities asa guarantee of 
a higher standard. 

The lift-u>nstruction industry has devised a more 
effective method of avoiding cross tendering. hi. this branch 
the necessity is even greater because preparation of tenders 
is more costly in proportion to the value of the order. The 
Verband deutscher Aufzugsfabrikanten has used a system 
of enquiry notification and allotment of order by quota since 
x907*; it controls the greater number of firms in the 

• This cartel can claim to have safeguaIded teclmical methods without 
specialisation or standardisation, for in this branch the importa.nce of 
okilled labour necessitates regularity of employment and safety demands 
a product of high quality. so price competition is particularly injurious, but 
cannot be avoidediD the ordinaty way. on aceount of the individual ua~ 
of each order. Quotas are allotted to each member: each fum informs the 
association of the orders it has received" and~ if it does not hear from. the 
assoeiatioD. within three days that other 6rms have also received enquiries 
for that contract. COBSiden itself U protected H for the older. If.several 
firms notify the enquiry, the association allots it to the one whose orden 
fall shortest of its quota (though a firm which had previously supplied that 
customer ia considered to have a prior claim). The firm selected is able 
to deliver at what price it likes. subject to the approval of the others who 
are obliged, if the customer negotiates with them, to make a higher tender. 
If one of the unprotected firms gets the order in spite of the higher mte~ 
it is obliged to pay three r! cent. 01 the proceeds into an •• Undercutting 
Fund. II The U protected firm caDDot make excessive charges because the 
other members will protest; to guaId against the possibility of a false 
notification of prices to the association. a maximum price calculation is 
fixed with whiCh the customer is familiar. The ·'protected" firm. is still 
ia danger of competition fmm outsiders.. and. if it finds their competitioD 
too trying can leave the order to one of ita associates, otherwise it can make 
a reduction 01 a certain amount and if this does not suflice can make a 
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industry, though its outsiders include Otis, the American 
finn, the principal undercutter for large orders, and Stigler 
of Milan, and it cannot therefore exercise much influence in 
the value of contracts. 

(ii) E"pm.-German industry in general appears to rely 
much less than formerly on cartel policy as an instrument 
for pushing export sales. The syndicates of the heavy 
industry, which maintained differential price levels before the 
war, continue to do so, with the vital difference that in many 
branches export prices are subject to control by international 
agreement. Many other branches now f0110w the practice, 
though it is less systemised in the finishing branches, since 
in their case the proportion of output taken by the two 
markets rarely permits of subsidising one at the expense of 
the other. But the effect of the growth of syndicate 
organisation in the finishing branches must be more than 
outweighed by the steel cartels ceasing to dump the 
.. A products." 

The coal, iron and steel syndicates certainly succeeded 
in gaining new export markets before the war and retaining 
their hold on them in the years after stabilisation, though 
at the cost of internal tension. The policy of maintaining 
two price scales, carrying the costs of loss on export on 
inland prices, has raised a conflict of interests in the coal and 
steel syndicates, in place of the former opposition between 
pure and mixed works. 

The contested area of the coal syndicate, that is, the 
whole export market and all inland areas where other coal 
competes, has always been supplied with coal at prices below 
those prevailing in the uncontested, that is the monopolised 
area, usually at a loss. The wisdom of the arrangement as 
such has never been questioned, but the question as to the 

further JeductiolI. unalIy up to IOperc:eDt. 01 the price. at the __ '. 
""Pense. (A I per cent.1ny is paid by all memben01l all cmlera to provide 
the fund. in additioll to the opecia1leviea meDtioDecI above.) 

ThiB system baa heeD working aiDCe '907. and ill found _Me by 
c.ustomers aDd DOt objectionable by outsiden. Its iDJIueuce ia cIiflicuit to 
estimate because the Dumber of outsiden is DOt lmoWD; they ac:cotUlt for 
only 30 per cent. of the industr'Ya turnover, according to the UIOCiatioa. 
for oVer' 50 per cent. in the opiDioD. of ODe of themae1veL 
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exact extent to which profits in the monopolised area should 
compensate for losses in the contested area, agitated public 
gpinion more violently in the years :1924-28. Under the 
1925 contract, :15 per cent. of the output of 85 per cent. 
of the syndicate's members was allotted to the contested 
area. and members were required to sell in the contested 
area without compensation. Soon after the signature of 
the new contract, losses on the contested area· became 
exceptionally severe in consequence of the British coal 
subsidy, and the members compelled to sell in the contested 
area insisted that the syndicate should compensate them for 
losses there incurred. Immediately after the r~introduction 
of the old system. the position of German coal, in the 
contested area was reversed by the British strike. For 
several months Ruhr coal provided 95 per cent. of Hamburg's 
total fuel supply (against 60 per cent. in 1925 and 40 per cent. 
in 19131 and prices in the competitive area reached the same 
level as in the monopolised. Thus the tension eased off for 
a time, not becoming acute again till the middle of :1921 ; 
during that year the .. Umlage" (tonnage levies paid by all 
members to the syndicate for compensation to members 
incurring losses in the contested area) rose from 040 RM. in 
April to I.25 in September; by April. 1928, they reached 
2.20 RM. The total annual contnllution at the September 
rate would amount to :130 Mill. RM. 

AMOUNT SOLD IN CoNTESTED AND UNCONTESTED AREAS. 

April, 1921-March. 1928 (first year for which figures are 
available) : 

Tons. % 
Contested area 34,061,504 29.14 
Uncontested ,.s,XIo,6I6 41.16 

--
Total 82 • .172.1:20 70·30 

f' Works n Consumption 25.935,918 22.19 
u Mines" Consumption 8,775,2,32 1·5:1 

--
Total n6,883,270 100.00 
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The same situation arises in the steel cartels, though 
these do not compensate their members for . losses in the 
export markets, but pay an average price to all members, 
an arrangement which arouses exactly the same conflict 
between the. works which sell in the export market and those 
which do not. . In their case the conflict of interests is hardly 
acute enough to cause the syndicate's dissolution (as in coal 
it might if syndicate membership were not compulsorily 
enforced). 

So long as these industries cannot work out a rationalisa
tion scheme under which deliveries to the export markets 
could be allotted to the most favourably placed works, the 
system of subsidising export is. inevitable; but as such a 
scheme would involve complete amaigamation, the possibility 
of alteration is exceedingly remote." 

When the question of the value of combination to an 
exporting industry is under consideration, the heavy industry 
ought not to come into the foreground. since its position is 
peculiar. The industry whose need is greatest is the 
industry whose home market is not monopolised and which . 

. exports at least 20 per cent. of its output. Of such industries 
engineering has gone farthest in centralisation of sales for 
export,. siinply because (as explained in the previous 
section) central selling in this industry offers special 
advantages. Its East European and Russian markets· 
can be suitably developed by collective action, and some 
branches have set up' special organisations for· the 
purpose. The textile branches. on the other hand, 
have not evolved a special mechanism, relying on the 
high . quality of the product (as for instance, velvet) or 
-more usually-on under-cutting by means of cheap labour 
and home. work. 

Paper alone of the finishing industries seems to have 
succeeded in using the cartel as a means of widening its 
market, not in order to maintain a high level in the inland 
market but to escape from the low level of prices prevailing 
there . 

• Ct· p. 34-
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Paper output and export (associationtigures) : 

Output. Export. (2) in % of (I). 

191:3 
1920 

1921 

1:922 
1923 
1:924 
1:925 
1:926 
1927 

Tons. Tons. 
1:,6u,ooo 209,831 
r,l:08,ooo 
r,21:2,000 
1,582,000 
I,185,ooo 455,793 
I,377,ooo 427,365 . 
1,692,000 333,290 
IJ668~ooo 372,07I 
2,007,434- 344,845 

38 
31: 
20 

22 
I7 

The greatest difficulties in widening the market 
are encountered by these very brancheS whose need 
is greatest. Five small industries stand in a class by 
themselves: clocks, exporting 80 per cent. of their total 
output, musical instruments and toys 75 per cent., pottery 
and glass 50 per cent., leather over 20 per cent. This 
group, insignificant in size in the German industrial 
body, accounts for 1:0 per cent. of the total value of German 
exports; these small specialities are as representative of 
German industry as coal or dyes (and as interesting from the 
standpoint of the reparation transfer problem); Germany is 
the world's largest exporter of leather, leather goods, glass, 
pottery, musical instruments and toys; in clocks she comes 
a bad second to Switzerland, in shoes third. 

In every branch, her comparative international position 
has weakened since :1:91:3. Only one industry, clock making, 
can show an absolute increase in the volume of its export 
trade. Each of the others has lost its markets for certain 
special causes. The great decline in the export of leather 
is due to the loss of the European markets, particularly 
France, Russia and.the north. The 50 per cent. decline in 
the export of shoes is due to the competition of the great 
Czech firm, Bata of Zlin. Export of musical instruments 
has been severely affected by the British McKenna duty; 
not merely has the English market been lost, but the whole 
export organisation formed by the British trade acting as 
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intermediaries has been destroyed. The imposition of the 
American import duty and the growth of a British toy 
industry cut off the toy markets. Pottery can also point to a 
British duty as the cause of its losses. Thus in most cases 
the contraction of the market is due to circumstances 
over which the industry has no control; only leather 
and shoe making can be held responsible for their own 
weakness. 

The cartel in other branches has shown itself capable of 
adjustment to many purposes, but no other branch has had 
to face loss of export markets on this scale. Other industries 
owe their characteristic formr-engineering, the rationalisa
tion cartel, paper, the vertically integrated concern-to their 
technical character, or to the pressure of a single cost 
element~ver-head costs in cement, working capital in 
textiles. In this group neither technical or financial con
ditions have given a direction to combination. Their 
technical conditions generally speaking favour the large 
undertaking-large in relation to the size of the whole 
industry, not as compared, of course, with the typical heavy 
industry undertaking-with the exception of toys and 
musical instruments, but in no member of the group do the 
technical processes permit of rationalisation by cartel agree
ment. Financial stringency has not stimulated concern 
formation on the same scale as in other branches of the 
finishing industry: in glass because the principal under
takings were controlled by foreign capital before the war, 
in porcelain because they were already controlled by the 
banks, in toys, clocks and musical instruments because family 
businesses prevail. The remaining form of organisation, the 
price cartel, is usually out of the question because minimum 
prices caIt usually be enforced only in the relatively 
unimportant home market. Consequently these industries 
are confronted with the difficult task of advancing from no 
organisation at all to the most advanced and complex, the 
central sales syndicate combined with international price 
regulation. 

None have so far advanced beyond attempts in this 
direction, for combination is in all cases impeded by the 
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industries' geographical dispersio~. Leather, the most 
widely scattered of all,· suffers from chronic depression; 
its home market is unprotected; and it is completely 
unorganised. Where the industry is locally concentrated 
combination is easier. Clock making. the most closely 
concentrated, being confined to the Black Forest and 
Freiburg in Silesia, is comparatively highly organised, though 
its progress is of very recent date. It treated organisation 
rather casually, as it enjoyed unbroken prosperity until 
international competition intensified at the end of 1926, 
when the three great Swiss part-making works founded the 
Rohwerke A.G., a holding company to take over the 
management of their works with the object of restriction of 
output, standardisation and specialisation; at the same 
time the French import duty was raised. Under these 
incentives the German industry showed itself capable of rapid 
adjustment; in the course of 1927-28 it formed two concerns 
including all the important firms of the industry and price 
conventions covering all types of w~tches and clocks. 

Between these two extremes, higbly organised clocks 
and unorganised leather, come the glass and porcelain 
branches, dominated by a few large concerns and partially 
successful cartels. The mirror glass industry manufacturers, 
controlled by French and Belgian capital, have been members 
of the European cartel since the pre-war period. The plate 
glass cartel controls the home market but so far has no 
international connections. Hollow glass has advanced no 
farther than weak local price associations. t The porcelain 
cartel, remarkable for the excellence of its statistical service. 
is negotiating for agreements with the Czech industry. but 

• The location of _ modem tanneries .... determined by their 
predecesson. tho bandworker&--'" hides must go to tan "--aays a German 
pro_b. They ..... th._ found Dear forests and clear water ill two 
main belts--one running down the Rhine and Lower Main~ and the 
other beginning in Silesia.. tunning along the Sudetes. arriving in Saxony, 
spreading: over the ThuringiaD forest and Han and euding in thfJ Weser 
hills. Tho leather industry of Scl>Ieawig Holstein (of which NeumtlDater 
ia the centre) has DO such industry: its taD. comes to the North GermaD. 
ports from AIgeIltiaa. Nor are tho makeIw of leather goodo more locally 
coacea.tnted: Pirmasens in the Palatinate employs 14.500 worken in shoe 
making. Worms and Oftenbach an> deootod to saddlery. but tho industry 
ia to be found in evecy part of tho Empire. 

t Producon lint formed • price cartol at tho begiDDiDg of '93" 
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is hindered by its inability to regulate output by quota 
allotment, an indispensable preliminary. Export associa
tions in the toy making industry*~previously considered 
utterly impossible-were formed in the years :1:927-29, but 
the musical instrument industry, widely .scattered and 
highly skilled, has so far achieved no export organisation; 
with the exception of the mouth organ branch, in which the 
three large firms amalgamated in :1:927 in order to unify their 
selling organisation. 

Certain textile branches of the same general character 
as these branches display the same inability to combine for 
export. With the exception of the well organised velvet 
branches, none of the important speciality exporter branches 
have achieved any organisation at all, in spite of a high 
degree of local concentration. t 

. The failure of these branches serves to throw the success 
of the heavy industry into more striking relief, and shows 
that the effectiveness of the cartel as an export promoting 
agency depends on its power in the home market. 

B. IN NEW INDUSTRIES 

Is it possible to generalise, from the experience of these 
branches, about the part which industrial combination is 
likely to play in the typical new industry, using chemical 
processes and electrical power, requiring large units of 
capital output and investment, long periods of gestation and 

. • Locally concentrated in Ndrnbe<g (mechanical toys) and Sonnebe<g 
(dolls) but dISponed in hundreds of remote tranquil villages in Thuringia 
and Bavaria. 

t e.g. The cotton waste indUStry of Upper Lusatia. lID industry 
employing about 16,000 workers, which supplied Central Europe with its 
bedding before the war and baa now lost most of its export markets. is 
wholly . unorganised. The hosiezy industry is organised in conditioB 
cartels; in one of its specialised areas. Apolda. about :zoo lsrge and 
medium sized undertakings purchase theirraw material and sell iDdividually. 
though both the manuiactumr and the trade are combined. The glove 
industry (exporting ninety per cent. of its total outputl though closely 
coucentrated l"OUIld Chemniu. is PJactice.lly· UDorganised* as also are tho 
.. Barmen goods" and VOgtland embroidery industries. which hava to 
fa"" permanent loss of markets. The VlIgtiand industry employed 90.000 
workeft, and exported eleveu. per cent. of the total value of all cotton 
goods in the pre-war period. 
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commercial experiment-the staple industries of the future 1 
If it were, it would be possible to answer the vital question 
as to whethu the capitalism of the future will be character
ised by stable market conditions. -So far every type of 
industry~al, iron and steel, and cement with high fixed 
costs and contracting markets, paper, with high fixed costs and 
alternative tnarkets, lignite with low overheads and expand
ing markets. brickyards with low overheads. -seasonal 
production and limited local market, textiles with credit its 
critical cost element, engineering with its standardised and 
specialised product, the export group with scattered location, 
skilled workers and reliance on the export market~ 
shown itself capable of adapting the cartel or trust to its own 
needs. But none of these industries really resembles the 
typical new industry .. Taking as representative, aluminium, 
artificial silk and synthetic nitrates, which combine an 
extremely high proportion of overheads with an expanding 
market. the differences are too great to permit of comparisoa 
One mistake. however, can be avoided: it must not be 
supposed that the problem of combination is dU'ferent in 
kind, simply on account of the size of the firm and the 
prevalence of financial inter-connection. 

- The new certainly differ from the older industries in that 
price control in these branches means control of the inter~ 
national market, since the home market in all these industries 
in every European country is dominated by one or two large 
concerns or groups which have attained monopolistic power by 
natural means of expansion, not by absorption of smaller firms. 
In these branches the small unit of production cannot exist, 
for technical reasons. The production of aluminium on an 
economic scale requires water-power generated electrical 
plant, and the possibilities of expansion are, therefore. rigidly 
limited; German emergency works using steam generated 
power had to be closed down immediately after the war. 
or taken over by the state. No water powers cheap enough 
and large enough to permit aluminium production are 
available in the United States, except on the Pacific Coast, 
where they cannot be utilised owing to their distances from 
bauxite supplies. Nitrate production also necessitates large 
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scale power consumption (though cheap fuel can be used 
instead of water power*) for the manufacture of hydrogen, 
but in the opinion of the industry, even if a small plant 
should buy its hydrogen, it could not work economically. 
In artificial silk, tecbnirol progress has had the unusual 
result of reducing the economic minimum; in 1:927 an 
output as low as three or four tons of silk per day, was 
considered practicable, as it was not in 1924 and :1925; 
still, the decline only affects the minimum, not the desirable 
scale of output, which seems to be increasing. 

As a result of their naturally monopolistic position, the 
large firms in these industries have not found it necessary 
to attract capital to their branch by distributing profits, 
and expansion has been financed . by profit accumulation. 
The policy of the I.G. Farben Industrie, controlling 90 per 
cent. of the German nitrate output, is described later. t 
Half the world output of aluminium, and more than half the 
world output of artificial silk, is controned by companies 
which have carried the same policy to still greater Iengths.* 
Naturally, invt:Stment of profits has not been confined to the 
home industry: the leading firms have set up subsidiaries 
in other countries, and in other continents, controned by 
holding companies, in co-operation with other firms; in 
artificial silk every company has now been drawn into a 
network of alliances, interlocking directorates, and exchanges 
of shares, connecting it with one of the two great complexes. 
But financial inter~on has not as yet led to market 
control. 

Nor has market control until recently appeared a 
necessity. The three industries have had DO difficulty in 
disposing of output increasing at the rate of 50 per cent. 
over periods of three years.§ In I928, however, a check was 

• Senate Docu ...... t 67. 1924-
t ChapteI VI. 
S The Aluminium Company of Amerie& increased its capital from 

'7 million in 1907 to Ino milliou in 1921 without any addition to capital 
by _olden!. Courtaulds ill 1921 COIltnilled ODIy two spUming mills 
at eo .... tIy &lid '"""'" aillt _viog mills; tho WOIka S1Iboequently 
«mStnleted in Ontario. Calais, Roanoke (U.S.A.). WolverlIampton. Cologno •. 
....... not accompanied by a capital issue. The <hiel GeIll1&l1 gInup. 
GlaDzsloll-Bombeqr. issued no _ capital till 1927. 

I 500 note, p. 99· 
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noticeable: prices in all three branches fell considerably, and 
leaders of the industries began to speak of over-production. 
Often before similar warnings had been given and disregarded, 
because the industries were obviously working on very large 
margins of profit, but at this point the word was used in 
its exact sense to mean that cost' reductions were not 
practicable on a scaIe sufficient to compensate for the price 
fall bound to follow on increasing production. The Iarge 
size of the concern, and the small number of producers, give 
the leaders of these industries a point of vantage from whiCh 
they may view the world industry as a whole; the Iength of 
time which must elapse between the date when construction 
of plant is planned and the date when it is ready to produce, 
permit, of very accurate forecast of the future supply. It is 
interesting to observe that in consequence these industries 
differ from the old in methods of thought as much as they do 
in technique and structure; the leaders, who as individuals 
exercise far greater influence than in other branches, invert 
the usual order in estimating demand, taking the increased 
output as given and considering the price fall necessary to 
take it off. * Estimates of supply three or four years ahead 
can be made quite accurately, but the effect on demand is 
more difficult to caIcuiate, since in each case it depends on 
incaIcuiable factors-for aluminium, on the aeroplane and 
automobile industry, for artificial silk on the whole textile 
market, for nitrates, on the state of agriculture. The 
percentage price reduction necessary to take off a given 
percentage increase in output may be either greater, with 
the same percentage increase on a larger output, if the limit 
of consumption is being approached as in German nitrates, 
or less, if new uses are being found as in alnminillIn. But in 
every case, stability of the price level influences demand more 
than the level of prices: the greater part of the output of 
aluminium, artificial silk, synthetic nitrates, is consumed 
by industries which cannot,once the new raw material has 

• MarshaU, Prifllripks. 457. note. U Economists follow the practice 
. of business life in inverting this order with regard to demand. That is. 
they consider the increase in sales tha.t will follow from a given ftlductioD 
iu price. more frequently than the diminution of prices which will be 
noquiIed to olfect a,given inaease in oaIes." 
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been substituted for the old. return to the old if the price of 
the new rises; hence, price reductions will not be accompanied 
by change in demand if they are likely to be temporary and 
spasmodic. Price control is as necessary in the interests of 
the consumer as it is in the interests of the producers. 

Producers have. by reason of the character of demand, 
much greater power in fixing prices than in the older 
industries. What price controlling organisations there have 
been in each branch have shown an amazing degree of 
effectiveness. At the formation of the international 
aluminium cartel in :r906, prices rose from {,:roo a ton to 
nearly {,200; and after its dissolution in I909 again fell to 
£55 a ton. The European cartel, formed in I926, has on the 
other hand shown itself prepared to'make large cuts in order 
to compete systematically with the American trust. The 
.German nitrates syndicate and Imperial Chemicals have 
pursued the same policy of steady reduction of nitrate prices. 
but in both countries the price level remains well above the 
level to which it could fall in the absence of the cartel: 
the I.G. Dyes maintains pnces high enough to allow the 
cyanamide works to continue, Imperial Chemicals subsidises 
the gas works by selling its sulphate of ammonia at a price 
far above the level at which it could sell at a satisfactory 
profit. The German viscose convention succeeded in raising 
and stabilising prices in the German market for a period of 
two years, at the end of which it broke up under pressure of 
exchange dumping by the Italian company. 

But at present no adequate market control exists in two 
of the three industries. The American aluminium trust and 
the European cartel, each controlling half the world output, 
are on the verge of a violent struggle. In the world artificial 
silk ~ket,although the rivalry between acetate and 
viscose silk is becoming serious, the European· viscose 
producers have so far failed to come to an agreement. 

Yet this state of affairs cannot last. Even with their 
immense capital resources, the groups cannot face a price 
cutting struggle. They will be obliged to follow the example 
9f the nitrate producers (an agreement was reached between 
the state subsidised Chilean producers and the British and 
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German trusts in June, :1(29). But there is no reason to 
suppose that these agreements will be anything but 
temporary, so long as technical changes of a fundamental 
character are likely to occur. The financial and technical 
structure of the new industries muld give rise to price 
fluctuations far more violent than those of the past. 

A$uming, however, that these industries reach agree
ments to reserve markets and mnW prices, are there any 
special dangers attached to the mmbination movement? 
Fir.rt, the product may not mme into use as quickly as if 
prices were lower (as they would be under competitive 
mnditions). It is an undoubted fact that the use of 
aluminium in the American automobile industry has been 
:restricted by the policy of the trust, not only as a result of 
its price level, but also by reason of various mmpetitive 
devices; in the opinion of Mr. R. J. Anderson, .. producers 
muld figure on a zoo per cent. increase in mnsumption with 
aluminium at 20 cents per lb. . . . with aluminium at 
zS cents. a lb. this would easily absorb 2,000 mill. Ibs. per 
annum."· But the trust has mnstructed new works at 
Arvida (Canada) that will go some way towards bringing 
output up to that level; it has followed the usuaI practice 
of financing expansion from profits. There is no reason to 
suppose that most rapid introduction of a new product is 
economicaDy the best mUTSe; assuming that stability of 
general economic conditions is desirable, expansion through 
investment of profits resulting from high prices is more 
likely to ensure it than low prices, no expansion of the works 
(since smaIl units of investment are impossible). or else 
expansion through speculative flotations and recurring 
shortage of supplies. Even if its stabilising function does 
not justify the price-fixing association. there is no real 
alternative; once the method of expansion has necessitated 
financiaI interlocking. mmpetition must simply amount to 
price-cutting between groups. Nor has the stock argument 
against trusts-that they will check innovation and initiative 
-any more validity in this field. Monopoly in the home 
market has been the very soil on which the industries have . R.,.....,.,. .. 1""_ ;. ,. u,.;w _, t9Z9. po "/00 

• 
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grown up. It is the small artificial silk works, the new 
European nitrate works, that have utilised the experience 
'of the dominating firms. In none of these three have the 
technical processes reached a final form, and the cartel could 
not act as a preserver of the present technical standards, 
but only as a means of stabilising the inevitable price 
reductions. 

NOTE I. 

CHANGE IN LocATION OF PAPER 

In addition to the Feldmiihle works mentioned in Chapter V, 
other large concerns of the Rhein-Main-Neckar area have moved 
partially to the East: Waldhof (capital 27.5 Mill. HM.) has 
acquired works in Tilsit and Ragnitz (E. Prussia) and Estonia 
since the war, ZeUstofi Aschaffenburg in Memel: the Klislin 
Works of the English concern, Combined Pulp and Paper Mills 
Ltd., are another instance of the movement. Many independent 
works {Ostdeutsche Papier und Zellstoffwerke, A.G. Kunnersdorf 
(3.7) and the Stettin works of Riitgerswerke, the Central German 
chemical concern, Koholyt works at KOnigsberg (Inveresk 
concern), Natron ZeUstoff und Papierfabriken A.G. (3.5 Mill HM.) 
with works in Altdamm, Amstadt, Brachelen, Riebus), have been 
constructed in recent years, in and about Stettin (whlch supplies 

. Berlin with its newspaper by way of the Hohenzollern canal). 
. IUs difficult to estimate the extent of the movement; there 

are no recent statistics to illustrate it, because the I925 census 
did not use the same classification as that of I907. The census 
shows that Saxony is still the most important area, employing 
one-fifth of the total number of workers and using one-quarter 
of the total power of the Industry. The paper trade association 
ligures exhibit the increased production of the Eastern states, 
Pomerania and East and West Prussia, but there are no figures 
later than 1922. • 
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PAPER P1l0DUcnON OF nm PROVINCES. 

Tons. (Association figures.) 

I9X2. 

Prussia: 
Rheinland .. · . · . .. 20I.606 
SiIesia. .. .. .. · . 200,932 
Saxony .. · . .. .. x06,294-
Westphalia .. · . · . · . 60,446 
Pomerania · . · . · . .. 45.875 
Hanover .. · . · . .. 38•X37 
Br.mdenburg .. .. .. 37.524 
Schleswig Holstein · . · . 27.220 

Hesse Nassau · n.?63 .. · . .. 
E. and W. Prussia · . · . 3,339 

Total-Prussia .. .. · . · . 733,I26 

Saxony · . .. · . .. 422.793 
Bavaria .. · . · . .. X56,I21: 
Baden · . .. .. · . z06.805 
Wurtemburg .. .. .. · . 52,342 
Hesse .. · . .. · . 36,oz5 
Alsare Lorraine · . · . · . I8,296 
Small states. Central Germany · . 67,ox6 .. .. Northern Germany · . :r8,728 

Total · . · . · . z.6u.242 

NOTE II. 

WORLD OuTPuT ALmaNIUlil 

(R. J. Anderson's Estimate) 
:1,000 tons 

I922. 

X75,92O 
I04A32 
89,737 
58.259 
89,582 
37,862 
25,I07 
29,83I 
I3.496 
9,u8 

692,744 

425,204 
I67,853 
I27,OOI 

63,093 
I5,677 
-

73,:r6I 
:17.,1:20 

I,58z,853 
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WORLD OUTPUT ARTmCIAL SILK 
(C.E.I. and Arzet's Estimates) 

Mill. Kgs. 
192z 35 
1923 47 
1924 ' 64 
1925 85 
:r926 99 . 
1927 ISO 
192B 160 

WORLD OUTPUT 
. x ,000 tons pure Nitrogen by Synthetic processes 

otheI than by product 

WalleI'S Estimates 
450 
583 
734 
900 



CHAPTER VI 

THE EFFECT OF THE COMBINATION MOVEMENT 

ON GENERAL INDUSTRIAL CONDITIONS 

IT is as easy to exaggerate the significance of rationalisation 
and the extent of combination as it is to generalise about 
their effects. The carters tendency to raise prices. the 
trust's tendency to seIf-finanoe, were obvious from the 
beginning of the movement in the go's, and their implications 
had been discussed to the full extent of the limits imposed 
by theoretical analysis on static assumptions, and also 
from the shifting standpoint of various brands of Manian 
theory.- before their effects had been at an clearly felt. 
Conjecture as to the effect of universal. combination was 
prevalent long before many branches had shown any sign 
of combining; it continues to dwell on the fundamental 
changes for which the movement should be respollS1"ble 
without pointing to its definite manifestations. Here these 
tendencies are only considered as they have acted under 
post-stabilisation conditions. as contrasted with the pre-war 
period, and in so far as their operation can be actually 
observed. 

I. CARTEI.s AND nm P1uCE I.EVEL 

Rationalisation is sometimes regarded as a general 
industrial policy, even a final type of organisation, an 
alternative either to the present order or to socialisation. 
Actually it can be nothing more than a method of inaeasing 
the profit-eaming capacity of certain industries in a certain 

• See Chapta- VIII. -
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situation. entirely consistent with the aim of capitalism. if 
not with its usual methods, and cannot be condemned if it 
fails, judged by the standard of distn1>ution. The rational
isation and combination movements have certainly done 
nothing to produce the three conditions on which alone. 
according to Dr. Moritz Bonn,. capitalism is tolerable-high 
wages, low prices and widely diffused stock ownership, which 
Gennan capitalism, as compared with the British and 
Americail. varieties, is farthest from fnlfilling. Combination 
even appears to have intensified the natural tendency of 
German capitalism to work in the opposite direction. So far 
as wages are concerned. no generalisation is possible: neither 
the direct effect-wage rates or level of employment before 
and after· trustification-or the indirect-the employer's 
greater bargaining power and the contn1>ution to general 
industrial recovery-can be estimated and compared. The 
fact of further concentration of stock ownership cannot be 
denied, originating in the circumstances of the banking 
system's development. intensified in recent years by the 
effect of Gennany's peculiar financial conditions, rather than 
by trust policy. But Dr. Bonn's further accusation. that 
the Gennan capitalist is obsessed by the medieval conception 
of a just price, carries no conviction. The only price doctrine 
which can be detected as influencing the combination move
ment in Germany, as contrasted with the United States, is 
the belief that an industrial undertaking, ought to earn a 
normal rate of profit. Study of the combination movement 
in almost every industry suggests that a point comes in its 
history when the incentive to maintain profits at their 
previous level is strong enough to outweigh the factors 
which previously hindered combination. The date at which 
the point is reached depends on the structure of the industry ; 
the capital intensive industries reached it first. Plans for 
re-organisation were made for the chemical industry in 1904, 
and for the steel industry in 1910, which would have 
undoubtedly increased their PIYfits at . the time. yet these 
plans were not accepted till the industries were faCj'd with a 
pennanent reduction o~ profits in 1:925-26. Numerous 

• Da SeAUlm,lu& .. vise'" KApilalim .. u. 1916. 
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cartels can tell the same story-plans made in depression and 
abandoned when revival set in. The condition of the new 
industries proves the same point-that the capitalist. is 
satisfied with a lower rate of return than could be achieved : 
the viscose silk manufacturers did not make use of processes . 
for the recovery of by-products until the end of 1:928. when 
intensified competition drove them to this hitherto neglected 
method of. reducing costs. There are no instances of 
aggressive monopolising tendencies working from the 
beginning of an industry (such as abound in the United 
States). as there would be if the principle inspiring the 
capitalist were the extortion of the highest level possible 
under any circumstances. Nor are there many instances of 
resistance to closer concentration. once the decline of profits 
appears inevitable. as there are in Great Britain. Unless 
the industrialist conceived of the rate of return as conforming 
to a standard level, reductions in the rate· would not act 
decisively. But even if this belief were more than a hovering 
prejudice, it is not identical with the medieval belief in a 
just price, and has far more justification. since the validity 
of the conception was for a long time supported by economic 
theory. 

In consequence of this belief the industrialist's attitude 
to price control runs on lines contrary to the principle of the 
theory which analysed niIjeteenth century capitalism. though 
not to the principles of current German theory. Both the 
German industrialist and economist tend to regard industrial 
organisations as factors with which economic forces have 
to deal. rather than as themselves being the product of 
economic forces: the combine takes over the risk-bearing 
function from the capital and commodity markets, thus 
taking over at the same time their regulating function and 
becoming a self~overning entity, which. far from merely 
fixing prices and striving to counteract forces already acting 
on the market, controls the working of the forces themselves. 
Therefore the view implicitly held is that prices should in 
new industries bear the cost of expansion and in old industries 
the cost of closing down, a doctrine incompatible with the 
type of economic theory which analyses capitalism as a 
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system regulated by laws operating in the market. But / 
since this type of theory labours under the disadvantage of! 
ignoring the fact that all industries are new or old, it can put 
forward no real objection to the administrative theory of 
price policy, since the cost of expansion or closing down is 
borne by the public and not by the individual entrepreneur, 
whether it is carried on prices or not. So far as expansion 
is concerned, the principle is commendable, when the capital 
market is in an abnormal state, and if the industries investing 
profits are of the modern chemical and electrical process type, 
which can judge their own earning capacity at least as well 
as the capital market. Nor can the policy be condemned 
outright in the case of closing down: it is impossible to 
estimate the total loss to the community involved in a 
destructive competitive struggle, a scheme for price control 
which maintains plant below the general level of efficiency, 
and a similar scheme which compensates the works closing 
down, unless the scale and location of the interest affected 
would dislocate the economic system seriously, in· which 
case the third method is undoubtedly preferable. That it 
can be consistently and successfully applied is proved by 
the example of the nitrates syndicate: the dyes trust which 
controls the syndicate's output has lowered prices gradually 
enough to enable the cyanamide works, whose costs are so 
much higher than those of the ~t that competitive con
ditions would instantly extinguish them, to continue 
producing while gradually closing down. There is, however, 
no guarantee that the principle will not be abused: the 
. plate-glass cartel, the so-called Bonner Verein, to which both 
the modem works and the mouth-blowers belonged, pursued 
exactly the opposite policy, maintaining prices at a high 
and rigidly fixed level until the former had re-equipped 
their plant, then reducing prices suddenly and ruining the 
antiquated works. 

Prices are, of course, raised if this policy is pursued. 
exactly as they are if the cartel or trust pursues a policy of 
market exploitation and distributes the profit· to share
holders. Such policy can only be condemned on the same 
ground which supports tlie " administrative" view of price 
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oontrol. the desirability of maintaining a normal rate of 
profit: unless the normal rate is considered a legitimate 
conception, there can be no test of what constitutes exorbitant 
prioe policy, as distinct from the •• administrative." The 
policy of raising prices to the highest level possible will 
probably break up the carte1. and stock will be thrown upon 
the market and prices will fall below msts, if msts include any 
rate of profit at an; while the .. ailminisintive .. policy will 
tend to stabilise profits over long periods. From the 
consumers' standpoint there can be no standaId by which 
to judge the relative advantages of the two, unless the 
consumers purchase the amunodity controlled as a raw 
material" in which case they invariably prefer stable to 
lI.uctuating msts sinoe they have their own normal rate of 
profit in view.· With one or two temponny exc:>eptionst no 
important c:artel has in recent years foIlmred a policy of 
market exploitation. 

The limit of both policies is set by the J"'$'",lity of 
under-seIling by c:artel members, a check which uperates 
quite indiscriminately, and not, as is sometimes suggested. 
in cases of exorbitant policy only. In ream years this 
check has been much less frequently elI.etcised: the cartel 
has in the post-stabilisation period attained firmer internal 
discipline ove£ its members. In the fust ten years of their 
existence, the cartels of the heavy industry were never free 
from this threat of dissolution, but since the number of 
members declined and outsiders have been absorbed in the 
great concerns, under-seIling has ceased to be a sesioos 
menace. In its greater effectiia em in controlling the 
market, due to the growth of trusts, lies the p:incipal change 
of the post-war period in c:artel organisation: the greater 
number of cartels. their wichs functioos and new spheres of 
activity are less significant than this greater efficiency in 
perlonning its essential functiOlL The change is, of c:omse. 
most noticeable in the sphere of the heavy indnshy; in 
other br.mches the weakening inIluenoe of the cartel decree 

• Ct. especially the evideace 01 !II 9 !rf 5 ill 'ftIioa:s bnDcbes oJ 
the eogi:Deerioc iDd1lStJ'y~ before the EDqaIte A 5* t ft-

, Those .... _ u_ -me ... .- syacIica~ tile _ I P""' 
syacIica~ aDd ~ abo tile doth...,.... ...... 
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has partly~y not wholly-eounteracted the tenden
cies working for stronger organisation. Greater security is 
partly due to more stable market conditions. Until the 
currency was stabilised, all markets were expanding rapidly 

, and market control was superJlucus; the cartels which kept 
on anything but a merely formal existence, occupied them
selves with calculating prices in foreign currency. After 
stabilisation it was urgently necessary to adjust capacity 
. to the suddenly restricted market. The pre-war cartels had 
to be re-formed under conditions of immense difficulty and 
many branches were still feeling their way when the 1925 
crisis broke out, severely testing the power of those cartels 
which had already begun to fix prices. Since that time, 
business conditions have steadily improved, with occasional 
mild set-backs; so far a situation of the severity of the :rgo8 
crisis and depression which broke up even the most powerful 
pre-war cartels has not been encountered. * 

But developments of the cartel system itself have also 
contributed to its greater stability. Once an industry takes 
the first step in the process of taking over from the market 
its risk-bearing function by forming a price association, it 
is almost invariably led on to the second-the sales organisa
tion; this development has been noticeable principally in the 
finishing branches in the last' two years. In the heavy 
industries the struggle with the trade began in the go·s, 
and long before the war was believed to be a thing of the 
past. During the inflation period, the trade suddenly 
became powerful enough to acquire industrial concerns, but 
the balance was restored by stabilisation; coal, iron and 
steel cartels immediately resumed the struggle, ending in 
complete subordination of the trade in coal, still continuing 
in iron and steel. (Concern formation on a large scale has 
the same effect on the trade, even if there is no central 
sales organisation: go per cent. of the dyes trusts products 
are sold direct to the consumer.) In many other branches 
the same struggle is in progress: in several the syndicate 

• The 1930 crisis. though it dissolved the International Steel Pact. 
left the internal cartels of the h~vy industry fairly intact; until the end 
of the yev cartel pric.ea were maintained.. 
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and concern sales organisations compete with each other 
(with disastrous effect in lignite), in others (particularly the 
engineering industry) the advantage of combined or individual 
selling is still matter for dispute, in one or two (for instance 
grain mimng) successful concerns sales organisation has even 
impeded cartel formation. 

Its exercise of the distributive function is of course the 
cartel system's chief surface for attack. While it is true 
that certain industries can better undertake the sale of their 
own products, in others the syndicate sales organisation 
undoubtedly works more wastefully than an independent 
wholesale trade; the capital resources of the heavy industry 
give it bargaining power out of proportion to its efiiciency 
as a trading organisation. To the argument of the opponents 
of the cartel system, that while in industry the extinction 
of the sma1l firm seems necessary, even desirable on grounds 
of technical efiiciency, in trade the sma1ler firm is not 
necessarily the less efficient, it can only be replied that 
recent German experience has proved that once the process 
has begun the remedies are worse than the disease. The 
trade can either concentrate itself in a few hands, and 
monopolise, a course which has strangled the rationalisation 
of the E. Elbe and Central German lignite markets, or it 
can form a cartel itself, which will be unlikely to attain 
any control of the market owing to the great number of 
its members, without making use of the discriminating 
rebate and other injurious methods of enforcing discipline. 
Once the object of the combine movement is realised-the 
transference of the risk bearing function-no alternative to 
the suppression of the trade can be suggested; it is a 
corollary of cartel policy, just as incursion on the sphere 
of the banks is a coroUary of trust financial policy. The 
two together alter the outline of the pre-war analysis of 
the combination movement, which treated the cartel as 
representing industry's bargaining power against that of the 
trade, and the financial combine as representing industry's 
bargaining power in the capital market, not as having the 
supersession of both markets as the ultimate aim of 
combination. 
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Once the functions of the trade have been taken over. 
the industry can conduct its own export policy. The. great 
syndicatesoftheheavyindustry. which maintained differential 
price levels before the war, continue to do so, with the 
difference that in many branches export prices are subject 
to control by international agreement. Almost every branch 
of industry now follows this practice, though in the finishing 
branches it is less systematised, since in their case the 
proportion of output taken by the two markets rarely permits 
of subsidising the export market by an artificially high level 
in the home market; the textile branches rely almost 
entirely on one or the other, the "export group" on the 
export market.. Paper is perhaps the only finishing branch 
to which the differential level is an advantage. German 
industry as a whole now appears to rely much less on cartel 
policy as an mstrument for pushing export sales, the growth 
of syndicate organisation in the finishing branches being 
more than counteracted by the steel cartels ceasing to dump 
th~ so-called A products. * But the differential level has now 
taken the place of the previous opposition between pure and 
mixed works as the principal cause of tension in the heavy 
industry syndicates. In coal, the conflict of interests arises 
because the tonnage levY compensating for the losses of the 
exporting concerns is paid by all mines in the Ruhr area, 
to the detriment of the non-exporters, in iron and steel, 
because the syndicate pays an average price to all works, 
whether exporters or not. So far the efiorts of the non
exporters to influence the syndicate to export less, or reduce 
the price span, have not been successful. but they exert 
sufficient pressure to compel revision of the contracts when 
they fall due for renewal, though not to break up the 
syndicate altogether, unless the present check turns into 
general depression. 

Supersession of the trade, the internal strain between 
exporters and non-exporters, are however only minor aspects 
of the development of cartel organisation in the post
stabilisation period. Greater security of cartel organisation 
has enabled the Ruhr industrialists to use it as a weapon in 

• C/. p. 20. 
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wage negotiations. not with the unions. but with the 
government. threatening a rise in syndicate prices. if a wage 
increase is compulsorily enforced. Apart altogether from the 
social and political consequences, this development represents 
an entirely new departure in price policy. It is. of COUISe, 

from the syndicate's point of view, a legitimate and logical 
use of their power: if the syndicated employers have based 
their resistance to an award raising wages on the industry's 
inability to bear a rise in costs. they must, to make their 
own case good. raise prices after the award is enforced. The 
government is thus drawn into a vicious circle of repeated 
wage and price rises. Many branches have used the weapon. 
but only in the heavy industry has it seriously impeded 
wage negotiations and obliged the government arbitrator to 
insert clauses in the award rendering it void in the event 
of a price increase a device which simply prolongs negotia
tions. 

This reversal of the usual sequence, adjusting prices to 
costs, instead of costs to prices. has disturbed the pre-war 
inter-reIations of business fluctuations, dislocating raw 
material prices from their close connection with general 
business conditions (a similar dislocation is noticeable in the 
case of the capital issue statistics). In I928, the price index 
for raw materials and semi-finished goods remained steady 
instead of following the general downward direction of 
wholesale prices, as a result of the contrary movements of its 
two sub-groups. the special forecasting .. sensitive com
modities .. index and the other commodities group index. 
The source of the divergenc:e--ouiel price policy-is 
indicated by another sub-division of the raw material and 
semi-finished index, which describes prices as .. regulated .. 
and .. free "; it exlubits the greater stability of the regulated 
group, the relatively small decline in the I926 depression, 
the relatively small increase in 1:927, passing into a definitely 
contrary movement after the turn of the cycle in the autumn 
of 1:928, remaining steady all through 1:929, while the free 
price level fell rapidly, until at the beginning of :1')30 the 
regulated prices stood at IOS per cent. and the free prices 
at 90 per cent. of the 1926 base. 
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Index Number oj Wholesale Prices.-Sub-group Raw 
Materials ·and Semi-finished Goods : 

MOVEMENT of FREE &.nd REGULATED PRICES 
1926"100 

115 115 
I • • • I • • I • 110 ---+--- --+- -+-- 110 • I • I , 
• • I I 

195 +--- lOS • • • • 100 
• • 100 

Regulated Prices 
, , 

• ; I I 
• , , 

95 ---+--- -+--- ---+--- ---+- - ---+--- 95 , , , I , 
• , , , , 
• , , , • , I , , , 

90 ---+-- ---+--- ---+-- --+--- --:-+--- 90 
I I I I , 
• , I I I 
I I • , · , , , • 85 ---+--- ---+--- ---+-- ---+--- +-- as , 

! 
, I , , 

.Co~1 Prices Raised: • • I , 
80 80 

1926 1929 1930 

Regulated Prices: inland coal, Pig i1'01l, semi-finished 
stu/. girdet's, bar iron, rolled iron, iron C4Slings, malleable 
pig, cappet', zinc and brass plate, aluminium, nickel, rmjfo;ial 
silk, jute yam, driving belt leather, cAemicals, rmjfo;ial 
jemliSet's, cellulose, newsprim papet', pasteboard, cement, 
iron tubes and roofing felt. 

Free Prices: joreign coal, iron ore, scrap. machine 
castings, medium fine and tinplate, coppw" lead, zinc, ti1l, 
textiles (exctuding abooe-named), hides and leather (e~ 
ing abooMl4metl), technical oils and fats, rubber, papet' and 
building materials. 

Prices included in the abooe free heading include all prices 
of commodities the prices .oj which are regulated by joreign 
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associatiotts aflll carle1!; Jonnetl slftCl< I92S. i.e .• --ferrt)fl$ 
ffIdals afIIl cerlaits temle jwoduds, so the tliflermce its the 
~ is fIOt entirely to be aItriIndetl to cartel policy. 

I .. I925 regulated prius were rl7eig1ded at 50 per cent. the 
total weighis for the r_ materials afIIl semi-finishetl itukx. 

No conclusion as to the effect of monopolisation in prices 
can be drawn from these price movements. It cannot be 
argued that the rationa1isation programmes have so fax failed 
to :reduce costs. because the conception of a short period 
supply price is quite inapplicahie to the German heavy 
industry; its cost per unit decreases even with the smallest 
increase in utilisation of productive capacity and quickly 
rise as output declines in depression. Nor can the cartels be 
attacked from the opposite standpoint-()f having de
stabilised general business conditions. intensifying revival 
in 1927 by keeping prices low, and depression in 1928 by 
keeping prices high. Undeniably this must have been the 
effect of their action, but not as a result of deliberate policy. 
German post-stabilisation conditions did not permit of a 
schematic summary as a business cycle of the pre-war type, 
even after the event. much less of forecast on general 
principles: the cartel cannot be blamed for disturbing the 
pre-war sequence if it is no longer occuning. 

II. CollBINI!S AND INVESTlIENT 

Forms so diverse as the great horizontal amalgamation, 
the loose concern, the calculation cartel, derive their origin 
from the state of the capital muket, the one unifying factor 
of the whole post-war combination movement; the combines 
must now be considered as they react on the situation from 
which they arose as a way of escape. In spite of the 
complexity of German financial conditions during the 
.. Gegenkolonisation .. period. the successive stages are well 
marked enough to indicate the nature of the pa:rts played by 
the combines at each stage. 

(r) Industry emerged from the inflation period without 
debts, but with an enormous demand for long and short term 
credit, which was partially satisfied, up to April, IC)24. by the 
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Rentenbank and other temporary arrangements. Since 
control by the discount rate was impossible, the Reichsbank 
then began to ration credit, continuing this policy till the 
end of I9zS. During this period long term demand could 
not be satisfied and short term borrowing was used as a 
substitute, in consequence of which an "illiquidity crisis .. 
broke out in June, I9zS. 

(z) After the crisis had worked itself out, and the Dawes 
plan came into force, the first great influx of foreign capital 
began. Repayment of short term loans enabled the 
Reichsbank to return to control by discount rate in 
1:gz6 and in :1927 to reduce its rate to the international 
level. 

(3) Foreign borrowing was thus checked and security 
issues increased enormously in the second half of 1926 and 
the first half of 1927. However, this state of affairs lasted 
only a short time; the lower rate did not represent the real 
capacity of the market, which was further overstrained by 
the 500 RM. government loan issue in February, I927. The 
capital market's deceptive liquidity was due to the liquid 
state of the money market caused by the influx of short-term 
foreign money, which restrictions on long-term foreign 
borrowing had stimulated; the two markets had become 
more closely connected because the banks were keeping a 
larger proportion of their loans as short-term credits, and 
were willing to purchase shares so long as the public could 
take them over with the assistance of these credits. Thus 
the Reichsbank, in the spring of 19Z7, was faced with the 
alternatives of raising the rate and attracting foreign capital, 
or requesting the banks to reduce the volume of their short
term credits. In conformity with Dr. Schacht's aversion to 
foreign borrowing, the latter course was chosen, causing 
a stock exchange crisis of great severity. In spite of this 
measure, the lower rate could not be maintained and after 
the rises in June and October the influx of foreign capital 
began again, continuing till the Federal Reserve rate rose 
in June, zgzll, the withdrawal of American capital being 
partially compensated for by the influx from the French 
market. 
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In consequence of its dependence on the foreign markets 
the state of the capital market no longer clearly reflects 
internal business conditions as in the pre-war period. The 
German banks developed in the closest relation to indUstry, 
undertaking the greater part of all issue business; capital 
issues were made simultaneously with industrial requirements 
and the shares held until taken over by the public. Thus 
conversion operations were reduced to a minimum and the 
volume of ca~ tal issues could be used as an ahnost infallible 
index of the state of the business eycle. * This mechanism 
no longer works: . the banks lost control during the inflation 
period, regaining it temporarily in the :£925 crisis. after which 
the large concerns again became the predominant partner 
in the alliance. Over many pre-war combinations the banks 
had exercised considerable influence. even in one or two 
cases taldng the initiative; in those of the post-stabilisation 
period they played a subsidiary and usually negligible part~ 
even in one or two cases (conspicuously in the motor<ar 
industry) impeding further concentration. 

The crisis of 2925 brought about a complete reshufiiing 
of interests. .. Flucht in der Sachwerte" had stimulated 
industrial investment excessively and. the concern had 
emerged as a new type of inter-connection between firms. 
The large firms acquired collections of part or controlling 
interests in all kinds of enterprise. simply as investments and 
for no other purpose. These agglomerations were described 
as concerns, in a new sense, because the term trust did not 
apply to them and they did not correspond to any known 
type of Interessengemeinschaft. Some grew up round the 
great heavy industry firms. of which Stinnes overshadowed 
all others, others round the electrical firms. particularly the 
A.E.G., others round the wholesale trade. They were all, 

• The figures went even used as one of the two priDcipal series in the 
forecasting barometer based on Spietho1f's cycle theoryz and acted as a 
valuable support for the theory itself. though cmly by nason of the 
peculiar German conditions: elsewhere capital issues figures c:ould give no 
results. Although. since stabilisation. increase in the volume of issue 
c:ould no longer be relied upon as indicativa of industrial boom about 
a year ahead. as it had been in the prewwar period. the figures continued 
to be used with an almost mystit:a1 faith in their prognostic character uatil 
192;6, when the great volume of capital issuea upset all wculatiODB. 
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without exception. broken up in the crisis, in most cases by 
transference of the collected interests and writing down of 
capital to half or even one-third its nominal value. The 
Stinnes collapse, however, seemed to threaten the whole 
fabric of German industry. On the eve of the crisis, 
Germany thought-" Wenn Stinnes kaputt geht. dann geht 
Deutschland kaputt I" Not only was the dominant group 
of the Western heavy industry threatened with ruin, but the 
whole principle of vertical integration seemed denied. 
Actually, of course, the Stinnes concern was no more 
vertically integrated than the wildest of the inflation 
growths and its break up only signified the end of concern 
formation; the result of the crisis justified sound finance 
and not any particular form of organisation. It affected 
most severely those concerns which had continued to acquire 
industrial interests after the currency was stabilised-the 
Lothringen concern, Stumm, Sichel, Kahn, Georg von 
Giesches Erben. Rombach. Others were able to retain their 
identity after drastic capital reduction-for instance, the 
Stablwerke Becker and Rheinmetall, now the property of 
the Steel Union. The Krupp concern itself survived with 
difficulty after the refusal of a state subsidy. Of the eight 
or nine leading heavy industry concerns fiourishing at the 
end of the infiation period, only the three, which had carried 
out the principles of vertical integration successfully. survived 
the crisis undisturbed; these were Thyssen, the old rival of 
Stinnes, which had deliberately stood out of the combination 
movement and used the profits of inflation to make its works 
the most technically perlect in Europe; Kli:ickner, the 
Lorraine firm which had acquired Ruhr interests after the 
war, and combined them into an economic unit, and Hoesch, 
a well-organised vertical concern. But that finance rather 
than vertical organisation alone was the principal factor in 
their favour is proved by the fact .that the other Ruhr 
concern in the same position was Harpen, the only remaining 
independent coal mining concern of any size. The large 
non-competing groups in the electrical and chemical 
industries (the dyes Interessengemeinschaft had not yet 
ama1gamated) also survived the crisis; the Dyes group did 
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more, paying an 8 per cent. dividend for 1:925; these could 
attribute their success, not merely to having refrained from 
the excesses of infiation concern formation, but to reserves 
accumulated after years of self-finance. 

But the crisis, while it broke up many concerns, did not 
abolish the concern as the prevalent type of financial 
inter~nnection. Credit shortage remained a permanent 
feature of the situation: ~ :1:926, according to Hirsch's 
estimate, a gross industrial output of the value of the 
pre-war output had to be financed with two-thirds of the pre
war working capital. The amoIphous entity-hardlya form 
of combination at all-which arose as a means of investing 
in industrial property, remained as a means of economising 
working capital for sometime after the end of the" 5anierung" 
period. continuing to be the prevailing type of industrial 
organisation, up to the middle of 1:926. According to official 
figures, at the end of 1:926, :1:3.2 milliard RM. (out of a total 
of 20 milliard RM. invested in share companies) was invested 
in " concerns," and :r4.6 milliard (out of a total of 2:r.3) at 
the end of I927; these figures describe any kind of financial 
connection, even the fusion, as concerns, and do not therefore 
indicate its actual prevalence, except as contrasted with the 
prevalence of the independent firm, since it can be assumed 
that amalgamations never took place between firms not 
previously connected in a concern. 

The effect of the movement has been a diminution in 
the power of the banks. A witness* before the Enqullte
Ausschuss stated that the amount of shares in permanent 
ownership was much greater than before the war, and that 
the increase was due to the spread of concern formation, 
not to increase in the holding of the banks. 

The genuine post-war combination movement began in 
the autumn of I925, with the negotiations for the formation 

• Evidence of Dr. Schlitter before the thUd group of the Committee 
(Wandlungen in dOD OrganisationsfonDen). Unfortunately he could not 
give even a rough estimate of the size of the iDerease . 

.. Dr. Schlitter: die Aktienbettage. die heuto in !osten HAnden sind. 
prozentual vie! grOsser sind a1s vor dem Kriege. . . . 

.• Vorsitzender: Dreht lSI sicb 11m Bank oder .Konambesita 1 
- Dr. S.: Um Bankbeoito fast gar nicht. De< Konzembeoiu spielt eiDe 
.. grosse Rolle. eine viol sro- &Is frOh«." 
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of the steel union and the dyes trust. As soon as it became 
possible to r.rlse the capital in the home market, the move
ment gained in momentum, and groups of firms in every 
branch amalgamated. In x926-27 between seventy and 
eighty fusions involving over I mill. RM. capital took place. 
The majority represent no more than attempts to r.rlse 
capital and deserve no particular attention, few included 
entire branches of production. The steel and chemical 
combines, by reason of their size and inclusive character and 
the re-organisation which has accompanied them, are not 
representative of the combine movement on the industrial 
side, but financially they exhJ.bit the culmination of 
tendencies working in almost every case. 

Into the financial a1fairs of the dyes trust it is not possible 
to penetrate far; the balance sheets of the company have 
carried reticence beyond the limits of decency acknowledged 
even by trusts. Concealment of the position is posslble 
because the greater part of the company's capital is owned 
by the management. In this one sphere at least Dr. Bonn's 
condemnation of German capitalism is justified, seeing that 
the concentration of ownership is a result of deliberate 
policy. and not a natural development, as in many large 
concerns, from the circumstance of family ownership. By 
meansof the issue of pluralvotingshares, the management had 
under i~ control in I926 six hundred and forty of the I,loo 
mill. RM. share capital, the public four hundred and sixty.· 

• Capital 01 the I.G. FarbeD Industrie, 1926. 
0nIina<y 1925 f>41. 6 l4iI1. HM. 

1926 .58.4 
Pre!eroDce 1925 4.4 

1926 195.6 

Total 1::100.0 

Of the Preference _ the 4.4 mill. had origiDaIIy a voting right of 
cae hUlldred each. which was :reduced. to ten i:a 1926~ when the new capital 
issue took place. Of the new issue 160 mill. are six per cent. cumulative 
palerence _ with single voting right, 35.6 31 pel _t. cumulative 
p:ef_ shares with tenfold voting right. Of the onIiDaIy shares 128.3' 
million ""'" sold to old shareholders. an unspeci1ied amount to the dynamite 
IJOUP at special _. and the temaind« was taken over by the manage
ment. No infonDation was given at the time of issue 83 to the purpose 
of the issue of onIiDaIy shares OI of the IOduct:ion of the voting po_ 
attached to the old preference shales at the same time as new ones wed 
issuod. 
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One thing can definitely be asserted as to the trust's 
financial position-it is not over-capitalised. For the past 
four years depreciation has taken, roughly, one-third of the 
gross . profits, while its dividend has never fallen below 
S per cent.* (a high return for the heavy industry even in 
years of revival), a position achieved by a systematic policy 
of investment in the concern and steady dividends. The 
policy began as far back as 1904, recommended by Duisberg . 
as a means of refuting the charge of excess profits due to 
monopoly. It has, of course, a better justification: accord
ing to the evidence of Duisberg's colleague, Bosch, before the 
Enqu!te, in I9z7, technical progress compels complete renewal 
of pl;mt every ten to fifteen years, By this means the trust 
has rendered itself independent of the capital market; only 
with control of its own capital resources could it have under
taken the vast new constructions of recent years. The date 
chosen for its last capital issue Uanuary, I9z8, when the 
market cpuld hardly have been in a more unsuitable state) 
marks the culmination of its policy of independence. 
Its share issues in foreign markets were undertaken 
with the object of co-operating with an American concern 
and with the object of avoiding taxation (the capital 
of the I.G. Chemie, the Swiss holding Company of the 
trust, was raised in January, Igzg. with this object)' 
and not for the reasons (the unsuitability of the German 
market or its own financial embarrassments) which drove the 
Steel Union to borrow abroad. 

The Steel Union, by contrast with the Dyes I.G., was 
planned in circumstances of financial embarrassment and 
comparative publicity. The great concerns of the heavy 
industry, unable to meet their liabilities at the end of 1925, 

• Balance Sheets of the Coustituoat Companies of tho Dyes Trust. 

Millicm RM. 

1907· 1906. I90S· 1924· 
G ..... Profit . . . ~ 22:4-30- 186·07 .68·56 144.66 
GODoraI 0WIhead Chaqes 48.15 "42·1:1 4S·19 44·09 
Profit . . .. 175-55 143-9.5 Ja3~37 99·97 
DepIociation .. .. 14'44 7S··3 55·77 4S··6 
Amlual Det pro1it .. loo~81 68·12 67·60 54·7' 
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regarded trustification as a means of raising capital, as other 
amalgamating concerns did, and not as a rationalising agent 
except for purposes of press discussion, since the works had 
been re-equipped during the inflation period. Consequently, 
unlike the Dyes I.G., it is open to the suspicion of over
capitalisation: from the first it seemed unlikely to escape 
this danger, incurred by many trusts. The figure for the share 
capitaI-800 Mill. RM.-had been fixeduponbefore the Krupp 
concern (160 Mill. RM. capital) decided, in view of the 
possibility of a subsidy from the government, to withdraw 
from the negotiations; however, it does not follow from that 
reason alone that the figure is excessive, since the Thyssen 
concern was private property and valuation was impossible 
in the existing state of the market, though it would no doubt 
have been wiser not to raise the figure for the Rhein Elbe 
union.· According to the first test suggested in the Balfour 
committee's memorandum on over-1:&pitaIisation, the 
company does appear to have fixed its ~pital at slightly 
excessive height. As to the second test-eamings-the 
trust's results were disappointing in view of the very 
favourable circumstancest of its first year, the British strike, 

• Capital of the Constituent CompaDles. 

1925. In the Union, 1929. 

Bocham v...... } .. 
56 } 

~~~rg · . 91·5 291.6 316 
· . 138 . 1 

Ph6nix •• · . · . .. - 208 
ThY"*' · . · . · . -
.Rheiastahl · . · . · . 160 68 

Total · . · . 151 .6 800 

t Balance Sheets. 
MilL lW. 

~~. Divi~ LoaD 
X-oans. Tum- G<Oss Net 

dend cia· Ser--. rrolit. Prolit. 
% -. vice. 

April.s.pt. .926 800 - nsc - 26·5 3 26·4 -
Sept. I92M1 •• 800 523·' 1420 .80·4 52·9 6 85.4 21 •• 
Sept. 1921-28 .. 800 '13 1420 28g;.2 52·5 6 86.8 X4 
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in its second, revival in the German market and in its third 
revival in the international market~ppointing enough to 
give rise to rumours at the end of 1927 that the trust intended 
to reduce its share capital by half. So far the company has 
succeeded in excusing the low level of dividends by the un
expecte~y high cost of re-organjsation. Fortunately for the 
rationalisation programme, the constitution of the company 
minimises the pressure on the company's dividend policy ; 
the trust is not likely to follow the example of numerous 
American corporatiOns which failed owing to the deflection 
of working capital to the payment of interest and dividends. * 
The union took the form of a holding company and not a 
complete fusion, as it was not desired to transfer to it the 
liabilities of the constituent companies; these retained their 
independent existence, having simply exchanged their plant 
against the shares of the Steel Union, and using the dividends 
received to payoff liabilities previously incurred. Their 
balance sheets are not clear enough to suggest the effect 
of their position on that of the Steel Union, which remains 
obscure for this reason, rather than on account of reticence 
in its own balance sheet. Even after the debts of the 
constituent companies are paid off, they intend to preserve 
their separate identity, as ·the controlling infiuences in the 
Gelsenkirchent and Charlottenhiitte, Vogler and Flick, 
desire to secure their infiuence against Thyssen. the largest 
individual shareholder; and Rheinstahl controls works out
side the trust and has special connection with the Dyes I.G.,so 
that only Phonix and Van der Zypen are likely to dissolve. 

Although the trust's linancial position is not strong. it 
has succeeded in its financial purpose. by enabling the 
constituentcc>mpanies to· borrow abroad on an enormous 
scale. I~ the first year of its existence it issued a series of 
loans amounting to 523 Mill. RM. (of which. however. only 
:1:34 Mill. RM. rep~ts additional capital). The other 
concerns of the heavy industry with the exception of Krupp. 
have not borrowed on such a scal~their financial situation 

• Dewing. C..,.."'" IT_"," fIfI4 RHrg __ • p. 6cn. 
t The othor two mombmo of tho RhoiD Elba _ amalpmated in 

1907 with tho GoIooDIdrcheD CQmpany. 
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was not so serious. Their size and reputation enabled them 
to borrow in the American market without preliminary 
mmbination, and to convert their loaDs to shares in the 
home market early in :1927. 

Thecombinemovement,asexemplifiedbythesetwotrnsts. 
is evidently capable of a two-foldefiect:. The Jargesizeof the 
concems should enable them to forecast their demand foc 
capital more exactly over long periods, to work in clO5el" 
co-operation with the banks and with each other, to obtain 
better information as to the future financial situation. 
This stabilising tendency does not seem to have worked 
strongly in recent years. On the other band, a combine may 
use the fact of its combination as a factor in borrowing 
abroad, or carrying out transactions reganlless of the state 
of the home market. Such policy does not E-el rily 
destabilise the home capital market. except in so far as 
banking policy is robbed of some of its effectiveness. Though 
the financial power of the combines intensifies the contrast 
between the heavy and finishing branches. it must by 
diminishing their capital demand in the home market have 
eased the situation foc these to some extent. 

On the character of saving, the growth of financial 
combines must have had oonsiderableeffect, by strengthening 
the traditional tendency of German industry to inV1Sl: in the 
coooem. Although no single amoem has ever reached the 
degree of independence achieved by CourtauIds or the 
American aluminium trost, the practice is so preYalent in 
many branches of industrj not only in the ooal and metal 
firms of Westphalia and (above all) Upper Silesia-but also 
in the Saxon textile concerns and the highIy-skilled finishing 
branches, that it appears likely that a greater proportion of 
total savings is made by the amoem than in Great Britain. 
This supposition is not supported by the available estimates.· 
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These are. of course, extremely meagre and not sufficiently 
.detailed for international comparison. However. even if any 
importance could be attributed to these estimates. the 
significance of the prevalence of self-finance lies not in its 
actual extent but in the kind of new construction which it 
stimulates. Re-equipment of plant by investment of profits 
does not fundamentally afiect the functions of the capital 
market. but in Germany in the past four years, shortage of 
capital, in conjunction with the existence of hig~-con
centrated coal and chemical industries. has produced a 
development of the deepest theoretical interest. The 
expansion of the new industries, synthetic nitrates, artificial 
silk, low temperature carbonisation and hydrogenation of 
coal. has been financed by the consolidated coal and chemical 
industries jointly and individually. * For the coal industIy. 
these undertakings represent an escape from its marketing 
problem. since the new undertakings are coal consumers ; 
for chemicals. the transference from less prosperous older 
branches to the newer represents a· necessity also. though 
less pressing than in the case of coal. Investment of this 
kind must be clearly distinguished from the concern expan
sion of the inflation period; if the actual direction of the new 
companies does not lie in the hands of the old, the technical 
inter-dependence is of the closest; the new industry 
represents more than expansion of the old-it isaneworienta
tion of it, in which its raw material resources and chemical 
experience are given wider scope. 

The new industries' method of expansion presents a 
marked contrast with their development in Great Britain; 
here the new industries, with the exception of nitrates, were 
financed by speculative issues in the market. In 1:928, 
twelve of the eighteen artificial silk issues were speculative 
in character: coal distillation projects have been financed 
in the same way, though in some cases the gas works have 
played the same part as the coal and chemical concerns in 

• Some of the larger'capital Usuel of 1927 and 1928 were c:ompanles 
of this kind: The A.G. fnr Kohleverflwigung. Ruhrgal A.G., the A.G. 
fQr Kobleverwvtung (treatment of ooaI); Kohlechemie A.G. and ~ 
(nitrate works); Rhodiueta of Freibuq. an artiiicial ailkcoaoom fi ....... 
by tho Ruhr minos. 
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Germany. (In France, under unsettled financial conditions 
and relatively greater concentration, the new industries have 
developed on lines similar to the German.) In this country 
the mere fact of amalgamation has not enabled the chemical 
trust to take the initiative; on the contrary, the I.C.I. has 
pursued the old policy of acquiring unconnected established 
firms in a weak financial position, a tendency which German 
industry has now overcome. The French and German 
method undoubtedly promises a sounder development for 
the new industries of the type which requires long periods of 
gestation and commercial experiment, large units of pro
duction, immense capital reserves, and accumulated technical 
experience. 

The development, as yet in embryo, represents the 
logical consequence of self-finance. If the combine takes 
over from the market the function of financing its own 
expansion, the risk-bearing function in investment in new 
industries must be undertaken also. But if the genesis of 
new industries no longer depends on economic laws operating 
in the market, the theory which treated capitalism as a 
system regulated by risk-bearing commodity capital and 
money markets loses its last foothold. The risk-bearing 
function is not merely transferrech-the genesis of new 
industries proceeds on different lines altogether. It proceeds 
more swiftly and surely and secretly than in the old con
ditions; a new industry need no longer pass through the 
preliminary stage of commercial failure, caused by inability 
to reduce costs as output increases and prices faIl (as the 
pre-war nitrate works did), or by dissipation of resources by 
division of profits up to the hilt (as the first Chardonnet silk 
works did). The general investing public is excluded at the 
same time from sensational gains or losses; against the 
decline in the number of shareholders has to' be set the 
decline in the number of speculators. 

That industry has in the past few years progressed sO far 
in the direction of financial independence is due partly to 
the natural tendency of the trust movement, partly to the 
necessity of escaping from the rigid control of the capital 
market necessitated by financial stringency. The close 
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co-operation of the pre-war period between finance and 
industry has disappeared, as on both sides direction by 
semi-autonomous corporations pursuing conscious policy 
(though unaware of their ultimate objective) has been 
substituted for the operation of economic laws-which would 
undoubtedly have reduced the economic situation to chaos. 
Neither can be judged as if it were a mere adjustment of 
.competitive capitalism, neither can be discussed as if it were 

. the only conscious policy affecting an otherwise mechanically 
operated system. .. Managed .. industry is the complement 
of .. managed" finance, yet either carried to its logical 
conclusion would be incompatible with the other. There 
can be no principle of co-ordination between co-ordinated 
industry and co-ordinated finance; in the incalculable 
interaction of the two lies the complexity of the German 
economic situation. 



CHAPTER VII 

THE PROBLEM OF STATE POLICY 

MUCH less is heard of the " trust problem " or the .. cartel 
problem" in the past few years; generalisation is more 
difficult than it was in the past, because the combine move
ment has passed rapidly through different phases and has 
become, not merely an aspect of German industrial develop
ment, but a crystallisation of that development itself. Before 
the war the combination movement could be judged from a 
general standpoint; trusts and cartels could be considered 
as factors in the expansion of the home and export markets. 
In that situation, maintenance of high prices, restriction of 
output, were not, prima jacie, beneficial; although their 
value as export stimuli was obvious, it had to be set against 
their contracting influence on the home market. Now there 
is no longer a general industrial interest, such as there is 
generally agreed to be in Great Britain. Each cartel or trust 
is the outcome of a peculiar situation and must be judged 
on its efficiency in that situation only. In a country with its 
heavy industries in a state of continuously threatening over
production, with new industries enjoying sustained prosperity, 
older finishing branches retaining a weakening hold on the 
protected home market, numerous small branches relying 
almost entirely on export, a country which has financed the 
re-equipment and expansion of the whole, first by infiation 
and then by foreign borrowing, the combine's functions are 
too various and complex to permit of summary out of the 
particular setting. 

In view of the complexity of the German conditions. it 
is not surprising that legislative policy has taken no coherent 
direction, though its failure is attributable also to the general 
difficulty which besets any state policy. Every modem 
state, whether it legislates or not. must take up some 
attitude; it must either permit and encourage, or hinder 

". 
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and forbid. yet none dare admit to the first attitude. none 
having succeeded in making the second effective. The 
course. taken by many European states in the post-war 
period. of creating administrative machinery with power tn 
intervene when combines have behaved in a way which 
endangers economic welfare, simply shelves the problem: 
before action can be taken a rough definition of economic 
welfare. some rough test of what constitutes injurious action 
has still to be found. and that is almost impossible. sq much 
do circumstances alter cases. The German legislation has 
not been any more limited in scope. or futile in effect than the 
legislation of other states. but the German democracy is 
peIhaps farther than any other from a consistent attitude tn 
the combine movement. The cartel decree. promulgated at 
the end of the inflation period, before the beginning of the 
genuine post-war combination movement, was inspired by 
the crude theoretical assumptions of the pre-war period and 
is consequently out of contact with public opinion, with the 
spirit of German Civil law, as well as with the abuses it 
purports to remedy. 

THE CARTEL DECREE: 

(i) PROVISIONS AFFECTING CARTELS 

The legislation of 1:923 was prompted by prejudice against 
combines, particu1arly cartels, as the popular title .. carte1 
decree .. recognises, though its promoters would not admit it, 
claiming that it was a specially deft intervention in economic 
affairs. designed to check the abuses attending industriaI 
combination and to preserve the attendant benefits. Pr0-
ducers' combinations as such were not to be attacked, only 
.. abuses of economic power." The provision of administra
tive machinP.I'}', permitting state interference in cases of 
abuse was not enough-the clauses of the civil code giving 
security to contracts had to be altered. but only in so far as 
cartel contracts were concerned. That is. a speciaI code was 
created for such contracts by reason of their economic 
character. Now if there "had been no prejudice against the 
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cartel as such, the logical course would have been to prohibit 
certain activities likely to be economically injurious, and to 
prohibit them by whomsoever practised, not to interfere with 
certain kinds of contract, unless the legislatorS believed that 
such contracts are usually the basis of monopolistic powers, 
and that abuses can be best avoided by striking at the root 
of the abuse, the economic power, and not the abuse itself. 
However innocent the Iegis,lators' intentions, however trivial 
the effects, the decree itself did amount to an attack on the 
cartel system. 

Why, then. was the decree promulgated? At certain 
periods in certain countries it has appeared axiomatic that 
combines ought to be controlled, for they tend to exploit the 
consumer, whom the state, if it can, should protect. In 
England it does not now so appear. Nor did it appear 
axiomatic in Germany before the war; opinion was indifferent. 
Why then should the necessity for regulation have become 
apPilfeDt when it did? Opinion before the war was in
different, but theory was not; the slightly stale pre-war 
discussion. aimless and barren as, it often was, was the 
outcome of a much deeper interest than was ever felt in 
England. But theory could not carry with it the power of 
prejudice and opinion, because belief in free competition did 
not prevail. There is no need to seek to explain this absence 
of belief by reference to a mysterious national psychology, 
revolted by the mechanical clean~ept world of laissez-faire, 
where there are no institutions to check the operation of 
economic laws. save the institution of free trade itself. 
Opinion acquiesced in the existence of producers' combines 
for the best economic motives: the benefits derived by 
producers from the cartel system were obvious, the injuries 
to consumers less obvious, and in a time of industrial 
expansion every economic subject thinks of itself as producer 
first and consumer second. 

Did economic theory after the war, then, take a closer 
hold upon opinion? Theory of a kind certainly did, but the 
hungry sheep were adequately fed by .. Planwirtschaft," a 
system combining elements of Whitleyism and Fascist and 
Soviet syndicalism with the most correct sentiments, 
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representing the antithesis of the liberal doctrines held by 
the party in' power when the decree was issued. Popular 
support was attracted simply because by November, x923, 
inflation had proceeded beyond the stage of benefit to certain 
producers to the stage of disaster to all consumers; the 
nation was prepared to welcome any hope, however futile, 
of reduced prices. The decree originated in the economic 
chaos of the time, not in a genuine belief in its necessity. 
German opinion twenty years before had been interested and 
instructed by the lengthy enquiries of I903-4, which suggested 
no necessity for legislation, yet at a time when the benefit of 
any organisation which attempted to fix prices at any level 
might have been obvious, the Refchstag approved the decree 
without enquiry or debate. Had cartel price policy really 
been responsible for any of the confusions and injustices 
which attended inflation, there lay ready to hand special 
legislation against profiteering, quite sufficient to protect. 

The decree was thus carried through by a temporary 
aberration of opinion, during which the argument of orthodox 
theory suddenly took on practical significance. This argu
ment is too well known to require !'1Unmary, but it must be 
pointed out that the decree, even from its point of view, 

,was not satisfactory. The theory behind the anti-oombine 
argument regards capitalism as a system regulating itself by 
free competition between producers, consumers and the 
factors of production, in such a way that every economic 
subject is rewarded in accordance with its services. If at 
any point competition is checked, the working of the system 
is upset, for some subjects receive unearned income. Com
bines, cartel and trust alike, with their avowed intention of 
reducing competition in the sphere of production are held 
to be pernicious and their control-extinction being out of 
the question-by the democratic state is held to bea necessity. 
The temporary alliance of opinion and theory did not work 
out favourably for the theory; assuming that the argument 
in its crude form is valid, the decree was limited in scope, 
for it concentrated, not, it is true, in its provisions, but in 
its actual working, on the cartel contract only, not on 
monopolistic organisatioils in general. 
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In order to appreciate the nature of this limitation it is 
ne< 'Y to examine the more important clauses of the 
decree. 

The vital clause 8 amounts to a re-modelling and extension 
of clause 123 of the Civil Code, which gives parties to certain 
contracts a right of rescission under certain circumstances, 
worded in such a way as to multiply uncertainties. Under 
the civil oodean association of producers may take any legal 
form, but the loose association usuaIIy requiIes nothing more 
permanent than a civil law partnership, a contract which can 
be legally eoforced and creates no legal personality and does 
not necessitate registration. A member of such a partnership 
can withdraw from it for a .. cogent reason." Such a reason 
is held to exist if the continuance of the partnership is ctntlY. 
boturs MOres or if one of the partners or external circumstances 
prevent the fulfilment of the object of the partnership-e.g. 
persistent under-selling of syndicate prices would be a cogent 
ground for withdrawal by other members. A partnership of 
this kind is the only form which a cartel can take which 
permits ~on for a cogent ground, and therefore before 
special regulations for cartels existed, the decision as to 
whether a particular contract was a civil law partnership or 
not was an essential prelimina'Y to eYe'Y cartel contract case 
-and the principal ground of controversy. 

The loose agreement signed by many members takes 
another form, that of a .. registered association" under § 21 

of the Civil Code; the" eingetragene Verein" has two 
species. one intended for trade associations. learned societies 
and so on, and the other form for associations carrying on 
an economic enterprise (wirtschaftliches Geschaftsbetriebj, 
much more cumbrous, being constituted by special charter 
granted by the state. No cartel has ever taken the second 
form, though there are hundreds of .. registered association .. 
cartels, a situation which aroused horrible controvelSies as to 
the meaning of .. economic entl!rprise" and the subtle 
distinction between .. Erwerbszwecke .. and " wirtschaftliche 
Betriebe... In a case which came before the administration 
in 192:1, the Fmance Minister decided that all partnersbips 
which obtain economic advantages for their members are 

• 
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carrying on an economic enterprise. implying that all the 
cartels registered under BGB § 21 were illegal; but it is 
generally held that he did not realise the importance of the 
decision, which wopId deny the status of registered association 
.to all cartels. since no further action was taken, and the 
hundreds of registered associations continued to function, 
untroubled by doublfullega1ity. The registered association 
is a form particularly attractive to the cartel with many 
members. because rescission on a cogent ground is not 
permitted within two years of its foundation; it is thus 
more stable than the civil law partnership and unlike it. has 
a committee of management. It is the form favoured by 
" condition" and "calculation" cartels in the textile 
brancheS and the specialisation' cartels in the machine 
construction branch. It resembles the English trade union 
in that it possesses juristic personality of an irregular kind : 
it cannot sue but it can be sued. (In German law there is 
no definition of legal personality and the doctrine of uitTa 
"'res is not recognised.) 
. The highly organised cartel needs greater security and 
permanence since it wishes to centralise seIling and control • output by the allotment of quotas, and always foundseithera 
share company or a limited liability partnership. The 
Aktien-GeseIlscha:£t must conform with many requirements 
in particular relating to registration, and the regulations for 
publication of balance sheets corresponds to those for the 
English public company; the GeseIlschaft mit beschriinkter 
Hartung need not register or v>ublish a. balance sheet. 
Whichever form the cartel takes-<md it usually prefers the 
G.m.b.H.- it may organise itself either as 

(I) The double partnership, in which the parties to the 
contract are the members of the cartel and the company 
which they have founded. The nature of the special 
contracts made between the two is matter for controversy 
and has a certain importance; if they are cartel obligations 
(Flechtheim's contention) they become void if the cartel 
contract is rescinded, if they are ordinary contracts (Isay's 
contention) they remain valid when the cartel contract has 
expired. 
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(2) Or as a single G.m.b.H. In this case the cartel itself 
is the limited liability partnership and the cartel obligations 
are the .. contributions" of § 3 of the G.m.b.H. law. This 
is the most rigid and stable form of organisation; right of 
Iescission only exists after judicial decree. 

The cartel decree's chief significance consists in having 
modified all these contracts by extending to them all the 
right of Iescission on a cogent ground, previously only 
possessed by the civil law partnership, and at the same time 
defining the .. cogent ground" anew. Under the eighth 
clause of the decree, the right of rescission is to exist .. for 
contracts and agreements which contain obligations concern
ing the regulation of production or the market, the method 
of price-fixing or the raising of prices (syndicates, cartels, 
conventions or similar agreements}." The right of rescission 
exists not only for all principal contracts but for all contracts 
made under them. The critical point, however, remained 
unsettled for three years-was the cartel in the form of a 
limited liability company subject to the decree's provisions ? 
If it was not, then the decree's effectiveness was very limited ; 
if it was, profound changes of company law might be involved. 
The cartel court decided in July, 1926, that the G.m.b.H. 
cartel is not exempt from the action of the decree. 

In the new definition of the cogent ground, the interests 
of the parties, and not of the public, are considered, and it 
therefore introduces a concept wholly alien to the principles 
of German civil law. A cogent ground is held to exist if the 
economic freedom of the rescinding party, especiaIly as to 
production, market or price-fixing, is uneconomicaIly limited . 
.. Uneconomic limitation " suggests the .. partial restraint," 
i.e. unreasonableness in the interests of the parties to the 
contract, of English common law, but German law can use 
the concept more freely, since the court can take expert 
evidence, as an English court cannot. 

The eighth clause at the time of its announcement caused 
general alarm; it seemed to undermine the cartel system 
very seriously indeed. Its effect of course depended wholly 
on the interpretation of the .. uneconomic limitation" clause. 
No one anticipated that the court would take the line it 
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actually did; the positive effects of the eighth clause have 
amounted to no more than a slight distuzbance of cartel 
activities. 

A more serious, though less obvious, weakening of the 
system has been due to clause 9: it prohibits the imposition 
of penalties for the infringement of cartel discipline without 
approval of the court and thus virtually destroys the 
" Organisationszwang." If approval is refused, the cartel 
cannot institute legal proceedings. The existence of this 
clause enfeebles the price cartel with numerous members, for 
the powerful syndicate with few members can usually settle 
such disputes by arrangement. If the cartel is to be per
mitted to exist in any form, its powers ought to be restricted 
by prohibiting definite activities, and not by weakening its 
discipline as a whole. 

The same concentration of attack on the weaker organisa
tions is effected by the clause exempting the compulsory 
syndicate from the provisions of the decree. The exemption 
was necessary, since otherwise the government might have 
found it necessary to protect the common welfare and public 
economy from the behaviour of organisations, which, being 
the offspring of "Planwirtschaft," are presumably above 
reproach. The organisations which' the legislators had in 
mind were constituted by laws passed in 1919 and were the 
outcome of the Socialisation commission's rejection of 
complete socialisation in favour of the ideas of Wissell and 
Mollendorf. It was intended to equip each great industry 
with adeliberative assemblyand executive council,representa
tive of employers and employees, traders and consumers, 
whose function should be to approve the measures taken by 
the syndicates under the same law, and to initiate measures 
themselves if they so desired. The coal,lignite and potash, 
electricai and iron industries received these constitutions; 
the coal and lignite compulsory syndicates remain, but the 
machinery of council and assembly lapsed, making a small 
show of reality in 1921; the potash organisation was really 
an adjustment of the pre-war compulsory syndicate with no 
doctrinaire origin; the electrical assembly and council 
st:raggIed on for a year ~ two; the" Eisenwirtschaftsbund .. 
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never liv~ven the minister who introduced the law 
implored the industry to think of something hetter. The 
system failed because it had no work to do, not because its 
work was too hard; in the yean; I919-23 producers, traders 
and consumers had only one interest-increased output, in 
which compulsory syndication could not assist. Towards 
recent proposals for non-doctrinaire compulsory syndication 
.. cold socialisation "-in industries genuinely needing 
restriction of output-as cigarettes and cement-recent 
Cabinets have shown themselves hesitant; such organisa
tions could not he exempt from the decree's provisions. 

(li) PROVISIONS AFFECTING TRUSTS 

The decree's principal significance lies in the clauses 
affecting the cartel contract, which do not affect combines 
whose members have lost their financial independence. This 
of course limits the decree's effectiveness, from the stand

. point of orthodox theory, which regards the trust as the more 
dangerous of the two forms of combination. The decree does 
include provisions for dealing with trusts, but these have had 
little effect because the initiative lies with the Minister for 
Economic Affairs, who has shown himself reluctant to inter
vene; in the first five yean; of the court's existence only 
three cases were introduced under these sections of the 
decree, of which one was withdrawn and one abandoned. 
What interest the clauses have lies in their resemblance to 
the doctrines of English common law. 

Clause IO gives the cartel court power to deal with abuses 
arising from a greater variety of organisations than the 
definition of clause J: allows: these are .. trade terms or 
methods of price fixing by undertakings or by combinations 
{trusts, pools syndicates, conventions and similar con
nections)." The novelty is .. undertakings.. and since 
undertakings cannot injure their members, but only the 
public, by their policy, some definition of what constitutes 
injury to the public must he found. At the instance of the 
Reichswirtschaftsminister the court may veto economic 
activities which endanger the general welfare (Gemeinwohl) 
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or the public economy (Gemeinswirtschaft). The first phrase 
is a puzzle for jurists and the second for economists; both 
conceptions are wholly new to the Civil Code, for they are 
evidently intended to be wider than contra bonas mores; 
they are in fact relics of " Planwirtschaft .. which seems to 
have familiarised public opinion with the idea of offences 
against a Social-Economic Whole. .. PIanwirtschaft .. was a 
very political economy, and freedom of trade was the reverse 
of its requirements, so that the definition of injury to the 
public economy was not easy. Clause 4 states that .. the 
public economy or the general welfare is held to be endangered 
if production or market is restricted by means not 
economically justifiable, or if prices are increased or main
tained at a high level, or in cases 1Vhere prices are calculated 
on a cost basis, where premiums for risk are added, or if 
economic freedom is wastefully (unbillig) checked in sale or 
purchase or by the fixing of discriminating prices or terms." 
The phrase which the Court has to interpret is therefore" not 
economically justifiable" rather than " injury to the public 
economy," and, though it is simpler to understand it is no 
easier to determine in individual cases; the offences con
templated are obviously more likely to injure the 
.. Gemeinwirtschaft " than the .. Gemeinwohl." 

The latter phrase suggests the .. public policy" of 
English common law, which is usually held to prohibit 
a general restraint of trade, but the analogy is weaker 
than that between "uneconomic limitation" and .. partial 
restraint." In England the doctrine of public policy 
evolved slowly and few are sure of it. Lord Macnaghten's 
formulation is accepted so far as economic policy is 
concerned as the doctrine itseIf. .. All interference with 
individual bberty of action and all restraints of trade of 
themselves are contrary to public policy and therefore 
void. That is the general rule." But there may be 
something more .. if the restriction be reasonable, reason
able, i.e., in reference to the interests of the parties concerned 
and reasonable in the interests of the publiCo" The dis
tinction between the partial and general interest which this 
doctrine makes was ~phasised by Bowen, L. J.. in the 
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same case: .. An absolute restraint between the parties 
might be reasonable but yet might directly tend to injure 
the public_ point which I desire to leave open and which. 
having regard to the growth of syndicates and trusts may one 
day become extremely important." The use of .. contrary 
to public policy" may be avoided if the interests of the 
parties are considered first. as it is argued by F. D. Simpson, 
(Law Quarterly Review, I925) that it has been in the eleven 
combine cases, and that consequently combines can obtain 
the assistance of the law to enforce contracts detrimental to 
the public; there is, therefore, no ground for the general 
belief that such a contract is unenforceable. Mr. Justice 
Eve's decision in the British Ropes Case (Court of Chancery; 
July 29th, I927). which was reversed on appeal, seems to 
support Simpson's view: judgment was given on the ground 
that the restraint was unreasonable in the interests of the 
parties, but it was admitted that the public had been injured. 
" You will never persuade me that any combination of the 
manufacturers puts down competition for the benefit of the 
public. Such combinations are against public policy." But 
not illegal. The combine" was really formed to keep prices 
up and when competition had been reduced to the smallest 
possible limit to impose upon the public a price in excess of 
what the public would be called upon to pay if competition 
had been left to find its own level. There was nothing illegal in 
that. If manufacturers chose to combine to keep up prices 
they were entitled to do so but they inust not expect 
people to believe they did so from philanthropic motives." 

The obstacle which prevents the use of the doctrine in 
England is not disbelief in its value. but the impossibility of 
taking evidence: - if once the doctrine was treated as a 
question of fact, not of law (as Sir John MacDonnell 
advocated in his statement presented to the Commission on 
Trusts in 1919) the court would have to become an adminis
trative tribunal with power to call expert witnesses. If the 
doctrine is to be used in an English court at all, the definition 
of what is .. public policy" must be narrow and technica1-
it must mean freedom of trade sans phrase, for a restraint 
cannot be described as reasonable in the interests of the 
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public unless its economic effects have been investigated. 
The freedom of interpretation of the doctrine is only apparent, 
for it depends on its being unused. Public policy is regarded 
as a dangerous doctrine because its application would 
introduce administrative law. 

So far as the public interest is concerned (assnming that 
combinations are likely to injure it) the Gennan decree 
provides a better protection than the English common law ; 
so far as the security of the cartel contract is concerned the 
situation is much the same. But it is not generally observed 
that the decree has been used for administrative purposes of 
exactly the kind feared by English law. It acquired a 
temporary importance by being drawn into the government's 
campaign for the reduction of priCes in :I925; the Reichs
wirtschaft minister announced that all decisions and 
agreements which directly or indirectly caused an increase 
in prices were to be regarded as illegal, and that all the 
weapons of the cartel court were to be used against them, 
either by taking action before the carte1 court or by 
administrative decree. The scope of the decree was con
siderably widened, since all classes in contracts likely to raise 
prices were both regarded as dangerous to the commonwealth 
and public economy. The government's aim was to intro
duce, working in collaboration with the state governments 
and trade associations, nothing less than free competition in 
all spheres. Between the anouncement of the policy prices 
fell and unemployment increased to an extent sufficient to 
satisfy opinion; the government's action had not, and could 
not, of course, have caused the general price fall. The 
minister was insatiable and requested the Federal Economic 
Council to prepare a bill for the general reduction of prices, 
with ca:tain ridiculous specified provisions, such as the 
prevention of rings at public auctions. This the Council 
refused to do. No special action was taken before the carte1 
court; certain associations reduced their prices on the 
minister's request. Mer the EcoI\omic Council's reply the 
campaign expired; it had prepared public opinion for 
industrial depression as a moral desideratum and there is no. 
need to detect in it in~cusable insincerity at a time when 
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controversy was raging round the Reichsbank's discount 
policy, and the same Cabinet engaged in introducing a higheI 
tariff. Still, it shows up the defect of the present law
the possibility of interfeIence by the administration 
without the advice of economic experts---for there was no 
need to consult the Economic Council at all.· 

(ill) THE WORKING OF THE DECllEE 

The greateI numbeI of cases which come before the court 
come under clause 8, giving the right of rescission, and 
clause 9, dealing with the infliction of disciplinary measures. 
Of the cases which come before the court, 70 per cent. are 
settled in the course of preliminary arbitration proceedings. 
The results of these negotiations are not published, so that it 
is difficult to appreciate their importance, but it is generally 
agreed-and in the cases which I peISOnally have witnessed 
it is certainly the case--that the arbitrator is extremely 
careful of the cartel's interests and not inclined to leniency 
to the rescinding membeI. To these proceedings must be 
attributed the salutary working of the decree: cases only 
reach the court when disagreement between the cartel and 
its members is extremely serious. 

The court itself has also interpreted the provisions 
granting rescission VeIY strictly. In the course of its 
working, it has endeavoured to maintain the validity of the 
cartel contract unless a direct causal connection between 
injury to the members and cartel policy can be proved, 
establishing the following principles : 

I. Grounds for rescission do not exist if the suggested ground 
existed at or before the time of cartel formation, or after 
rescission. 

U.12.24, 264.24, 14.5.25 . 
• The '930 crisis stimulated another futile and baphazanl attempt to 

reduce cartel prices. The govemmeut was given special emergency powers 
of intervention in public linanc:es and among these was the power to declare 
null any price fixing contracts. On this occasion the attempt had no result. 
since the law provided that the government before taking action must 
consult the Economic Council (in addition to the business circles mvolved). 
The Council presented a memorandum asserting that the figures showing 
the great divergence in the levels of free and regulated prices required 
closer fnramjnation. with the result of postplning any action. 
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If the suggested injury could be avoided by use of the cartel's 
constitution, no ground exists. 

No right of rescission exists : 
19.9.25, 21.8.25. 15.5.25. 

(x) If the cartel refuses to extend or strengthen its original 
contact. 

2.2.25· 
(2) If a hindrance to members' business takes place as a 

result of a restriction containing possibilities which 
could be recognised at the time of cartel formation. 

16·3·25· 
(3) If a member is fined or boycotted for breaking price 

regulations. 
21·4·25, 9.5.25. 

(4) If discipline is relaxed as result of transition to another 
currency standard. 

2. A ground for rescission exists if the cartel has broken its 
own agreement, for instance : 

(x) If the cartel has made agreements which go outside its 
scope as a condition and price cartel. 

,1.9.24. 
(2) or if it discriminates against its members who are also 

members of a third association (an employers' organisa
tion in this case). 

X·9·24· 
(3) If it makes agreements which favour certain groups 

of producers. 
xO.n.24· 

3. The principal ground for rescission is danger to the economic 
existence of the member. Such danger exists : 

(x) If the member is forced, in order to find a market, to 
join another association and as a result incuts an 
economically injurious punishment from the first cartel. 

8.9.24. 
{2} If the terms and prices fixed by the cartel are such 

that a member whose customers are particularly weak 
cannot sell his goods if he remains in the cartel in which 
he has a certain special position. 

16.1.24· 
(3) If a member, lJUa member of the cartel, cannot obtain 

raw material which he could obtain if not a member. 
16.ro·24·. 

(4) If the number has on the basis of a previous agreement 
calculated on obtaining a greater supply of raw 
material. 
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Further,if the member'seconomieexistenee isendangered 
certain generally accepted rules are modified. Such are : 

(I) The rule that if the rescinding member recognised the 
nature of his position on joining the cartel, that his 
position is no ground for rescission. 

17·5·24. 30.2.24. 
(2) That price decisions in general are no ground for 

withdrawal. 
7.1 .2 5. 

4- A mere change of circumstances is not a ground for rescission. 
(I) If the member of the cartel has derived benefits from 

membership during an industrial revival. disadvantages 
due to the revival are not a ground. 

16.1.24· 
(2) If the member's economic distress is only temporary. 

2·4·24· 
(3) If opposed parties develop within the cartel. 

3.3.24. 30.1.24, 17.1.24. 
If a new grouping of interests or concern arises within 
the cartel. and the weaker members have received 
compensation in the form of increased voting power. 

5.2.25. 2.2.25· 

5. A ground for rescission exists, if a fun4tzmemal change of 
circumstances has taken place, even if the cartel has in vain 
attempted to adapt itseH to the change. 
Such fundamental changes are held to be : 

(I) Multiplication of outsiders. 
14.1.25. n.2.25. 7.1.25, 7.4.25, II.2.24. 

(2) If the structure of the cartel is so altered that the 
member's obligations are out of proportion to the 
protection" afforded by the cartel. 

13·2·24· 
Or if the cartel cannot fulfil its obligations· as result 
of change in general economic conditions. . 

23·5·24, 9.2.25. 
(3) If the cartel has attempted to adapt itseH unsuccessfully 

to new circumstances, a right of rescission exists if the 
adaption disregard the interests of the weaker members. 

16.1.24. 17.5.24. 7.1.25. 

However, all these decisions assume that the cartel has not 
adapted itself to the change: if it has done so, no ground 
for rescission exists. 
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(x) If in depression the cartel has left its members sufficient 
economic freedom to alter prices and conditions. 

13·2.24· 
(2) Or permitted competitive prices, either formally or 

actually, 
15·3·24· 

So far it has established positive principles, the court has 
cautiously fonowed the example of the American tnDunaJ, 
condemning discriminating rebates and other unfair com
petition devices, 

(iv) PlI.OPOSALS FOR REFoRll 

Obviously the present state of the law is unsatisfactoty. 
Its defects are obvious-the concentration on the cartel 
contract, the weakening of the already weaker carteJs, the 
possibility of administrative action without expert advice. 
Its effects bave been purely negative: there is not the least 
reason to suppose that any recent rationalising activity in the 
engineering branches, for example, is in any way due to its 
infiuence; nor does the fear of lega1 proc<'edings seem to 
deter cartels from any activity that seems good to them-for 
instance, although the court in :1927 condemned the steel 
syndicate's use of discriminating rebates, the cement and 
scrap iron carteJs continued to use them quite blatantly. 
Such salutaty infiuence could not be expected of a law based 
on the alliance of chaotic economic conditions and .. obsolete 
prejudice." 

Reform could take one of two courses, with the object 
of bringing the decree into harmony with the doctrine that 
combines ought to be controlled. Either the cartel court 
ought to be given a means of intervening more drastically and 
frequently in the cases of deleterious action on the part of 
trusts, in order to level up the decree's effect with the 
destructive provisions of clauses 8 and 9, or else these clauses 
ought to be repealed outright and the court's powers of inter
vention limited to cases of proved abuse, in order to level down 
the position of the cartel to that of the trust. Since the 
time of its promulgation, reform of the first kind has been 
frequently under discussion in the Reichstag because the 
initiative in introducing qebates has been taken by the Socia1 
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DemOcratic party which retains antipathy to the cartel and 
trust as one of its favourite party doctrines; and different 
cabinets have pledged themselves to tighten up the decree's 
destructive provisions, if not to evolve a new destructive 
code altogether, at a time when financial circumstances gave 
great momentum to the combine' movement (mid-r926 to 
mid-r928) and public opinion was carried away by rational
isation as a programme for alland every enterprise, ranging 

. from the Civil Service to the Berlin opera. 
The decree did not, however, playa big enough part in 

the Social Democratic party's programme to necessitate 
immediate reform and proposals were repeatedly postponed, 
until, in March, I928, the Government announced its intention 
of waiting until the light might shine from new data. These 
were to be, on the one hand. legal opinion as expressed by 
the Jurists' Conference at Salzburg in August; r928-the first 
discussion since 1906-a.nd the facts of industrial organisation 
provided by the reports of the Enqu@te Ausschuss. The 
government had of course no guarantee that therecommenda
tions of the experts could be harmonised; but fortunately. 
though their results do not provide a definite programme, 
they agree with each other sufficiently well to give a general 
direction to state policy, on grounds of expediency. omitting 
general principles. 

To summarise. then. the basis of future policy, the 
Enqui!te's reports, covering a hitherto officially unexplored 
field. the cartels of the finishing and building material 
industries,* disclose no grave abuses of organisation, though 
the examination is very searching. Consumers usually 
approve the policies of the organisations with which they 
have to deal and rarely complain: the few complaints made 
are usually unjustifiable. Enquiry as to the existence of 
monopoly is in most cases irrelevant. On the other hand, 
few cartels can claim to have .. rationalised" production, 
though many have made attempts. The reports impress 
because they reveal the immense variety of ~e1 activities 

• Ausschusa sur Untel'3uchuug. Y"lumdluttgft tmlI BM'ieIfU., III 
ArbeitsgrDppe. E~u"l1sl;_ d# Uul ... tri6lU "" C_b1jcM 
Ka"'U""",,,c II Tei1. Band I. M""""""""_. Band II. B .... -..4 
B .... "'Ji_outn.. Band III, T..mlUultfSirlo (SoidM ........ ",.) 1~k9. 
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and functions; the ingenious shifts of each small branch, the 
spirit moving on the face of the anarchic waters of capitalism, 
and suggest the fony of general summary of the cartel 
system, for there is no system, only a multiplicity of causes, 
methods and problems. No comment is made on the effect 
of cartel legislation, except in one case in which a machine 
construction cartel states (probably not in good faith) that 
it abandoned its attempts to fix prices, being alarmed by the 
decree; nor are proposals made for reform • 

. (v) PRACTICAL OBSTACLES TO REFORM 

It is, however, in the sphere of company law that the 
Enqu~te's enquiries are most illuminating. * If measures to 
deal with recent developments of the combine movement are 
. necessary, they should be concerned with the revision of 
company law rather than the law of contract, fOr if the state 
must exert itself to deal with monopolies, this is the only 
possible surface for attack on the trust. The memoranda 
supplied by jurists to the committee reveal the utter havoc 
to which concern formation has reduced the provisions of the 
civil code. The law imposes literally no hindrance to 
concerti (as distinct from trust) formation, which, by obscuring 
the resources of the holding and subsidiary companies, issuing 
shares with multiple voting right, concealing the accumulation 
of reserves, introduces practices wholly contrary to the spirit 
of the law, prevention of which would be the basis of any 
attempt at state control. Financial publicity is the first 
requirement; no court can in every case of alleged injurious 
monopoly undertake an exhaustive enquirY, so long as it is 
impossible to establish the existence of excessive profits. 

The committee itself makes no recommendations, and 
does not contemplate any plan forgiving the larger concerns 
a special status, like that suggested in the Balfour Com
mittee's Final Report, t realising even if evasion was somehow 
prevented, the evil is not coofined to the large concerns 
alone; reform can mean nothing less than re-codification. 

• Ausscl1uss aur Unlemtchung. III Arbeitsgruppe. I Ban<I, W ..... • 
lungm iff tIM Ot-gMliu"'iOflSJo~ 1938. 

t Report, 1'- 190· 
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To appreciate the point it is only necessary to take one 
of these practices, the plural voting share, which made its 
appearance on a large scale during the inflation period. Such 
shares were created because so long as the market value of 
shares did not correspond to their real value, all large 
concerns feared acquisition by foreign capital. After 
stabilisation, when the genuine need for such measures passed 
away, the practice of issuing such shares continued because 
concerns found it a convenient method of retaining control 
over their subsidiary companies (though the issue of such 
shares did not increase in proportion to the enormous capital 
issues of 1926). The official share company statistics indicate 
its extent, though they only include 12 per cent. of the total 
number of companies. and 62 per cent. of the total share 
capital. In 1927 of the total 1.499 companies (nominal capital 
13 Milliard RM.). 742 (nominal capital 6.6 Milliard RM.) 
issued such shares. The point is. of course, not the value of 
shares issued but their distribution; in 1927 such shares 
controlled over 40 per cent. of the voting rights in the case 
of 240 companies, over 50 per cent. in the case of forty-six ; 
in most cases the nominal value of the controlling shares did 
not amount to more than 10 per cent. of the paid-up capital. 
The larger companies, as might have been expected, have 
issued a larger proportion (in relation to the number of 
companies without such shares) than the smaller companies ; 
the proportion of voting _ right controlled by the over 
10 Million RM. capital class has increased compared with 
the other classes since 1925, as a result of the Farben
Industrie issues. The figures, however. do not reflect the 
actual extent of minority control, because shares with the 
effect of multiple voting right can be issued without bearing 
multiple voting right as such-for instance, the Siemens 
concern in its recent conversion to a share company issued 
90 Million RM. ordinary shares in 1.000 mark shares. and 
30 Million RM. preference shares. each 200 M. share 
carrying one vote. so that I,OOO RM. of the Preference carried 
five votes and x,ooo RM. of the ordinary. one; mere pro
hibition of the plural voting share as such would be futile. 
For the trust movement the practice has great importance 
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since it enables a minority to exclude the majority from 
control; the I.G. Farben-Industrie has by this means made 
reticence a fine art. Further, it enables a trust to control 
its subsidiary companies with the minimum of capital. on 
the other hand, it can be used as a weapon against trust 
formation, as it was used by many companies in the inflation 
period to avoid acquisition by voracious concerns like 
Stinnes, Michael and Herzfeld, by the Rheinische Braunkohlen 
to avoid acquisition by Petschek, Thyssen or Stinnes, and 
more recently by the Mannesmann Tube Works against the 
steeI trust. If it is argued in favour of the practice that in 
most cases ordinary shareholders exercise no influence on the 
management, it does not follow that they should be legally 
excluded from the possibility of stich control. The economic 
danger lies not in the theoretical injury to the principle of 
plutocratic control, but in the assistance to excessive 
investment of profits in the concern, a malady incidental 
enough to the Rhenish-Westphalian industry without legal 
aid. Yet legal reform cannot be advocated on that ground; 
" excessive investment" injures no definite person, nor yet 
the public interest as legally definable, for what is over
investment under some circumstances is rationalisation of 
pIant 11Ilder others. Every definite proposal for adjustment 
of company law to present economic conditions ends in this 
sort of impasse; the Enqu~te's report gives no positive 
advice. 

The jurists' conference occupied itself with the question 
of present cartel legislation only, and was therefore able to 
produce with remarkable unanimity a coherent scheme 
amounting to a complete revision of the existing law. It 
decided, unlike its predecessor of twenty-six years before, 
that state control of some kind is necessary, but refused, OD 

purely . legal grounds, to give a special status to market 
regulating associations as such. Naturally economic argu
ments could not be ignored-Dr. lsay, for instance, supported 
his views by stating that cartels are the 'only safeguard 
against trustification, but quite properly the legal objection 
to the decree was emphasised; German private law recognises 
no .. restraint of trad~" doctrine; freedom of trade to it 

\ 
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only means freedom from state interference, nol: from limi
tations self-imposed by contracts. The conference therefore . 
recommended the abolition of special jurisdiction, the cartel 
court. The civil law disputes, i.e., those now coming under 
clauses 8 and 9, should be dealt with by the ordinary courts. 
the .. public interest .. cases, i.e., those now coming before the 
court under clauses 1:0 and J:Z, by the Reichswirtschafts
minister and an advisory board of experts, while thedefendant 
shall have a right of appeal to the Federal Administrative 
Court. These reforms will necessitate repeal of clauses g. 
xo and IZ, and alteration of clause 8 (incidentally the repeal 
of clause 9 which requires the court's approval for dis
ciplinary action will restore to cartels their disciplinary. 
powers). This adjustment would not be merely formal: by 
removing the legal anomaly of special jurisdiction, it removes 
the stigma attaching to the cartel contract. It does not in 
any way diminish the possibilities of state intervention, for 
the Minister will have precisely the same power of dissolving 
contracts and prohibiting activities, but he will be advised 
by economic experts, and there will be a right of appeal. 
The eighth clause is left in essentials intact, because it is held 
that the right of rescission, if interpreted on the same strict 
lines, is a salutary amendment of the common law; in order 
to guarantee the strict interpretation, Dr. Isay recommended, 
as a principle to guide to the courts, that they should weigh 
the disadvantage the withdrawing member would incur by 
remaining in the cartel against the disadvantage other 
members would incur by its withdrawal. If Dr. Isay's other 
recommendation, that the compulsory syndicates should no 
longer be exempt, had been approved by the conference, the 
resolution would remove all the obvious defects of the 
present legislation, on quite straightforward lines, without 
weakening the state's present powers in the least. 

10 



CHAPTER 'VIII 

THE PROBLEM OF THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF 

THE COMBINE MOVEMENT 

REFORM of the law on these lines would no doubt improve 
in the present state of afiairs, assuming that some sort of a 
control is a necessity; up to now the validity' of this 
assumption behind the decree has been admitted: The 
principle of state policy has yet to be defined-and an 
insuperable obstacle stands in the way-the absence of any 
standard by which to judge the combine movement. In 
Germany the favourable attitude of opinion is simply based 
in the belief that combination represents a concentration of 
resource:s without which Europe cannot continue to exist, 
and has no more theoretical backing than it has in this 
country. The kind of theoretical analysis whose findings 
had most influence before the war-for instance that of 
Liefmann-implicitly condemned the combine movement by 
treating it as an approach to monopoly. Such treatment is 
inevitable, if capitalism is conceived to be a self regulated 
econ9mic system, adjusting efforts to wants by competition 
between producers and consumers; its proper working must 
be hindered if a group can exert influence on the market by 
the mere fact of controlling the whole supply of a commodity. 
But in the post-war period, as the combine movement spread 
to branches hitherto unorganised, and the inclusive cartel, 
composed of a few large amalgamations, established itself as 
a final form of organisation, ,it became evident that this 
treatment needed revision. In 1923 the state (under the 
pressure of inflation conditions and without due consideration) 
passed a measure creating a special combine code, subjecting 
certain types of contract to special regulation. It was 
therefore natural that discussion of the combine problem 
should concern itself pm:ticuIarly with the exact scope of the 

'oO 
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law, and the demand for revision of the pre-war attitude (in 
the press and semi-scientific periodicals in :£926-27) therefore 
often concerned itself solely with the Liefmann definition of 
the cartel, a criticism which goes much deeper than a mere 
demand for re-classification. The chief authorities on the 
subject; Drs. Isay, Lehnich and von Beckerath, unite in 
rejecting the Liefmann definition, on the ground that the 
treatment of monopoly as the aim of all producers' combines, 
measuring their effectiveness by their degree of approach to 
it, perverts the analysis of industrial organisation in that it 
conceals dissimilarities and ignores resemblances. 

It conceals dissimilarities; the famous definition of the 
cartel as .. an association between undertakings of the same 
kind which remain independent. whose object is the 
monopolistic domination of the market" is misleading, 
because it is admitted that the trust is in essence identical; 
except that the undertakings do not remain independent. 
This assimilation of trusts to cartels ignores an important 
difference in aim, that of the trust being independence of the 
market, that of the cartel, market control; the trust studies 
the possibilities of recognising industry in order to adjust 
costs to prices, the cartel studies market ·conditions in order 
to adjust prices to costs. It ignores resemblances; for the 
definition excludes the .. calculation" .. condition" and . ' 
specialisation cartels prevalent in the German engineering 
and textile branches, which never advance to a higher degree 
of organisation, yet in fact there is no great gulf fixed 
between the cartel which regulates prices and the cartel 
which regulates ~erms. In :£927 Professor von Beckerath 
and Dr. Tschierschky carried on an interesting controversy 
on this point, the former arguing that the typical post-war 
cartel is essentially different from the typical cartel of the 
go's, supporting the argument by emphasising the pre
valence of these conditions, calculation and specialisation 
cartels, to which Dr. Tschierschky replied, that after a 
study of hundreds of cartel contracts, constitutions and 
activities, he was convinced that the old type restricting 
output, raising prices,crushing outsiders. still llourished. 
In fact both are right: some branches are dominated by 
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the older type (which was never typical, even in the go's), 
others by the ~ew, and many cartels perlorm the functions 
of both types. At any rate a definition of "cartel" ought 
to include both and show their fundamental similarity; 
hence Dr. Isay defines it as .. an association of independent 
undertakings, which enforces obligations as to the treatment 
of output, market, purchase, price calculation or trade terms 
and therefore serve to influence the market against theworking 
of free competition," including, that is, any association 
which introduced an element of conscious direction into the 
conduct of an industry. The same element is introduced by 
the trust, though its members do not remain independent, 
and though it seeks less to injluence the market than to 
render itself independent of it; and by the common 
amorphous entity, the concern, which from this standpoint 
is to be regarded as a humble relation, not as a trust manqut, 
as it must be if monopoly is the essence of the trust. 
If the combine has an aim other than the achievement of 
monopoly, the introduction of conscious direction, monopoly 
appears to be an incidental, if gratifying result of combination 
in certain branches. Thus the line of criticism simply denies 
the existence of a prima facie case for monopoly and 
asserts the existence of a prima facie case 'for stabilisation. 

Although apparently concerned merely with terminology, 
there lies behind it a criticism of the type of analysis 
commonly called orthodox.* So long as currency and 
banking operations were regulated by the gold supply, 
so long as inter-firm competition was the rule rather 
than the exception, the type of analysis which regarded 
capitaIism as market-regulated-and theretore consumer
controlled-system-was not so wide of the mark. It 
was obliged, it is true, to dismiss important phenomena as 
friction; yet the laws it expounded certainly worked. But 
when currency and banking operations, the supply of labour 
and capital to the entrepreneur, the entrepreneur's own 
activity are consciously directed, there can be no analysis on 

• Orthodox in the British sense. "lbe type of economic theory 
described as orthodox in this country. the analysis of the economic: aystem 
with the aid of a genezalla .... of value based OD the utility principle WOI'kiDB 
thzousl> tho conoumor ...... now. "",orally acnopted. . 
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the old lines; there are too many unknowns. The motive 
power of the old system itself cannot be treated as friction, 
yet any theory which analyses the capitalist system with the 

, assistance of a genera1law ofva1ue is obliged to regard the 
combination movement as doing nothing more thanafiecting 
the surfaces of friction; it must base its final judgment on 
the extent to which increases in some relation offset reduction 
in others. Even if such effects admitted of quantitative 
measurement, they could not be compared, because this 
type of theory can only calculate the effects of trustification 
by taking one effect at a time. That is, the effect of cartel 
policy on prices can be estimated, if it is assumed, among 
other things, that the prices of the other commodities are 
fixed by the laws of competition, that the industry's supply 
curve is a straight line, that the 1I6w of capital to the industry 
is not afiected by Danking policy or by accumulation of 
reserves in the industry itself, a futile method of approach, 
because the combine movement does not afiect the com
petitive system externally in a given relation. .. Late .. or 
.. managed" capitalism cannot be analysed as if it were a 
market regulated system; the combine takes over the risk
bearing function from the commodity and capital markets 
at once, and neither market can be treated as if it alone were 
afiected while the other continued to operate normally. 
Such analysis of the combine movement not only fails to give 
the historical facts their value, slurring over the vital 
differences between the capitalism of the nineteenth century 
and that of our own time, but misapprehends the economic 
significance as well. A theory which treats capitalism as a 
system tending towards a position of equilibrium self
regulated through the adjustment of costs and utilities 
through the market, cannot see the necessity of stabilisation 
or conscious direction; it can only regard a system with 
credit controlled and industry combined as .. organisierte 
Unwirtschaftlichkeit." If such theory is combined with 
appreciation of the possibilities of mal-adjustment in the 
economic system, the logical consequence is the fifty-fifty 
attitude (expressed very clearly in the memoranda for the 
1921 international economic conference, particularly those 
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of Hirsch and Cassel) regarding state interference with the 
activities of the combine as at once dangerous, necessary and 
impossible. 

If it is desired to give proper importance to the stabilising 
influence of the combine, it is necessary to emphasise the 
factors responsible for mal-adjustment-requirements of 
industrial technique and structure, inequality of incomes
that is, to turn to some type of theory which emphasises the 
importance of entrepreneur direction as the motive power 
of the economic system, the type which is commonly called 
dynamic,· since it is occupied with the phenomena of 
unstable economic progress rather than with the n,"ning of a 
self-adjusting system. A theorywhich puts the entrepreneur 
spirit.in the forefront of its analysis can allow that a change 
in the character of this spirit changes the character of this 
system; it can emphasise the contingent and transitory 
character of capitalism as orthodox theory cannot. Actually 
orthodox theory frequently draws on the conception of 
capitalism as a phase merging intosocialjsm via trustification, 
a conception which became common property once Marx had 
taken the step of considering capitalism as a peculiar historical 
phenomenon; yet logically the conception is inadmissible 
for analysis which treats dynamic elements as friction. 

Of such theories, that of Schumpeter has incontestably 
the. greatest influence at the -present time, owing to its 
complete and systematic character. Apart from the general 
theory of economic development, it _ does not provide any 
special doctrine as to the economic significance of the growth 
of trusts. The most valuable positive contn"bution is its 
criticism of the anti-combine prejudice based on orthodox 
theory; it simply dissociates the combine movement from 
its association with monopoly by denying that there is any 
reason' to identify the competition between producers 
postulated by economic theory with competition between 
undertakings in the capitalist state, . Its cardinal doctrine-

• 'This type of theory is of course a lH'thoci of &pptOach rather thaD. a 
body of doctrine, practised by theorists of opposing tendencies- and CO& 
_ .... the historie&!«>CioIogical like Sombart, the risidly oeieatilic like 
Sc;humpeter. with Marx the unifying infiuence. :in 10 far' as aU sut:h 
theoriato OD1pbasloo the im~ of eatrop_r leo.demhip. 
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that all profits are temporary monopoly rents arising from the 
innovation activity of the entrepreneur (on which interest is 
a tax)---i!Xonerates profits arising from combine policy fn?m 
any special stigma of exploitation; if trust formation 
increases the earning power of an industry, the returns are 
in no way different from those which would result from the 
stigma of exploitation. This dissociation of combination 
and monopoly is effected by a new definition of the term 
static and dynamic; the belief that producers' combinations 
are necessarily monopolistic arises from consideration of their 
nature under static conditions, without properly defining 
these conditions. On the proper sense of the distinction 
between the static and dynamic tendencies in economic life 
the whole value of the theory turns. Here the ultimate, 
value of this distinction, and the internal consistency of a 
theory based upon it, need not be considered, only its bearing 
on the practical problem. The distinction, Schumpeter 
holds, must be made not between changing and unchanging 
states, but between the tendency in the economic system to 
adapt itself to changes and the tendency working in the 
same system, to generate changes itself. An economic 
system is static-not stationary-when the element of 
innovation-entrepreneur activity-is absent. 

Using this distinction it should argue (the argument is 
not definitely put forward) as follows: that in the non
developing state which assumes no differences of industrial 
structure and equal elasticity of demand for all products. 
monopolistic competition is impossible; if producers combine 
to raise the price of their product, there is nothing to prevent 
other producers from being attracted to the branch and 
under-se1ling the combine, or demand from falling off or 
finding substitutes. A producers' combine. if it could exist, 
would be pernicious because it would direct the flow of 
resources into channels which ,it would not otherwise take. 
But the static state in Schumpeter's sense does not preclude 
the possibility of previous capital investment. only the 
possibility of investment in the future. The static tendencies 
can be conceived as working under given conditions. in an 
unalterable framework of fixed capital. If it is admitted 
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that there has been previous capital investment, commodities 
must be divided into production and consumption goods, and 
there are therefore difierences in industrial structure and 
elasticities of demand. Combinations controlling prices are 
then possible because an industry which owns supplies of 
raw material can control the market in which it sells its 
product because it can control its costs-it can check the 
Kl'eislauf at one point because it is naturally checked in 
another. Further, if its scale of output must be "large owing 
to high overhead costs, it can combine because the size of the 
unit of production checks the arising of outsiders. But 
industries of this kind are, as a rule, the basic industries; 
the stimulus to combination given by their peculiar structure 
is counteracted by their peculiar"position in the industrial 
body, which gives their product a degree of elasticitygenerally 
higher than that of a manufactured article or consumption 
good. A combination with absolute monopolistic power can 
only exist if high capital costs (not necessarily implying that 
costs per unit decrease as volume of output increases), control 
of raw material, and inelastic demand, are combined. But 
if the state is genuinely stati9-if, that is, there are no 
possibilities of development, the monopoly is only tem
porarily possible. For if in this state the basic industry 
producers' combination raises prices to the point where 
monopoly returns are maximised, or to any point higher than 
competitive conditions would permit, its success will be its 
own undoing. Profits accumulate and are invested in the 
.branch in which, ex hypothesi, returns are greater than in 
any other, until expansion necessitates a reduction of price 
or investment in other branches, i.e. the manufacturing 
industries, whose earning power is further reduced owing 
to the high price they are paying for the products of the 
monopolised branch. The tendency to disruption will act 
immediately, * taking the form of a struggle for higher quotas 

• Lederer, M01tOJ1ol# tMd K_jmskhw. special memorandum. 
YinU/sjalwsA.f/e ..., KOfIj_k'",,/orsc,","6, 1927. aug~ that the 
Rhenish-Westphalian heavy industry combines have not manifested. the 
disruptive tendency as yet because their price policies have not bean 
extortionate. When a. concrete example is taken the assumption 01 .. 
static state is of course abandoned. 
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by members of a cartel, of acquisition of miscellaneous 
interests in the case of a trust. For the short period of its 
.existence, the combine is of course wholly pernicious, 
stimulating excessive investment in its own branch. 

It is here that the theory encounters a fundamental 
difficulty, the possibility of allowing the assumption of a 
non-developing state with' structural difierences between 
industries. The working of the equilibrium tendencies may 
legitima~ely suppose previous capital investment, in general, 
but the static state must be a state without capital in 
the book-keeping sense-disposable resources for innovation 
investment. But if there has been previous investment 
in certain branches, surpluses (however described) have been 
accruing to individuals in those branches and are available 
for further expansion. If capital investment is to be 
admitted at all, there must be possibilities of development. * 
The theory should therefore conclude that the effects of 
combination cannot be studied under static conditions. 

Under dynamic conditions combination is treated as one 
manifestation of the force responsible for all disturbances of 
entrepreneur activity (innovation), carried through by means 
of the credit mechanism. Innovation in this sense includes 
not only the introduction of new processes and products and 
the discovery of new markets, but also the formation of new 
organisations and the dissolution of old. Cartellisation and 
trustification are therefore both included in it, and an 
industry which makes use of these tools to improve its 

• Pigou in Arc"iv filr SozialWsnu:Mft. 1927. argues that a producers' 
combinatfon. assuming a stable general price level, constant costs and 
eonstantdemand, could IDet'Clse a stabilising function, because in competi. 
tive conditions orders are placed sometimes with one producer. sometimes 
with another. which nec:ess.itates maintenance of a. larger productive 
.. pparatu. tIw>. would be necessa<y if oro ... were evenly distributed by 
the association. The argument provides a good illustration of the confusioD 
of analysis without the static: dynamic distinction. He includes all the 
assumptions of a genuine static state, while omitting the vital assumption 
-no e&pital investment. Tbe same argument is used r in a different 
connection in IttdwstniJI Fl~'01U (p. 111): .. On the assumption that 
the curves of demand and supply are straight lines, it is easily shown that 
the: ou~ut proper to monopoly is always one half of that proper to simple 
competition... The Scb.umpeter distinction would point out that in any 
industry in which monopoly is possible the supply curve can DeV8l' be a 
etraight line~ and that there can therefore be 110 calculation of the output 
proper 10 monopoly. 
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earning capacity does not exploit the consumer any more than 
it would by improving its works organisation or introducing 
a new technical process. There is therefore, no problem of 
trust regulation. 

It is at this point that the theory seems to lose its practical 
value. On the basis of the static dynamic distinction (in 
Scbumpeter's sense) the German post-war combination move
ment demands a differentiatio!l between the function of com
bines in old and new industries. _ The type of trust against 
which American legislation was directed, formed with the 
express purpose of monopolising the-supply of ~commodity 
with an expanding market, has rarely, if ever, appeared in 
Germany. New and expanding branches did not always com
bine and rarely monopolised. Coal, iron and steel syndicates 
were formed when the first wave of expansion was checked; 
in lignite mining (up till a year or two ago an industry with an 
expandingmarket) no effective cartel organisation exists in the 
East Elbe and Central German districts, while it is universally 
admitted that the Rheinland syndicate has only steadied 
prices and permitted regular expansion; the chemicals 
branch, wrongly described as monopolised before the war, 
deliberately rejected Duisberg's combine plan in l:904, 
accepting it in l:926 when restriction was necessary; in 
artificial silk market control has only spasmodically been 
achieved. The greater number of trusts and cartels originated 
in depression for the purpose of adjusting capacity to market 
conditions, with the object, not of increasing the rate of 
return but of maintaining the existing rate. In these circum
stances the formation of a combine does not represent 
exercise of entrepreneur activity of the same kind as in the 
case of an industry with an expanding market. 

Such combines cannot be classified by the Scbumpeter 
theory.· Innovation in the accepted sense is not likely to be 
accompanied by a re-grouping of producers. Capital invested 
in a new industry brings in a higher return, which is, on 
Scbumpeter's theory. monopoly revenue arising from the 
scarcity of the product; prices are for a time divorced from 
costs of production, whether a producers' association exists 
or not: monopoly attaehes to the innovation, not to the 
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combination. An association can, of course, raise prices to 
a level above that which competitive conditions would 
permit. since the tendency to disruption will not act quickly 
as in the static state, owing to the possibility of prolonged 
investment in a new branch. But it is not likely to use its 
power to raise prices, since the demand for any new product 
shows a high degree of elasticity. When the high profits 
attaching to the actual innovation cease, producers, unpre
pared to face a fall in the level of profits, combine in order to 
maintain their natural monopoly. The returns may then be 
elther real profit due to the new constellation of interests, 
or a quasi rent due to the existence of an established 
monopoly. It cannot be classified as either innovation or 
adjustment. Obviously from the standpoint of the general 
economic interest it is of the utmost importance to decide 
which it is, since if it is innovation, it is implied that the 
combine can obtain a higher rate of return by the mere fact 
of its inclusive character, if it is adaptation, it is implied that 
the combine can only subsist by re-organisation of production 
thorough enough to preclude the possibility of under-selling. 
since under a cartel agreement any individual firm can earn 
higher profits by exceeding its output quota and underselling. 

The same difficulty arises when the trust problem is 
considered in relation to general business fluctuations. 
According to Schumpeter, changes in the business situation 
are generated (not merely accompanied) by periodical waves 
of entrepreneur activity. The trade cycle represents a 
transition from one state of economic equilibrium to another, 
revival marking the introduction of the change, depression 
the "Statisierung," an approach to a non-developing state.· 
The natural sequence of events, if this explanation of the cycle 
is accepted, would be trust formation early in revival, price 
increases, excessive investment in the trustified branch, and 
dissolution after the crisis. In fact it would be possible to 
instance numbers of plans for cartels or trust formation made 
in depression and abandoned when revival set in. The cartels 
of the pre-war period were notoriously .. Kinder der Not," 
though they often broke up after the crisis under pressure 

• Ct. TAlON tin "';"'"""11/- E"l<tJid1""l!, 19Z6 edition, p. 234. 
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of rising overhead-costs. But neither then nor in the past 
few years have the heavy industry cartels exploited their 
position in the revival, for the reason that revival put them 
into a relatively much more favourable position than that 
of the finishing branches, since they own their raw material 
and their total costs of production do not increase, while 
costs per unit decrease rapidly with the greater volume of 
output, and they have therefore no incentive to raise prices. 
On the contrary they claim to stabilise the level of profits,· 
in their own branch. 

Since in Schumpeter'sviewall profit is monopolism return, 
this policy is unintelligible, for it assumes a belief in a normal 
rate. Stabilising policy cannot be justified theoretically. Nor, 
of course, can the suggestiont that the combine should use its 
infiuence to stabilise general business conditions receive any 
support from the theory. If the combine aims at stabilisa
tion of general conditions, the proper course would be full 
exploitation of its position by advancing prices early in 
depression to check expansion in the finishing branches. 
But since instability is the essence of the capitalist system, 
conscious attempts at stabilisation indicate the approach to 
a new order of economic life, the implications of which are 
not discussed. Thus the theory has as little guidance to 
offer as orthodox theory has. It denies the prima facie case 
for stabilisation as well as for monoPoly, under present 
conditions. It has one advantage over orthodox theory, 
in that it can give the trust movement greater significance. 
If the beginnings of the movement are treated ambiguously, . 
it is because the theory conceives of capitalism as an unstable 
and partially chaotic system, with the unaccountable 

• The question as to whether this should be done by stabilising output 
or prices, since stabilising one means destabilisiDg the other, only arises if 
average _ts ..... be nlduoed both br s*,lier output and larger output. 
In the Rhenish·Wostpbaiianheavy Industry the level 01 ove .... head costs 
i. 80 high that tho cartels unhesitatingly attempt to _bilise priceo. 

t Made, among other3z by Wiedeufe1d. in a memorandum for the 1937 
eeonomie confenmu. The difliculties of deciding tbe date- and the amount 
of the increase seem insuperable; either the price rise would be insufficient 
to check demand# and the combine would earn higher nturns. would OYer
invest and subsequently intensify the 1luctuatioD; or it would raise price. 
too high. huten tho coming of the crisis and prolong tho depnssioD. 
C/. Led_. M~ lind K""jontkilw. 1927. 
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entrepreneur spirit as its motive power. Trustification, by 
modifying and transmuting the spirit, alters the system 
itself. Trustified capitalism difiers as much from capitalism 
with inter-enterprise competition as the latter difiers from 
the abstract static state with competition between producers. 
The significance of the trust movement is to be sought, not 
in the stabilising effects on trusts, but in the effects of self
finance on the genesis of new industries. * 

The deficiency of orthodox theory is supplied at the cost 
of practical bearing. For theory like Schumpeter's,which 
attempts to treat the dynamic element and maladjustments. 
as problems within their own right, putting the entrepreneur 
spirit in the forefront of its analysis, making its whole 
interpretation depend on the working of this spirit, must 
forego the ultimate standard-the satisfaction of wants-by 
which any economic system is judged. It is impossible 
to give full value to the phenomena described· as friction
the special technique and structure of the new industries, 
the policies animating the directors of the central banks, the 
combined entrepreneurs and labour leaders-and calculate 
the effect of their interactions, and at the same time to 
consider the working of the economic system in the light of 
a general law of value and a standard of economic progress. 
All that the theory does is dissolve the union of continental 
liberalism and economic theory from which the anti-trust 
prejudice arose. 

If German public opinion can find no coherent principle 
to assist it in the revision of cartel legislation (universally 
recognised as necessary), it is not due to a mere difier
ence of opinion among economists, but to a much deeper 
opposition between two methods of approach, both of 
which are indispensable to an understanding of the com
bine problem, yet which cannot be combined. Behind 
their opposition lies the theoretical antimony between 
theory which treats the dynamic elements as friction and 

• A developmentverynotieeableinGermany, whtn thonewindustries~ 
fiuanced in this country by speculative issues for the most part. have beeIl 
founded by tho powerful 00&1 and cllemica1 groups separately or together. 
Coal distillation. synthetic nitrates, artmcial silk have undoubtedly benefited 
by this method of growth. Cf. Chap. VI. (ii). 
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theory, which, in giving the dynamic forces their proper 
treatment, loses all general principle. So long as it persists 
there can be no consistent attitude to the combine movement. 
At present the two methods of approach are roughly equal 
in their influence on academic thought. It is possible. to 
observe a revival of anti-combine doctrine in the past year 
or two, which represents a reaction from the tendency to 
extol the economic advantages of the trust which has worked 

. strongly for four or five years, not a genuine change in 
opinion. 

The refinements of economic theory do not concern state 
policy; it only needs to find some rough but generaIly 
accepted test of what constitutes injurious action. But 
such a test is not available so long as there is no generally 
recognised method of approach in economic theory and 
therefore no doctrine of what is desirable. It is not merely 
that absence of infonnation stands in the way; even if the 
combines conducted their activities in the light of complete 
publicity, stilI it would be impossible for the state to 
systematise j,ts interventions. It is not that capitallsm has 
outrun democracy, but that democracy has no means of 
deciding what capitallsm involves • 

• '.K., Bente, o..Kaffmm. U1Iwirlscloaftliclflfftl, 1929, and Weber, E..,. 
Us K .. piIGIi ....... , 1929. 
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STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN THE HEAVY INDUSTRIES 
AFFECTING COMBINATION 

I. INCREASE IN SIZE OF CoAL UNDERTAKINGS 

Up till z924 official statistics did not define establishment or 
undertaking, sometimes using the term " Werke," meaning one 
undertaking with all its shafts, sometimes one shaft: in that year 
classiftcation on the latter basis was introduced. In the following 
table this classification has been used for the zgoo results: the 
z9I3 figures are not compazable as they are based on the former 
classification. 

No. of Indepe1uknt " W.,.k •. " 

I 1900· 1924. 192 7. I 
Output. I No. Output. No. Output. No. Output. 

Under 1,000 tons I IS 34.594 '5 13.087 13 19.000 

Io-too thousand .0 1,086.561 19 1.I2s.8·u 9 415.530 

lOG-SOO thousand ISS 43.306.347 153 40•285.091 81 30.0 75.911 

,500 thousand-
I million .. 24 15.689.870 64 43.436.86g 99 68~790.634 

Over 1 million .. - - 3 3.2.06.840 14 18.060.951 

Tobl .. 60.119.318 264 94.127.750 IzIO 1I8~022.oS6 

Percmlag' of Total Output. 

1900· ! 1924· 1927· 

Under I~OOO tons · . .. 0.01 0.07 0.0:1 

10-100 thousand · . · . 1·95 1.20 0·40 

100-500 thousand .. .. 70·15 49.17 26~oo 

soc> thousand-. million · . 21.23 40 •15 58 •• 8 

0- 1 million .. · . · . - 3.41 ! 15·30 . .. 



, 

~ 
~D;'~ 
~ la . .. .. ., 
cb .. .. 
It .. 
Vilhelm 
Stelnkohlen ., 
It Heinricb .. .. .. 
• .. .. 
r .. .. 
.u ...... .. 
,udwig .. 
orahm .. .. 
len .. 
'111 Bergw. 
• Bargw. ., 
• oin Bargw •.. 
~bau8Oll .• 

'" .. .. 
Total .. 

Value of Plant 
por ton ooal output 

Plant 
Mill. 
RM. 
'9'3· 

> .. -.. -.. 35. 289 .. 13·171 . . ".003 .. 23_ n 6 .. 35.380 
.. 40 .705 
.. '39.X84 .. 1°3. 145 .. 30.000 
.. 13·°4'.1 .. 33.6og .. '5·g6 .. -.. 2·941 .. ,8.5'5 .. -.. -.. -
.. 5'9.066 

.. ,6.6 • 

Coal Coke 
Outl'tut 
Mi. 

Ou~ut 
M' . 

tons. toD!. 
'9'3· 1913. 

- -- -
:11.801 0.808 
J .206 0.152 
0'491 -
1.191 0.40 2 
2. 629 -
0.468 0"46 
8.606 1.632 

5·6g8 0·716 
1.859 0.855 
'·949 0.315 
"433 0·41' 
0'766 -- -
0.584 -
',48, 0 .• 76 - -- -- -

3' .,86 5·574 

Depre- Balance 
Pla.nt Coal Cob elation Shoot 

g, 
MiU. O. Mill. O. Mill. Mill. Ptofit 
RM. ton •. ton •. RM. Mill. 
'9.6. 19.6. '926. 1926. RM. 

1926. 

6.976 0·991 - 0·43" 0·4'9 
3X. X3· I.S4S 0. 285 5.360 0·1:17 
30.499 2.6u 0·7X9 1.735 -
'3·733 I·Q70 0.126 1.680 ','78 
11·520 0.112 - 0'4QO o·SSO 
24·7°7 1.074 0.22:6 0·949 1.303 
,0.568 3"'3 0.2'4 .•. 8'5 4'a45 
19.34

' 
1·399 0·57' 0.916 2. 12 

93·13° 7·943 1.333 1,.6', 7·'9' 
58 .66, ,.088 0.~09 5"53 •. 804 
71."3 3·97· o. 29 3. 053 - ~ 

t:1 
".48, 2.62:3 0'455 4. 007 -
31.567 1'421 0·3iS X·3'4 , .97~ 
".558 0.776 - 0·53' lo77 
76.180 1.345 •. 364 3. 863 2.151 
'0.598 0·5.' - 0·347 0.144 
8.,6. 1.386 0··58 0.6'9 0.695 
8.878 0'458 - 0.405 0.11 

31·9°4 4. 687 0.921 3,'50 3.478 
".3°6 0·79' 0 •• 63 1.000 O.ax 

..... 
~ 

67,·123 43·958 7·359 ".506 30 .636 

'5,'1 

- ---_ . .. - --- -" 
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Defining the undertaking as the concern, the increase in size 
can only be indicated roughly by pointing out that when the 
syndicate was formed in I893 it had ninety-eight members, and 
when the new contract was signed in 1:925, fifty-seven. At the 
foundation the Harpen mine had the highest output capacity with 
three million tons per annum; now the highest capacity is 
ten million tons (GeIsenkirchen) and ten concerns exceed the 
three million ton figure; the smaller undertakings, however, have 
not closed down; thirty-seven members of the syndicate have 
quotas under 1: ,6 mill, tons, The increase in size is due partly 
to expansion in the northern limits of the coal field, where shafts 
must be deeper and capital therefore larger, partly to the causes 
mentioned in the section on iron and steel, 

II. EFFECTS OF THE LOSS OF LoRRAINE ON THE STEEL INDUSTRY. 

Before the war Lorraine and Luxemburg supplied the Ruhr 
, blast furnaces with ore, and in their own blast furnaces made 
pig iron for the Ruhr rolling mills; in return the Ruhr sent coal, 
coke and finished steel products to Lorraine and Luxemburg, 
Ruhrmine-ownersownedblastfnrnacesandoreminesin Lorr'line, 
Lorraine are mine-owners owned rolling mills in the Ruhr; each 
district was so necessary to the existence of the other that the 
two branches were considered members of one economic system, 
the heavy industry of the Continent. The treaty destroyed the 
system. Lorraine had to rely on compulsory coal deliveries, 
and had to build steel works to finish her pig iron; the Ruhr had 
to build blast furnaces and find alternative supplies of ore. 

The tables illustrate the completeness of the destruction of 
the system, and the Ruhr's recovery. 

Receipt of Coal, lyon and'Suet 'n Rhindand-WestP~." frDm 
Lorr"ine, L .. "embu,C, S"", "nd F,,,nt:e, ' 

Metric tons. 

Pig Iron 
Semi-finished .. 
Rolling Mill Products 
Apparatus 
Scrap 
Ore " 
Coal and Coke 

Total •• 

1.015.460 
536•626 
461 ,234 

4.374 
219,164 

3.91 3.777 
480,209 

1 7.149 
13 2 ,226 
88.482 

3.522 

'5.637 
682,138 
226,28'1 

11 
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Deliveries of Coat. I,on and Steel from RMnelantl-Wes"Phalia 10 
Lorraine. L1U41tIbu,g. Saar and F,anu. 

Melric tons. 

1913· 1925· 

Pig Iron 179.341 :zr.168 
Semi-finished 52.5:;8 233 
Rolling Mill Products 145.461 11.310 
Appantus 28.922 4.573 
Scrap 4.381 4.633 
0", 5.574 1.965 
Coal and Coke 9.3810459 6.315.365 

Total .. 9.79M08 6.419.307 

Genna .. 1,011 and Steel Production. 

x.ooo Metric tons, 

Pig Iron. Ingot Steel. 

1913. 1925· 1913· 1925· 

Rheinlaod-Westphalia .. 8,209 8.000 10.II2 9.895 
Siegerland .. .. 995 581 388 285 
Saar .. .. .. 1.311 - %.080 -
Lorraine and Luxemburg 6.418 - 3.023 -
N .. E .• andC.Germaoy .. 1,001 1,050 1,072 1.432 
Sooth Germany .• .. 320 251 253 21S 
5i1esi& . . .. .. 995 289 1.401 366 

Total: pre-war atea 19.309 - 18.935 -
Total : post-war area 10.901 10,117 l%~236 12.,193 

Ig09-13' Pig Ingot 
Iron. Steel, 

A_AmlualProductioll (post-wan_) 9.240 -
1913 .. . . .. IO~901 Ia.236 
1924 .. .. .. - -
1925 .. .. .. 10,111 12,193 
1926 .. .. .. 9.044 12,342 
1921 .. .. .. 1~lo3 16.305 

"Rolling Mill 
Produets. 

1913- 19Z5· 

9~181 8.161 
«6 451 

1,6,52 -
3.0 33 -

911 1.143 
191 204 

1.2.79 .81 

16.699 -
11.005 10,246 

'Rolling Mill 
Products. 

- 1I.00S - 9.520 - -
10.4%6 9.)08 - 9.0 17 

- -
• Includes rails. sleepers. and fish plates. gilders. steel ban. 100ps and 

stripo. rolled wire. sheets and plates. tin plaw. tubes. axIos and wheels. 
forsiDp .... d other finished .teel, 
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(x) The first most obvious consequence of the loss of Lorraine 
is a greater output of ingot steel in relation to pig iron, as a result 
of the Ruhr taking over the production of semi-finished goods 
which C::O.Jiroduced in the minette area. The Ruhr district 
has in its surplus production of ingot steel from 9 per cent. 
to 1:7 per cent., although the Empire is now a minus area for 
ingot steel. 

Ingot Steel in Rolling Mill Products 
% oi Pig iron. in % ollngotStee1: 

1913· 1925· 1913- .1925· 

Rheinland-Westphalia · . 1%3 .. 6 9' 83 
Siegerland .. .. 39 49 us 158 
Saar _. 152 - 19 -
Lon-aine and Lunmb1ug S6 - .14 -
N., E. and C. Germany •• '°1 136 86 19 
South Germany .. · . 19 14 15 9S 
Si\eaia .. · . '4

' 
127 91 78 

(2) It might be expected that the loss of LoITaine would 
have necessitated a much larger import of ore. Under the treaty 
Germany lost 79.7 per cent. of her average annual ore output in 
the years x909-1:3 (31: million tons with an iron content of 
9.4 milliou tons) leaving her with almost no ore above the U.S. 
mining standard (45 per cent. Fe), for there are no rich ores and 
so-called middle grade ores (40-55 per cent.) are only found in 
small quantities in the Siegerland, the valley of the Lahn and 
Dill (Hesse) and the Harz foreland. What deposits are left 
(estimated at 474 million tons in 1:926 against France's 9.763, 
U.S.A.'s 4.258, England's 2,929 and Sweden's 1.335) are worked 
under difficulties, too much quartz in the Siegerland, too much 
sulphur and phosphorus in the Lahn and Dill, too high mining 
costs in the Harz. The output of these seams, about 4 million 
tons per annum (2.5 million tons from Siegerland, 1:.5 from the 
Lahn and Dill and other districts) cannot be increased; in 1:927 
the home output only provided 1:3.6 per cent. of the total ore 
consumed (u.8 per cent. of iron content). The existence of the 
entire ore minmg industry is not economically justifiable. 
Evidence produced for the EnquHe Ausscbuss proves that without 
a subsidy, and allowing a proper depreciation figure, the balance 
sheets of all firms in the industry would show a loss; even with 
the subsidy (for half the year) the 1:926 balance sheets of eleven 
of the twenty-seven Siegerland firms showed no profit, and of 
these eleven, seven in 1:927 were still working at a loss; conditions 
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in other districts are less uniform, but generally speaking are as 
uneconomic as those of the Siegerland. 

This state of afiairs is due to the increase in costs, in the 
Siegerland in 1926, 25 per cent. higher than in I9I3, in the Lahn 
and Dill37.6percent. (exclusiveofdepreciation) while profits have 
not increased in proportion, being in the Siegerland 3.7 per cent. 
higher than in I913. in the Lahn and Dill Io.8 per cent. higher. 
Costs are higher because it is necessary to work at greater depths, 
using more explosives. There is no hope of improving the 
situation by any sort of" rationalisation ": every effort has been 
made to introduce the best methods, with the result that output 
per man shift in I926 was a little higher than the 1<)09-I3 average, 
though in no district was the I913 level exceeded.- Nor can 
organisation do anything; in both areas the mines are owned 
by the Rhenish-Westphalian concerns and there is consequently 
no purchasing organisation in the home market. t There are two 
cartels, the Siegerland Eisensteinverein, and the Berg-und 
Hiittenmannische Verein, Wetzlar,- both nominally controlling 
the whole ontput of their districts, but the former must a1Iow 
such high self-consumption quotas that its power of market 
control is small, and the latter is no more than a loose price 
convention. 

It is generally agreed that the mines must be subsidised in the 
interests ofthe population of the districts, which has no alternative 
industry and whose agricultural resources are poor; from June, 
1926, the mines received a premium of z RM. per ton of output 
from the Reich and the governments of the states concerned. 
But the indefensibility of the subsidy on economic grounds was 
generally admitted and the premium ceased in the autumn of 
I927; it was hoped that the special railway tariff then introduced 
would assist the mines for a time. The problem of the transfer 
of an industrial population-<lJl a smaller scale resembling the 
British-remains to be dealt with. 

Import of ore has in consequence increased in volume and 
the Ruhr industry relies to a greater extent on the Swedish 
supply. 

Siegerland. Lahn and Dill .. 
"Monthly a_output 1909-1913 •. 16.8 Mas ,6., Mas 

1913 19.4 18.2 
1926 11.5 ,8 

t -tap of output controlled by --. '926. 
Siegerland. Lahn and DiU. 

UDitedSteelWod .. 44.5% Krupp 36'5% Gutehof!nuDpb6tte 10.5% 
Krupp 21.4 Bud ..... 13.' Preussag 6.3 
Hoooch 8.2 Bilrpr 10.9 UnitedSteelWod,,, 5.8 
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Import a/Iron O,e. 

Iron Content. 

Average 1919-13 
192 2 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 

Jan.-5ept. 1927 

1:2.029 
11.013 
2·371 
3.0 76 

11·519 
9·553 

13.358 

Imparl from Principal SOUI'CCS. 

Thousand tons. I,on Conlenl. 

1909-1 3- '192 5. 1926. 

Belgium· · . · . II3·7 109·5 86.9 
· . · . 870·8 408 . 8 537.2 FIance! 

Sweden · . · . 2,'2.25_5 4.475·1 3.566·3 
Other countries · . '.428 .3 275·4-

• From 1925 including Luxemburg. 
t From I92S including Lonaine. 

872 •2 

5·64 
5·55 
1.y.< 

'·79 
6.27 
5·07 
6.99 

1927· 

87·9 
g66.8 

5.361 .1 
2.288.6 

Germany has always taken the greater part of the Swedish 
ore export. and though her share declined in the years immediately 
after the war it is now greater than in 2913. The higher iron 
content compensates for the higher transport costs. 

Total Swedish Ore Export. 

1909 3·19 
1913 · . 6'44 
1919 • ·1 2·41 
1920 • .1 3·72 ' 
1921 .·1 4·33 
192' 001 5·3' 
1923 00

1 4·95 
1924 001 5·94 
1925 00 8.80 
1926 001 7.65 

Export to Ge..many. 

Mill. tons. 

'·5 
5.00 

1.47 
•• 60 
3,'5 
3·94 
'·50 
4.2 9 
7·12 
6.18 
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Nodifliculty in secwing adequate supplies of ore isJikelyto arise 
except in so far as the power of producers in Sweden and Lorraine 
may be strengthened by political efforts to restrict production. 
In this one field the Ruhr mdustry finds itself dependent (for the 
foreign properties owned by it are at present insignificant) on the 
policies of other monopolistic organisations, the Swedish trust 
(the Trafikaktiebolaget Griingesberg-Oxeli:isund) controlling 90 per 
cent. of the Swedish phosphoric ore output, the Lorraine syndicate 
(SomiIor) controlling the output of the minette area. At present 
there is no friction between the powerful groups; contracts are 
made between individual works and mines for the most part, 
though the Ruhr finns collectively have signed long-period 
contracts covering 60 per cent. of the total supply from Sweden; 
only about 20-25 per cent. of the total import passes through tbe 
hands of the trade. 

The increase of ore import has not been greater because 
scrap consumption has increased. Of the iron content of the raw 
material required by the iron and steel industry for an annual 
output of Z2 million tons of ingot steel. half takes the form of 
scrap, one-tbird of foreign ore, one-sixth of German ore. 

Total CtmSUmpUon of Scrap [ron. Or,. 

ThouB. tons. % no .... tons. % 
PJ.war area. 1913 .. 6.892 2 7 16.100 73 
Post-war area 1913 .. 4,766 32 10.560- 68 

1924 .. 5.057 44 6.60<> 56 
1925 .. 5.980 39 8.950 61 
19>6 .. 6,_ 4' 8._ 59 

Consumption of scrap could be increased by increasing the 
output of Siemens Martin steel, which since I917 has exceeded 
that of Thomas steel. 

Change of Processa. 

Sud Oil/put in 1,000 lollS. 

1913: old frontiers 
19l3' post-war frontiers 
1924 
1925 n 

1926 
19a1 to 

Bessemer and Thomas. 

9.373 
5 •• 66 
4.011 
,.133 
5.453 
6.904 

Slem .... Martin. 

1.418 
6.147 
5.462 
6.607 
6.58• 
9.191 
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-
Total Ingot Siemens Thomas, 

Area. Year. Steel Output. Martin. Bessemer 
and other. 

Rhineland- West- 1913 10,112,000 5.1390300- 4.912.')00 
phalia .. 1925 9.895.')00 5.2 51._ 4.643.900 

West Upper Silesia . . 1913 349.200 349.200 -
192 5 366.4"" 366.700 -

North~ East and 1913 740 .900 431.200 303.')00 
Central Germany 1925 9 84.800 571.900 412 .• 900 

Siegeda.nd, ~ 
and Dill. UPP'" 1913 388.300 388•000 300 
H ..... .. .. '9OS 214._ 213.000 11,800 

Saxony .. .. 1913 331,100 '43._ 87.300 
1925 447.500 -392 ,200 55.300 

South Germany .. 1913 253.000 32._ 220,200 

- 192 ,5 215.]00 66.400 148.900 

Scr .. p Consumptifm. 
NOUlAL CRAllGB Ott SeRA •. 
Blast furnaceo. 10 per .... t .• wrying in dilferent districts and depends 

on price relation of ore and scmp. 
Siemens Martin Furnace. ?0-80 per cent. about tho same for acid and 

basic and for different sizes of furnace. 
Cupola Fumace. ,50-10 per cent. 
Electro Furnaces. 10-100 per cent., size of furnace is indUferent. 

Pe.-centag. of Total Scr .. p COIISUmplion. 

Blast Furnaces 
Foundries . . 
Steel works 

1913-

2·S 
14·5 
81.1 

A _age C"",g. of Scr .. p ." G .......... Bliut F"""", ... p., 100 tons 
Pig Iron. 

1913 
1919 .-1921 
192' 
'923 
1924 
1925 
1926 

TODII. 
1.24 

12·30 
1'1-90 
14·52 
10·44 
10·45 
9·:12 
6.31 

6·15 

The increased demand in the years immediately after the 
Wax was met by the sale of Government stocks and the break
ing up of the fleet. but these supplies have now ceased and 
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the question of the future supply and demand for scrap is acutely 
interesting and peculiar to Germany. Import is impossible since 
export is prohihited by all surrounding states. At present there 
is no absolute shortage on account of the export prohibition, and 
the fact that the steel industry is not working to capacity; but 
it is believed that if the export prohibition were removed and the 
industry occupied to, say, 90 per cent. of its capacity, a scrap 
shortage might easily ensue, which would seriously afiect the 
industry, especially the Central German and Eastern works, which 
rely almost eutirely on scrap. Shortage of ores with high 
phosphoric content willnecessitate further reliance on the Siemens 
M;or1in process in years to come, and scrap shortage would 
therefore necessitate production of pig iron of a kind suitable for 
use in the Martin steel works. 

Hence the greater part of the evidence given to the committee 
of the Enqu!te Ausschuss is occupied by calculations of the 
amount of investment in iron and steel goods, with the object 
of estimating the future supply. The amount available at 
the present time is determined by the cost of transport. Since 
the pre-war period scrap freights have increased (1927) 38 per cent. 
for 400 km., 50 per cent. for 200 km., 60 per cent. for 50 km., 
with the result that though the price of scrap is not higher than 
in the pre-war period, its cost to the consumer has increased as 
much as that of ore, of which the price increase is roughly 20 per 
cent., and average transport cost 40 per cent. For many years 
the Western works have tried to persuade the Reichsbahn to 
introduce a through tariff, in conjunction with the Rhine shipping 
and canal authorities, thus forming a cheap route from South 
Germany to the Ruhr, a proposal recently finally rejected. In 
the East there are no waterways and general reduction of rates 

. are the works' only hope; how much higher the German rates are 
than those of other countries is illustrated by the experience of 
the compulsory scrap deliveries to Poland; from Danzig to the 
Polish works the rate was 6.50 RM. per ton; from Stettin, the same 
distance, 16 RM. 
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EXTENT OF MARKET CONTROL 

I. CHEMICALS. 

(Al Branches Controlled by the Trust. 
The presence of the valuable by-products of Ruhr coal and 

the absence of pyrites mines necessitated the German industry's 
specialisation 'OIl the organic branch, in which before the war it 
held a monopolistic position. At the time German agriculture 
relied upon ImPort of Chilean nitrate and the potash deposits. 
During the war, Britain, France, and the United States, being 
cut off from their source of supply, began to produce their own 
dye-stulfs, and German agriculture looked for a substitute for 
its nitrates, with the result that the German industry lost its 
monopolistic position in one branch at the same time as it 
widened its range. The great dyes firms were obJiged to take 
the initiative in carrying out the requirements of the Hindenburg 
programme, for oniy they had the necessary experience and 
equipment. Not until z925 did the chemical industry turn its 
attention to the manufacture of artificial silk. 

The result of the industry's wider scope has been a change 
in location; the three main areas are engaged On different 
branches of production. Since the discovery of the alizarine 
process in r869, the Upper Rhine and Main area has been the 
centre of the dye-stuffs industry, owing to its plentiful water 
supply and water transport facilities for Ruhr coal. All the 
dye factories are situated On the river banks, Weiler-ter-Meer, 
Bayer, Kalle and Badische AniIin on the Main. The towns in 
this area show the highest degree of industrial concentration in 
Germany: 63 per cent. of the total population of Ludwigshafen 
in z925 were engaged in industry, 21 per cent. in chemicals. the 
highest percentage in any town engaged in any single industry. 

The Central German area before the war produced only heavy 
alkalis and superphosphates, the large soda manufacturers, after 
the discovery of the Solvay process and abandonment of the 
Leblanc, having left their original site near Ruhr coal for the 
Halie salt deposits and adjacent lignite. The smaller Leblanc 
factories situated in Central Germany continued to make soda 
on the old process, relying on chloride of potash as a by-product 
until the discovery of the new proceSs by a Bitterfeld factory ... 
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forced them to give up both and take up manufacture of super
phosphates. At Oppau, the production of synthetic nitrogen 
had been carried on on a small scale before the war, but the plant 
was not extended during the war, being within the range of 
enemy aircraft: the great emergency plants were constructed 
at Leuna and Piesteritz in Central Germany, their site being 
chosen for the lignite deposits, which contain a high percentage 
of bitumen and provide the material for the Farben Industrie's 
coal distillation experiments. Should these succeed, the value 
of the Central German area's output will greatly exceed that of 
the Lower Rhine area; at present it is perhaps 75 per cent. as 
great. 

The Cologne area is the site of the artificial silk works: the 
value of its output is probably about 25 per cent. as great 
as that of the Lower Rhine area. The many solitary sulphuric 
acid works which the trust controls are scattered over wide areas, 
because the industry must be situated near its consumers and use 
water transport if possible; hence works are found on the Elbe 
near Hamburg and Magdeburg, on the Oder ·at Stettin and 
Breslau, and in and about Danzig, Memel and Posen. 

In aU important products, the trust has the advantage of local 
concentration. Since the fusion it has re-organised the manage
ment of its works, dividing them iota four districts, Upper Rhine, 
Middle Rhine, Lower Rhine and Central Germany. Further, it 

. has concentrated certain branches of production io certain firms, 
for instance, pharmaceutical products in the Leverkusen and 
Hachst works: and bas .continued the process of concentration 
already begun, in the case of Griesheim (heavy chemicals) and 
photographic materials (Agfa). 

(i) Dyts. 
In this branch the trust has a monopoly.· Sioce the fusion 

it has re-organised its production, closing down three works, 
Leonhard of Mulheim, Wiilfing-Dahi of Barmen, Jager of DUssel
dorf, wbich together accounted for about x.5 per cent. of the 
total output. The works share in the total output as under : 

LudWigshafen 
LeverkuBen •• 
HOehst •• 
Casella, Frankfurt 

Percent. 
23·10 
20·50 
17·90 
14.80 

Agfa, and Wolfen 
Kalle, Biebrich #. 
Weiler-m-Meor •• 
Grieshoim 

Percent. 
11.20 

4·45 
3.40 

3·25 

• Another dyes concem exists: of little importance compared with that 
of the trust. for its capital is small (15.20 Mill. RM.) and it is believed. that 
the fusion of the members of the trust (Heyl. &ringen and GOt:brod) in 
October. 1927. wao financed by the I.G. Wiedenfeld ill his C.E.I. memo.
andum BUggests that -it is a rival of the trust which. of coorse, is impossible. 
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The production of dye-stuffs proceed on a Unified plan; certain 
dye-stuffs are concentrated in certain works. The number of 
dye-stuffs has been reduced from about eight thousand to 
two thousand. 

Foreign competition in the home market has not been 
excluded as was expected, and the trust has met it, not by 
reducing prices but by a propaganda campaign for fadeless dyes-' 
the so-called .. Indantkren .. dyes, which has succeeded in con
vincing consumers that no other dyes are fadeless and has secured 
the market at least for high quality dyes. Thus import is now 
confined to the cheaper qualities. 

Average Value per IOO kg. in RM. 

GEIUIAN ExPoltT: 1925· ~926* 1921· 
Anilin and Tar product dyes .. ']28 605 537 
Alizarin dyes • • . • • • 1~48 88S 1.~63 

GER.IL\Jf IMPORT; 
Anilin and Tar product dyes 175 475 415 
Alizarin dyes .• 452 451 i56 

The price policy of the trust has not been extortionate, but it is 
a.guable that the" Indanthren .. dyes campaign was economically 
unjustifiable, since the campaign itself wascostly and has no doubt 
stimulated the use of higher quality dyes when lower quality 
would do. There can be no question of exploiting the home 
market to compensate the lower prices in the foreign market, 
because at least 7S per cent. of the trust's output is exported 
(estimated at 85 per cent. before the war). 

(ii) N it,aIu. 
The trust owns the patents for the two chief processes for the 

fixation of atmospheric nitrogen, Frank-Caro (cyanamide) and 
Haber-Bosch (the direct synthesis of ammonia), using the Haber
Bosch process at the Badische Ani!in works at Oppau, which 
was producing before the war, and the Leuna works at Merseburg 
constructed during the war; until recently it also used the CarD 
process at the Knapsack works, but these have recently been 
converted to production of synthetic acetic acid. Under the 
Hindenbnrg programme, works were constructed by the govern
ment at Piesteritz, using the Caro process, now the property of 
the Mitteldeutsche Stickstoffwerke A.G. Recently these also 
have been converted; half of the works are rented to the Farben 
Industrie and the Bayerische Stickstoffwerke A.G. for the 
production of electrolytic phosphorus, and in the other half the 
calcium cyanamide produced in the Bavarian works is converted 
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into nitrates. The only important independent calcium cyana
mide producer at present is therefore the Bayerische Stickstoft
werke A.G., at Trostberg, whose output is small compared with 
that of the trust. So far as these two processes are concerned, 
the trust dominates the industIy. To make the present position 
clear it is necessary to explain the nature of the processes used, 
because the industIy has not yet taken a permanent technical 
form (in so far as any branch of the chemical industry is 
technically permanent). Costs of production of the processes 
are more or less equal and too high, as a result of the high cost of 
sulphuric acid, due to the absence of supplies of pyrites; the 
Haber Bosch process requires large quantities of sulphuric acid 
(4 kilograms of 60° Be to fix x kilogram of ammonia), and would 
be more costIythan ammonia produced as a coke oven by-product, 
if the Caro product, nitro-lime, conld be used alone; nitro-lime, 
however, is a fertiliser useful for some soils but generally dangerous 
and requiring the addition of sulphuric acid in the form of 
ammonium sulphate, with the result that the final product 
requires as much sulphuric acid as the Haber-Bosch. Thus the 
high cost of nitrate production has driven German agriculture 
to the use of nitro-lime alone and the Badische AniIin works 
to experiment with the object of perfecting the mSUID process 
for the production of ammonium sulphate, which dispenses with 
sulphuric acid. 

Since the cost of synthetic nitrate production does not 
compare favourably with that of natural and by-product nitrates 
there are great possibilities for any concern which may hit upon 
a more profitable process, and the trust is anxious to suppress 
competitors of this kind. Two Ruhr mines, the Mont Cenis 
(ROehling concern) and Hibernia (property of the Prossian state) 
together founded the Gasverarbeitungs G.m.b.H. in March, x927, 
to use the Uhde process, similar to the Haber-Bosch but working 
at lower pressure. The I.G. Farben Industrie, apparently not 
relying on expert opinion (which held that the process had no 
commercial future), in May,x927, brought a snit for infringement 
of patent against Mont Cenis, which it lost. It is said that the 
Mont Cenis mine is financed by the Prussian government with 
the intention of destroying the Farben Industrie's monopoly: so 
presumably if the process is sucoessful the coal mines will seek no 
agreement with the trust. Another Ruhr concern, Kli!ckner, is 
installing plant for the Claude process working with higher 
pressure than the Ha~ Bosch; and in October, 1927, the 
United Steel Works and other Ruhr concerns founded the 
Kohlechemie A.G. to use the Casale process. The competitors 
are no longer by-product ammonia. Chilean nitrate, and synthetic 
nitrates, but synthetic nitrate produced by difterent processes, 
and mixed fertilisers of difterent composition. 
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G"""" .. Nitrate Output. 
I .. 1,000 ron. ['w. NitTatos. 

Fertiliser Years. 

19.6/'1 . 192.7/28,-

I.G. Farbon Industrie, Oppan . ·1 100 
Leuna ~ .~ 340 

A.G. fllr Stickstolld. (are) : :i 5 t 
Elektro Nitrum process (cokery) 4·5 , 

Chem. W. Lothriogen .. "1 30·5 

Total .. j 
480 ", 

Bavarian and Central German works 
cyanamide ,. . . .. 45 

Ammoniak Verkaufs Vereinigang .. 1 
Gaskoks Syndikat .. .. .. j 60 
Other coking plant .. .. .. 
RuhI' ooal interests: 

Mont Cenis and Hibernia .. -
KlOckner-WiDtershall .. .. -
Ruhr Chemie A.G. .. .. -

ToW .. .. 585 

• Waller's estimates. 

B. Branches in which Other Producers Exist. 
(i) Heavy Cltemicals . 

100 

SOC 

'0 
So 

660 

90 

80 

-
• -

83' 

1928/ 290-

100 
600 

'0 
So 

760 

90 

96 

60 .. 
1 

I 1.028 

.. In pre-war days sulphuric acid was regarded as the most 
important heavy chemical for use as a ..,:.,.gent in amost every 
staple industry. Today probably about one-half of t,he sulphuric 
acid manufactured in the world is used in converting phosphate 
rock into the fertiliser, superphosphate of lime. The second 
largest use is in connection with the recovery of ammonia at gas 
works and at coking plants ... • Since the war both consumers 
have had to meet the competition of the atmospheric nitrogen 
industry, and their demand has declined while the nitrate 
processes have not provided a substitute, for the I.G. Farben 
Industrie, in order to reduce the cost of synthetic nitrate pro
duction and to free itself from dependence on foreign pyrites. 
uses processes which reduce its works' consumption of sulphuric 
acid and is carrying on experiments in its laboratories to discover 
methods of eliminating its use still further. As a result of the 
competition of synthetic nitrates with the products of the acid's 
chief consumers (including the explosives industry) combined 
with these attempts, the German output of SUlphuric acid in 

• See C.IU. memorandum em the Chemica1 Industry. 
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:1925 only reached two-thirds of the z9I3 output, though the 
world output exceeded that of zgz3 by 25 per cent. When the 
new process of phosphate cooversion in the electric furnace is 
perfected the industry must face gradual extinction. 

The trust controls numerous sulphuric acid works, supplying 
its own needs largely from those at Griesheim; it does not 
appear to injure the independent producers and indeed would 
have no object in doing so, for dilIicnlties of transport restrict 
the chemical to a local market, and works are scattered all over 
Germany. 

The soiJa industry is dominated by the Deutsche Solvay 
Werke A.G., completely cootrolled by the Belgian concern. 
With its capital of 75 mill. RM. and 8,000 workers it is the 
most important chemical undertaking next to the trust, a 
vertically organised concern owning salt and lignite mines; its 
importance seems likely to increase as the Bemburg works 
are planning an increase Of 50 per cent. of their output (from 
zoo,ooo kg. to z50,ooo kg. daily, equal to an annual output 
of 450,500 tons). . 

Sulphate and HytlrocAloric Acitl.-Formerly these were the 
products of a special industry which converted salt into sulphate 
and hydrochloric acid with the sulphuric acid produced in its own 
works, an industry now disappearing under attack by by-products 
on both fronts. The Farbeo Industrie is now responsible for the 
greater part of the output of hydrochloric acid, producing it by 
the direct union of chlorine and hydrogen, the chlorine being a 
by-product in the electrolytic production of caustic alkali: no 
cartel exists and the old industry is in process of extinction. 
War time shortage of sulphuric acid stimulated production of 
by-product sulphate by the potash mines; since it is a by-product, 
costs are incomparably -lower. The, potash concern Kaiseroda 
withdrew from the convention in zg24, finding its market restricted 
by convention prices; the old sulphate producers found their 
position endangered and succeeded in getting the convention 
renewed after its dissolution, though on terms less favourable 
to themselves. The maintenance of the cartel agreement cannot 
hinder the extinction of the old facturies, which are rapidly being 
closed down. 

(il) Super phosphates. 
The decline in production in superphosphates has been due 

to the collapse of both the export and the inland markets. Total 
production declined from Z .85 million toIlS in 1913 to 0.66 million 
in 1925: export declined from 283 thousand toIlS in '913 to 
46 thousand in I925. (So thousand in I926.) The loss of the 
export trade is due to the development of the industry in distant 
European and neutral countries, which erected their own plants 
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while unable to obtain their nonnal supply from the belligerent 
countries, which needed all their own sulphuric acid for the 
manufacture of explosives. In I925/26 consumption of phos
phates by German agriculture ouly amounted to 68 per cent. of 
the 1913 consumption. The decline is partly the result of the 
import of basic slag from the Lorraine and Luxemburg furnaces, 
stimulated in I926 by franc inflation. It is argued that neither 
basic slag (a winter dressing) nor nitrates shoUld be regarded as 
competitors of superphosphates, a spring dressing: in practice, . 
however, they are used as substitutes. In the case of the Farben 
Industrie's new mixed fertilisers, Leunaphos and Leunaphoska, 
no such alibi can be pleaded. 

The industry has t;eSOrted to fusions as a means of closing 
down inefficient works. Some time before the War the number 
of factories was decreasing; there were 131 factories producing 
in 1905, eighty-four in 1913 and fifty-four in 1927. In 1926 two 
fusions took place, one between the Guano-Merck firms in 
Hamburg and Lubeck, the other between a Berlin firm, the 
Chemische Fabrik Milch, A.G., and a Stettin firm, the A.G. der 
Chemischen Produktenfabrik, Pommerensdod, one of the largest 
factories of the Silesian Oberkoksfirm. In the Milch-Pommerens
dod fusion the Norderham works of the Oberkoks concern were 
not included, because a North-West German firm would have 
no object in entering a. combination of North-East German 
producers which aims at closing down works. The wide dispersion 
of other works will probably hinder further trustification. 

In the production of mixed fertilisers, one firm, until recently, 
competed with the Farben Industrie: the Rhenania-Kunheim 
group. (Rhenania's fertiliser is made by a kind of blast furnace 
process. The Farben Industrie's process consists of heating the 
rock phosphate in an electric furnace; for this process the F.I. 
and the Bayrischer Stickstoffwerke have made an agreement with 
the Government Nitrate Works at Piesteritz for production of 
phosphorus by the electrical process for an ammonium phosphate 
fertiliser, not Leunaphos.) The fusion of the two companies took 
place in 1926, before competition with the dyes trust had become 
acute, with the object of improving Kunheim's financial position; 
competition in I927 was so acute that Rhenania was obliged to 
write down its capital of 20 mill. RM. to 10 mill. RM., and to close 
down four works. . 

In November, 1927, it was announced that the majority share
holders of Rhenania, the potash group Neustassfurt Friedrichs
hall (which after the fusion acquired the Kunheim family's shares 
and undertook to provide Rhenania with potash), had made a 
contract with the Farben Industrie for common sale of some 
of the Company's products, sulphur and barium compounds and 
acids, but not Rhenania phosphate. No doubt this arrangement 
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will before long lead to the trust's absorption of Rbenania, since 
it is a small firm and not financially sound, 

(ill) Amficial Silk. 
The Farben Industrie's interests were only recently acquired 

and its output is at present small compared with that of the 
Glanzstofi-Bemberg group, which is responsible for 85-90 per cent. 
of the total German output. Of the 11)27 output of 18.5 Mill. kg., 
8 Mill. kg. came from the Glanzstofi Company's four works, 
3t from Glanzstofi-Courtaulds, It from Bemberg of Barmen, 
It from the Breslau works founded by Glanzstoff and Bemberg, 
and It from the works of the Dyes I.G. At the beginning of 11)28 
its interests consisted of : 

(i) Viscose: one works at Wolfen, producing 2,000 kg. daily, 
and three other works taken over from Koin Rottweil in 11)26 
not yet producing, with a capacity of 5.000 kg. daily each. 

(ii) Cupra-ammonium: a half interest in the Holkenseide firm 
which uses the Bemberg patent; acetyl cellulose is being pro
duced at the Koln-Dormagen works. 

(iii) Acetate: the trust have been characteristically responsible 
for the introduction of this process: in collaboration with 
Glanzstofi it set up in 11)26 the Acetate G.m.b.H. in Berlin
Lichtenberg, at present not producing; both firms are sceptical 
as to its prospects. 

The total output of viscose and copper silk at the beginning 
of 11)28 was II-IZ,OOO kg. daily; by the end of the year it was 
expected to amount to 22,000 kg. daily. 

These interests draw the trust into the international network 
of alliances "fabulous in size and nebulous in character," with 
Du Pont de Nemours. financially almost as powerful as the trust 
itself, through the fusion with Koin-RottweiI. and with Glanzstofi
Bemberg (and therefore with Snia Viscosa and Courtaulds) through 
the Aceta G.m.b.H. and Holkenseide. Both connections are 
slight, and though co-operation with Glanzstoff-Bemberg is a 
matter of course. the trust develops its new processes independ
ently. If the trust increases its output on the scale prophesied, 
it will have to seek a closer alliance with Glanzstofi. 

It is difficult to say what the efiect on Glanzstoff would be. 
The firm has dominated the German market since its foundation 
in 1902. UnlikeBemberg, a century-oId silk-weaving firm with 
which it amalgamated in 11)24. it has always produced artificial 
silk only: since the war its position has been even more secure, for 
the small firms. which flourished until the substitution of viscose 
for the cupra-ammonium process necessitated ascale of production 
of at least X,5OO kg. daily. have all been absorbed, with one 
exception. F. Kuttner of Pima. Thus the Farben Industrie is 
the group's only potential competitor in the home market. The 
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V1SCOSe Convention represented simply an agreement between 
the two, a defensive measure against inflation-stimulated 
import of French and Italian silk into the practically unprotected 
German market in 1925 and 1926. Shortly after the Koln
Rottweil transaction, the two groups agreed to introduce a uniform 
system of grading and price calculation. In 1927 the producers 
were able to draw knitters, weavers, and consumers of artificial 
silk waste, wholesale and retail traders into an .. AIbeitsgemein
schaft." The price policy of the convention is generally con
sidered moderate, though it appears to have raised prices in 1927 
to take advantage of the textile boom when world prices were not 
rising. Although import of foreign silk increased during the 
period of its control, and broke up the convention in December, 
1928, the increase was not due to an excessively high price 
level. Successful in stabilising the market it certainly was, 
but the genuine cartel problem-regulation of output-was 
unknown to it, for since it began the industry has had one long 
boom. 

No agreement exists at present with foreign concerns for 
acetate silk: when the Acetat G.m.b.H. begins to produce it 
may have a rival in Deutsche Acetat-KunstseidenA.G. Rhodiaseta 
of Freiburg, founded in 1927 by the Ruhr heavy industry firms 
with the patent of the French group, Bernheim. 

It does not appear that the artificial silk firms derive any 
economic advantage from their membership of the chemical 
trust-that they can rely, for instance, on a cheaper supply of 
cellulose or heavy chemicals. None of the great concerns are 
independent of the market for raw material, nor need they be. 
Glanzstoff made attempts to secure its supplies of cellulose, but 
failed to obtain control of the South German Waldhof concern in 
1923, and of coal, purehasing the Adler mining company in 192I. 
Koln-Rottweil, previous to absorption by the Farben Industrie, 
had acquired control of a cellulose firm, Gebr. Vogel in Zell in 
Weisenthal. Both Glanzstoff and Koln-Rottweil control their 
own supplies of heavy chemicals; part of Glanzstoff's caustic 
soda, bisulphide of carbon and ammonia requirements are 
provided by their own works at Sydowsaue; the Koln-Rottweil 
group is, of course, supplied by the Farben Industrie; the 
Holkenseide works, controlled by the" Farben Industrie and 
Bemberg together, one supplied by the A.G. fiir Anilin fa~rikation, 
the property 01 the former. 

Nor does it appear up to the present that the artificial silk 
undertakings are much profited by the trust's financial power. 
None of the absorptions and expansions of Glanzstoff-Bemberg 
in 1925 and I926 necessitated the issue of new capital until the 
spring of 19Z7; Glanzstoff-Courtaulds was provided with its 
" million RM. from the workiog capital of the two concerns. It 

It 
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seems likely that the trust's financial strength will give it an 
advantage in the future: 'Glanzstof! could not emulate the loan 
of 250 Mill. RM. convertible bonds issued in %928 to finance the 
new artificial silk works and the synthetic fuel experiments. 

(iv) Synthetic Fuel. 
The more sensational the activities of the trust, the more 

reticent is its attitude concerning them. Very little information 
is vouchsafed to the public about the finance and nature of the 
synthetic fuel processes. Here the available infonnation is 
summarised in order to indicate the relations of the trust with the 
Ruhr coal and steel concerns, Standard Oil and the Shell group. 

There are three principal processes : 
(I) For the first the Ruhr firms are responsible; it was 

discovered by Fischer and Tropsch at the Coal Research Institute 
at Mulheim (for its exact nature see .. Brennstoffchemie" for 
April,1926). ThepJant is beinginstalled bytheA.G. fUr Kohlenver
wertung, founded by concerns in _ the Ruhr and Aachen coal 
seams and the Cologne lignite seam. , 

(2) Liquefaction on the Bergius process, using lignite, has 
been carried on since April, 1927, at the dyes trust's Leuna works 
near Merseburg, and the product is on the market. In August. 
1927. Standard Oil announced that an agreement had been 
reached between it and the dyes trust for the exploitation of this 
process. 

(3) The patents for the third. distillation by the cracking 
method (aIso,theBergius process). are owned by the Steinkohlen 
Bergin A.G .• 35 per cent. of whose capital is controlled by the 
Gesellschaft fUr Teerverwertung, which was founded by the 
United Steel works and other heavy industry concerns, and 
65 per cent. by the Farben Industrie through the Evag (Erdill und 
Kohle Verwertungs=Gesellschaft, acqoired in 1925 and 1926 
from the Ruhrinterests which had acquired it after the dissolution 
of the Stinnes concern). The Gesellschaft fUr Teerverwertung 
in April. 1927. set up the A.G. fUr Kohienverfliissigung, which 
intends to use the Bergius patent and must, therefore. secure an 
agreement with the dyes trust as represented by the Steinkohlen 
Bergin. The Deutsche Gasolin A.G. (taken over from the Stinnes 
concern) is to finance this process; its capital is in the possession 
of the Dyes Trust. Standard Oil. and the Shell group. In 
addition. an agreement for the exploitation of this process was 
made between Standard Oil and the Dyes Trust in August. 1927. 

(v) Wood DislUlalion. 
The trust's discovery of synthetic methyl and butyl alcohols 

has revolutionised this branch. The existing producers are 
obliged to close down (as HenkeundBaertJing A.G. of Holzminden) 
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to concentrate on other products (the Verein fUr Chemische 
Industrie of Frankfurt) or to seek agreement with the trust. 
Two agreements have been made, one under which the 
Holzverkohlungs A.G. of Constance, the largest producer in this 
branch (capital:to mill. RM.), and the Frankfurt Verein who were 
contemplating fusion as a remedy in 1926, undertake the sale of 
the I.G's methanol, in all markets except Great Britain and the 
United States, and the other to regulate the sale of acetic acid 
with allotment of quotas. 

The I.G's nitro-cellulose lacquers have revolutionised the 
lacquer branch and price agreements exist between the I.G. and 
certain old factories. Seventy of the cellulose lacquer manufac
turers are organised in the Gesellschaft fUr Zellulose-Lackindustrie; 
the pyroxylin lacquer manufacturers have attempted in vain to 
organise themselves against complete substitution of the new 
product: 

(vi) Ga=. 
Gases are produced by the Griesheim Elektron firm whose 

branches are scattered all over Germany. For Berlin an agree
ment exists with the Linde refrigerator concern: the trust and 
Linde control the Vereinigte Sauerstoff Werken, which at the 
beginning of 1926 began to compete violently with the forty or 
so independent works, reducing its prices to a level which barely' 
covers their costs and forcing them to form the Deutsche 
Industriegas-Vereinigung e.V. 

(vii) P~ical. 
The concentration of resources proposed in Duisberg's famous 

r904 memorandum was intended to include the pharmaceutical 
firms as well, but none of them joined either of the two 
lnteressengemeinsch.ften which resulted from it, because they 
saw no advantage in alliance with partners financially so much 
more powerful than themselves. They took Duisberg's advice, 
however, and formed an lnteressengemeinschaft among them
selves in the following year, including all the important firms 
(Gehe & Co. A.G., E. Merck, Knoll & Co., J. D. Riedel, C. F. 
Boehringer & SOhne). with the exception of Vereinigten 
Chininfabriken Zimmer & Co. Its object was similar to that of 
the two agreements in the dyes branch: co-operation and 1:: regulation. The I.G. has existed continuously since, 

. undisturbed by the withdrawal of J. D. Riedel in 
1920: it is accompanied by many secret agreements for special 
products. 

Besides these firms, which are makers of pharmaceutical 
products only there are two others not included which manufacture 
other chemical products: Schering (16 mill. RM.) a member of 
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the Silesian Oberkoks concern, and von Heyden of Dresden (also 
hea!¥ chemicals and alkali electrolysis). 

Little is known of the trust's relation to these two groups. 
Between the trust and one member of the phannaceutical I.G., 
Merck, agreements exist for the sale of many products, and for 

. C<H>peration in the aetna! manufacture of the rachitis remedy. 
The Farben Industrie and the tWo mixed firms are members of 
the Verband deutscher Chemisch-Pharmazeutischen Gross
industrie e.V., which is believed to act as a cartel: the trust has 
made a special agreement with von Heyden about its semi
finished tar dye products. Riedel alone appears isolated. 

A survival in thiS branch presents a curious contrast to the 
large undertakings: in almost all the larger villages on the 
northern side of the Thuringian forest there is a chemical factory 
often of a "hand-work" character, employing no scientific 
workers, using old family recipes, plant extracts and pine needles, 
paying low wages, and favoured by the proximity of the glass, 
carton and wood industries. 

C. Branches in which the Trust is not interested. 
The I.G. Farben Industrie has no glue or soap interests. These 

products are controlled by a trust formed in x923, the Vereioigte 
deutsche Fettwerke A.G., 50 per cent. of the capital of which is 
owned by the Sun1icht A.G. of Mannheim, a subsidiary of Lever 
Brothers, 2S per cent. by the Verkaufsgemeinschalt deutscher 
Oe1miihlen A.G. Hamburg, a union of seven oil mills, and.the 
Scheidemantel firm which has a monopoly of glue. 

Nor has it any interest in certain coal-tar products-for 
instance, roofing felt, of which Rutgerswerke (Silesian coal, 
Central German oil and lignite) and Oberkoks (Silesian coal and 
coal-tar products) are the principal manufacturers. Their 
subsidiary companies amalgamated in :1927. 

D. CartelControl. 
The cartel fulfils a subordinate but essential function in every 

branch of the industry: only the pre-war dyes agreements 
(alizarine and natural indigo) have been superseded by trustifica
tion. Even where the trust controls 80 per cent. or 90 per cent. 
of the branch's output, as for instance, nitrates, Iithopone, carbon 
disulphide, the cartel organisation has been maintained. In the 
nitrates· syndicate, the I.G. has used its influence to hold prices 
high enough to enable the cyanamide works to continue pro
duction, even though it might have ben'elited itseH by a larger 
volume of sales at lower prices. Other branches not controlled 
by the trust. bUt by other large concerns. have developed powerful 
marketing organisations: superphosphates. soda, borax and 
caustic alkali, are all controlled by syndicates regulating output, 
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prices, and sales. Woaker organisations fix prices of basic slag 
and sulphuric acid (local associations). In only one important 
branch-hydrochloric acid-does genuine and violent competition 
prevail. 

II. TEXTILES. 

Owing to the great variety 'of the textile branches and the 
incomplete character of the production statistics, it is difficult to 
arrive at a satisfactory estimate of the total volume nf production. 

The foreign trade figures are not much guide to the position 
of the industry as a whole because many of the exporting branches 
are peculiar and the industry as a whole exports a much smaller 
percentage nf its total output than do the British and French 
industries. Kertesz (Die T ",ilind ... /ri. stimtlicher Staat.,., 1911) 
estimated the total value nf German textile output at 5,312.8 
Million Marks, of which 77.5 per cent. was taken by the inland 
market and 22.5 per cent. exported. (The value of the total textile 
import he estimated at 2,018.8 SO that even if there had been 
no export German production could not cover the demands of the 
home market.) His estimates are not sufficiently detailed to 
serve as a basis for comparison with the post-war period. The 
percentage exported varies very much from branch to branch; 
the Institut fUr Konjunkturiorschung uses rough estimates for 
the percentage of output exported by branches of the industry 
(Silk 33i per cent., wool IS per cent., cotton 10 per cent., linen, 
hemp, jute 13 per cent.) but even if these estimates are accurate 
enough they are not very useful in view of the variety nf further 
sub-divisions. 

As the amiual or biennial census of production results cannot 
be used in conjunction with the foreign trade returns, it is better 
in attempting a rough estimate of the value nf production (with 
no intention of comparison with the pre-war period) to rely wholly 
on these· rather than on the foreign trade figures. The census 
results are more complete than in the pre-war period, since the 
first post-war census included the weaving branches, as the pre
war censuses did not. At the time of writing, however, there 
are only 1925 returns for the weaving and woollen spinning 
industries and as the financial crisis made itself felt with excep
tional severity in textiles, causing a considerable decline both 
in the volume and value of total output, these cannot be used 
as a basis for an estimate in 1926 unless it is assumed that the 
output of the weaving branches underwent the same percentage 
decline in value as that of the spinning branches. Assuming 
on their basis that the value of the production of the weaving 
branches is 2.9 Milliard RM., the gross output nf the textile 
industry might be put at S milliard RM. 
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Value of Total. Output of Y ..... and Tlw ... d. 

MiIIianl RM. 
1925· 1926• 

Cotton I.' .821 
Worsted .612 ·553 
Woollen ·316 .280-
Linen *. .- .054 
Jute .. .164 .116 
Hemp ·096 .079 
Silk .173 .149 

Total •• 653 ,%.052 

• Estimate. DO 1926 RSUlt. 

Value of Output of WOllen Makrial. 

Wool and half wool clothiDg 
Carpets 
Sundry wool 
Cotton 
Cotton velvet and plush 
Furniture material .. 
Silk 
LiDen .. 
Heavy fabrics 
Jute .. 
Sundry 

Total 

1,1%9.315 
121.913 

51 .941 
1.236.364 

45.364 
126.114 
381.318 
2.90A3S 

49.954 
141.096 
1l3~150 

(From Wirtschaft UIld Statistik, 1927. pp. 414. 73', 768. 
928; 1928. p. 392; Ig2g. p. 318.) 

For the purpose of estimating the amount of output con
trolled, the output of the different b;.mches can be divided as 
under: 

MiIIianl RM. 

Output. 1926. CoIltrollod. 

Cotton .. .. .. 1·9 0·4 
Woollen and wonted .. I.g 1.0 
Linen .. .. .. .. 0·3 0.' 
Silk .. .. .. .. 0·4 0.0 
Jute .. .. .. 0.' 0.' 
Hemp and sundry .. .. 0·3 0.' 

Total .. .. .. 5.0 •• 0 
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Cotto.. certainly does not control so much as one-quarter of 
its output. Fluctuations in the price of raw cotton would 
probably not bave been sufficient to prevent a general price 
association of spinners, since the industry enjoyed up to :r924 a 
measure of protection, bad the industry heen locally concentrated. 
As it is, there is no general price cartel of cotton weavers or 
spinners; the spinner's national organisation (the Arbeits
ausschuss der deustchen Baumwollspinnersverbande) succeeded in 
establishing in :r92O a standard sale contract for Yam, with the 
weavers' national association, which marks a considerable 
advance on pre-war organisation. . 

The prevalence of the connection of weaving and spinning 
varies in the three main areas·, the only figures available are 
the totals for the whole Empire, which show that about 
40 per cent. of the total annual production of cotton yarn is 
woven in the same establishment; about 20 per cent. of all 
doubled yam is woven by the doubler; and about 6 per cent. 
spun on commission. In the Lower Rhine and Dutch frontier 
areat weaving and spinning are usually carried on in separate 
establishments; the area purchases very little yarn from the rest 
of Germany. Before the war the spinners of the area agreed to 
institute a central office to fix yarn prices varying with prices of 
raw material and spinning costs; thecompJaints of the weavers 
suggest that they succeeded.t Since the war no yarn prices have 
been fixed. The large establishments, uniformity of conditions 
and organisation of labour in this district contrast with those of 
the Central German area, in which conditions are so diverse that 
no price association of spinners and weavers has ever been 
possible. In Central Germany all counts, from the coarsest to 
the finest are spun; sometimes one establishment spins several 
counts. Most of the speciality branches are located in Saxony . 

• Production of Cotton Yam and Thread, 1925. 

Yarn. I Thread. 

z. Prussia 
(Rheinland .. 
Westphalia) 

•. Saxony 
3. Bavana 

W_bw-g 
Badon •• 

97·4 
79·9 
6.4·S 
6.4,5 
42 .. 6 
20·9 
12.0 

Mill. Kg. 

19·4 
16·9 ,.0 
7.0 

4·9 
1·7 
0.8 

t i .... Monchen-Gladbach, Mulfort, Viersen. Rheydt, Dulkea. Gronau. 
Rheine-, Nordholt. Bocholt. 

: Dilthey~ G.scltw.u liM' """",M"scAm BlJumwolliftdtuhW. 1912. 
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So far as generalisation is possible, weavers appear better 
organised; in the Viigtland a strong condition cartel exists which 
acts, it is believed, as an open price association: the national 
organisation of the coloured weavers (the Verband deutscher 
Buntwebereien), has set up an arbitration court in Leipzig to 
settle disputes with consumers, in co-operation with the 
association of the linen weavers, weavers, and handkerchief 
manufacturers, but makes no attempt at price regulation. In 
Central Germany the prevalence of the connection of weaving 
and spinning varies from town to town: in the Upper Franconian 
district" with which the Chemnitz area exchanges its yarn, the 
spinning and weaving establishment is about as common as the 
one-process establishment; the Silesian industry confines itseH 
almost entirely to weaving and purchases its yarn from Saxony. 
The third principal area, South Germany, is locally coherent and 
fairly uniform: tbe characteristic firm spins low and medium 
counts and weaves plain cloths for printing and bleaching .. 
Consequently combination of weavers is much easier than. in the 
other areas: the Verhand Siiddeutscher Baumwollindustrieller, 
of Augsburg, an old condition cartel, acts as an open price 
association; in the middle of :1926 the South German weavers 
came to an agreement on minimum prices and "when a sudden 
fall in the price of raw cotton by about 40 per cent. occurred in 
September and October the effect on the prices of cotton 
manufacturers was inconsiderable."t 

TM wooJlen aM W01'sUa industries probably control roughly 
half their total output, though they are even more widely 
distributed than cotton. Wool spinning is the principal industry 
in certain Saxon towns, as Crimmitschau, Werdau, Kirchberg and 
Lengenfeld, but has less importance in the central German areas 
as a whole than worsted spinning, which is carried on in nearly 
all the larger Saxon and Thuringian towns. Both are found in 
Eastern and Northern Germany.: In the west, worsted yarn is 
spun in the Rheinland area, Miinchen-Gladbach, Aachen, 
Kettwig a.d. Ruhr, and has recently arrived in the Paiatinate 
where woollen yarn has two old important centres, Lambrecht 
and Kusel. Neither industry appears to be developing a greater 
degree of local concentration. Unlike cotton, the connection of 
spinning and weaving offers definite advantages \1nd disadvant
ages. The worsted branch is more specialised than elsewhere 
in Europe: according to the :1925 production census only 7 per 
cent. of the total annual production of worsted yarn was woven 

• Hof, Mftnchberg. Bamberg, Bayreuth. Erlangen. FOrth-Hoi is 
generally CODsidered the noarost approach to tho ~re- cotton town, 

t D~ of o..r ..... Tr...u Roporl. 1921. 
l Worsted in Lllckenwalde in Brandenburg. in Lusatia. Spnmlberg. 

Cottbus, woollen in Brandenburg. Lower Sileala. Neumnnster. 
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by the same establishment. In the woollen branch the same 
establishment usually weaves and spins, and the connection of 
processes appears to be becoming more usual for the 1907 pro
duction census showed that half the total annual production of 
yam was woven by the same establishment, while in 19Z5, 
.. combined establishments" accounted for more than three
quarters of the total output of yam. The technical causes for 
the contrast between the two branches are universally effective 
aod well-known. The average woollen firm employing 100 to 
300 workers is smaller than the average. worsted spinning firm, 
which employs about 500. 

As might be exected, organisation of spinners and combers 
has been most successful in the worsted branch, and organisation 
of weavers in the woollen branch. However, the worsted spinners' 
and combers' association (the Verein deutscher Wollkammer und 
Kammgarnspinner) although it is a powerful organisation and 
includes nearly all spinners and combers, only fixes terms and 
not prices. The eight large commission combers have maintained 
-a price convention since the 80'S which attempts to equallse 
differences arising from the geographical position of its members, 
but the industry does not sufter from excessive conversion costs, 
because at least half the annual output of yam is combed by 
spinning establishments, so that the independent combers are not 
in a position to dictate. The few independent spinners of the 
woollen branch, -because they are locally concentrated, have 
succeeded in forming price conventions, one in Forst, one in 
Cottbus, one in Reichenbach. 

No weavers' organisation in either branch has much infiuence 
on the market, with the exception of the cloilimakers' convention, 
which included nearly all cloth manufacturers at the date of its 
foundation. Since 1923 it has included the Verband halbwollener 
und wollener Stofte and the Saxon-Thuringian weavers, so that 
it can dictate terms to traders, which were the subject of bitter 
controversy from the middle of 1924 to the end of 19Z6; at one 
point the traders petitioned the Reichs Economic Minister to 
prosecute the convention for behaviour .. gegen die guten Sitten," 
with no result. In the end the Cloth Convention made some 
concessions, in particular an extension of credit terms after the 
traders had formed a defensive organisation (the V ereinigung der 
Tuchgrossisten in Herrenbekleidungseinzelhandel). 

Li ...... - The strongest spinners' organisation is found in the 
linen branch, controlling 90 per cent. of the total output. Since 
the middle of last century the industry has been growing more 
locally concentrated, a process not perceptible in any other textile 
branch. The eastern industry centres round Lauban and follows 
the lower heights of the Rieserigebirge into Silesia; in the west 
the centres a're Bielefeld, once famous, now losing its pre~ence, 
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Kampen and DUren. Connection of weaving and spinning is not 
usual: according to the 1925 census of production, only 20 per 
cent. of the total production of linen yarn is woven by the same 
concern. Under these circumstances it is surprising that no 
permanent spinners' cartel existed before the war. • War 
organisation left behind it a central office, (the Leillengam
abrechnungstelle) and accustomed manufacturers toco-operation, 
but in the following two or three years the industry prospered in 
comparison with other textile branches, so concentration was 
postponed: the stabilisation aisis showed that output was in 
excess of demand and restriction necessary. A syndicate contract 
was signed in June, 1926, by firms controlling 265.000 
spindles out of a total of 300,000 employed in the industry, the 
outsiders being smaller establishments. Under the contract the 
·Leinengarnvertriebsgesellschaft G.m.b.H. undertook not only to 
fix prices and terms of delivery, but also to regulate production and 
to allow rebates to weavers who agree to deal exclusively with it, 
The weavers responded by setting up a committee to safeguard 
their interests; apart from this,. their branch is unorganised 
except for one or two condition cartels; they use antiquated 
methods and home worl< lingers in many districts. No syndicate 
can do much to rescue the industry from tbe depression it is 
enduring. 

Silk.-Before the war well-organised condition cartels existed 
in every branch of silk weaving: there are no silk spinners' 
associations because independent spinners do not exist. None 
of the highly organised cartels now control prices. The present 
Verband der Seidenstofffabrikanten (with eighty-seven members, 
sixteen affiliated members) includes all manufacturers of silk (in 
the narrow sense, for clothing); it dates from 1905 and has 
always been a condition cartel, though before the war one of its 
branches, tbe crepe manufacturers, succeeded in forming a price 
association. The Turquoisefabrikanten (cachenez weavers) have 
belonged to a condition cartel since before the war. The manu
facturers of umbrella silk belong to a condition cartel, the 
Verband der Schirmstofffabrikanten, which in 1926 aroused great 
opposition by granting rehates to customers who undertook to 
deal exclusively with it; traders threatened cartel court pro
ceedings without effect. Only one cartel, the Verband deutscher 
Krawattenfabrikanten, fixes prices as well as terms: it has 
done so since 1906, having been founded in 1903 as a condition 
cartel .. 

The jute, Jump tmd linoleum branches control the whole of 
their output. 

• In periods of df:pression certain branches achieved tempmary cartels 
-the spmners in r892"94~ and 1901<02, weavers in November. 1899. and 
the doublers in ISgg-19OO. 
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The jute syndicate (Interessengemeinschaft deutscher Jute
industrieller) was fonned as a result of the rise of jute prices in 
April, I9Z6. In that month the Dundee jute spinners gave up 
their minimum price agreement and the German syndicate which 
had existed since I920· broke up; for some time its production 
quotas had been ineffective, because firms refused to reckon their 
export in their production quota. The present syndicate is 
stronger in appearance in the inland market than its predecessor, 
but as it nowpermits members to export. without reckoning export 
in their production quota, its actual control is weaker. Through
out IgzO and until the third quarter of 1921 it restricted pro
ductive capacity by 50 per cent.; in the third quarter of I921 it 
restricted it by 40 per cent., although production was increasing 
to a greater extent; the extra output was, therefore, exported. 
so that syndicate policy has the effect ,of stimulating export, thus 
explaining the disparity between post-war and pre-war production 
capacity and inland consumption. . 

The syndicate includes eleven out of the thirty-four firms, 
and covers ahout 80 per cent. of the total production, since the 
smaller firms are excluded. Half of the syndicate members' 
output is produced by the Blumenstein group (whose withdrawal 
in April. 19z6, was therelore decisive). 

The hemp industry is dominated by two large concerns, the 
Bindwarenfabrik Immenstadt and the Seilenwarenfabrik Fiissen, 
which, in 1920, made an Interessengemeinschaft to arrange for 
common sales purchase and export, and to .. complete each other'. 
production programme." Ahont three-quarters of the total hemp 
output is produced by these two firms; and most of the remaining 
quarter must be produced by the Rant-Union A.G. (capital 
3 Mill. RM. against Fiissen-Immenstadt's U.2 million) which 
represent. the Blumenstein concern's hemp interests. These 
companies are members of a syndicate which regulates output and 
prices, the Verband deutscher Hanfindustrieller, G.m.b.H., a 
pre-war cartel of long ancestry, which lapsed after the war, and 
was not revived till May, 1921, when it issued its first price list. 

In the linoleum branch, trustification has superseded the 
syndicate, which was first formed in 19IO. Since its renewal in 
1920 the agreement has often been broken, though actually there 
was only one outsider. The present company, the Deutsche 
Linoleumwerke A.G., originated from the fusion of four companies, 
two of which were already controlled by the Bremen Linoleum
werke A.G., Delmenhorst, which therefore remains a holding 
company. The motive for trust formation appears to have been 
the Delmenhorst company's wish to dominate the market: before 
the fusion it owned a controlling interest in the Hausa and 
Ankermark companies, both of Delmenhorst, and when the 

• There has been a syndicate since 1901 of the same kind. 
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Germania company of Stuttgart brought a new ftoor covering 
similar to linoleum on the market. it made an agreement with the 
company and with the other remaining works, the Maximiliansaw 
A.G., but fearing that this agreement might be ineffective, 
persuaded the companies that fusion would be advantageous to 
them. The trust proceeded to rationalise; it has divided 
the market into five areas, each served by one company, it 
has reduced its number of designs, and its works are to 
specia1ise on certain designs and qualities. It is not over
capita1ised: for 1927-28 it paid a IS per cent. dividend and 
with a capital of U.2 Mill. RM. devoted 3.8 to depreciation. 
Since the revival of the international linoleum agreement in 
March, 1927. and the foundation of the international holding 
company at ZUrich in February, 1928, it has complete control 
of the German market. There are, in fact, three other producers, 
the Rheinischen Linoleumwerke in Bedburg (always an outsider 
of the syndicate) and the Keffel A.G. in Tannenbergsthal in V. 
and a company in Westphalia. but these are all unimportant. 

UI. PAPER. 

The estimate of the value of paper production is based on 
the foreign trade return and association output ligures. 

Although cartets exist in every branch except cardboard, the 
industry's output is not fully controlled owing to inter-cartel 
competition: 

The Verband deutscber Druckpapierfabrikanten in 1925 
includedlifty-threenewspapermanufacturers,· twelve of whom are 
insigniIicant; and controlled over four-fifths of the total output; 
the remaining manufacturers were organised as a rival associa
tion, the Vereinigte Ringfreien Zeitungsdruckpapier Fabriken 
G.m.b.H. In conjunction with equally well organised industries 
in other European countries and in Canada it has formed a 
committee in Stockholm for the purpose of collecting information. 

Packing paper prices are controlled by various conventions, 
of no special interest; the German producers do not co-operate 
with the central European (i.e. Austria, Czechoslovakia, J ugo
Slavia) cartel. The cardboard branch has been less successful. 
A sales organisation set up at Dresden would have controlled 
80 peJ; cent. of the total German output, but the quotas allotted 
were never enforced, and the association only fixed minimum 
prices: two members in February, 1924. gave notice of rescission 
which the cartel court refused to sanction; it approved the 
rescission of seven members in November, 1926, t on the same 
ground. with the result that the seiling association dissolved and 

• Thepressdoesnot.asarule.attempttoacquiremanufaeturlnginterest. 
t See decision. of February 13th. 19'14. and November 8th, 1926, 

iDstance of wise poUey on the part of the court. 
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a committee was set up to work in conjunction with the trade 
association, the Verein deutscher Pappenfabrikanten, and arrange 
price scales and terms of delivery on a surer basis. Recently the ' 
large consumers of cardboard have formed an association to deal 
directly with the manufacturers. In spite of these arrangements 
the branch at present works under genuine competitive con
ditions. In the carton branch organisation has made progress 
since the war: the first syndicate was founded in I927. ' 

In the wall-paper branch stimulus to combination came, as 
it did in the porcelain branch, from the manufacturers of . 
high quality goods, who were obliged to protect themselves 
against the competition of inferior qualities, the manufacturers 
of which have little interest in combination, since their margin 
of profit is so small. The pre-war associations therefore never 
lasted long, because as soon as the manufacturers of the higher 
grades had succeeded in fixing prices the manufacturers of low
grade papers began to make higher quality papers. In :£912 the 
building boom, which had continued since the beginning of the 
century, came to an end, and the necessity of organisation being 
greater than before, the Verband deutscher Tapetenfabrlkanten 
was formed, with thirty-one memhers against twenty-four out
siders. Since the war it continues, carrying on an intermittent 
struggle with another association. 

Most progress in organisation in the post war period has been 
made in the raw materials and semi-finished products branches. 

Before I928 the rag trade was unorganised: early in the 
year three purchase associations were formed. The North West 
German firms orlginaliy planned an organisation. to include 
all German dealers: the plan was frustrated by five large 
South German firms setting up the Suddeutsche Rohstofihandels 
G.m.b.H. in January and four Rheinland firms following their 
example a month later; the eleven North West German firms, 
therefore, were obliged to set up a purchasing organisation also. 
The effect of the existence of three organisations is expected to 
intensify competition. 

In the wood pulp branch, the South German producers had 
formed a selling association with a price scale before the war; 
now all the producers are members of the Verein deutscher 
Holzstofffabrikanten e.V., a price and terms association. The 
ouly purchasing association was formed by the Black Forest 
manufacturers before the war; whether it still functions is not 
known. In 1927 Sweden, Norway, and Fiuland producers formed 
an output-controlling cartel. 

Until recently the cellulose branch was unorganised, owing to 
the prevalence of the connection between cellulose and paper 
manufacture. The trade association (Verband Zellulosefabri
kanten) for many years recommended minimum prices to its 
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members but did !lot compel adberence. The market is rapidly 
expanding with the gro'\Vth of the artificial silk industry. but 
in spite of the high quality of the German product. German 
manufacturers began to feel Scandinavian and Czech competition 
very acutely in the second half of I927. and, in Older to meet 
it. set up (in April. 1928) the Sulfitzellstofi G.m.b.H .• a central 
sales company regulating output and prices (excluding only 
straw and natron cellulose which does not come on the market). 
The four large firms. Waldhof. Aschaffenburg, Koholyt and 
Hoesch. control three-quarters of its total output. Immediately 
after its foundation the Gent)an producers succeeded in persuad
ing the Czech industry to restrict its export to Germany and 
began to negotiate with the Scandinavians for the same purpose. 
IV. NON-FERROUS METALS. 

100 per cent. output cartel-controlled in 1928. 
Copper, lead. enamel: national and international cartels. 
Zinc: International cartel, national cartel broke up under 

pressure of outsiders in I927. since renewed. 
Aluminium: Three large concerns. national and international 

cartel. 
V. FOOD. 

Here estimate is difficult as there are no valuations of the 
output of the groups. The value of the output of beer in 
relation to the other groups cannot be so high as in Great Britain· 
(according to the London and Cambridge Economic Service index 
of production, 45 per cent. of the value of the group's output) 
because sugar is relatively more important; 35 per cent. can be 
allowed. The entire output is .controlled by the Schulheiss 
Patzenhofer trust. Another 15 per cent. may be allowed for 
yeast (trust and cartel). cigarettes (weak price associations 
suffering from perpetual undercutting). chocolate (price con
vention), grain milling (local price convention). Concern forma
tion has gone farthest in grain milling. where three great concerns. 
the Strassburg group. the Deutsche Miihlenvereinigullg A.G .• and 
Kampffmeyer, control over 50 per cent. of the total output; the 
remainder is produced by thirteen large works sometimes 
co-operating with the large concerns, sometimes not. 

VI. ELEcnucAL. 
70 per cent. total output is controlled by the three large 

combines, Siemens-Schuckert and Siemens and Halske. the 
A.E.G. with its subsidiaries, the sales associatiQn based on the 
association of Voigt and Haeffner. Sachsenswerk A.G .• and a 
number of smeller firms. But agreements exist between them for 
certain products only. 

The extent of price control in this branch is commonly 
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exaggerated, for instance, the Beama publication, T,..sls tmd 
Combines in eM Electrical Industry, describing the central associa
tion, the Zentralverband der deutschen elektrotecbnischen 
Industrie, states that " its main function lies, however, in fixing 
standard prices, conditions of contract and specification, for the 
great majority of the products of the industry; it is served by a 
number of groups devoted to one special branch of inter-related 
branches, and in some cases not only determines prices but 
allocates orders. There are few articles not produced in Germany, 
few contracts, from a complete power station equipment costing 
hundreds of thousands of pounds, to a small fractional horse
power motor, which are not subject to the control, direct or 
indirect, of the association. In addition to the central association 
a number of cartels deal specifically with certain branches which 
lend themselves more easily to quota production on standard 
lines and to division between producers on a quota system. 
Mention shorild be made in this connection of the Elektrizitats
zabler-Verband (Meters), Cable Makers, Insulated Wire Association, 
Verein deutscher Isolatorenwerke (insulators), heating and cooling 
apparatus, while other groups have dealt with condensers, insulated 
tubes, porcelain and ceramics, and a separate union covers 
contracting firms." . 

In fact, the central association does not fix or control prices 
except in so far as it provides methods of price calculation. Of 
the cartels mentioned, only two regulate output, the meters 
and cable associations, which allot quotas, but have not 
succeeded in introducing central sales. The Insulated Wire 
Association was the only sales syndicate in the industry; it 
broke up in the middie of 1927-being unable to reconcile the 
interests of the large and small firms. Two others, insulated 
tubes and heating and cooling apparatus, never controlled output 
and have ceased to control prices since 1926 and 1925 respectively. 
In porcelain the high tension branch is well organised, regulating 
output, but the low tension branch is not organised at all. 

vn. EXPORT GROUP. 
(Calculated 011 export figu,....) 

Output. 
Million RM. Controlled. 

Oocks 100 60 
Musical instruments ISO 
Toys .20 
Pottery .60 '40 
Glass #0 -Total : 1.170 600 

For extent of ccmbiDation. see pp. 89-92. 
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THE EXTENT OF RATIONALISATION IN. THE 
HEAVY INDUSfRIES 

I. EcoNOMIC POSITION OF THE RUHIl CoAL SEAK 
The available evidence as to financial and technical efficiency 

is hardly sufficient to determine the exact extent to which the 
industry is working on a non-economic basis. So far as output 
pet; man shift and installation of machineI}' are concerned, the 
mdustry's efficiency is increasing. ' 

(I) Monthly Output per Man Shift. RUM Are". 

1913 
19ZZ 
192 3 
1934 
1925 
1926 
1927:-

January 
February 
Man:h 
April 
May .. 
June •. 
July •. 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 

Average Year 

.. "I 

.. I 

.. I 

.. I 

Total employed. 

Kg. 
943 
633 
349 
857 
946 

1~:U4 

1,141 
1,147 
1,127 

,lOS 
1.117 
1,131 
1.122 
1,125 
1,121 
1.134 
1.1S3 
t,lSl 
1,132 

In the mines. i.e., Underground 
not in subsidiary workers 

works. only. 

1913=100 
100.00 

67·13 
37.01 
90.88 

100.32 
1I8.13 

121.00 
121. 63 
119·51 
111. 18 
118,45 
119·94 
u8·98 
II9·30 
Itg·SI 
120425 
In .27 
122:.06 
120·04 

Kg. 
1,161 

814 
471 

1,019 
1,179 
1.314 

1.38 7 
1.393 
1.369 
1.351 
1.314 
1.389 
1.379 
1.381 
1.382 
1.390 
1.412. 
1.410 

1.385 

(The figures produced for the Economic Conference were mis
leading because the most recent were for I<)24 and related only 
to the Dortmund area. The above figures are the Syndicate's 
own.) (See Gliickauf, June 2nd, I<)28.} 

(2} Installation of Machinery. 
According to the report prepared for the Economic Con

ference. in 19I3 only 5 per cent. of the Ruhr coal output was 
got by mechanical means; and in 1<)27 only 49-6 per cent. of the ... 
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output is got by manual labour and blasting. The Gliickauf 
figures illustrate the change. 

No. of Machines Installed. 

[927 in 1927 in 
1913. 1905· 19Z6 . 1927· % of %of 

1925· 1926. 

Hammer drills 1I.656 36.51'2 33.10{ 33.559 - 8.06 + 1·37 
(BCihrhammer) .. 
Drilling maehines 
(Drehbohtmaschinen) 31 2:,618 1.911 1.- -35.06 -14.0 1 

Hammerpicks 
(AbbaubAmmer) · . 217 41.309 45.299 6.4.428 55·g6 +42 .:13 

CoaI-cuttingmachin", 
(Kohlensclmeider) ._ - 366 233 186 -49_18 -20.11 

Conveyors 
(GrosschTammasM 

chinen) · . · . IS 605 470 358 -40 •83 -23.83 

Pillar CouveyOI8 
(SAulenschrammas-
chinen) · . .. 265 866 574 421 .-51.39 -26.66 

Winding engines 
(Sclluttelrutschen-
motonm) · . · - 1~922 7.175 6.461 6~57I - 8-42 .- 1.70 

But not much increase in technical efficiency can be attributed 
to closing down of mines. 

In the first great closing down period (I904 and following 
years) many mines were shut down for natural causes, or else as 
a result of purchase of quotas by larger mines. The mines closed 
down in the post-war period. up to I925, were all exhausted mines 
on the southern border of the coal-field. To what extent 
uneconomic closing down has taken place no figures can suggest. 
No systematic plan has been made for the whole coal-field. 

Mines closed tioum in the RUM Area I<J 1925. 

1923 
19 24 
19O5 
1926 

Total since 1923 
Of th 

13 employing 1.500 
24 u 8,398 
31 35.810 
19 25.293 
81 11 ,000 
I I ~ith 5.778 employees resumed 

working in 1926. 

IS 
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THE EXTENT OF RATIONALISATION IN. THE 
HEAVY INDUSTRIES 

I. EcoNOJlIC PoSmON OF THE RUHR CoAL SEAl( 
The available evidence as to financial and technical efficiency 

is hardly sufficient to determine the exact extent to which the 
industry is working on a non-economic basis. So far as output 
per man shift and installation of machinery are concerned, the 
industry's efficiency is increasing. ' 

(I) MOfIthly OutpuJ per Man Shift. RuIw AreIJ. 

Totalemplayed. 
In the mines. te .. 1 Underground 
not insobsidiary I workers 

works. only. 

Kg. 1913=100 ! Kg. 
1913 943 100.00 1.161 
I9Z2 633 67"3 814 
I9Z3 349 31. 0 "( 41' 
1924 

.. ! 851 90·88 1.019 
'9ZS 946 100·32 Irl79 
I9Z6 I.U. Il8.1] 1.374 
1927:-

January 1.141 121.00 1.381 
February 1,147 121. 63 1.393 
Matth 1.127 119-51 '.369 
April .1°5 1t7·18 1·357 
May .. 1.111 u8'4S 1.374 june .. 1.131 119·94 '.389 
uly 1,122 118.98 1.379 

August 1.125 119·30 1.381 
September I~I27 IY9·51 1.382 
October 1.134 120.25 '.-Nowmber I~I53 122.27 1·41.2 
December .. , 1.151 122.06 1.410 

A_Y"", .. 1,132 120.04 1.38S 

(The figures produced for the Economic Conference were mis
leading because the most recent were for 1924 and related only 
to the Dortmund area. The above figures are the Syndicate's 
own.) (See Gliif;ktn4f. June 2nd. 1928.) 

(2) 1~ of Mtlchinery. 
According to the report prepared for the Economic C0n

ference. in 1913 only 5 per cent. of the Ruhr coal output was 
got by mechanical means; and in 19"7 only 49.6 per cent. of the ... 
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The available statistics of costs of production in the Rhenish
Westphalian coal seam were collected by the Economic 
Ministry in %924, 1926 and November, %927. 

Costs in tMu Ruhr Coal Mines, Nouemb." %927. 

A_cost % of 
potr ton RM. t.otalcoeta. 

Wages · . .. · . · . 6.924 56 .66 
Salaries · . .. · . · . 0.8S8 1.0 2-

Total · . · . .. · . 7.782 63·68 

Wood .. · . · . .. 7.778 6·37 
Iron and metal · . · . · . o~682 5.58 
Dynamite .. · . · . .. 0.169 1·38 
Building material · . · . 0.102 0.83 
Oil and fat · . · . · . 0.015 0.62 
Sundry materials . . · . · . 0.246 2.01 
Steam, Gas, Current · . · . 0.115 0·94 

Total · . · . · . .. 2. 161 11·73 

Social Insmaoce · . .. 1.065 8.71 
Mining accidents .. .. · . 0.129 1.06 
Undertaker's work · . · . 0.193 1.58 
Freights · . · . · . · . 0.052- 0·43 
Tax .. .. · . · . · . 0.608 4·91 
O_head charges .. · . 0.260 2.1) 

Total · . · . · . · . 2·3°1 18.88 

Total I. 2, 3 · . .. 12.256 100.29 
Minus working :receipts .. 0.035 O~29 

TO:!, ":,,ts w~~out ?~preCi~~1 
12.221 100 

The same mines were not investigated on each occasion, so the 
results cannot be used as data for arguments about the progress 
of rationalisation. The three investigated in November, 1927, 

\ produce Z4.87 per cent. of the total Ruhr coal output, 13.9 per cent. 
\ of the coke output; although the proportion is small, the 

\ 
uniformity of conditions in the Ruhr IS such that these ligures 
can be regarded as representative. 
\" These statistics were not regarded as important until ApI'il, 
~-g28, when' the Commission appointed by the Economic 
ML~' try to enquire into .. the present position of Rhenish
We!: tphalian coal mining" used them as a basis for its 
calc 'lations. The Commission was set up for the same reason 
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as the Central German lignite commission-for the same reason as 
the British coal commission-to enquire into the relation between 
prices and wages, though the actual circumstances differed, in 
that wages had been raised under a compulsory arbitration award 
and the minister had refused to sanction a price increase. The 
Commission decided to confine itself to as narrow a sphere as 
possible. ' 

According to the Commission's calculations, wage costs 
amount to 50 per cent. of the total cost per ton, a little more if 
social insurance and salaries were added. (Compare Annex 9 of 
the British Coal Commission's report, p. 293.) They took wage 
rates for granted, as they were obliged to do, and attempted 
to deal with depreciation allowance, a problem of extreme 
difficulty in view of the immense capital investments of recent 
years. and extremely important because it is the only cost which 
varies greatly from mine to mine and the only item for which the 
official calculation is unsatisfactory. The Economic Ministry's 
estimate (x.25 RM. a ton) is no more than an estimate based on 
antiquated conditions. The majority report recommends a rate 
of x.74 RM. per ton of output (coal. coke and briketts) exclusive 
of interest charges. The Commission first attempted to calculate 
the amount to be allowed for depxeciation by acquiring informa
tion as to the cost of sinking new mines and erecting new coking 
piant, but found this method impossible. They then drew up a 
questionnaire. receiving replies from twelve mines, and made a 
thorough investigation into two mines' value of piant and 
allowance for depreciation. For the larger mines (annual output 
x million tons) they arrived at a depreciation figure of r.58 RM. 
per ton total output and for the smaller mines (annual output 
500,000 tons) %.9I RM. per ton total output. The average of the 
two is the allowance recommended. 

Dr. Baade, while approving the general basis of the cost 
calculation, prepared a special report to prove that this figure 

. is too high: he considers that in the instances selected value of 
plant was over-estimated, length of life of plant under-estimated. 
As his own estimate he offers %.04 RM. per ton. Consequently 
the total calculations vary widely: according to the majority 
report. Rubr mines are working with a loss of 27 Pfennig J.>ef ton 
of marketable output (i.e., coal and coke) (a total loss eqUlvalent 
to one-fifth the total British loss, according to the Coal Commission 
report. on half the British output), which with the higher wage 
rate will become x.05 RM. a ton-according toBaade's calculations 
with a profit of 58 Pfennig a ton. Very little light is thrown on 
the position of the Ruhr mining concems (as distinct from the 
mines) chiefly because the Commission. although it examined the 
financial results of the concerns. could not connect them with its 
costs calculations. 
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, 

Majority Minority 
Report. Report. 

HM. HM. 
Costs. acoording to official figures .. '3.64 '3.64 

Tau.tion uotincluded therein .. .. 0·09 0·09 

Costs of accidents not included tl1eMin 0·[5 • 
Depreciation .. .. .. .. 1.74 1.04 

Total Costs .. .. .. IS·W 14.87 

Receipts .. .. .. .. %4.21 14. 21 

Trade Profit .. .. .. .. 0.16 0.16 

Total Receipts .. .. .. .. '4·37 '4·37 

Profit pet ton coke .. .. .. 0.95 0.95 

Profit pet ton briketts .. .. 0.03 0.03 

Total Receipts per ton c:oal. coke, 
briketts .. .. .. .. 15·35 15·35 

=Loss of .. .. .. 0.27 0·S8=Proit 

• The official figuMS allow .'5 HM. which is included in the total costa 
figure. Dr. Baade considets this sufficient and does Dot allow the ... . 1, HM. which the majority reportdoes. 

II. RATIONALISATION IN LIGNITE. 

Lignite cartels work under peculiar conditions, since although 
the total output of lignite increased by 80 per cent. between 1913 
and 1927. the market remained local. The two chief districts, 
the Rheinland and Central Germany, exhibit a striking contrast 
in cartel organisation and exhibit its value and limitations better 
than any other industry. Producers in the Cologne seam work 
under uniform conditions. and being situated on the outskirts of 
the Rhenish-Westphalian area, must compete with RubI coal. 
In the numerous Central German and East Elbe seams conditions 
vary considerably, and the fuel has only feeble rivals in Saxon 
and Silesian coal; its use has been responsible for the principal 
changes of industrial location since the war, indeed for the 
emergence of a new economic unity. comparatively self<ODtained 
and independent of the rest of the Reich to a greater degree than 
any other area. 
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(a) Cent,al Germany. 
Neither the East Elbe area or the Central German area proper 

had fonned cartels of sufficient strength to overcome the great 
hindrances in their way in the previous period. The natural 
difficulties of the wide dispersion of the seams were intensified by 
the policies of the three Bohemian trading firms, Ignaz and Julius 
Petschek and Gebr. Weinmann, which acquired several of the larger 
mines in the early years of the century and caused the dissolution 
of local cartels. (At present the Petscheks own large properties 
in all the lignite seams, but only dominate the East Elbe seam 
where they control the IlseBergbau, a mine producing one-fourth 
of the total output of the area.) 

The present organisations for Central Germany and the 
East EIbe area are compulsory cartels under the coal industry 
law. Neither are syndicates in the correct sense. The Central 
German cartel does not sell coal or briketts or regulate production ; 
it fixes prices but does not compel adherence to them. The East 
EIbe syndicate sells a small portion of its output direct to large 
consumers, but does not regulate production and permits reduced 
prices to meet the competition of Silesian coal (a curious position 
since the Silesian coal syndicate is also a compulsory syndicate 
under the same law). The areas controlled by the two syndicates 
correspond to no geographical or geological division; in both 
areas seams lie far apart and conditions of working vary con
siderably, for instance, in I925 output per man shift in the 
Niederlausitz seam was almost twice as great as in the Frankfort 
seam. In the East Elbe area conditions are rather more unifonn 
because there are only four seams, of which the Niederlausitz is 
far more important than the three on its borders; the Central 
German area has nine. Amalgamation of the two syndicates is 
quite possible, and desirable, since it would reduce cost of 
management, and obviate waste through unnecessary transport. 

So far as rough lignite is concerned the weakness of the two 
cartels is of little consequence since it has only a local market and 
the large consumers own mines.· In the brikett market it is 

• Ownersbip of Mines in % Output:-

C.G<mnany. E. Elbe. Rheinland. 

Brikott.. Coal. Briketis. Coal. Brikotts. Coal. 

Trade . . · . 47·S If 84 46 So 3' 
Chemicals · . 33 4' - - 10 -
Ele<:trical · . 9·7 30 1.8 >3·5 '5 60 
Iron and Ore · . •. 8 I.S 2·7 5.8 13 > 
Glass .. · . - - 4 2 - -
Potash .. .. 0.' s·o - - - -
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injurious, for it pemuts uneconomic production and directly 
promote!! uneconomic marketing. Neither syndicate regulates 
production by fixing quotas, and therefore concerns have no 
inducement to close down inefficient mines. According to an 
official enquiry made in February, 7926, into the costs of pro
duction of fourteen open working mines. in the Central GeIman 
area, eight of the fourteen were .unable to work at a profit at an 
average price per ton briketts per cent. 8.85 RM., the highest 
price reached in the subsequent year, April, 7926, to March, 7927. 
No economies of production can be realised in this, the only 
unorganised branch of the GeIman heavy industry, without an 
instrument in the form of a strong production cartel similar to the 
Rhenish-Westphalian coal syndicate. 

The Schmalenbach commission, which was appointed toenqn1re 
into the possibilities of economising costs in order to offset the 
wage increase which followed the 7927 strike, found that at least 
half the wage increase (estimated at 56 Pt. a ton briketts) could 
be offset by economies in marketing. In the East Eibe area 
briketts pass through the hands of two wholesale traders instead 
of one, a state of affairs due to the preponderance of the Petscheks' 
influence. Only 7 per cent. of the total annual output of briketts 
is supplied by the syndicate direct to large consumers; of the 
remainder one-third each is sold by the syndicates' firms, by the 
works' firms and by the free traders; the independent traders, 
being able to dispose of larger amounts than the quota allotted 
to them allows them to purchase from the syndicate, are obliged 
to buy the rest from the works' trade firms. Under the 1927 scale 
of rebates, the works' firms have an incentive to sell to the smaller 
wholesale traders because, by selling in smaller quantities, they 
forego less of the rebate which they receive from the syndicate. 
Thus the limitation of the free traders' quota and the rebate 
system combine to raise the cost of marketing. $ 

In the Central German area, traders have a less pernicious 
influence because the syndicate does not sell itself and therefore 
does not allot quotas to the free traders and the works' firms. 
The works' firms compete among themselves, without restriction, 
without allocation of markets, without grading or marking the 
widely differing qualities. As the Commission points out, 

• The share of the U works trades firms .. is increasing. 

Share of total Olltput. 1926-1 (Mill. torulI· 1927-8· % 
Syndicate firms .. 4.18 3· 8S -20 
•• WOfko firms .. .. 1.76 3·21 80 

(11) 
F'nle tnule .. 3·94 3·94 
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economies in marketing as well as economies in production depend 
on the existence of a single syndicate strong enongh to control 
the market, an impossibility so long as the Petscheks retain their 
hold over the East Elbe syndicate. The report is striking 
testimony to the value of genuine syndicate organisation, and to 
the failure of compulsory organisation alone, as an instrument of 
rationalisation, but its recommendations have met with opposition 
from the industry and trade. 

(b) The CoZcgne Seam. 
The producers of lignite in the Cologne seam (the deposits 

of which are much larger than those of all the other Gennan seams 
together, though the seam produces only 28 per cent. of the total 
German output) are in a position in all respects the reverse of that 
of other Gennan lignite producers. 

The seam lies between Cologne, Bonn and DUren, and runs 
parallel to the Rhine, about 50 kilometres away from it; it is 
four miles wide by forty-five long. The deposits are very thick, 
usually 20-25 metres, sometimes 6o-zoo metres. In the Rhein
land, lignite is only a minor source of power as it is inferior to 
Central German and East Elbe lignite and far inferior to Ruhr 
coal, and would not be important if conditions of production 
were not extremely favourable and uniform, and if policy of the 
syndicate had not been successful and its management admirable. 
All deposits are accessible by open working, permitting the 
extensive use of machinery, so output per man-shift is far 
higher than in the Central German seams; the discovery of a 
special type of dredging machine during the war is said to have 
reduced costs by 30 per cent. All producers work under the 
same conditions and new mines can be easily opened. Since 
the market is local, it is always threatened by over-production. 
Without a strong syndicate policy, a steady increase in production 
would not have been possible, because mark~t fluctuations would 
have been so great. 

As soon as the mines achieved any importance, in the So's, 
attempts were made to control the brikett market; at the end 
of the go's depression forced two inefiectual organisations to 
combine. The syndicate did not include four works producing 
23 per cent. of the total brikett output, and though that is not a 
high percentage of outsiders, it was too much for a lignite 
association, which must be all-inclusive since new mines can 
be so easily 'opened. In 1902 all the twenty-one works of the 
Cologne seam formed the Braunkohlen Briketts Verkaufsverein, 
G.m.b.H., Kiiln, the oldest established coal syndicate which has 
functioned uninterruptediy. Its first triumph was the purchase 
and closing down of the old mine" Theresia" which an outsider had 
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bought and prepared to work. At an early age it began to compete 
with the Ruhr coal syndicate in the South German, market and 
resisted the coal syndicate's attempts to incorporate it. It has 
been successful because it has solved two problems which confront 
the heavy industry: it has regulated self-consumption and 
subdued the wholesale traders. But the real cartel problem
restriction of output-has never troubled it. 

It has only been able to regulate self-consumption because it 
does not control the production. of raw lignite, not because concern 
consumption is unimportant. Fifty-four per cent. of the 
syndicate's total output is produced by the two great firms; 
Roddergrube A.G. (four works) and the Rheinische A.G. fUr 
Braunkohlen-und Brikettfabrikation (ten works). Three smaller 
concerns, an Interessengemein:schaft of three firms with the 
works of the I.G. Farben Industrie, and the concern of the 
Horrero Brikettfabrik, have quotas of 7.5 per cent., 5.5 per cent. 
and4.5 percent.; the remajnjngz8.5 per cent. is divided between 
twenty-one companies whose shares run from 0.94 per cent. to 
3.4 per cent. All the large concerns have connections with 
consumers who take all their rough lignite output. More than 
half of the Rheinland's electrical power supply is produced by 
five great stations using lignite as their chief form of fuel.· 
During and after the war, other iodustries secured supplies of 
raw lignite, the dye branches of the chemical industry, anitrate 
factory at Grevenbroich and an electro-steel works at Bonn. 
The market for rough lignite cannot be controlled by the 
the vertical nor has it attempted to control it since x923, since 
syndicate connections of the producers absorb all their pro-
duction. . 

The market for briketts is wider, and the syndicate fixes a 
seif-consumption figure for the supply of mines' own needs, 
though not for the needs of undertakings which have only agree
ments with mines and are not their property. When the 
syndicate began, 80 per cent. of its total output was exported : 
the increase of export was one of its chief objects. By x9I3 the . 

• The shares of the Berggeist mine came into the p05sessitm o-f the 
Rheinische WestphAlis<:he ElektrizitAts GeseIlscbaft which had previously 
used only hard coal, in 1906 and 1911; when in 1913 its supplies "Wen! 
insufficient, StiDnes made a loog term contract with Roddergrube to supplY 
thegreatGoldenburgworks; in 11)21 theR. W.E. took over the management 
of Roddergruhe, much against the wishes of ROOdergrube', shareholders. 
The two Fortuna StatioDS~ and the Zukunft Station have been the creation 
of tho lignite industry itself. In 1910. the Rheinische A.G .• fi1r Braunkohlen 
Bergbau.uud Brikettfabrikation constructed the Fortuna I. power station 
in Cologue~ and in lC}U agreed with the municipal authorities to supply it 
with current; the second Fortuna station they finished in 1922, as the 
first station &lone c:ould not supply.all the Cologne current. The Zukunft 
station was completed by the Braunkohlen Industrie A.G., Zukunft in 
1913, to supply tho Aachen district. 



export market was relatively unimportant; the syndicate had 
created a new inland market for itself without assistance from the 
traders whom it had brought completely under its control. The 
syndicate has not attempted to include the traders as the coal 
syndicate has done, or to set up its own selling organisation 
because it has no need to do so; it divides its market into 
sixty-two districts, each pf which is shared by several traders 
who may not-and do not-sell outside their own district-an 
arrangement which survives from the fuel shortage period when 
it was desirable to distribute fuel supplies as evenly as pussible ; 
its present object is to enable traders to consider the needs of 
their own district. The trader may not make exclusive contracts 
or allow his customer bonuses, lest he should acquire a monopo
listic position; for itself the syndicate has no such fears and will 
not allow him to sell lignite produced by firms not members of 
the syndicate. The penalties for breaking the syndicate's rules 
are heavy, but they are rarely broken, for though severe, 1hey 
are unifonn. 

The syndicate is a compulsory organisation under the Coal 
Industry law. But wouldcontinueto exist if the law were repealed. 
It is one of the best established organisations in Germany today, 
but since its strength has never been tested by the necessity of 
reducing output, it cannot be regarded as a model for other 
cartels. 

m. THE PROBLEM OF RIH)RGANISATION IN THE ROLLING STOCK 

BRANCHES. 

Even before the war the railway waggon industry was only 
occupied to 80 per cent. of its capacity, but in the war and post
war period, as a result of the great construction programme 
undertaken by the Reichsbahn, it doubled its production capacity; 
by 1923 there were seventy works in the branch against forty 
before the war. Since the sudden reduction of the Reichsbalm's 
orders caused by stabilisation, the industry existed for four 
years in a state of crisis, which attempts at organisation did not 
succeed in relieving. In 1926 eight of the larger firms began 
to negotiate for fusion: Linke Hofmann and the Gothaer 
Waggonlabrik in Uerdingen set up a study company to investigate, 
which found that fusion was not desirable (previously the only 
organisation had been two loose price conventions) but recom
mended as an alternative an association to the members of 
which the Reichshahn shonld allot quotas. This the Reichsbalm 
agreed to. do, on the condition that the thirty members of the 
association should .. rationalise" their methods of production: 
but not a single attempt at rationalisation was made by any firm 
during the first years of its existence. Two groups crystallised 
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among the members: the Western group,. amalgamated in 
October, I927, and the Eastern groupt in May, I928. Fusion is 
not likely to take place between the South German works which 
are departments of larger concerns. The Western trust is 
over-capitalised; experts consider that for evay I per cent. 
Reichsbahn quota half a million RM. capital is sufficient; the 
trust has a capital of II Mill. RM. and a quota of I3i per cent., 
i.e .• about 830.000 RM. for every I per cent. The same must 
apply to the Eastern group. which will control 25 per cent. of the 
Reichsbahn's orders, with a capital of 30 Mill. RM .• but no exact 
calculation can be made because the fusion was carried through 
by Linke-Hofmann. a general engineering firm. raising its capital 
and exchanging shares with the other two. 

The problem in the locomotive branch is even more acute. 
The number of locqrnotives constructed for the home and foreign 
market declined from 4.052 in I9I3 to 615 in I926, having reached 
5,370 in Ig2I under the influence of inflation. The Reichshahn's 
orders for locomotives have declined to a greater extent even 
than its orders for carriages, on account of technical changes
adoption of the through brake, re-organisation of repair shops, 
and the decline of passenger traffic. In addition the branch has 
lost all its export markets. Organisation to restrict output is 
even more difficult than for the carIiage makers, for all the works, 
with one exception. are departments of large firms: trustification 
is impossible even if a trust could include so many as twenty 
works. Since the expiry of the contract of the association-;!ever 
very strong-in 1927, the branch has been unorganised. Had 
the waggon builders' association been successful. the locomotive 
branch might have attempted something similar. As it is, no 
effort was made to improve the situation beyond the petition 
presented to the Reichswirtschaftsmin;ster by four leading firms. 
The petition suggests that the Government should grant a credit 
of 50 Mill. RM. to the Reichshahn for new orders to be allotted 
among the larger works, and that it should give financial assist
ance to the smaller works which would receive no orders to enable 
them to convert their works to other branches of machine 
construction. The minister refused the petition on the ground 
that special credit facillties would ouly provide artificial and 
temporary relief and postpone real re-organisation. Subsequently 

• The Wes.tem. group consists of: 
Waggonfabriken von der Zypen & Charlier iJ> KCIn. Dnseeldorfer 

Eisel1balmbedarf, Killinger & Sohn. 
It ..... expoc:ted that other Drna would job> ....d briAr the truat·. quota 

up to 20 per ceD.t.~ but ill J a.nua.ry. 19a8~ this had. not talum place. 
t The Eaot .... group includes , 

Linke Hofmann in Breslau. Busch in BauUen. SAchsischea 
Waggonlabrik, Werdau. 

, i 
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several specialisation contracts accompanied by restriction of 
output have been made, one of which will be accompanied by 
amalgamation. 

Other branches faced by the same problem have been able 
to solve it by amalgamation because producers in each branch 
are few. Three large boiler-making firms amalgamated in 
September, I9z7, with the assistance of Demag. The boiler tubes 
branch made plans for a similar amalgamation at the beginning 
of I9Z6, which it abandoned in the middle of I927 when revival 
seemed to diminish the necessity. The threefumsmanufacturing 
ore-dressing machinery amalgamated in November, r927, forming 
the Aufbereitungs A.G. in Essen. 

IV. RATIONALISATION CARTELS. 

Specialisztion by cartels is possible but not usqal, and is 
very rare, if the number of members exceeds three or four. The 
typical agreement is signed by two or three producers, rarely by 
all manufacturers of the branch. If there are more than three 
or four members, thorough specialisation is bound to entail 
financial loss for some firms, which must be made good by a scheme 
of profit-sharing, equivalent to loss of financial independence. 
The object of the following list is to estimate as exactly as possible 
the prevalence of agreements of this kind and to snggest reasons 
for their success in certaln branches. 

Specialisation Agreements. 

Branch, No. Date. I 
I. Machine Tools 3 of 3 In throo branches, boring machines, 

and Mechani linn. tuminglath ... andmillingmachin ... 
cal Tools each. groups of three firms have success. 

fully apeciaUsed by agreemeute. 
Other groupe of firms in the same 
branches have advaneed no further 
than uegoti&tioos. Branch after 
branch reports failure to achieve 
organisation of any kind. 

Wood·work- 1 19 2 4 The firm Maschi.a.enbau. Balcke A.C. 
ingmacbinos in Bochum agreed with several 

North German door and window 
glass manufacturers to standardise 
and modernise their works, and to 
take over their aalo of products, 
purchase and distribution of raw 
material. 



Branch. 

II. Textile 
macl>in .. 

V. Diesel motors 

VI. Pumps 

VIII. Mechanical 
Transport 

IX. Envelopo 
machines 
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Specialisation Agreements. 

No. 

Several 
-2 

6 

Date, 

1923 .. Unionmatex_" Five firms (now 
increased to fourteeo) agreed to 
specialise. No cenbal management 
and therefore no compensation or 
profit equalisation: has oDly por
tiaIly specialised. The Cenbal 
bureau acted at first as au ofiic:ial 
for information: now undertakes 
sales for certain area aDd partially 
for export; advertises, and cost is 
shared by members. 

1921 The Motorenwerke Mannheim vorm. 

._& 
'927 

0"" 
before 
war; 
one 
1925 

1917 

Benz bad made three 10_
gemeinschaften with three com~ 
pames for specialisation on certain 
kinds of Diesel motors. 

Three agreements hetw_ three 
groups of firms 3 and 2, for 
specialisation. 

The -pre-war agreement wag signed 
by several finns., for thorough 
specialisation. with trustee to super
vise. The 1925 agreement signed 
by two firms fo< specialisation. 

VOIband dootscber KuveItmaschi
nen-fabrikaDten. In this small 
bIunch (400 workers) tho 6"" firms 
have been able to carry out com
plete specialisation by c:artelagtee
ment under peculiar circumstances. 
Their market is in fact guaranteect 
for the incentive to organisation 
came from. their eonsumers. the 
envelope makers' association. 
which threetoned to. boycott tho 
machine-makers and manufacture 
machines on their own account if 
the machine-makers coutinued to 
sell to the outsiders of the associa
tiOD. A reciprocal cont:raet was 
made in 1913 under which the 
envelope-makers guaraateed to the 
machiJle...makers a volume of orders 
equal to the a_ of the three 
pIOVious years. The guataDtee 
clause is no longer in :force but the 
effect of the contract has been to 
secure the market to the maChine.. 



Branch. 
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Specialisation Agreements. 

No. Date. I 
manufacturers, while it has not 
checked the delivery of machines to 
non-members of the envetopo. 
makers' association. who take -about 
30 per cent. of the machine associ· 
ation's output. The machine
makers· association has only two 
outsiders~ one unimportant, the 
other Winkler and Dunnebier. man
ufacturing a special machine for 
mass production: the latter are 
permitted to supply the enwIcpe
makers under & special contract 
and negotiatioDs to draw it into the 
cartel are in progress. 

AB a ..... It of the specialisation 
contract made in 1911~ each firm 
now manufactures three or four 
machines in&teacI of twenty .. 
before; prices have not increased 
anything !ike in proportion to tho 
increase in prices of raw material 
and costs have _ reduced by 
about 30 per cent. Clearly the 
&ucce&& of the opeciaIisation pr0-
gramme is due to the exceptionally 
strong position of the manufac.. 
ture,. compared with that of their 
consumers. 

1920 The Vereinigung deutscher Druck
maschinen developed from a trade 
8850Ciation and began to act as & 

cartel. fixing prices and term.. in 
1920; unlike other .cartels in this 
branch its activities W8Ie not 
disturbed by the events of 1924 and 
1925. but in 1926 it was a.t last 
obliged to relax its regolationo 
which were reinforced ill 1927. 
There are a few important out.
siders responsible for (,..1 per cent. 
of tho total German output. 

Rationalisation in this branch 
moana standaroisation rather than 
specialisation. Attempts have _ 
made by its Dine grou~ whieh 
have fo< the moot part failed. 
Standardisation of machines must 
be pn><eded by s_aroisatiou of 
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Specialisation Agreements. 

No. 

6 

DatA>. 

Dec.. 
1925 

parts. which the indU8try regards 
as impossible. because sta.uda.rdisa-o 
tion 18 opecia.lly diflioult for the 
large firms which should take the 
lead. because they oonstrnct larS. 
macbin.e& of very dUlerent types. 

Only one group. the lithographic 
machine-makeTs, has succeeded at 
a specialisatioll cartel and was 
instituted as such. It! six mem· 
hers DOW manufa.ctnre only two or 
three typeo of machine (instead of 
in one case forty-eight) and output 
is restricted. The specia.lisa.tiOD 
contract was accompanied by a 
compensation fund and fairly 
elaborate regula.tiODs which h&vo 
worked well. The exceptional 
success of specialisation in this 
branch is due to the increasing 1188 
of the offset machine which hu 
gradually been displacing the 
lithographic type since the -.; 
manufacturers were obliged to limit 
their output and specla1isa.tion 
was a convenient accompaniment. 
Further. the usual risk of specialiaa
tiOD is absent because all firms but 
one manufacture other printing 
machines., Successfulspecia1isation 
in a permanently dept sled branch 
is uneommon. 

Another group. the Verhand 
deutscher RotatiODsmaschinenfabrika.n_. has achieved a high 
degree of organisation unaccom
panied by specialisation. 0.. ac
count of the large size of the 
machines the manufacturers found 
it desirable to stabilise employment 
by pooling OMets. Consumers 
object to this arrangement alleging 
that orders given to one factory ant 
transferred to another without their 
consent and executed on di1Iezent 
linea. In consequence of the com
plaints made by them before the 
Enquete-A_U88 the group 
abandoned the pooling arrange
ments and substituted for it a 
sy.tem of output control. 
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Speciali&atiOIl Agreements. 

Branch. No. Date. 

X. Refrigeralzmo '.3 1921 Bor.rig .... d MaImosnwm specialioe 
and cooling in certain branches. 
plants 

~schj~fabrik Augsburg NOm· 
berg. Maschinenfabrik Essling1eD. 
and the Linde concern specialise. 
There....., fortytofifty firms engaged 
in this branch, but these five firms 
dominate the industry. 

XI. Casting 3-4 1919 or Specialisation and central sales. 
machines 1920 
Electro- 3 ? Specialisation and central sal ... 
technical 
Furnace 3 1928 Demag. Central GeIman Steel 
Construction Works and Martin a: Pagenstecker 

in KOIn founded a holding Company 
to re-OIgaIlise their plant. 

V. INVESTMENT IN THE HEAVY INDUSTRY, %927. 

Loan. 

Germ .... y: 
Kl6ckn .. 40 Mill. RM. 

1926 

Holland, 
S Mill. Lf. 

1921 

Hoosch-KolD- Germany: 
Neuessener 18 Mill. RM. ~ 
BergworksveIein 1926 

Share issue. 

20 Mill. RM. 
Dec., 1927 

3' Mill. RM. 
1928 

Purpose. 

New steel works at 
Haspe. cement works at 
Osnabrllck, new Thomas 
furnaces. 

Synthetic nibate enter
prises with whicb potash 
interests are connected. 

Modernisation of steel 
works and rolling mills. 
construction of new 
blast fumace as substi· 
tute for three existing 
ones. with object of 
installing plant for the 
continuous use of blast 
mrnace gas and a central 
power supply for the 
Dortmund plant: 1'8. 
organisation of . the 
finishing works to deal 
with. & larger proportion 
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Gtttehoffnungs
hutte (Hamel) .• 

Mannesmaun .. 

Krupp 
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U.S. 7. Mill .• 
Nov., 192-5. 
~iMill .• 
Feb., 1926. 

U.S., 
S Mill .• 

1926 

Share issue. 

44 Mill. HM. 
1921 

Govt. loan of 20 Mill. RH. 
8.5 Mill. RH. 1928 

U.S. 10 Mill.' 
1925 

60 Mill. $ 
1927 

9 Mill. HM. 
profi ts in
vested in 
addition to 
loan. 

Pa~. 

of the semi-_ 
steel. Thirty I10W coke 
furnaces at Ka_hl 
II. mine~ a DeW coking 
plant a.t its Emscher 
shafts and additiOllS to 
the coking plant at 
A1tessen. Pat<mts taken 
out for a Dew steel pro
ceaa for direct produc
tion from ore. 

Enlargem8l1t of blaet 
furn.aces; couatruction 
of cement works at 
Oberhaustm. 

New eok:ing plant and 
blaet _ at Hllck
ingen. which will make 
it a complete vertically 
iotegrated COIlcem. 

18 Mill. HM. of tbe 1921 
issue paid off American 
loan. Govt.loangnmted 
to retaio property in 
MOIO<eO. 

Complete te-orgam.a
tion. 
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No. 3. 19"8. 
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They only include power-using establishments. 

Locali .... - The material used by all writers on industrial 
location since the war is Die A,beiterverleilung in deY d ... lschen 
Itulusm •• 1')22 and I924. not comparable with census resnlts. 

(ill) Producti .... 
Monthly Dfficial statistics are issued for production of coal, 

coke and by-products, lignite and by-products, potash, pig iron. 
steel works and rolling mills products. other metals. and sulphuric 
acid. These are available in Wimchaft atul Statistik each month. 
and in the V ierlelsjahrshefle and the year book for the annual 
results. 
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The coal, lignite, potash, iron and steel syndicates also 
publish statistics of monthly output and employment which are 
avaiIable in GliickauJmonthly. 

The Pr04vktions.,hebungen are censuses taken originally for 
tariff-making and military purposes of the volume and value of 
the annual output of certain industries. The first, taken in 18g8 
for the 1902 tariff, was the widest in range, including mining, iron, 
chemicals, rubber, celluloid, cement" pottery, glass, paper, some 
branches of textiles, leather, tobacco and starch, women's and 
children's clothing. The I907 census only included the more 
important branches. The results of the I9I3 census are not yet 
published. Thus, there are avaiIable, so far as pre-war official 
statistics are concerned : 

Mining: Continuous since 1860, modernised I913. 
Chemicals: x8g8, X907 for cokery products and sulphuric 

acid. Annual for potash since 1860. 
Textiles: Cotton, x907; worsted, z897. 19Q7-8-9; linen. 

x9Q7-8-g. ' 
Power-driven vehicles: 1901-3-6-ro-XI-12. 
Leather: 1:8gS-1910. 
Food Industries: x907. 

Therewas never a general oensus. except in Bavaria in' 1913. the 
results of which were not published. 

These were resumed in 1925 and 1:926; results are available 
for : 

Textiles': Wirlschaft and Statmik, 1927-9. worsted washing 
and combing, worsted spinning; 1917. cotton-spinning ; 
1918, jute; 1:921:, lIax-spinning; 1922, hemp; and 1928. 
jute. So far as method is concerned these are comparable 
with the pre-war results, but offer no indication as to the 
effect or loss of territory (which affects cotton results most 
seriously). Provide information as to prevalence of 
commission work and integration of processes. value of 
raw materials. 

Electrical Power: 1925-6. 
Leather: 1925-6. 
Power-driven vehicles: 1925-6. 
Estimates of the total value of Gennan industrial production 

are made by Hirsch in article in 51n1kttwlllMllilungmlkr v-tsche# 
Yolkwirlschaft and in ViemJsjahrshejU __ KmljunktvrJ"'schvng 
2 and 3. 1927; of value of textile production before the war by 
Kertesz, DU TexliUfldustri. sitmilff:lur 51_. 1917. of the 
proportion of output exported in V.erlelsjalwsheJIe "'"' Konjsmk
Itw/",schung 3, 1928. 
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AssocialiDf< Statistics have made great progress in the last 
few years. Most of these are collected for the purpose of business 
forecasting. 

Enginurinc.-The Verein deutsche Maschinenbauanstalten 
alone of the great industrial associations collects statistics of 
costs. orders received, employment and output and publishes 
some of its results, together with information as to the size of 
lirms. fusions. carte1 formation. 

M;"'nc.~e small association, the VereinfUr die bergbau
lichen Interressen Niederschlesiens. has very complete material as 
to costs, output per head, stocks, output. Other syndicates output 
and output per head only. 

Pa~.-The Central Association collects output statistics for 
paper. pasteboard. wood pulp, cellulose, rags, circulates them 
among Its members and supplies the Institut fUr Konjunkturfor
schung with data which are not published. 

T.stiles.-Certain textile associations supply the Institut fUr 
Konjunkturforschung with data for its production index, not 
published. One or two collect figures for forecasting purposes. 

PottMy.-The cartel has collected statistics since %922. These 
are available in Vershofen: Di. Lag. del' tku/schon Pondlan
itldvstrN in tlmjaMmIg25, I926 .. tId Anlanc I927, very complete 
information as to costs, output, employment, utilisation of 
capacity. -

The retail traders and the association of -consumers' c0-

operative societies (Edeka) have collected statistics of turnover 
for the last three years. 

In some industries no figures, either official or private, are 
available, chemicals being the outstanding example., The 
Gennan association prepared the estimates of world production 
fO(' the Economic Conference; the only other figures for Gennan 
output appear in the U.S. Department of Commerce reports, 
the source being presumably the reparation authorities. The 
D.O.C. reports are the only SOurce of information for glass and 
clock manufacture. 

(iv) Balance Shuts 01 Shar. Companies. 

The Balance Sheets for Gold Mark conversion and year 1924 Is 
are summarised in V ierlelsjaMshefto ... , Statislik ties tkulsdlen 
&ichs, No. IV of I926. Includes about two-thlrds of all share 
companies. 

Aron, A. Die KapitaltJel'tiu.r..ng'" tloulscher AktUngesell
schafton naeA d .... Krieg., 19Z7, uses the official statistics. 
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(v) Prices. 
Wirtschaft and Statistik. 
Wirtschaftslrurve der Frankfurter Zeitung. 
Allgemeine Statistisches Archlv. Vol. x6, part 4, explains the 

composition of the new official wholesale prices index numbers. 
Institut fUr Konjunkturforschung, two price indices. 

(vi) For"p Trade. 
D." Auswanige HtUUlel D ... lschlands, Vol. 339 of Statistik 

des Deotschen Reichs for x926 compared with x9x3 and %925-
In these volumes only the headings of the International 

Classification are given with x9x3 values, therefore more conven
ient to use D." DeJIlsdIe Auss ... han4el. prepared for the 
Foreign Trade Committee of the Enquete-Ausschuss, gives X9%3 
values for x925 trade for each heading for each country. and 
therefore slightly different results for the totals in the Inter
national Classification. Also an index number to show divergence 
of volume and value changes. 

(vii) Costs. 

See sections on Coal, Iron Ore and Lignite: no other ma,terial. 
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Trusts in British Industry, 1914-1921. 
of Recent Developments in 
Organization. 

A Study 
Business 

By J. MORGAN RExs. M.A., Lecturer in Ec:onomics and 
Political Science, UDivernity College of Wales, Aberystwyth. 
Demy _8vo. 269 pp. Ooth. lOS. 6d. 

TIw Tt...-" A. esefuI and paillstaJdng IlUl'WlY. with full bibliosnphies. of the 
~ of Trusts in different industries. taken in separate sections; with 
historical atrospecL Mr. Rees- arrives at the _elusion that British tn.do. now 
UDder the penmomIt CODtz'Ol of large combines whic:h amUvl tb Govuament. 
and he disc:usses IJlelISt1n:S of reform.. Any sw::eess.fuI bandling of the problem 
must. in his view, be preceded by State ownaship of tbe primary industrial enter
prises of power and ttansport. with democratic c:ontlol; and this would. IleCeS8itate 
aational.isaticm. of bankiDB." 

Philip Snowden: The Man and His Financial 
. PolicY. 
By A. ANDRliADEs, C.B.E., Professor of Public Fmance in 
the University of Athens. Crown 8vo. 128 pp. Cloth. 58. 

T'- L',..", S.~.-" It is DO detractioD to say of Profesaor A:ndr6a.IUs' 
little study that u..e is much more about Snowden the iinancier Il:wt then! is about 
Suowden the man, His uposition of Mr. Sno1vden's two Budgt:ts is clear, ccmc.ise 
aDd balanced--& ID;CII!eI iD its way. and tho ~ noteworthy because it GOlDS from. .. ~." 
The Economic Policy o.f Soviet Russia. 

By PROFESSOR. PAUL HAlm's~ D.LL. Demy 8vo. 190 PP 
ao~ 95. 

Professor Haemel bas • thorough inside Jalowl.edp of his SIlbject. bavJag beld 
the chair of Public Finance in the University of Moseow for more thaD twentJ'-D.ve
yean. beside! occupying othet publk positioDs. of im~ce. including membenhip 
of the Board of Directon of the State Bank of Ruwa.. FI"Om 1921 to 1928 be was 
PresldImt, under the Soviet., of the fiaancial sectioa of the Imtitute of Economic 
Res.e:arcb, and he has tabu. part in the work of wveral of the Soviet CommiMeria"'. 

in &be State Budget Commiltoe. the T&riI:Is Ccmunittee &lid other bodiIL 

British Banks and the Finance of Industry. 
By S. EVELYN TaoMAS, B.Com.(Lond.I. Demy 8vo. 
304 pp. Cloth, 12 •• 6d. 

A comprehensive account of the post-war eontrovesy between BrltDh Banb and 
British IndU5trialists OIl the important question as to how far our banking teclmlque 
and monetary polley have CI04tri.buted. to or ac:c:eotuated me ~ UXlditioM 
of dupa 'op 

A concise comparison of Continental and British IDdustrlal FiDaIIce .. Induded. 
and, after reviewing the recent devdopments in OW' bankiLl orpnisatioll. the 
tilthor concludes that further distinct advance • called foc If our baDlIs are 
adequately to meel \he reqWremen" of our markedly diaDpd fICIODOiIDio stn1cture. 

P. S. KING & SON, LTD .. 

14 Great Smith Street, LondoD, S.W.1 
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" 

Changes in the Structure of World Economics 
Since the War. ... 

By DR. FEux SolllARY. with ;m Introduction by T. E. 
GREGORY, D.Sc.(EcoD,)~ Professor of Banking and Currency 
in the University of London. Crown 8vo.,~ 224 pp. Cloth, 
, •• 6d. .. 

Written by aD ~nt Continental banker. this book deal:I with the preseDt 
political and ecooomic ptoblems of B~l and with thole CI1m!nts of public opinion 
wbleh.are Ihaping the <XJIl1W of events toaay. The issues dlsc:usaed range from. the 
JIOISibiUtiea of Franco-Gerrnan co-operatiOD to Empire Free Tnde. and the danprs 
cd continued Europeao par1icWari&m in the face of the ~~ power of &he 
United Statts. 

The Theory of Collective Bargaining. A History, 
Analysis and Criticism of the Principal 
Theories which have sought to explain the 
efIects of Trade Unionism upon the Distri
bution of the Product of Industry. 

By W. H. HtJTT* Senior Lecturer in Commerce in the 
UnivemtyofCapeTown. Crown8vo. 1:20pp. Ooth. ss. 

The PrOblem of Maintaining Purchasing Power: 
A Study of Industrial Depression and 
Recovery. ' 

By P. W. MAR:nlf. Demy 8vo. 320 pp. Many Diagrams. 
Cloth. ISS. 

'1'1d8 baok fumIsbeI. the first u.tWactory uplaDatiM of 'Irby bay{ag Intermittently 
falls to ~ pace "Irith I'J"CICiuetiOD. By approaching the question from. a DeW' 
aqte it elucldlitel and reconciles the apparently conflictlng tbeorie8 at present held. 
III PUtieulat. it shows that. altbou,h (IeDenI ove:rp:roductio is impossible. a pnenJ 
::'e.L.~.r of purc.hasin& power ~ occwa aDd is baslcaUyl'tSpQD8ible tot .-
The New Survey of London Life and Labour. 

Volume One: FortY Years of Change. 
Demy 8vo. 438 pp. Portrait, seven Maps. Charts aDd 
Diagrams. Buckram, 178. 6d. 

T1u TiMa.-" It remains to commend th& mapa and charts. putic:ularly the t1n) 
-population maps, lD this extraordinarilf rich And infonnalive volume, and cmctt 
more. perhaps. to emphasise the essential staUstlc::al a.ature of ils contents. DOt 
forpttiUg the scnapulout. wav fa. which the method by which the ltatistica U8 _ ...... _ ............ 
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14 Great Smith Street, London, S. W.l 


